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FOREWORD

T

HIS IS THE TWENTY-SECOND VOLUME in the Memorial Tributes
series compiled by the National Academy of Engineering as a
personal remembrance of the lives and outstanding achievements of its members and foreign members. These volumes are
intended to stand as an enduring record of the many contributions of engineers and engineering to the benefit of humankind.
In most cases, the authors of the tributes are contemporaries or
colleagues who had personal knowledge of the interests and
engineering accomplishments of the deceased.
Through its members and foreign members, the Academy
carries out the responsibilities for which it was established in
1964 as an organization of outstanding engineers. Members
are elected by their peers on the basis of significant contributions to engineering theory, practice, and literature or for
exceptional accomplishments in the pioneering of new and
developing fields of technology. The National Academies of
Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine share a responsibility
to advise the federal government on matters of science, technology, and medicine. The expertise and credibility that the
National Academy of Engineering brings to that task stem
directly from the abilities, interests, and achievements of our
members and foreign members—our colleagues and friends—
whose special gifts we remember in these pages.

Julia M. Phillips
Home Secretary

xi
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PA U L G . A L L E N
1953–2018
Elected in 2005
“For contributions to the creation of the personal computer software
industry and the development of innovative technologies.”
BY WILLIAM H. GATES III

My friendship with Paul started with a computer. I was in

8th grade, Paul was in 10th (although he seemed a lot more than
two years older to me, because he was tall and had a really cool
beard). Our school had just purchased a teletype, which connected to a remote mainframe through a phone line. The machine had a typewriter-style keyboard and no screen—and we
were obsessed with it.
Since it was so expensive to use—$40 an hour!—the only
way for us to get computer time was by exploiting a bug in
the system. We eventually got busted by the company that
licensed the machine, but that led to the first official partnership between Paul and me: we worked out a deal with the
company where we could use computers for free if we would
locate problems. Once we had overcome the hurdle of paying
for computer time, we spent just about all our free time messing around with any machine we could get our hands on.
I couldn’t have asked for a better first business partner than
Paul. He was a big thinker, and he was great at solving difficult problems. The first major project we took on together was
something we called the Traf-O-Data, a machine that would
analyze the information gathered by traffic monitors. I wrote a
lot of the software during cross-state bus trips from Seattle to
Pullman, where Paul was in college.
3
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Traf-O-Data ended up being a failure. It turns out not a lot
of people wanted to buy the machines, especially not from
a couple of teenagers. But we learned a lot from the project,
about both creating a prototype and understanding what customers want. To build the Traf-O-Data software, Paul wrote
a script that emulated the Intel 8008 microprocessor. His program allowed us to develop software before we built the hardware, an experience that proved invaluable when we started
our next venture together.
Paul was always fascinated by what comes next. When we
were just teenagers, he predicted that chips would get superpowerful and eventually give rise to a whole new industry.
He was right, of course. At the time, few people had any idea
what a personal computer was. Paul understood before most
people that, as microprocessors grew more and more powerful, the only thing limiting their potential would be how good
the software is for the device.
I’ll never forget the day Paul showed me the cover of the
January 1975 issue of Popular Electronics and said: “This is
happening without us!” The cover featured a new computer
called the Altair 8800, which ran on a powerful new chip.
As we read about it, Paul and I didn’t know how exactly it
would be used—but we felt sure it would change the world
of computing.
We were both living in Boston at the time. Just a few months
after we read about the Altair, he left his job at Honeywell, and
I decided to go on leave from Harvard. We moved together to
Albuquerque and started our new company, Microsoft.
Paul’s ability to think creatively and solve difficult problems
was important for a lot of Microsoft’s early success. In 1975
the chips were so limited that you couldn’t do native development. That made writing code pretty challenging. Paul had a
great idea: to write some code that would let us emulate those
chips on a more powerful computer, then port it over to the
machine with the less powerful chip.
Although we were singularly focused on the work in the
early days of Microsoft, Paul was always a man of diverse
interests. As the company took off, he began to explore those
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interests in a way that only Paul could. I remember watching
a Seattle SuperSonics basketball game with him not long after
we moved back to Washington. Paul turned to me and asked,
“Do you think someone can just buy a team?” I thought he
was joking. Aside from how outlandish the idea of buying a
team seemed, nobody who went to school with him would
have ever pegged Paul as a future sports team owner. But in
1988 he purchased the Portland Trailblazers (and in 1996 the
Seattle Seahawks).
The move was classic Paul: he always wanted to push the
limits a little. You didn’t know if he was serious, but more
often than not he was. That part of his personality served him
well his whole life. His audacity was essential to our success
at Microsoft.
After he was diagnosed with Hodgkin’s lymphoma in 1982
and left the company (although he continued to serve on the
board for many years), he applied his gifts to all of his ventures, from understanding how the brain works to exploring
the frontiers of artificial intelligence. He’s the only person I’ve
ever met who could justifiably claim to be a brilliant rock guitarist, technologist, and philanthropist.
His generosity was as wide-ranging as his interests. In
1986 he and his sister, Jody, founded Vulcan, which became
a vehicle for their philanthropic and development interests.
Over the years Paul donated more than $2.5 billion for the
advancement of science, technology, education, the environment, and the arts. He founded the Allen Institute to push the
boundaries of science, as well as a separate Allen Institute for
Artificial Intelligence dedicated to studying AI in service of
the public good. In our hometown of Seattle, he helped fund
homeless shelters and arts education. He also built the amazing Museum of Pop Culture, which houses some of his huge
collection of music, science fiction, and movie memorabilia.
I don’t think anyone can say his wasn’t a life well lived—
although he deserved way more time. What I miss most about
Paul is his curiosity, his broad thinking, and his ability to see one
step ahead. He was one of the most thoughtful people I’ve ever
known, and the world is a less interesting place without him.
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* * *
PAUL GARDNER ALLEN, cofounder of Microsoft, died
October 15, 2018, in Seattle. He was 65 years old. He was born
in Seattle on January 21, 1953, to Kenneth S. and Edna Faye
(née Gardner) Allen; his father was a librarian at the University
of Washington, his mother a schoolteacher. Paul attended
Washington State University for two years before dropping
out to work as a programmer for Honeywell in Boston.
Paul’s extensive contributions were recognized by numerous awards; following are just a few. In 2005 he and Burt
Rutan, together with the SpaceShipOne team, were awarded
the National Air and Space Museum Trophy for Current
Achievement. In both 2007 and 2008 he was listed among
the Time 100 Most Influential People in the World. In 2008 he
received the Herbie Hancock Humanitarian Award from the
Thelonious Monk Institute of Jazz for innovative contributions to the business world and for being a global philanthropist. In 2010 he received the Cajal Club’s W.J.S. Krieg Lifetime
Achievement Award for his contributions to the field of neuroscience. In 2011 he was named Seattle Sports Commission
Sports Citizen of the Year, an honor now called the Paul Allen
Award. In 2015 he was a recipient of the Andrew Carnegie
Medal of Philanthropy for his work to “save endangered species, fight Ebola, research the human brain, support the arts,
protect the oceans, and expand educational opportunities for
girls.” And in addition to his NAE membership, he was elected
to the American Academy of Arts and Sciences and inducted
into the International Space Hall of Fame.
He is survived by his sister, Jody Allen.
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GENE M. AMDAHL
1922–2015
Elected in 1967
“Development of large computer systems.”
BY MARK D. HILL
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

G

ENE MYRON AMDAHL, known for seminal work on the
design of mainframe computers, deft business and entrepreneurial leadership, and the eponymous Amdahl’s law, died
November 10, 2015, at the age of 92 in Palo Alto, California.
He was born November 16, 1922, in Flandreau, South
Dakota (about 50 miles from Sioux Falls), to a farm family
with Norwegian and Swedish roots. His early educational
roots were modest: as a child he attended a one-room school
without electricity. Rural electrification reached him only in
high school, he noted in a 1992 interview with Computerworld.
He attempted to join the military after the attack on Pearl
Harbor in 1941, but was turned down because his farming
skills were considered more important at the time. A few years
later, in 1944, he joined the Navy and taught radar at naval
training centers around the United States.
He earned his bachelor’s degree in engineering physics
from South Dakota State University in 1948, and master’s and
doctoral degrees in theoretical physics from the University of
Wisconsin–Madison in 1949 and 1952. In 1979 the University
of Wisconsin–Madison awarded him an honorary doctorate in
science.
It was during his graduate school years that his interest in
digital computing bloomed. His doctoral dissertation, “The
9
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Logical Design of an Intermediate Speed Digital Computer,”
was a draft for a computer design called the Wisconsin
Integrally Synchronized Computer (WISC). WISC is now in
the collection of the Computer History Museum in Mountain
View, CA.
International Business Machines Corporation (IBM)
recruited Amdahl directly out of graduate school. He worked
on simulation studies and machine design for character recognition, and was project engineer and chief designer for the
IBM 704, initial planner for the IBM 709 and 7030, and manager of architecture for the hugely influential IBM System/360.
The Computer History Museum has called the System/360
family of computers “a daring business and technical gamble
that became one of the greatest success stories in the history
of computing.”1 Its architecture shaped the field for years to
come, and even today IBM mainframes can still run some
System/360 applications.
What made the System/360 computers revolutionary was
that they were a family, all running the same software. Up
until that point, a new machine meant new software, a situation that rapidly became unsustainable for businesses as both
hardware and software grew in power and complexity. With
this new approach, companies could upgrade to more powerful machines without having to master new software—and
later, at his own company, Amdahl extended this principle
to designing non-IBM computers that could also run IBM
software.
He left IBM in 1955 to pursue other endeavors for several
years. In 1956 he joined Ramo Woolridge in Los Angeles,
where he prepared military and internal proposals in data
processing and did the system planning for what became the
RW440 process control computer.
Amdahl returned to IBM in 1960 and was selected as an
IBM Fellow in 1965 at a time when few held that distinction.
The five-year fellowship gave the recipient freedom to engage
in the work of his choice. During that time Amdahl was named
1

https://www.computerhistory.org/fellowawards/hall/gene-amdahl.
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director of IBM’s Advanced Computing Systems Laboratory
(which he helped found) in Menlo Park.
In fall 1970 he left IBM to embark on an entrepreneurial
phase of his career, forming the Sunnyvale-based Amdahl
Corporation, which made computers that ran IBM software
but at a lower cost. The company was a success, known for
its Amdahl 470 family of computers—many people considered the Amdahl 470V/6 the world’s highest-performing,
highest-capacity business computer of its time. By 1979

Amdahl Corporation had proven itself a formidable competitor, having cornered 22 percent of the mainframe market.
In 1979 Amdahl’s role at the company shifted to that of chair
emeritus and consultant. He retired in 1980 and turned his
attentions to his next endeavor, Trilogy Systems Corporation,
which acquired Elxsi in 1985. In 1987 he founded the computer
systems company Andor International Ltd.
He was the author or coauthor of many publications and
patents—on developments such as recognition of recorded
intelligence, an analog-to-digital conversion device, message display and transmission system, stored logic computer,
memory protection system, storage protection system, and
the IBM System/360. In addition, he lectured at the NATO
Summer School in France in 1969 and 1976.
His influence on computer science teaching and practice will
extend through the foreseeable future thanks to Amdahl’s law.
Although he proposed the law in 1967 for parallel computing,
it has been generalized to relate the maximum overall improvement in speed that can flow from improving a component’s
speed. Amdahl’s law is simple, elegant, and amazingly useful.
Among his many honors, Amdahl was elected to the National
Academy of Engineering in 1967. He served on the Academies’ Committee on Materials for High-Density Electronic
Packaging (1987–90) and the NAE’s E
 lectrical Engineering–
Communications/Computers/Control Peer Committee (1984–
87). He received the Data Processing Management Association’s
Computer Sciences Man of the Year Award in 1976 and in 1980
was elected a member of the Q
 uadrato della Radio (the M
 arconi
Society) in Italy.
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He was named a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) in 1970 and in 1976 received the
IEEE Computer Society’s W. Wallace McDowell Award “for his
contributions to the architecture and design of computer systems, and for his achievements in promoting advancements
in the computer state of the art through business enterprise.”
In 1987 he received the ACM-IEEE Computer Society EckertMauchly Award, given for contributions to computer and
digital systems architecture, and in 1989 the IEEE Computer
Entrepreneur Award “in recognition of his entrepreneurial
efforts in the development of a strong and competitive mainframe industry.”
In 1973 he was cited in Business Week and Fortune magazines as one of the “brightest new stars rising to challenge the
computer giant – IBM.” In 1979 he was elected a distinguished
fellow of the British Computer Society in recognition of his
work in computer design, and in 1998 he was named a fellow
of the Computer History Museum “for his fundamental work
in computer architecture and design, project management,
and leadership.” In 1991 the London Times included him in its
list of “The 1,000 Makers of the 20th Century.”
Amdahl’s personal life was shared with his wife Marian
(née Quissell), who also hailed from rural South Dakota; they
married in 1946. She survives him, as do their three children:
daughters Delaine and Andrea and son Carlton; five grandchildren; and one great-grandchild.
On a personal note, I am the Gene M. Amdahl Professor of
Computer Sciences at the University of Wisconsin–Madison.
In 2013 I received a prestigious “named” professor title that I
was encouraged to name after a luminary in my field. I chose
Amdahl for his influence on my work and his Wisconsin connections, and he was pleased.
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N AT H A N I E L A R B I T E R
1911–2008
Elected in 1977
“Contributions to research and education in processing low-grade
ores and the development of new hydro-metallurgical processes.”
BY PONISSERIL SOMASUNDARAN

NATHANIEL

ARBITER was born January 2, 1911, in
 onkers, New York, to David and Ida Cora (Rockman) Arbiter.
Y
He contracted polio at the age of 12 and overcame the resulting
mobility challenges, walking with braces and crutches for the
remainder of his life.
He won a scholarship to Columbia University and completed a BA in chemistry in 1932, then began a career spanning
70 years in the mining industry. Early contributions included
the following:
1943–44, at Battelle: Application of silica flotation to iron ore
concentrates in the laboratory and pilot plant, anticipating
processes now used on low-grade iron ores.
1944–51, at Phelps Dodge: Development and patenting of
chemical processes that are used for separation of molybdenum from copper concentrates. Pioneering use of ion exchangers combined with electrowinning of copper, anticipating the
current use of liquid ion exchangers for the same purpose.
Earliest studies of scale-up problems with flotation machines.
Use of grinding kinetics in conjunction with grinding circuit
control.

15
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1951–68, at Columbia University: Research in mineral process engineering, in contrast to the prevailing emphasis at the
time on process chemistry and physics. Pioneering work in
design and scale-up studies of flotation and grinding equipment. Innovative use of the kinetics of flotation and grinding
as tools for process modeling and scale-up. Patents on flotation
of both oxidized copper ores and tin ores, the latter developed
through pilot plants and commercial plants in Bolivia and
England. Major contributions to the successful processing of
refractory New Brunswick lead-zinc ores.

After early retirement from Columbia in 1968, Nat and
his wife, Carolyn (née Metz), moved to Tucson, where he
was invited to join the Anaconda Company’s Extractive
Metallurgical Research Division (EMRD), recently relocated
from Montana.
Anaconda needed to maximize the efficiency of all domestic operations as it faced severe technical and economic
challenges exacerbated by several events. In addition to the
nationalization of Chilean assets, the US Clean Air Act of 1970
strengthened the Clean Air Act of 1963 and the Air Quality Act
of 1967 and authorized comprehensive federal and state regulations to limit emissions from both stationary (industrial) and
mobile sources; and the EPA was created in December 1970 to
implement and enforce these acts.
The Anaconda smelter in Montana shared with the 19 other
domestic copper smelters the problem of copious emissions
of dilute sulfur dioxide (SO2) gas. The company’s EMRD had
been developing a “smokeless smelter,” the Treadwell process,
but insurmountable obstacles had arisen and senior management believed that a fresh perspective was needed. Nat was
given the responsibility of leading a new technical program,
culminating in the Arbiter process, which was intended to
supplement and eventually replace the Montana smelter.
EPA had determined by about 1972 that the first entity
to successfully commercialize a solution to the SO2 problem
would establish “Best Available Control Technology,” creating
an opportunity for licensing to others. Unfortunately, this led
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to a race that prioritized quick process development over lowrisk process development!
The Arbiter process used selective aqueous oxidation of
copper sulfide mineral flotation concentrates, dissolving
and complexing of the copper with ammonia, solid/liquid
separation, solvent extraction and electrowinning of copper,
sulfate disposal, ammonia regeneration, and residue flotation for recovery of precious metals. The commercial plant
was a technical success, but there were equipment shortcomings and operating expenses were excessive, largely because
of high energy consumption and the rapidly rising cost of
natural gas in the mid-1970s. Two other copper producers
developed competing processes, but neither was a commercial success.
Nat’s last technical paper, “Problems in Ammonia Leaching
of Copper Sulfides,” was published in the Proceedings of the
Randol Copper Hydromet Roundtable in 2000. It was intended to
allow future metallurgists to make an objective evaluation of
potential applications of ammonia and its compounds to the
production of high-purity copper from copper sulfide mineral
concentrates.
After his retirement from Anaconda he continued to work—
as a research consultant, visiting faculty member (at Columbia,
the University of California, Berkeley, and the universities of
Utah and Arizona), and lecturer (at universities in Australia,
Japan, and Chile)—into his early 90s.
For his achievements he was named professor emeritus at
Columbia and received numerous other professional honors,
including the AIME Robert H. Richards Award (1961) and
Mineral Industries Education Award (1971) and election as
an Honorary Member of AIME (1976). He was recognized
as a Distinguished Member (1975) of the Society for Mining,
Metallurgy, & Exploration (SME) and was selected for SME’s
Antoine M. Gaudin (1979) and Arthur F. Taggart (1980)
Awards. The latter was particularly special to Nat as Taggart
was one of his mentors—he kept Taggart’s picture on display
and was always grateful for that experience.
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For seven decades Nat was a leader in metallurgical
research. But he considered his greatest success the accomplishments of those he mentored in the classroom and in the
field of mineral processing. On the occasion of the creation of
the Nathaniel Arbiter Scholarship (1985) at Columbia’s Henry
Krumb School of Mines, Nathaniel wrote that he treasured the
knowledge that he had been and continued to be a part of the
community of scholars. The scholarship was established by
five of his former students: Thomas Mackey, Itzhak Hoffman,
Takeshi “Ken” Nagano, Charles O’Neill, and Immo Redeker.
Nathaniel Arbiter is one of the few individuals in the
broad field of extractive metallurgy with outstanding accomplishments both in the industry and in academia. He made
significant contributions to not only knowledge of the engineering aspects of processing ores for mineral recovery but
also the design of new plants for processing ores. While he
was at Columbia, he developed and patented a process for
the successful flotation of cassiterite (tin ore), something that
eluded many other distinguished professors of his time. And
he hosted one of the earliest International Minerals Processing
Council (IMPC) conferences, in New York in 1964.
In addition, his early work on the surface chemistry of flotation is still referred to by those doing research in the field,
and some of his papers on kinetics and energy consumption
in grinding (size reduction) have been the basis for further
research. In fact, his accomplishments in flotation machine
design and analysis are becoming even more valuable since
lower-grade ores now necessitate the construction of much
larger-scale processing machines.
John A. Herbst wrote that Nat redefined the scope of the
field of mineral processing through research in mineral separations. In 1975–77 he spent time with students and faculty at the
University of Utah in Salt Lake City exploring hydrometallurgical options. He worked with the renowned hydrometallurgy
groups of Milton Wadsworth and Jan Miller; Herbst, director of
the US Bureau of Mines’ Generic Mineral Technology Center on
Comminution; and the center’s students and professionals. He
gave numerous seminars on all aspects of mineral processing,
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and through his presentations conveyed his deep concern for
professional ethics and love of family. He earned the admiration
of all the students, postdocs, and faculty.
Nat was liked, admired, and respected by his coworkers. Terry McNulty described him as a gifted metallurgist,
intensely curious, and with a fine sense of humor. Terry also
noted that Nat made light of his physical disability and never
sought sympathy. He was a strong and dedicated swimmer,
and decades of using crutches created powerful forearms,
resulting in a handshake that was bone crushing!
Nat passed away at age 97 on October 5, 2008, just 8 days
after it was announced in Beijing that he had been awarded
the prestigious IMPC Distinguished Service Award for his
outstanding contributions to the activities of the council.
Nat was a great teacher, mentor, and, above all, a great
human being. I still remember how well he treated me—in
1964, I believe—in his office even though I was only a student
about to graduate. I try to emulate him in that regard. I am
glad that he at least got the news about the IMPC award while
alive.
There is no doubt that Nat Arbiter is one of the very foremost mineral processing engineers with distinguished accomplishments in engineering applications of interest to industry
as well as to the professional societies.
He is survived by Carolyn; children Jane Arbiter Latane,
Jerome Arbiter (Kathi), Robin Arbiter, Dorothy Arbiter
(Robert Green), and Corinna Arbiter; grandchildren Julia
Latane (James Graham), Claire Latane, Jasper Latane (Jet),
Michael Arbiter (Melissa), Connor Arbiter, Rachel Green, and
Cora Arbiter; and great-grandchildren Grace, Jacob, and Levi
Goode, Michael Alan Arbiter, and Beaumont Latane.
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LEO L. BERANEK
1914–2016
Elected in 1966
“Applied acoustics.”
BY TIM J. MELLOW
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

LEO LEROY BERANEK, a renowned acoustician, teacher,

philanthropist, leading light of hi-fi sound, and cofounder of
the internet-pioneering company Bolt Beranek and Newman
(BBN), died October 10, 2016, at the age of 102. He was a pillar
and major contributor to the field of noise control engineering.
Leo was born September 15, 1914, in Solon, Iowa, to Beatrice
and Edward Beranek. It was at the age of 14 that he was introduced to the brand new field of electronics when the family
moved to Mt. Vernon, Iowa, where his father joined the family
hardware business that sold radios, which required installation, service, and repairs. While at Mt. Vernon High School,
Leo took a correspondence school course on radio technology
and repair, which led to his becoming Mt. Vernon’s “Radio
Man.” This set the stage for his extensive use of electrical circuit analogies in his later acoustical work.
After graduating from high school with highest honors
in 1931, Leo was accepted at Cornell College in Mt. Vernon.
Because the family business was hit hard by the Depression,

George Maling made important contributions to this tribute. A fuller
biography is available from the Acoustical Society of America (http://
acousticalsociety.org/sites/default/files/Leo_Beranek.pdf).
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he had to take a year off to fund his tuition by working for
Collins Radio, a manufacturer of transmitters, and doing farm
work during the summers. During this time, he also played
drums in dance bands and tympani in the college symphony
orchestra. He received his bachelor’s degree in mathematics
and physics from Cornell in 1936, missing Phi Beta Kappa by
only a tenth of a point.
He now faced the challenge of obtaining a scholarship to
enable him to attend graduate school. His lucky break came
as he strolled down Mt. Vernon’s Main Street on August 16,
1935. He came across a Cadillac with a Massachusetts license
plate parked at the curb with a flat tire. He offered help, and
it turned out that the driver was Glen Browning, a former
instructor in engineering from Harvard with a successful
radio manufacturing business in Winchester. Leo had just read
his paper on the Browning tuner in the library that morning.
The two struck up an instant friendship. Glenn gave Leo the
names and addresses of two people at Harvard, one for admissions and the other for scholarships, and instructed him to use
his name as a reference.
Leo’s application for the scholarship to Harvard was successful. After receiving his MSc in communication engineering
and physics at the end of his first year with nearly all As, he
was offered a job as a research assistant to Frederick V. Hunt at
the Cruft (later Electro-Acoustic) Laboratory. The pay enabled
Leo to go from subsisting on two meals per day to three.
To help Hunt develop a means for playing the newly developed 12-inch vinyl records, which needed a much lowerweight pickup, Leo was tasked with setting up a listening
studio and designing the playback equipment. This included a
20 watt tube amplifier and a multicell horn loudspeaker with
a large exponential horn woofer to showcase the improved
sound quality of vinyl compared to 78 rpm shellac disks. By
the end of the academic year, they had achieved their goal
of reducing the weight of the phonograph pickup from 60 to
2 grams. With the huge reduction in surface noise—and the
increase in playing time from 3 to 23 minutes per side—vinyl
revolutionized the way people listened to music.
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During the 1938–39 academic year Leo worked with Hunt
and fellow PhD student Maa Dah-You to verify experimentally (and to extend) the theory of sound in rectangular enclosures, presented in the book Vibration and Sound by Philip M.
Morse (American Institute of Physics; 2nd edition, 1991), with
and without damping material applied to one of the walls.
This research made it possible to predict the resonance frequencies (or eigenfrequencies) from the dimensions of the
enclosure and led to Leo’s first paper, “Analysis of Sound
Decay in Rectangular Rooms,” published in the Journal of the
Acoustical Society of America in July 1939. This was followed in
June 1940 by a second paper, “Acoustic Impedance and Sound
Absorption,” in which the acoustic impedances of commercial acoustic materials were measured, typically using Leo’s
personally designed apparatus. These data had not previously
been available and, in a contemporary paper, Morse wrote
that, because of Leo’s results, “it is now possible to demonstrate the adequacy of the theoretical connection between the
acoustic impedance of the material and its physical properties,
on one hand, and the absorption coefficient as employed in
usual practice, on the other.”1
Leo received his doctorate and in 1940 took his first job
at Harvard as an instructor in physics and communication
engineering, which involved teaching and upgrading laboratory apparatus. He demonstrated his natural diplomacy
skills, asking the other instructors for their views before
offering his own.
He was soon recruited to lead a team in a National Defense
Research Committee project, with Morse and Hunt as chair
and vice chair, respectively, of the supervisory committee.
The Army Air Corps urgently needed a lightweight acoustical material to deaden propeller noise in their bombers, which
they believed was causing pilots to become overfatigued.
Leo considered that a good sound-absorbing material
would have a large internal surface area against which viscous
Morse PM, Bolt RH, Brown RL. 1940. Acoustic impedance and sound
absorption. Journal of the Acoustical Society of America 12(2):217–227.

1
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flow losses would occur. One possibility was to adapt glassfiber wool used in heat insulation, but the fibers were too large.
He then came up with the idea that making the fibers smaller
in diameter and increasing their number would reduce the
weight more rapidly than increasing the total surface area.
The Owens-Corning Fiberglass Company was willing to
experiment with this and after a couple of months produced a
new material called Fiberglas AA in which the diameter of the
fibers was one-tenth that of a human hair. It is widely used in
passenger airplanes to this day.
Another focus of the project was to improve the intelligibility of speech in headsets used by pilots and crew by improving both noise immunity and the high-frequency response, to
make it easier to discern consonant sounds such as “th,” “sh,”
“t,” and the like. Within a year of the United States entering
World War II, the new ANB-H-1 headset was standard in the
aviation services.
The next military project would be instrumental in making
the D-Day landing a success. The Allied Army wanted to set
up a decoy, known as the “ghost army,” to trick the German
army into thinking that there would be a landing at Pas-deCalais (as part of Operation Fortitude). Further decoys would
also be used on the continent after the landing. These involved
the use of inflatable rubber tanks and other military equipment
together with large loudspeakers to produce their sounds,
which would be audible 15 miles away.
To select the best loudspeakers for the task, a new kind of
testing facility was required. The speakers would be too loud
for testing outdoors in inhabited areas, but they needed to be
tested in soundproof conditions without reflection, simulating
outdoor conditions. Leo designed one of the first chambers to
provide such conditions, using thousands of glass fiber wedges
on the walls, and described it as so quiet that “you could hear
the blood rushing through your ears.” He even coined the term
“anechoic chamber,” which has entered the dictionary.
After working on another project to improve communication
systems in the combat information centers aboard Navy ships,
especially with respect to equipment, sound engineering, and
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selection and training of operators, Leo was awarded a John
Simon Guggenheim Fellowship in 1945, which enabled him to
write Acoustic Measurements (John Wiley & Sons, 1949). He had
received the R. Bruce Lindsay Award the previous year for his
published papers.
Leo left Harvard in 1947 to become professor of communication engineering and technical director of the Acoustics
Laboratory at MIT. The course he taught there formed the
basis of his famous 1954 book Acoustics (McGraw-Hill), the
first to show the electrical, mechanical, and acoustical parts of
a transducer on a single analogous circuit, making it easier to
understand a transducer visually.
Electrical circuit theory could be applied to predict the
transducer’s performance. Subsequent writers such as Neville
Thiele and Richard Small took Leo’s work a stage further by
applying modern filter theory, which enabled a loudspeaker
to be engineered to give a chosen frequency-response shape.
Leo was particularly proud of the fact that Edgar Vilchur used
Acoustics as the starting point for his invention of the “acoustic
suspension” principle, which led to smaller loudspeakers with
a good bass response.
In 1948 Leo, together with his fellow MIT professor, Richard
Bolt, founded Bolt Beranek, which became BBN in 1950 when
they were joined by Richard’s former student Robert Newman.
Their first contract was to provide acoustical consultancy for
the United Nations Assembly Hall in New York. They were
told that the loudspeakers had to be mounted behind the
podium, which could have led to a feedback problem with the
microphones in front of them. Leo selected loudspeakers and
microphones made by Altec and designed to have uniform
amplitude and phase responses that avoided such problems.
BBN worked on a number of auditoriums over the next
decade, including some with “difficult” shapes. These included
the Aula Magna concert hall of the Universidad Central de
Venezuela (1953), MIT’s Kresge Auditorium (1954), the Grace
Rainey Rogers Auditorium in the Metropolitan Museum of Art
in New York (1954), the Northern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium
in Edmonton (1955), the Binyenei Ha’Uma concert hall and
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convention center in Jerusalem (1956), the Culture Palace at
Tel Aviv (1957), and the Tanglewood Music Center in Lenox,
Massachusetts (1959).
Leo realized early on that it wasn’t the number of people
in the audience that determined the reverberation time (RT)
but the total seating area. This explained why so many concert
halls, such as the Royal Festival Hall in London, had shorter
RTs than their acousticians had calculated.
After being asked to provide acoustical consultancy for the
David Geffen Hall (then known as Philharmonic Hall) at New
York’s Lincoln Center, BBN surveyed 54 concert halls and
opera houses, mainly in Europe, to establish the relationship
between the acoustical properties and the size and design of
the auditorium. Leo interviewed musicians and conductors
and visited the halls. He concluded that the best shape was
that of a shoe box with no more than 2,400 seats. The results
of the survey went into his 1962 book Music, Acoustics and
Architecture (Wiley), which contained descriptions of how the
concert halls sounded as well as photographs, plans, and a
wealth of technical data.
Unfortunately, after a press campaign to increase the number
of seats, the Lincoln Center building committee instructed the
architects to increase the seating capacity to 2,760—the same
as that of the Carnegie Hall that the David Geffen Hall was
intended to replace. The architect, Max Abramowitz, wouldn’t
allow BBN to debate the changes with the committee members and so Leo was powerless to prevent them. Horizontal
side balconies were replaced with steeply sloping ones with
bowed fronts to cram in more seats. Panels above the audience that Leo had suggested should be adjustable were fixed.
To save money, the walls and ceiling were smooth instead
of having irregularities to diffuse reflected sound. To make
matters even worse, the row of panels nearest the stage were
hung six feet too low by mistake. Thus the sound on opening
night wasn’t what Leo had intended and reviews were mixed.
Despite some bad publicity and an absence of follow-on work
in concert halls for nearly three decades, Leo always had the
full support of the acoustical community.
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At MIT during the 1950s Leo was also involved in research
on noise in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC).
He resigned from his professorship in 1958 to work for BBN
full time, although he continued as a lecturer at MIT until 1981.
BBN did much research into noise in working spaces that
helped to establish current international standards. The work
extended to transport, with the design of exhaust mufflers and
sound deadening for the Convair Aircraft Company in 1954.
In 1956 Pan Am wanted to fly its new Boeing 707 jet airplanes from Idlewild (now John F. Kennedy International)
Airport, claiming they were no noisier than the company’s
propeller airplanes. But their measurements didn’t account
for the fact that, while the overall amount of noise may be the
same, the human ear is more sensitive to the predominantly
higher-frequency sounds produced by the jet engine. Aware
of a lawsuit at Newark Liberty International Airport brought
by angry residents, the Port of New York Authority wanted to
avoid a repeat at Idlewild.
Using psychoacoustic research, BBN came up with a new
metric to measure noise, the perceived-noise decibel (PNdB),
which is now part of International Civil Aviation Authority
standards. Consequently, noise over populated areas was
restricted by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to
112 PNdB, which meant that mufflers had to be fitted to the
engines and takeoff procedures modified. Leo saw this as one
of BBN’s most important achievements because of its impact
on the quality of life near airports.
In 1959 BBN received contracts from NASA for control of
sound and vibration in space vehicles. All this work, complemented by industrial summer courses on noise control that
Leo organized at MIT, culminated in two of his books, Noise
Reduction (McGraw-Hill, 1960) and Noise and Vibration Control
(McGraw-Hill Higher Education, 1971).
Early on, Leo had been thinking that computer systems
could be used to amplify human labor and so hired J.C.R.
Licklider in 1957. “Lick,” as he liked to be called, was a firstrate psychologist with physics training and experience in computers. After a few months he requested that BBN purchase a
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Royal-McBee LGP-30, costing $30,000. When Leo asked what
he proposed to do with it, Lick replied with the prophetic
words “I don’t know, but if BBN is going to be an important
company in the future, it must be in computers.” Leo had
enough faith in Lick to go ahead.
By 1960 BBN had progressed to the very first production of
PDP-1 by DEC, which led to several lucrative software contracts. After hiring MIT professors John McCarthy and Marvin
Minsky, BBN was able in 1962 to demonstrate time sharing among three remote operators to the public for the first
time. Then in 1968 BBN won the contract from the Advanced
Research Projects Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense
to develop the ARPA Network (ARPANET), predecessor of
the internet, to connect large computers at leading universities
and laboratories.
As Neil Armstrong’s famous words “one small step for
man” and the Concorde supersonic passenger jet made the
headlines in 1969, the first message sent between two packetswitched computers in different cities went almost unnoticed.
Yet the internet has had a far greater impact on the world today
than either human space travel or supersonic passenger flight.
On October 3, the first message sent from the University
of California, Los Angeles, to the Stanford Research Institute
(now SRI International) read “LO”—the first two letters of
“log in”—before crashing. But history was made. According
to Leo, the fastest-growing use of ARPANET turned out to be
email, although it was originally intended for sharing the use
of processors, rather like server farms in the cloud today. BBN
initiated the use of the @ symbol in email addresses.
That same year, Leo resigned as president of BBN (he continued as a director until 1983) to concentrate on the bid by Boston
Broadcasters Inc. (BBI), of which he was president until 1979, to
obtain an FCC license to run what became WCVB-TV Channel 5
Boston. Although BBI had won the bid earlier in 1969, there was
a legal challenge by rival bidder WHDH. BBI won the appeal
and began broadcasting on March 19, 1972. WCVB’s news
programs soon became the most watched in Boston and Leo
received the Abe Lincoln Television Award in 1976.
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Leo chaired the board of overseers for the Boston Symphony
Orchestra in 1977 and then the board of trustees from 1983
to 1989, during which time he organized fundraising to turn
around a dire financial situation. He remained a life trustee
and has been honored with the Beranek Room in Boston
Symphony Hall.
In 1989 he was invited to be the acoustical design consultant for the Opera House of New National Theater, Tokyo.
Leo incorporated a horn comprising two curved surfaces, one
above and the other below the proscenium, to amplify the
soloists’ voices so that they wouldn’t be drowned out by the
orchestra in the pit below as in most other opera houses. The
venue receives glowing testimonies from leading musicians
who perform there. Five more commissions from Japan followed, including Tokyo Opera City, which was the most challenging because of its distinctive pyramid-shaped roof. It was
hailed by the New York Times on April 18, 2000, as an acoustical
“miracle.”
Leo’s books and many papers on auditorium acoustics
have furnished designers with a comprehensive list of metrics to evaluate sound quality. His last paper, “Concert Hall
Acoustics, Recent Findings,” was published in April 2016.
He was a member of the executive council during a difficult time for the Acoustical Society of America (ASA). A group
complaining about a lack of autonomy had broken away to
form the Audio Engineering Society (AES). Leo set up a committee, with R. Bruce Lindsay as chair, that recommended the
creation of the current “technical sections,” which solved the
problems. Leo was elected ASA president in 1953 and inaugurated in 1954. In 1971 he won the AES Gold Medal and in 1975
the ASA Gold Medal.
He was also an organizer and the charter president of the
Institute of Noise Control Engineering of the United States of
America, established in 1971, and he participated in the founding of International INCE in 1974. He served on the board of
the INCE Foundation, which recognizes and rewards technical excellence in noise control engineering education and
provides financial support for undergraduate and graduate
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students, educators, and authors judged to be outstanding in
the field of noise control engineering.
Elected a fellow of the American Academy of Arts and
Sciences in 1952, he served as president from 1989 to 1994. As
a member of the National Academy of Engineering, he served
on the Membership Committee (1966–68), Council (1970–71),
Committee on Public Engineering Policy (1966–72), Marine
Board (1966–71), and Aeronautics and Space Engineering
Board (1966–71 and 1973–76).
In 2002 President George W. Bush presented Leo with the
National Medal of Science in Engineering, “For his leadership,
dedication, and contributions to the art and science of acoustics; for cofounding one of the world’s foremost acoustical
research and consulting firms….” In 2013 he was awarded the
Founders Medal of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE).
Ironically, despite having been so influential in the hi-fi revolution, when asked what sound system he had at home, Leo
replied, “I have nothing against recorded music. In Boston, we
have a great orchestra and a great concert hall so I, and my
wife, do our listening there.… [F]ive speakers in one living
room sounds deadly.”
In addition to working hard, he found time to go skiing and
attend concerts. To those who knew him Leo was an organizer,
good at motivating people, honest, approachable, and informal, with an infectious smile. He had a passion for the subject
of acoustics that made it seem more like fun than work, and in
2008 published his autobiography, Riding the Waves: A Life in
Sound, Science, and Industry (MIT Press).
He was married to his first wife, Phyllis (née Knight), from
1941 until she died in 1982. He married Gabriella Sohn in
1985 and is survived by her, sons James K. Beranek of Cedar
Rapids and Thomas B. Haynes of Chicago, and granddaughter Antonia Hsu Haynes.
He is greatly missed.
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YVONNE C. BRILL
1924–2013
Elected in 1987
“For important and original contributions to spacecraft propulsion.”
BY ELAINE ORAN

Y

VONNE MADELAINE CLAEYS BRILL was a world-
reknowned propulsion engineer, inventor, and advocate for
space travel. She was also an irrepressible proponent of education, women in science and engineering, and human rights. She
died March 27, 2013, at age 88 in Princeton, New Jersey, from
a cancer she refused to acknowledge could ever overcome her
will to live. She worked until the week of her death, consulting for governments and aerospace companies, planning trips
around the world to see friends and colleagues, actively mentoring and promoting her younger colleagues, and, not least,
nourishing her children and grandchildren. Among friends, she
was affectionately known as “Skywalker.”
Yvonne was born December 30, 1924, near Winnipeg,
Manitoba, Canada. She originally planned to study engineering at the University of Manitoba, but women were not
permitted to enroll in engineering because, at the time, the
required summer engineering camp would not make the “special arrangements” needed for women. Instead, she studied
mathematics and received a BSc degree in 1945. She received
an MS degree in chemistry from the University of Southern
California in 1951.
Her career began in the aircraft industry but shifted to the
field of rockets and rocket propulsion. Early on, she had major
33
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impacts on the rapidly developing US space program, working first at Douglas Aircraft, then with Douglas on Project
RAND and then the RAND Corporation, all in Santa Monica.
From there she went on to work at Marquardt Corporation
(Van Nuys, CA), United Aircraft (East Hartford, Connecticut),
Curtiss Wright, Aero Division (Wood-Ridge, New Jersey), as
a consultant with FMC Corporation (in Princeton), the NOVA
Propulsion Project at RCA Astro Electronics (Princeton), the
Space Transportation System at the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA; Washington), and the
International Maritime Satellite Organization (London).
At Marquardt, she was responsible for fuels and ignitors
for the ramjet being developed for the Navy’s Project Reigel.
Reliable ignition at high altitudes and speeds was a very challenging problem. Yvonne devised a new approach for using
solid propellants and personally oversaw its integration onto
the ramjet. The concept was an essential part of the successful, first US supersonic ramjet flight, from Point Mugu (CA)
in 1950.
There were intially no data available to calculate the performance of high-energy propellants of interest for rockets and
missiles. At RAND Corporation, Yvonne defined and provided
tabulated properties of high-performance propellant combinations at temperatures of interest. For years, these data were
the US standard and were essential to developers of rocket
and missile hardware until supplemented by the later, very
extensive efforts of the National Bureau of Standards (now the
National Institute of Standards and Technology) and NASA.
Yvonne joined the staff of RCA Astro Electronics in 1966 as a
senior engineer in propulsion systems and later became manager of the NOVA satellite propulsion systems, directing processes from fabrication through qualification and flight for the
Teflon Solid Propellant Propulsion System (TSPPS) flown on
the RCA/US Navy NOVA spacecraft. The successful flight of
the first TSPPS in 1981 brought electric propulsion to an operational status in the United States.
At RCA in 1967 Yvonne invented a new rocket engine, the
hydrazine resistojet, perhaps her most important technical
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invention. This spacecraft propulsion concept (patented by
RCA in 1974) allowed both stationkeeping and orbit insertion
using the same fuel. The resistojet was a game-changing concept that was remarkable for its simplicity in using a single
propellant; and because it reduced weight requirements,
payloads could be increased and mission life extended. The
resistojet system was developed and first applied on an RCA
spacecraft in 1983. The concept became a standard in the satellite industry—since 2000, resistojets have been used for stationkeeping and orbit insertion on more than 110 geosynchronous
(GEO) and low-Earth-orbit spacecraft.
Yvonne also defined, advocated, and conducted a program
to evaluate capillary propellant management for three-axis stabilized spacecraft. Her efforts directly resulted in the first use
of such management on a GEO spacecraft, the RCA Satcom, in
1975. Capillary propellant management is now routinely used
on a significant fraction of US space systems.
Her extraordinary impacts in enabling the innovation,
development, and application of resistojets and capillary propellant feed systems enabled major improvements, over several decades, in the capabilities and competitiveness of very
large numbers of US spacecraft.
As manager of NOVA propulsion, Yvonne personally
directed and performed the design, fabrication, integration,
and test of pulsed plasma thrusters (PPTs), which were very
successfully used on Navy navigation spacecraft launched in
the early to mid-1980s and not decommissioned until the mid1990s. This accomplishment was especially noteworthy as the
PPTs enabled a previously unattainable degree of real-time
navigational accuracy for defense systems and represented
the first operational use of electric propulsion on any Western
spacecraft.
Her work both enabled unprecedented navigational capability and opened the way for the now routine use of electric
propulsion on commercial Western space systems. In addition,
current PPTs—direct descendants of her design—are being
developed for propulsion functions on small government
spacecraft for many applications.
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At NASA headquarters Yvonne managed the Space Shuttle
Solid Rocket Program during a critical period of its implementation. With her usual foresight, she identified shortfalls in the national infrastructure available to support solid
rocket production and supply. She then defined, spearheaded,
and directed the programs necessary to redress the situation. This effort led to the development of increased propellant production capabilities, specialized rail cars for essential
transportation needs, and processes for the production and
supply of engine motor segments, all of which were critical
to enabling the Space Shuttle orbiter to maintain its flight
frequency.
In 1994–2001 Yvonne served on the NASA Aerospace
Safety Advisory Panel (ASAP), an independent group created by Congress that reported directly to Congress and the
NASA administrator. During her service ASAP defined and
recommended many technical and programmatic changes to
enhance orbiter safety that were subsequently implemented
by NASA, such as a modified space shuttle main engine
design that enabled lower turbine inlet temperatures with
greater safety margins.
In recognition of her substantial contributions, Yvonne
was elected to the National Academy of Engineering
(1987) and received the National Medal of Technology and
Innovation from President Obama (2011). She was a fellow
(1986) and honorary fellow (2008) of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and a fellow of
the Society of Women Engineers (SWE) (1985). She was
inducted into the Women in Technology International Hall
of Fame (1999), National Inventors Hall of Fame (2010), and
New Jersey Inventors Hall of Fame (2009). Among her other
honors are the AIAA Wyld Award (2002) in rocket propulsion, the IEEE Judith A. Resnik Award (2002), and the NASA
Distinguished Public Service Medal (2001). She also received
the SWE Resnik Challenger Medal (1993) and Achievement
Award (1986), SWE’s highest honor.
She served on many National Research Council committees—
including the committees on Strategic Assessment of
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Earth-to-Orbit Propulsion Options (1991–92) and on the Role
and Scope of Mission-Enabling Activities in NASA’s Space
and Earth Science Missions (2008–10), and the Space Studies
Board (2008–13)—as well as the NAE Aerospace Engineering
Peer Committee (1992–97, including as vice chair and chair).
Any account of Yvonne’s life must include mention of
one of her strongest passions: educating and advancing the
younger generations in almost any field of engineering, science, or medicine. Most of her community was in awe of her
extraordinary efforts for women in science and engineering,
but, in fact, she advocated for, and advanced the careers of,
both men and women, boys and girls. As she grew older and
was able to see routes for changing the system, she became
even more determined to find ways around the prejudice, dishonesty, and discrimination she saw.
In 2003 a small group of friends and colleagues gathered
around her during the NAE annual meeting and honored her
with a beautiful crystal plaque; it bore an amusing inscription
but ended on a true note: “For all you have done to help others
succeed, we thank you.”
The Yvonne C. Brill Lectureship is a lasting tribute to her.
Established in 2013 jointly by the AIAA and the NAE Aerospace
Engineering Section, it recognizes an individual who has made
significant contributions in aerospace research or engineering.
Finally, no tribute to Yvonne is complete without mentioning her husband of nearly 60 years, William Brill, PhD, a
research chemist. Besides his research, he was an avid scuba
diver, fisherman, and gardener. Life lost a great deal of its
meaning for Yvonne after his death in 2010. Both of their ashes
were scattered in the ocean off the coast of New Jersey, where
Bill loved to dive old shipwrecks. They are survived by three
children—Joe, Matt, and Naomi—and four grandchildren—
Harry, Lauren, Michael, and Nathan.
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J O H N W. C A H N
1928–2016
Elected in 1998
“For work on the kinetics and thermodynamics of phase
transformations, interfacial phenomena, and quasi-crystals.”
BY WILLIAM J. BOETTINGER,
CAROL A. HANDWERKER, AND FRANK W. GAYLE

J

OHN WERNER CAHN, retired senior fellow of the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), died in Seattle on
March 14, 2016, at age 88.
After distinguished careers at General Electric in Schenectady,
New York (1954–64), and at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (1964–78), Cahn joined the National Bureau of
Standards (later NIST) in 1977, where he stayed until his retirement in 2007. From 1985 until his death, he also held an affiliate
faculty position at the University of Washington. His contributions to physical metallurgy and materials science and engineering, condensed matter physics, and mathematics are numerous
and profound.
John Cahn was born Hans Werner Cahn on January 9, 1928,
in Köln, Germany, to Lucy Schwartz, a medical X-ray technician, and Felix Cahn, a Jewish lawyer who actively opposed
the Nazis. In 1933 the family fled to Amsterdam by way of the
Black Forest and Belgium. John attended the Dalton School,
where he learned the joy of independent exploration and the
expectation of arguing with one’s teacher.
Felix travelled to the United States and obtained a franchise
to import American electric welding equipment and the business took the family to Italy for eight months in 1936–37 while
39
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John received his Dalton School lessons by mail. The family
left Holland on September 17, 1939, for the United States,
where they settled in New York City.
John attended Brooklyn Technical High School and then the
University of Michigan. After a three-semester hiatus to serve
in the US Army in postwar Japan, he graduated with a BS in
chemistry in 1949. He earned his PhD in physical chemistry
in 1953 from the University of California at Berkeley, studying the oxidation of hydrazine in aqueous solutions under the
direction of Richard E. Powell.
At Berkeley, John met Anne Hessing. They married in 1950
and had three children.
John Cahn’s trajectory into the field of physical metallurgy
occurred in stages. At Berkeley he took an undergraduate
course taught by Charles Kittel, became interested in the solid
state, and realized that there should be a chemistry of solids
to accompany the physics of solids. He then took a graduate
course given by Ralph Hultgren on metallurgical thermodynamics and became fascinated by the many wonderful phenomena in solids that had no explanation.
From Berkeley he joined Cyril Stanley Smith as an instructor at the Institute for the Study of Metals at the University
of Chicago. Smith had published his seminal paper, “Grains,
Phases, and Interfaces: An Interpretation of Microstructure,”
in 1948. With Smith, John received his introduction to metallurgical microstructure and the influence of interface energy
on the microstructure of solids at all scales. This marked his
first exposure to the new field of thermodynamics and microstructure, which would prove to be his most fertile area of
scientific discovery. There was more to thermodynamics than
what he had previously learned, and he relished exploring the
scientific concepts that linked them.
In 1954 John joined the Metallurgy and Ceramics Department
at the GE Research Lab, where he was influenced by and collaborated with David Turnbull, John Hilliard, Ed Hart, and
others. He was hired to perform experiments, but his lab was
under construction so he had two years to roam the halls, discuss ideas with other staff, study, and focus on theory.
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He intentionally parked his car on the opposite side of the
building from his office so that he could have impromptu conversations with his GE colleagues daily. The impact of these
conversations on his view of how science could be done was
evident throughout his career. For example, when asked in a
NIST oral interview in 2013 how he became interested in reading the treatise On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances
by J. Willard Gibbs, John said:
Discussions with Ed Hart, the only theorist in that department,
helped me understand how Gibbs did what he achieved. His
derivations are usually rigorous, more complete and much
simpler than what is in the textbooks. I became fascinated and
then I really dug into Gibbs.
The first time I tried to study Gibbs, I found him awfully
pedantic, because he just worked out case after case after case.
Then one day I was having a nonstandard problem that wasn’t
constant temperature and pressure and I couldn’t get the
answer. And then I found it in Gibbs. I said to myself ‘Gibbs
is useful,’ but I didn’t really understand how he was deriving
these results.

During his time at GE, John became enthralled with many
metallurgical topics to which he would return with new insight
and vigor over the years. These topics included cellular and
eutectoid precipitation at grain boundaries, the stereology of
microstructure, and interface migration, including impurity
drag. In a series of papers with John Hilliard, he developed the
theory of nonuniform systems and formulated a nonclassical
chemical diffusion equation that included a fourth derivative
of concentration with respect to distance, the Cahn-Hilliard
equation. This equation was used to describe phase transformations in a chemical miscibility gap called spinodal decomposition. The effects of elastic energy due to lattice parameter
variation were included. An analytical solution to the equation for early time was found that conveyed the ideas easily.
The concepts of spinodal decomposition have been applied to
subjects ranging from metallurgy, ceramics, and polymers to
cosmology.
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Of particular importance to him was determining how thermodynamic driving forces coupled to specific mechanisms to
create the microstructure observed. That the energy decreased
in a reaction must be true, but why did nature choose one path,
and hence one microstructure, over another? Answering that
question, and recruiting other researchers in the quest, was a
unifying theme of his career.
In 1964 John joined the faculty at MIT, where he taught
courses in physical metallurgy and phase transformations and
supervised numerous PhD students. He also began his longterm collaborations with Ryo Kikuchi on chemical ordering
and antiphase domain walls, and with Jean Taylor in interface
thermodynamics, crystal growth, and grain boundary motion.
With Francis Larché, he studied the effect of coherency stress
on phase equilibria expanding the thermodynamics of solids
to include the full stress tensor. He considered the nature
of interfaces between liquid and crystal, exploring the constraints that thermodynamics placed on alloy solidification
far from equilibrium. He studied liquid phase sintering and
the thermodynamics of chemically ordered phases. With Sam
Allen he developed the Allen-Cahn equation to describe the
motion of antiphase boundaries in chemically ordered phases.
He invented a vector thermodynamics of anisotropic surfaces,
and described simultaneous phase separation and chemical
ordering reactions.
In early 1977 John’s wife, Anne, accepted a position in
President Carter’s administration in the Arms Control
and Disarmament Agency, working under Paul Warnke in
Washington. John went to work as a visiting scientist at the
National Bureau of Standards during an extended sabbatical
from MIT. He permanently joined NBS as a scientist in the
Center for Materials Science in 1979 and was named one of
three initial Senior NBS Fellows in 1984.
At NBS/NIST, John’s eclectic range of research topics
expanded to areas such as critical point wetting and diffusioninduced grain boundary migration as he continued work on
the effect of stress on phase transformations, grain boundary
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faceting, grain growth by mean curvature, ordering, and antiphase boundaries on face-centered cubic lattices.
Although his appointment was at the NIST level, he considered the Metallurgy Division his home. He conducted
weekly bag-lunch seminars with NIST staff and his many visitors. These often lasted hours, and led to days and months
of discussion of particularly interesting and difficult points.
Through these seminars and their aftermath, John contributed
significantly to the spirit and intellectual climate of the organization, by both creating joy in the pursuit of the unknown and
establishing the degree of rigor and open discourse needed for
real scientific progress. The experience could be intimidating:
to be treated as a peer by John Cahn, and at the same time to be
told there were gaping holes in one’s understanding that had
to be corrected, was humbling. It was this rigor, coupled with
his joy in sharing the pursuit of knowledge, that made John a
colleague, friend, and mentor to generations of materials scientists, mathematicians, and engineers.
John found great stimulation in the vast array of problems
in metallurgy. He especially enjoyed the use of metallurgical micrographs and other experimental evidence to stimulate new research or abandon old ways of thinking; he was
never one to limit himself to only one way of thinking about
problems.
One of his favorite books was The Structure of Scientific
Revolutions by Thomas Kuhn (University of Chicago Press,
1962). John thereby knew of the challenges of establishing
new paradigms in science. His detailed description to Dan
Shechtman on the experimental rigor necessary to “prove” the
existence of quasicrystals embodied this awareness as he and
Shechtman challenged long-established laws of crystallography. As a consequence, the announcement of quasicrystals
in late 1984 was met by “immediate worldwide acceptance,
excitement, and conﬁrmation” by the scientific community,
as evidenced by the special session on quasicrystals at the
American Physical Society’s March meeting in 1985, a special
symposium at the fall meeting of the Metallurgical Society
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(TMS), and more than 300 papers on quasicrystals submitted
by the end of that year.
John’s love of creating new knowledge with others can be
seen in how he led the NIST scientific staff in quasicrystal
research. From the core group with Shechtman, Denis Gratias,
Bob Schaefer, Leonid Bendersky, and Frank Biancaniello, John
called the NBS community together in early 1985 to develop a
plan to throw all of NBS’s intellectual weight and measurement
science into the study of quasicrystals. The team responded by
creating seminal work on structural and compositional ranges
over which quasicrystals existed, discovering new classes
of quasiperiodic structures, developing a six-dimensional
approach to understanding “quasicrystallography,” formulating new approaches to simplify working with six-dimensional
structures, and much more. John’s vigorous defense of quasicrystals against public attacks by Linus Pauling was based on
the underlying science and experimental evidence, and was
quickly substantiated as the field of quasicrystals grew.
John’s awards included a Guggenheim Fellowship at the
University of Cambridge (1960–61), the Dickson Prize of
Carnegie Mellon University, the Michelson and Morley Prize
of Case Western Reserve University, the American Society of
Metals (ASM) Sauveur Award, the NBS Stratton Award, the
Rockwell Medal, the Harvey Prize from the Israel Institute of
Technology, and Gold Medals from Acta Metallurgica, the US
Department of Commerce, and the Japan Institute of Metals.
He received the 1998 National Medal of Science presented
by President William J. Clinton, the 2001 Emil Heyn Medal
from the German Metallurgical Society, the Franklin Institute’s
2002 Bower Award, and the 2011 Kyoto Prize in Materials
Science. He was a fellow of both ASM and TMS and a member
of the National Academy of Sciences, National Academy of
Engineering, and American Academy of Arts and Sciences.
He gave the Metallurgical Society’s Institute of Metals Lecture
and the Materials Research Society’s von Hippel Lecture. He
received an honorary ScD from Northwestern University and
doctor honoris causa from the Université d’Évry in France. He
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published more than 260 papers and was a visiting professor at
universities in Israel, China, Taiwan, Iran, and Sweden.
John had a brilliant mind and a warm heart. In addition
to his own research, he stimulated, motivated, and mentored
scientific colleagues at NIST and all over the world. Wherever
he worked he created an atmosphere of excellence that raised
the standards of the research of everyone around him and led
to new science and its application. His personal warmth was
evident in his day-to-day interactions with colleagues at work,
his genuine interest in the lives of his colleagues and their
families, and the dinners and parties he hosted with Anne at
their home. His spirit remains alive in his friends, students,
and colleagues.
John is survived by Anne; their children Martin, Andrew,
and Lorie; and six grandsons.
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MICHAEL M. CARROLL
1936–2016
Elected in 1987
“For unique contributions in the development of physically based
models for geological materials and in related applications
to the mechanics of porous materials.”
BY RONALD P. NORDGREN

MICHAEL MARY CARROLL, the Burton J. and Ann M.

McMurtry Professor in Mechanical Engineering and Computational and Applied Mathematics at Rice University and former
dean of its George R. Brown School of Engineering, died January 17, 2016, at the age of 79.
A charming, witty native of Ireland, Michael is remembered as much for his kindness as for his research accomplishments and administrative flair. Of particular significance is
his research on finite elasticity and on the behavior of porous
media with pore collapse. He was also an award-winning playwright, songwriter, and creator of cryptic crossword puzzles.
Michael was born December 8, 1936, in rural County
Tipperary to Tim Carroll and Kit Gleeson. He showed an early
interest in solving puzzles and mathematical problems. After
beginning his education at his father’s school and attending an
Irish-speaking school, he earned a scholarship to University
College, Galway (UCG), where he majored in mathematical
science and received his BA degree in 1958 and MA in 1959.
He was then appointed an assistant lecturer at UCG. He also
learned to play golf, a lifelong passion, at Galway.
He continued his graduate studies at Brown University
under Ronald Rivlin, a preeminent researcher in the fields
of nonlinear elasticity and non-Newtonian fluids. Michael’s
47
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doctoral research led to his dissertation, “Electro-MagnetoOptical Effects.” His degree was awarded in 1965 and he continued at Brown University as a research associate.
In the fall of 1965 he joined the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at the University of California, Berkeley as an
assistant professor. He achieved tenure in 1969, became a full
professor in 1975, held the Shell Distinguished Chair (a fiveyear appointment) from 1983 to 1988, and in 1986–88 was also
associate dean for interdisciplinary studies in the College of
Engineering. In addition, he served as ombudsman on the
Berkeley campus (1969–71), a position in which he advocated
on behalf of students to resolve grievances. He became a US
citizen in 1970.
Michael’s research ranged from electromagnetism to non
linear elasticity, porous media, and acoustics. He taught
courses in statics, dynamics, vibrations, acoustics, noise control, mathematical methods, continuum mechanics, linear and
nonlinear elasticity, and plasticity. He was a gifted teacher,
with the ability to make difficult material understandable and
bring out the physics behind the equations.
He left UC Berkeley in 1988 to become dean of the George R.
Brown School of Engineering at Rice University, with faculty
appointments in the Departments of Mechanical Engineering &
Materials Science and Computational & Applied Mathematics,
and with an endowed professorship. As dean he recruited
excellent faculty, built strong outside support for the school,
brought recognition to his faculty—including elections to the
National Academy of Engineering—and in many other ways
promoted and strengthened engineering at Rice. He also
spearheaded the establishment of a new department in the
engineering school, bioengineering, in 1997.
During his 10 years as dean, Rice’s engineering faculty grew
from 74 to 92, and the proportion of female engineering undergraduates rose from 17 percent to 30 percent. His leadership
style was to enable his faculty’s visions rather than imposing
his visions on them. That style served him and Rice very well.
Michael’s recurring course offering at Rice, “Good
Vibrations,” on sound, acoustics, and music, which he cotaught
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with Art Gottschalk, chair of Composition and Theory at Rice’s
Shepherd School of Music, was a popular interdisciplinary
elective among students.
During the 1980s he served on the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Applied Mechanics Division
Executive Committee, rotating into the chair’s position in
1986. He was a member at large of the US National Committee
on Theoretical and Applied Mechanics in 1980–84, and president of the Society of Engineering Science in 1986–87.
He authored over 100 papers, mainly on finite elasticity
and on porous media. He also contributed to nonlinear optics,
electromagnetism, nonlinear wave propagation, acoustics, viscoelasticity, plasticity, and the mechanics of sports. According
to James Casey, a colleague at Berkeley:
His work is characterized by strong physical insight, mathematical rigor, clarity, elegance, and an extraordinary ability to
find the hidden clue that cracks open a difficult problem. His
predominant strengths are (1) his talent for discovering exact
solutions to the complicated equations of the nonlinear field
theories; and (2) his ability to model complex physical situations by mathematical theories involving only a few unknown
parameters. His exact solutions, even when simple in form,
provide insight into the behavior of nonlinear materials and
are also of use in guiding experiments and in providing benchmark checks for computational schemes. His mathematical
models are constructed with experiments close at hand, and
have produced excellent agreement with measured data.

Michael’s research on porous media led to significant
improvements in the theory of their behavior. His work, with
collaborators from Lawrence Livermore Laboratory and his
students at Berkeley, advanced the field of porous media by
establishing a rational approach to the formulation of constitutive equations. A variety of effects were treated, including
pressure maxima, rate effects, and shear-stress enhancement
of void compaction. Use of simple yet powerful mathematical
models yielded excellent agreement with experimental data
for porous metals and rocks.
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In addition, his research led to the improvement of golf
clubs and aluminum baseball bats, and fairer oval running
tracks. A detailed discussion of his research accomplishments
and a list of his publications is given by Casey in the preface
to a collection of papers1 dedicated to Michael in celebration
of his 75th birthday.
In recognition of his distinguished career, Michael Carroll
received many honors. He became an ASME fellow in 1984
and was elected to the NAE in 1987. He was also a fellow of
the American Academy of Mechanics (1990) and American
Academy of Arts and Sciences (1995), and was named an
ASME honorary member in 1999. In 1979 he received a DSc
and in 1992 an honorary doctor of laws (LLD), both from the
National University of Ireland.
In addition to his theoretical work, Michael wrote two
plays, one of which, I Hear the Rolling Thunder, about President
Lyndon Johnson, opened the Allied Theatre Stage West’s 2000
season in Fort Worth. He also composed a number of cryptic
crossword puzzles that appeared in the New York Times and
elsewhere. And he wrote a love song that was arranged and
played by musicians at the Shepherd School of Music as well
as the Irish group the Chieftains. In 2004–05 he was president
of the Houston Philosophical Society.
Michael’s spirit is illuminated by this quotation from his
family’s memorial page:
Michael recognized the rhythm and beauty in everything—
an equation of a sound wave, the drone from a Gaelic piper’s
lament, a rousing stanza from a Yeats poem, the just right chip
shot to the green, and—perhaps most of all—the calm yet
majestic pull of a wave coming into the beach at sunset.

He is survived by his wife, the former Carolyn Gahagan,
whom he married in 1964; their children Patricia and Timothy;
three grandchildren; and five younger sisters.
Michael Carroll will be remembered fondly by all who
knew him.
1

Mathematics and Mechanics of Solids 16(5):453–466 (2011).
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R AY W. C L O U G H
1920–2016
Elected in 1968
“Analysis, design, and applications of structures for
dynamic loadings, including earthquakes.”
BY EDWARD L. WILSON AND JACK P. MOEHLE

R

AY WILLIAM CLOUGH, recognized as one of the world’s
most accomplished engineers and scientists, died October 8,
2016, at the age of 96.
He was born July 23, 1920, in Seattle, the third child of
Mildred Nelson, from North Dakota, and Ray W. Clough, from
Vermont. Ray Clough Sr. had earned a PhD at the University
of Washington in food chemistry and was responsible for the
quality of salmon that came down from Alaska. The other
Clough children, from oldest to youngest, were Ralph, Harriet,
and Phyllis.
Ray met his future wife, Shirley Potter, who was a year
younger than he, at Roosevelt High School. Later they both
studied at the University of Washington, where they shared
their experiences of hiking and skiing in the Cascades and on
Mt. Rainier with college friends. They married in October 1942.
Also in 1942, Ray graduated from the University of
Washington with a degree in civil engineering 6 months after
the start of World War II. He attempted to enlist in the Naval
Construction Battalions (the Seabees) where he could use his
engineering education, but was rejected because of his poor
eyesight.
He went to work at Boeing engineering in Seattle, in a job
that would guarantee a deferment until the end of the war. But
53
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he found the work menial and did not consider it a productive
way to spend the war years. He learned that the Army Air
Force had a shortage in meteorology and would accept him
because it was a noncombat position. After basic training, he
obtained a master’s degree in meteorology at the California
Institute of Technology, where he became an instructor in
meteorology until June 1944. By that time, the Army Air Force
had a surplus of meteorologists and Ray was transferred to be
in charge of an airfield construction crew.
In July 1945 Ray’s construction battalion was on a troop ship
traveling from Hawaii to join the war in the Pacific and participate in the invasion of Japan. Not long after they left Hawaii
in the convoy, the Hiroshima bomb was dropped (August
6). As they continued toward Japan, the Nagasaki bomb was
dropped (August 9). On August 15 Japan surrendered, ending
the war.
Ray continued to Japan and was part of the occupying force
on the island of Okinawa. Ironically, having been rejected earlier by the Seabees, when his Air Corps construction battalion arrived at Okinawa he was immediately reassigned to a
Seabee unit working on the construction of an airfield runway
and the aircraft control tower.
Ray was discharged in 1946 in time to enter the graduate
program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. While
working for his doctoral degree he took an advanced aerodynamics course from Raymond L. Bisplinghoff that influenced
him for the rest of his life. He completed his thesis on experimental and theoretical analyses of buckling of arches.
After receiving his degree in 1949, Ray was hired by the
Civil Engineering Department at the University of California,
Berkeley. Over the next 38 years, until he retired, his courses
were very popular, attracting students from structural engineering and multiple other disciplines. According to retrospective reports from several of his students, he was always
well prepared and very effective in presenting a significant
amount of practical information in a short period of time.
During the summers of 1952 and 1953, he was employed at
a dynamics analysis research group with the Boeing Aircraft
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Company in Seattle. The work involved modeling the delta
wing with three-dimensional strut elements (connected to two
joints) and the wing surfaces with triangular or quadrilateral
triangular membrane elements (connected to three or four
joints). His research involved the development of elements
that accurately predicted displacements compared to experimental results. Boeing referred to this work as the direct stiffness method, a standard method of structural analysis where
the joint displacements were the unknowns.
At Berkeley Ray was asked to develop a dynamics course
that would enable civil engineers to design earthquake-resistant structures. No additional funding was provided for him
to conduct earthquake engineering research, but in October
1955 he published “On the Importance of Higher Modes of
Vibration in the Earthquake Response of a Tall Building”
(Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America 45(4)).
In 1956 he received a Fulbright Fellowship to spend a
year in Trondheim, Norway, at the Ship Research Institute,
where there was interest in calculating stresses due to ship
vibrations in order to predict fatigue failures at stress concentrations. This is when he realized his element research should
be called the finite element method (FEM), which could solve
many different types of problems in continuum mechanics.
The FEM was a direct competitor to the finite difference
method, which was being used to solve many problems in
continuum mechanics.
When Ray returned from Norway in fall 1957 he put a note
on the student bulletin board asking students to contact him
if they were interested in conducting finite element research
for the analysis of plate and shell structures. He did not have
funding for such research, but a few graduate students who
had other sources of funds responded.
At the time, the only digital computer in the College of
Engineering was an IBM 701 that was produced in 1951 and
used vacuum tube technology. The maximum number of
linear equations it could solve was 40. Consequently, when
Ray presented his first FEM paper in September 1960, “The
Finite Element Method in Plane Stress Analysis,” at ASCE’s
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2nd Conference on Electronic Computation in Pittsburgh, the
coarse mesh results were not impressive.
After improvements in the speed and capacity of the computers on the Berkeley campus, Ray’s second FEM paper,
“Stress Analysis of a Gravity Dam by the Finite Element
Method,” presented at a conference in Lisbon in September
1962, had a more significant impact on the engineering profession. The paper was republished in RILEM Bulletin 10 (June
1963), which had a very large circulation.
The paper reported on the finite element analysis of the
250-foot-high Norfork Dam in Arkansas, which had developed a vertical crack during construction in 1942. The finite
element analysis correctly predicted the location and size of
the crack, which apparently was due to temperature changes,
and produced realistic estimates of displacements and stresses
in the dam and foundation for both gravity and several hydrostatic load conditions. Because of this publication, many international students and visiting scholars came to the Berkeley
campus to work with Professor Clough.
It is well documented that from 1957 to 1963 Ray and his students created the simple and powerful finite element method
as a replacement for the finite difference method. He is the
father of the modern FEM and coined the term many years
before the creation of the term computational mechanics. Yet
he did not capitalize on his success. He returned to the task of
building the earthquake engineering program at Berkeley—
the task he was given when he was hired in 1949.
In the early 1960s Ray and Joseph Penzien led a group of
faculty at Berkeley in establishing the university’s Earthquake
Engineering Research Center. Ray was very involved in the
design and construction of a 20’ × 20’ shaking table that was
capable of testing large structures subjected to realistic earthquake motions. This was the most sophisticated earthquake
simulator in the world at the time, and it continues as an
important earthquake simulator today.
A remarkable aspect of Ray’s earthquake engineering
research was his balanced approach of conducting physical
experiments, both in the laboratory and in the field, to verify
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and improve the development of more accurate analytical
methods. Notable among his laboratory studies are several
shaking table tests to explore the nonlinear dynamic response
of multistory building models (including the first-ever tests
on rocking buildings), structure-fluid dynamics, and dynamic
response of dams.
In 1975 he and Penzien published Dynamics of Structures
(McGraw-Hill). The book was widely adopted and had a
major impact in the education of generations of structural and
earthquake engineers. The second edition is still in demand.
Ray traveled extensively as a pioneer in earthquake engineering, and surveyed the damage caused by the Agadir
(Morocco) and Valdivia (Chile) earthquakes of 1960 and the
Skopje (Yugoslavia) earthquake of 1964. He was a member
of the UNESCO Seismology and Earthquake Engineering
Mission to the Mediterranean Area in 1962, the US delegation
to the UNESCO Governmental Meeting on Seismology and
Earthquake Engineering in Paris in 1964, and the US delegation to inspect earthquake engineering research and construction in the USSR in 1969.
Ray’s research and professional contributions have been
recognized by many organizations in the United States and
internationally; only a partial list of his honors is presented
here. He was elected to the National Academy of Engineering
in 1968 and the National Academy of Sciences in 1979. In 1994
President William Clinton awarded him the National Medal
of Science and in 2006 he received the Benjamin Franklin
Medal—at the time he was the only engineer to receive
either medal. His international awards include the Fulbright
Fellowship (1956–57); an Overseas Fellowship from Churchill
College, Cambridge University (1963–64); honorary doctor of
technology degrees from both Chalmers University, presented
by the King of Sweden (1979), and the Norwegian Institute
of Technology, Trondheim (1982); and the International
Association of Computational Mechanics (IACM) Congress
Medal (the Gauss-Newton Medal) (1986).
He represented the technical areas of earthquake engineering and structural dynamics in service on many governmental
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advisory panels and boards, including the Committee Advisory
to the Earth Systems Science Agency (ESSA), the Panel Advisory
to the Building Research Division of the National Bureau of
Standards (now NIST), and the US Army Corps of Engineers
Structural Design Advisory Board. He was appointed to a
number of National Research Council activities, as a member
of the Committee on Earthquake Engineering Research (1981–
83), Advisory Committee on the USSR and Eastern Europe
(1981–85), Committee on Earthquake Engineering (1985–91),
and Panel on Evaluation of US-PRC Earthquake Engineering
Program (1989–93), among others, and as chair of the Panel on
Earthquake Engineering for Concrete Dams (1986–90).
He was also active in professional societies, as chair of the
American Society of Civil Engineers Engineering Mechanics
Division executive committee, and as a member of the
board of directors of the Structural Engineers Association of
Northern California, Seismological Society of America, and
Earthquake Engineering Research Institute. In addition, he
was the founder and first editor of Earthquake Engineering
and Structural Dynamics, the journal of the International
Association for Earthquake Engineering.
In addition to his academic career, Ray consulted on a
number of complex structural problems in the design of
power stations, ships, dams, multistory buildings, transmission towers, offshore drilling platforms, aerospace projects,
and fluid structure interaction problems.
As a teenager, Ray was attracted to the hiking and mountain activities of the Boy Scouts. However, the Boy Scout
group did not attempt climbing high mountain peaks, so
Ray and his friends decided to form their own climbing club,
naming it the Ptarmigan Climbing Club after the little mountain birds found in the Pacific Northwest and other mountain
regions. The major objective of the club was to develop safe
techniques to climb mountains where the surfaces were a
combination of bare rock, snow, and/or ice. The club had 20
or 30 members and they would form small climbing groups
using their new and safe techniques. Pitons and ropes were
used for safety only.
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In 1938 Ray and three other young friends planned and
completed an approximately 10-day, 35-mile mountain climbing trip in the Northern Cascades range, including six mountain peaks that had not been climbed previously. Nearly 80
years later, the Seattle mountaineering community refers to
this trip as the Ptarmigan Traverse and it is still considered a
challenging trip using modern equipment.
Members of Ray’s family and his close friends believe the
impression made on Ray as a member of the Ptarmigan Club
was profound. After his remarkable success as a teenager he
set his sights on greater objectives, “climbing” ever higher and
delighting in the friendship of his students and colleagues.
They all joined him in solving complex problems in many different fields of engineering.
Ray’s wife Shirley preceded him in death on April 17, 2016.
They are survived by their son Douglas, daughters Allison
and Meredith, five grandchildren, two great-grandchildren,
and many nephews and nieces.
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W. D A L E C O M P T O N
1929–2017
Elected in 1981
“For exceptional leadership in developing advanced automotive
technologies, individual achievements in engineering physics, and
innovative contributions in promoting university-industry relations.”
BY LEAH H. JAMIESON AND ABHIJIT DESHMUKH

WALTER DALE COMPTON, former vice president of re-

search at Ford Motor Company, Lillian M. Gilbreth Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Industrial Engineering at Purdue
University, and former home secretary of the National Academy of Engineering, died February 7, 2017, at his home in West
Lafayette, Indiana, at the age of 88.
Dale was born January 7, 1929, in Chrisman, Illinois, to
Roy and Marcia Compton. He earned his bachelor’s degree
in physics from Wabash College in 1949 and his master’s in
physics from the University of Oklahoma in 1951. While at
Oklahoma he met his future bride, Jeanne Parker; they married in 1951. In 1952 Dale entered the University of Illinois
at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC), where he received a PhD in
experimental condensed matter physics in 1955.
Dr. Compton began his professional career as a research
physicist at the US Naval Ordnance Test Station at China Lake,
California, and continued his research at the Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington, DC.
In 1961 he returned to UIUC as an associate professor of
physics. He was promoted to full professor in 1964 and the
following year appointed director of the Coordinated Sciences
Laboratory (CSL), which he built into a world-class organization working on control, computer, and communication
61
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systems. Under his leadership, CSL developed theories and
created landmark inventions that were years ahead of their
time.
In 1970 Dr. Compton became director of the Chemical and
Physical Sciences Laboratory at Ford Motor Company in
Dearborn, Michigan. He was named executive director for
research in 1972, and from 1973 to 1986 was Ford’s vice president of research. During his tenure at the company, he promoted innovations in modeling and simulation of the design
and manufacture of automotive components and systems, and
established a balance between near- and long-term research
that led to a succession of technological breakthroughs that
enabled Ford to develop superior products and produce them
successfully worldwide.
In 1988 he came to Purdue University as the inaugural Lillian
M. Gilbreth Distinguished Professor of Industrial Engineering
and immediately became involved in the NSF Center for
Intelligent Manufacturing Systems and the newly formed
Center for the Management of Manufacturing Enterprises.
He spent the rest of his career at Purdue, including serving
as interim head of the School of Industrial Engineering (1998–
2000). He retired in 2004 as professor emeritus.
Dale’s research interests spanned materials science and
engineering; automotive, combustion, and 
manufacturing
engineering; and management of technology. His work
focused on how the introduction of new technology in the
semiconductor and telecommunication industries changed
over time and, later, structural materials with nanocrystalline
microstructures.
He was the author, contributor, or editor of more than 85
publications and, with his team in Industrial Engineering
at Purdue, registered 13 patents. He authored a textbook
on Engineering Management: Creating and Managing WorldClass Operations (Prentice-Hall, 1997); coedited, with Joseph
A. Heim, Manufacturing Systems: Foundations of World Class
Practice (National Academy Press, 1991); coauthored, with
James H. Schulman, Color Centers in Solids (Macmillan, 1962);
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and edited Interaction of Science and Technology (University of
Illinois Press, 1969).
Dale was active in many NAE and National Research
Council (NRC) activities. He chaired the NRC Commission
on Engineering and Technical Systems (1997–2000), joint
Committee on the Future of Personal Transport in China (2000–
02), and NAE Committee on Foundations of Manufacturing
(1989–92); served on the NRC Board on Manufacturing and
Engineering Design (1995–96) and NAE Committee for
Engineering as an International Enterprise (1988–90); and
edited the 1988 NAE report Design and Analysis of Integrated
Manufacturing Systems. In addition, he served as an NAE
councillor (1990–96), home secretary (2000–08), and member
of the NRC Governing Board (2000–06), NAE Membership
Policy Committee (chair, 1988–91), NAE Program Committee
(1992–98), and NRC Report Review Committee (1988–90).
As the first NAE Senior Fellow (1986–88), Dale continued
his focus on issues related to industry and engineering education and led the development of programs related to international competitiveness. With experience in both academia
and industry, he cochaired the 1987 NAE Committee on
Technology Issues that Impact International Competitiveness
that led to the creation of the National Science Foundation’s
flagship Engineering Research Centers program. He served
as senior advisor to the ERCs and the NAE ERC Assessment
Committee (1988–89). The ERC model set NSF’s course in the
establishment of national research centers built on connecting
university research with industry practice. These on-campus
centers have produced a steady stream of technologies that
have led to fundamental changes in manufacturing in the
United States.
At both the National Academies and Purdue, Dale promoted collaboration between engineers and health professionals toward the goal of delivering safe, effective, timely,
efficient, equitable, and patient-centered health care. Starting
in the 2000s he championed program activities aimed at
bringing engineering applications and research to bear on
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cost, quality, and safety challenges facing the US healthcare
system. He cochaired the joint NAE/Institute of Medicine
(IOM) study committee on Engineering and the Delivery of
Health Care (2002–05), which produced the influential report,
Building a Better Delivery System: A New Engineering/Health Care
Partnership. This seminal report recommended public- and
private-sector actions to advance the development, adaptation, and use of systems engineering tools in health care and
led, among other outcomes, to the landmark creation by the
US Department of Veterans Affairs of centers that combine a
VA healthcare facility with academic engineering partners.
In addition to his service to the National Academies, Dale
served on the board of governors for Argonne National
Laboratory, the advisory board for Sandia National Laboratories
Combustion Research Facility, the industrial committees for
the University of Michigan and the Ohio State University,
the Technical Advisory Committee for Cummins Engine Co.
(1999), and the St. Vincent Hospital (Indianapolis) Quality
Committee of the Board of Directors.
He was a member of the Research Society of America, Phi
Beta Kappa, and Delta Tau Delta and a fellow of the American
Physical Society, American Association for the Advancement of
Science, Engineering Society of Detroit, Society of Automotive
Engineers, Washington Academy of Sciences, and IC2 Institute
of the University of Texas at Austin.
Among his many honors and awards are the US Naval
Research Laboratory Commendation (1961), an honorary doctorate of engineering from Michigan Technological University
(1976), the Science Trailblazers Award from the Detroit Science
Center and Michigan Sesquicentennial Commission (1986),
and the M. Eugene Merchant Manufacturing Medal from the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers and Society of
Manufacturing Engineers in recognition of his lifelong commitment to manufacturing excellence (1999). In 2003 he
received a UIUC Alumni Award for Distinguished Service for
“substantive research achievements in unraveling the behavior of defects and color centers in solids, exceptional leadership in engineering practice and management, and enduring
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contributions to engineering education.” He received the 2014
George E. Pake Prize “for exemplary leadership of corporate
automotive R&D at a critical time for the industry and for
important individual achievements in experimental solid state
physics.”
Dale Compton’s work had profound impacts on fields of
enormous import: manufacturing, healthcare systems engineering, and the very core of how large-scale engineering
research in the United States is framed, supported, and connected to industry.
Yet, for all his accomplishments, Dale, and Jeanne, will be
remembered by many for the impact they had both individually and together on their communities and their friends. They
opened their home to extend a warm welcome to newcomers and supported the arts with unstinting generosity. They
welcomed and mentored friends, colleagues, students, faculty,
department heads, and deans. They were gracious in everything they did. And they were dedicated to each other.
Dale and Jeanne, who died September 19, 2016, are survived by their three children, Gayle (James) Prete of Chicago,
Donald (Mary Gail) of Tallahassee, and Duane (Janie Dvorak)
of Lyme, New Hampshire; and grandchildren Mary Rose and
Harrison Compton.
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J A M E S W. C O O L E Y
1926–2016
Elected in 2000
“For the creation and development of the fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm for time series analysis.”
BY RONALD W. SCHAFER

J

AMES WILLIAM COOLEY, a pioneer of the field of digital
signal processing and long-time applied mathematician at the
IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, died June 29, 2016, at
the age of 89.
Jim was born in New York City on September 18, 1926, to
Anna Fanning and William Francis Cooley. He graduated
from Grover Cleveland High School, and then served in the
US Army Air Corps (1944–45). Afterward, under the GI Bill, he
attended Manhattan College, graduating with a BA degree in
1949 and an MA in mathematics in 1951. He received his PhD
in applied mathematics from Columbia University in 1961.
From 1953 to 1956 he was a programmer for von Neumann’s
machine at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, and
then he did quantum mechanics computations at the Courant
Institute at New York University. In 1962 he joined the
research staff of IBM’s Watson Center in Yorktown Heights,
NY, where he remained until he retired in 1991. He then joined
the University of Rhode Island as a professor of electrical engineering, teaching graduate courses and participating in signal
processing research projects until he retired in 1993.
Jim Cooley will long be remembered for his central role in
the disclosure, development, and dissemination of the fast
Fourier transform computational algorithm (or FFT), a very
67
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efficient method for calculating the Fourier transform of discrete data.
The 1965 publication in Mathematics of Computation of his
paper “An Algorithm for the Machine Calculation of Complex
Fourier Series,” coauthored with John W. Tukey, is widely
accepted as the beginning of the discipline now called digital signal processing (DSP). The paper initially sparked great
interest among a handful of pioneers already working on digital filters, but it soon became clear that with the Cooley-Tukey
algorithm, the Fourier transform had suddenly gone from
being a powerful mathematical tool for representing signals
and systems to an even more powerful computational tool
for analyzing recorded signals and implementing a virtually
unlimited variety of signal processing operations.
Jim’s contribution was truly a milestone in the march
toward today’s digital world that began in the 1960s. His NAE
election citation now seems too restrictive in describing the
impact of his work. Time series analysis was an application
that he recognized and contributed to early on, but the FFT
has enabled countless other technical accomplishments that
simply would not be possible without it.
Jim was a soft-spoken and modest gentleman who often
expressed surprise at the highly acclaimed reception to his
work. He was always quick to point out that Richard Garwin
of IBM had conveyed the basic divide-and-conquer idea to
him from John Tukey and, furthermore, that a long list of
other mathematicians, starting with Gauss, had understood
the basic principle.
But with the rapid evolution of digital computers, the time
was ripe to exploit the many orders-of-magnitude speed-up
that could be achieved for large datasets and images, and it
was Jim Cooley who first worked out the intricate indexing
and storage allocation required to make a widely applicable
program. With the publication of the Cooley-Tukey paper, the
FFT was placed in the public domain and made available to
anyone who could see its enormous potential to transform
signal processing–based technologies.
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Although he once noted that he had not initially seen the
significance of the FFT and hadn’t even ordered reprints of the
paper, Jim soon became a fervent advocate for widespread dissemination of the FFT and the variety of computer programs
implementing it. He published valuable papers on properties and applications of the FFT along with several fascinating papers on the history of the idea. Through his efforts with
others in the Audio and Electroacoustics Group of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the FFT became
central to both DSP research and the burgeoning applications
of DSP.
Just three years after his landmark paper, Jim was the keynote speaker at the first Arden House Workshop (October 6–8,
1968, in New York), on the FFT. The event brought together
researchers from diverse fields with a common interest in the
FFT and its many applications. In his address, Jim observed
that people were already saying things like, “some day radio
tuners will operate with DSP units,” and of course today we
have software radios along with such DSP-enabled technologies as cell phones, digital audio, and HDTVs, to name but a
few. The 1968 Arden House conference, and two more in 1972
and 1976 that he cochaired, were powerful forces in establishing digital signal processing as a key enabling technology in
the paradigm shift from analog to digital systems.
Notwithstanding his modesty, Jim received much welldeserved recognition for his work, including several awards
from the IEEE Signal Processing Society, the 2002 IEEE Jack
S. Kilby Signal Processing Medal, and numerous corporate
awards from IBM.
With Jim’s passing, we have lost one of the pioneers of a
field whose influence permeates all current technology.
At the time of his death, he was residing in Huntington
Beach, California. He was preceded in death by his wife,
Ingrid Uddholm Cooley, and is survived by sons William and
Lars, daughter Anna-Carin, and eight grandchildren.
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E U G E N E E . C O V E RT
1926–2015
Elected in 1980
“Contributions to aerodynamics, aeronautics, education
of engineers, and the national security.”
BY EDWARD M. GREITZER,
WILLIAM T.G. LITANT, AND
SHEILA E. WIDNALL

EUGENE EDZARDS COVERT, a renowned aerodynamicist,

aerospace engineer, and engineering educator, passed away
January 15, 2015, at age 88. His career spanned research, teaching, and public service. He is credited with developing the
world’s first practical wind tunnel magnetic suspension system,
he served on the commission that investigated the destruction
of the Space Shuttle Challenger, and he received the Daniel Guggenheim Medal, one of the most prestigious awards in aviation.
Gene was born February 6, 1926, in Rapid City, South
Dakota, to Perry and Eda (née Edzards) Covert. He received
his bachelor of aeronautical engineering at age 20 from the
University of Minnesota and immediately went to work for
the Naval Air Development Center, Pilotless Aircraft Division,
on projects that resulted in the Sparrow, the West’s primary
air-to-air missile from the 1950s to the 1990s. In 1948 he completed his master’s degree, also in aeronautical engineering at
the University of Minnesota.
In 1952 he joined the Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (AeroAstro) at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology as a research engineer in MIT’s Naval Supersonic
Laboratory. He also enrolled in the department’s graduate
program and earned an ScD in 1958.
71
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Throughout the 1950s he conducted experiments on
numerous aircraft, including the F-4 Phantom. His interest
in the problems of supporting models during these supersonic wind tunnel tests led him to develop the first practical
wind tunnel magnetic suspension system, allowing enhanced
fidelity in the simulation of free-flight conditions. In 1963 he
became an associate professor and in 1968 a full professor in
the AeroAstro Department.
In 1972–73 he served as chief scientist of the US Air Force, a
three-star-equivalent civilian position, advising the Air Force
secretary and chief of staff on science and technology issues.
In 1978–79 he was technical director of the European Office
of Aerospace Research and Development, based in London,
before taking a position as director of the MIT Gas Turbine
Laboratory (1979–84) and later the MIT Center for Aerodynamic
studies. He was head of the AeroAstro Department (1985–90)
and director of the MIT Wright Brothers Wind Tunnel after
that. He became the T. Wilson Professor of Aeronautics in 1993
and professor emeritus in June 1996.
Gene’s career included exceptional public service. He
served on many NAS/NAE committees dealing with issues of
aeronautics and space, and on the National Research Council’s
Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board, including a term
as vice chair. He was also a member of the Air Force Scientific
Advisory Board for a decade and a half, serving as its chair
(1982–86) and leading its summer retreat activities in the mid1990s. He was a member of the NASA Aeronautics Advisory
Committee and the Office of Science and Technology Policy
Review Committee. Other service included (this is by no
means a complete list) membership, and then chairmanship,
of NATO’s Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and
Development (AGARD) Power and Energetics Panel, and long
association (over a decade) as a member of the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Aerospace
America magazine advisory committee.
Of particular note was his appointment to the commission
that investigated the January 28, 1986, Space Shuttle Challenger
accident, when it disintegrated 73 seconds into its flight,
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killing all seven crew members. Created by President Ronald
Reagan, the commission was chaired by former Secretary of
State William P. Rogers and its 14 members included Gene,
Neil Armstrong, Richard Feynman, and Chuck Yeager. Its
work resulted in a substantial redesign of the shuttle’s boosters and the creation of a new NASA safety office.
One reason Gene’s counsel was held in high regard in both
industry and government was that he could not only integrate the facts into a coherent picture but see beyond them
to the implications and thus suggest insightful ways to deal
with potential issues. His contributions in public service were
recognized by the 1992 AIAA Durand Lectureship in Public
Service.
He was an honorary fellow of the AIAA and a fellow of
the Royal Aeronautical Society and American Association
for the Advancement of Science. He was a registered professional engineer in Massachusetts and a chartered engineer in
the United Kingdom. He also served as a director for Allied
Signal Corporation, Physical Sciences Inc., Rohr Inc., Research
Support Instruments Inc., and the AIAA.
Among Gene’s many honors were the AIAA’s Reed
Aeronautics Award (2010), Wright Brothers’ Lectureship in
Aeronautics (1997), and Ground Testing Award (1990), and
the AGARD von Kármán Medal (1990). Additional honors
included an Exceptional Civilian Service Award from the
US Air Force (1973), University Educator of the Year from
the Engineering Science Division of the American Society
of Aerospace Education (1980), and a NASA Public Service
Award (1981). He also received an Outstanding Achievement
Award from the University of Minnesota in 2007.
At MIT Gene took a great deal of pride in his teaching, especially his interpretation of the material so that it was accessible
to students. He was thus very pleased to receive the (MITwide) University Educator of the Year Award. This was for an
aerodynamics subject that Gene viewed as important but that
was, at the time, poorly attended. He took on the teaching of
the subject, revamped the content and delivery of the material,
and turned it into a success.
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Gene identified a high point of his career as his selection
for the Daniel Guggenheim Medal in 2005. Jointly sponsored
by the American Society of Mechanical Engineering, AIAA,
American Helicopter Society, and Society of Automotive
Engineers, the medal recognizes those who have made profound contributions to advancing aeronautics. The committee
cited his “exemplary leadership in aeronautics teaching and
research, development of significant state-of-the-art aerodynamic testing techniques, and outstanding contributions to
public service.”
In an interview after receiving the Guggenheim award,
Gene reflected on his career and his philosophy of trying different things: “It was like being in a batting cage. I missed a fair
fraction, but I took a swing at everything.” He went on: “My
career was a set of building blocks. I learned something every
step along the way.” He said that many of the steps “broadened,” and some were “broken,” but he gained in knowledge
from every one.
Known as much for his dry wit as his technical abilities, he
added, “In the course of my career, I have had the opportunity
to visit many places in the United States and throughout the
world, including the South Pole, where I have met many very
friendly, intelligent, and interesting people. The exception was
the North Pole, where we had to bring our own people.”
In a characteristic comment, when Gene learned that the
AeroAstro Department was preparing a tribute to him in its
annual magazine, he insisted it include a salute to his wife and
family. “I could only have accomplished what I did by having
a supportive wife and family. Their contribution [to my success] was as great as any. It’s important that that gets in.”
Gene’s wife of 67 years, Mary (Rutford) Covert, predeceased
him by a year. They are survived by their children David H.
Covert and daughter-in-law Rhoda (Arlington, MA); Christine
J. Covert and son-in-law Gray Parrot (Hancock, ME); Pamela
C. Spicer and son-in-law Richard Spicer (Franklin, MA); and
Steven P. Covert and daughter-in-law Diane (Belmont, MA);
four grandchildren; and three great-grandchildren.
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ELIO D’APPOLONIA
1918–2015
Elected in 1977
“Contributions to design and construction procedures for
foundations of complex facilities subjected to heavy loadings.”
BY JOHN SCHMERTMANN

ELIO D’APPOLONIA died December 30, 2015, after a long ca-

reer that made him known around the world for his pioneering
work in the area of dams and tailings disposal, heavily loaded
foundations for industrial facilities, and the best ways to accomplish such work.
Born April 14, 1918, to Italian immigrants in Crow’s Nest
Pass near Coleman, Alberta, Canada, D’App, as he was called,
developed a lifelong passion for hockey and hoped to play
professionally. But his father wisely put him to work in his
construction company and then encouraged him to enter college. D’App received bachelor’s (1942) and master’s degrees
(1946) in civil engineering from the University of Alberta.
During the summers in 1942–46, he worked for the US Army
Corps of Engineers on the engineering and construction of
foundations, airfields, and highways on permafrost in northern Canada and Alaska.
In January 1939 he met his future wife, Violet Mary (nicknamed Tina), in Edmonton. They married May 2, 1942, and
went on to have five children.
In the summer of 1946 D’App moved his young family
to Illinois, where he completed his doctorate (1948) at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, working with an
early version of the finite element analysis method. They then
77
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moved to Pittsburgh, where he devoted the next eight years to
teaching and research at the Carnegie Institute of Technology
(now Carnegie Mellon University, CMU). His interest and
training, primarily in structural engineering and applied
mechanics, expanded to soil mechanics and foundation engineering when he was asked to fill this void in the CMU curriculum. This came to dominate his professional interests for
the remainder of his life.
In 1950 he started a part-time consultancy on projects involving structural and soil mechanics problems. But after several
heart attacks and his doctor’s orders to pick the least stressful between teaching and consulting, in 1956 D’App stepped
down as a full professor to start the consulting engineering
practice that became Elio D’Appolonia Consulting Engineers
(EDCE).
EDCE grew and flourished to become an internationally
renowned leader in geotechnical engineering, a multifaceted
group of companies providing geotechnical engineering,
construction, and related environmental and Earth science
services to both private industry and government agencies.
D’App embraced challenging and difficult clients and projects and found creative solutions for them. His many projects included the foundation, design, and construction for the
New Bethlehem Steel Manufacturing Facility in Burns Harbor,
Indiana; the construction of a nuclear power plant on a deep
fill in Italy for Enel; and resolution of unexpected foundation
movements that affected construction of the velodrome for
the 1976 Olympics in Montreal. He was also a member of the
Board of Construction during the construction of the Merrill
Creek Dam in northwestern New Jersey.
D’App made seminal contributions to the fields of geotechnical and foundation engineering. He authored numerous
technical papers and served on many committees in professional societies, often as chair. Honors in recognition of his
achievements include the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE) Thomas A. Middlebrooks Award (1969, shared with
his son David) and 24th Karl Terzaghi Lecture (1988), election
to the NAE in 1977, and honorary doctorates from CMU and
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the University of Genoa, Italy. He was also a driving force and
founding member of ASFE (now the Geoprofessional Business
Association).
His Terzaghi Lecture, “Monitored Decisions,” argued for
the complete integration of the geotechnical engineer in the
design, construction, and monitoring performance during and
after construction. He ended his abstract for the lecture paper1
with these words:
A monitored-decision process provides a means to gain
knowledge, be innovative, and mitigate adverse relationships
between parties involved in the ownership, construction, and
operation of a facility.

This thinking, and putting it into practice as illustrated by
the case histories in the Terzaghi Lecture, inspired his students, colleagues, and clients. One interesting result of his
efforts: In 1974 ASCE changed the name of the “Soil Mechanics
and Foundations Division” to the “Geotechnical Engineering
Division,” which ultimately led to the present Geo-Institute.
Upon learning of his passing, former ASCE president Bill
Marcuson said, “May we all have such a long, significant, and
impactful life.”
D’App is survived by Tina; children Kenneth (Kathleen),
Michael (Elizabeth), Linda (Timothy Knecht), and Mark
(Deborah); daughter-in-law Eileen D’Appolonia; sister Elsie
Whetstone; 11 grandchildren; and 27 great-grandchildren. Son
David died in 2006.

1

Journal of Geotechnical Engineering 116(1):4–34 (1990).
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D AV I D A . D O R N F E L D
1949–2016
Elected in 2013
“For contributions to sustainability in advanced manufacturing, sensors, and
precision material processing.”
BY DANIEL McGLYNN
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

D

AVID ALAN DORNFELD, professor of mechanical engineering at the University of California, Berkeley, and founding
faculty director of the Jacobs Institute for Design Innovation,
died of a heart attack on March 27, 2016. He was 66.
Professor Dornfeld was a renowned manufacturing expert,
widely admired as a teacher, and well regarded as a thoughtful leader. His contributions to the fields of precision and sustainable manufacturing and engineering design education are
only part of his legacy. He mentored 55 PhD students, many
of whom have gone on to become leaders in academia and
industry; consulted and advised countless other graduate students; and became a champion for undergraduate research
opportunities through his position at the Jacobs Institute.
David Dornfeld was born August 3, 1949, in Horicon,
Wisconsin. Growing up, he and his brother William would
accompany their father, who worked at John Deere, to the
factory floor. David attended the University of Wisconsin–
Madison, where he met his future wife, Barbara Bennett, and
earned his BS, MS, and PhD in mechanical engineering. The
boy who watched the assembly of tractors with his dad and
brother eventually wrote his PhD dissertation on the use of
abrasive machining in production engineering.
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In 1977 he accepted a position as assistant professor
of mechanical engineering at Berkeley, focusing his early
research on automated welding. By 1982 he was emerging
as a leader both on campus and beyond. In 1986, with fellow
ME professor Masayoshi Tomizuka, he organized the JapanUSA Symposium on Flexible Manufacturing, which continues
biannually.
In the 1980s he continued to collaborate with his engineering colleagues on automating manufacturing processes,
which led to the founding of Berkeley Engineering’s Robotics,
Automation, and Manufacturing Program (RAMP).
He was recognized for his teaching with the Pi Tau Sigma
Excellence in Teaching Award in 1989. That year he also
became a full professor of manufacturing engineering and
was appointed director of Berkeley’s Engineering Systems
Research Center, a position he held for a decade. During this
time he was awarded four patents related to his research on
acoustic emissions measurements.
During the 1990s he began researching chemical-mechanical planarization (CMP), a hybrid process of chemical etching
and abrasive polishing used in high-precision semiconductor
and microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) manufacturing.
He obtained three patents relating to CMP.
He was named the Will C. Hall Family Professor of
Engineering in 1999, and then associate dean of interdisciplinary studies (2001–08). In 2005 he was appointed the special
division deputy for the Engineering Division at the Berkeley
Lab.
In the mid-2000s he founded the Laboratory for Manufacturing and Sustainability. It took shape as a hub for innovation
in manufacturing research and education and now spans such
interests as data analytics for smart manufacturing, manufacturing technologies for emerging economies, and design for
sustainability.
From 2010 to 2015 he chaired the Department of Mechanical
Engineering. He was instrumental in representing Berkeley as
part of the national Advanced Manufacturing Partnership,
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which sought to convert university-based manufacturing
research to technological solutions deployed by industry.
He was elected to the National Academy of Engineering
in 2013, the same year he received the Outstanding Lifetime
Service Award from the North American Manufacturing
Research Institute and Society of Manufacturing Engineers
(SME). Among other honors, he was a fellow of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) and received its
William T. Ennor Manufacturing Technology Award in 2010.
He was also a fellow and past director of SME and in 2004
was awarded its Frederick W. Taylor Research Medal. He
was selected for the Japan Society of Precision Engineering
Takagi Prize, the Association for Manufacturing Technology
Charles F. Carter Advancing Manufacturing Award, and the
ASME/SME M. Eugene Merchant Manufacturing Medal. He
was named vice president of the International Academy for
Production Engineering (CIRP) in 2015.
A prolific scholar, he published 400 papers, wrote three
research monographs, and contributed several chapters to
books. He was also the keeper of a long-running and engaging blog about green manufacturing (green-manufacturing.
blogspot.com).
Colleagues and students remember David Dornfeld as
humble, warm, and open to new ideas, with a curious spirit
and a good sense of humor, while at the same time being an
effective administrator. He welcomed new ME professor Tarek
Zohdi by inviting him out to dinner and later, on a road trip,
took a detour to get onion rings from his favorite spot after
Zohdi made an offhand remark about liking onion rings.
Former student Amrita Srinivasan said, “He was very enthusiastic about everything—very excited to start new projects,
meet new people, just explore new ideas…. If you told him
you were working on something new, he would light up.”
David Dornfeld, a friend and colleague of many, is survived
by his wife Barbara and his brother William.
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IRA DYER
1925–2016
Elected in 1976
“Founder of research and educational programs in ocean
engineering and an authority on noise and turbulence.”
BY ARTHUR BAGGEROER, PHIL ABBOT,
AND PETER MIKHALEVSKY

IRA DYER—educator, scholar, leader, sailor, opera buff, and

beloved husband, father, grandfather, brother, and uncle—died
peacefully at his home in Marblehead, Massachusetts, on October 9, 2016. He was 91.
A physicist, Ira’s distinguished career in acoustics spanned
more than six decades. His seminal research had profound
impacts in the fields of aeroacoustics, structural acoustics,
and underwater acoustics. He was a valued educator and
mentor for many students who are now prominent scientists.
He was head of the Ocean Engineering Department at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology for 10 years, president
of the Acoustical Society of America, and served on numerous committees, blue ribbon panels, and advisory boards for
many government agencies and research companies.
Ira was the son of Charles and Frieda (née Griffman) Dyer,
who were forced to flee the Pale of Settlement in Russia, arriving in the United States with a young daughter and almost
nothing else. Ira was born June 14, 1925, in Brooklyn, New
York, and as a child lived in every borough of New York City

Adapted and reprinted with permission from MIT News (http://news.
mit.edu/), “Ira Dyer, professor emeritus of ocean engineering, dies at
91,” October 25, 2016.
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but Staten Island. He thrived as a student at Brooklyn Tech,
where his scientific interests were nurtured.
He served in the Army Air Corps during World War II and
then studied at MIT under the GI bill, receiving his BS, MS,
and, in 1954, PhD, all in physics. His thesis advisors were
K. Uno Ingard, Richard H. Bolt, and Philip M. Morse, all members of either the NAE or NAS.
He married his sweetheart, Betty Ruth Schanberg, of
Clinton, MA, in 1949. They were happily married for 68 years
and raised two children, Samuel and Debora.
After his graduate studies, Ira joined Bolt Beranek and
Newman Inc. (now Raytheon-BBN). He was the seventh
employee hired at BBN by Leo Beranek, who would later say
that Ira was one of the three most important people responsible for the success of the company.
In one of his first projects (1951), Ira designed, built, and
tested an ultrasonic brain scanner. It was intended to use
active sonar to find brain tumors, and Ira himself was the first
person to undergo a brain scan. The system ended up only
measuring bone thickness but it paved the way for the ultrasonic scanners currently used in medicine (in cardiology and
during pregnancy). Ira later led others in an applied research
division that investigated all aspects of sound and vibration
in complex structures such as ships, submarines, aircraft, and
spacecraft.
During the mid-1950s he helped design the US Navy X-1
submarine, a small four-man diesel-electric submarine that
had very low radiated noise levels and was advocated by
Admiral Hyman Rickover for future designs. Ira designed an
innovative engine mounting system—triple-stage isolation
mounts—that significantly quieted the vehicle, allowing the
submarine to pass the sound requirements. The isolation concepts led the way for the US Navy to develop ultraquiet submarines, providing important advantages for US submarine
operations during the Cold War. The X-1 submarine is on display at the Submarine Force Museum in Groton, Connecticut.
For many more years Ira played a major role in advising,
researching, and designing antisubmarine warfare systems for
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the Navy, keeping the nation safe during the Cold War. He
also contributed to a high-level Navy technical committee, the
Submarine Superiority Technical Advisory Group, which led
to the contemporary submarine sonar signal processing suite,
the APB-ARCI1 system.
His early work was honored in 1960 by the Acoustical
Society’s Biennial Award (now the R. Bruce Lindsay Award),
which recognizes scientists under 35 for their outstanding
contributions to acoustics.
In 1971 Ira accepted the positions of head of the Department
of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering and director of
MIT’s Sea Grant Program, created to stimulate research and
wise use of the oceans. Under his leadership the program
became a model and was widely emulated. He also led the
department into new areas in ocean engineering, emphasizing learning about the ocean environment and nurturing new
subjects in ocean acoustics, especially in conjunction with the
MIT–Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution Joint Program.
In 1989 he was named the Weber-Shaughness Professor
of Ocean Engineering. His expertise and graduate course in
ocean acoustics were legendary. He was a consummate professor, both as a lecturer and one on one, with a clarity that
inspired his students.
His joy was in both challenging conventional thinking and
being challenged by colleagues and students. If one of his students said, “The data doesn’t agree with the theory,” Ira would
wag his finger and say, “No, no…the theory does not agree
with the data!” Meetings with Ira are recalled with gusto. He
challenged all to continuously learn and acquire knowledge.
And he inspired many, including his grandsons, to pursue
careers in science and engineering.
He also led six Arctic field programs. The first, the Canadian
Basin Arctic Reverberation Experiment (in 1978), imaged the
entire Arctic basin with acoustics, providing evidence of a seamount range, now tentatively named the G. Leonard Johnson
Advanced processor build–acoustic rapid COTS (commercial off-theshelf) insertion.

1
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Seamount after a legendary Office of Naval Research sponsor.
Ira and his students developed a taxonomy of ice noise events
that has been fundamental for understanding Arctic noise.
Ira made many seminal contributions to acoustics that were
published in the Journal of the Acoustical Society of America
(JASA). His 1970 article “Statistics of Sound Propagation in the
Ocean” (JASA 48:337–345) remains one of the most cited, as
are his significant contributions to structural acoustics, reverberation, and ambient noise in the sea. The programs he established in these technical areas were international in scope,
leading and focusing global expertise.
As an independent research consultant during the last 20
years, Ira served on the board of directors and provided expertise to local ocean acoustic consulting firms founded by some
of his former students. He was instrumental in helping solve a
pump vibration problem that affected the completion schedule
of Boston’s Deer Island Waste Water Treatment Plant, a major
construction project to eliminate pollution in Boston Harbor.
He identified an organ pipe–like resonance in one of the inlet
pipes that coupled into and accentuated the pump vibration
levels; the solution enabled the pump to operate safely and the
project to move forward.
In addition to his NAE membership, Ira was a fellow of
the Acoustical Society of America (ASA) and the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, and a visiting fellow
of Emmanuel College at Cambridge University. He was the
recipient of many honors, including the ASA’s Gold Medal
(1996), its highest honor, and the Per Bruel Gold Medal (2002)
from the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME).
Ira and Betty were a classic American-immigrant success
story. Their philanthropy encompassed medical research, the
arts, community causes, Clark University, and MIT, where they
set up a student scholarship in honor of his parents. And after
the collapse of the Soviet Union, they worked with Action for
Soviet Jewry, helping place Soviet refugees in appropriate jobs
and sponsoring a newly arrived family.
Ira took great pleasure in family and friends. Sailing was
among his most enjoyable pursuits and, always the educator,
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he would mentor one and all as they took the helm of his several yachts, all named Coriolis.
He will be deeply missed.
He is survived by Betty, Samuel (Barbara) and Debora (John)
Mayer, and grandchildren Ethan Dyer (MIT PhD in physics)
and Charley and Owen Mayer (Drexel University PhD in electrical and computer engineering).
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P. G U N N A R E N G S T R Ö M
1923–2015
Elected in 1992
“For international leadership in electric power transmission techniques and
appreciation of power electronic equipment in electric utility systems.”
BY HANS G. FORSBERG

P

ER GUNNAR ENGSTRÖM died July 20, 2015, at age 92 in
Västerås. He was born April 11, 1923, in the Swedish town of
Ludvika, where his father was a foreman at a local electrical
company, later acquired by ASEA, a leading manufacturer of
electrical goods.
Gunnar enrolled as a student of electrical engineering in
KTH, the Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm, where
he received his master certificate in 1948.
He spent his entire career at ASEA. He first joined a research
group devoted to new applications of high-voltage currents
under the leadership of Uno Lamm, and was soon promoted
to leading positions. He obtained several patents and published articles in Swedish and international journals.
Most of his activities were related to high-voltage direct currents (HVDC), an area in which he earned international recognition. His first success was with tyristor-guided train engines,
used in Scandinavia and exported to the United States. Under
his leadership HVDC cables were installed for underwater
transmission between Scandinavian countries and the New
Zealand islands, and to connect foreign AC electric grids.
He was promoted to executive vice president and became
responsible for the ASEA (later ABB-ASEA) divisions of
91
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electronic control equipment and robotics. He proved to be an
inspiring manager of technology, even outside his own field
of HVDC.
He was elected to the Royal Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences (IVA) in 1967, the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in 1976, and as a foreign associate of the US National
Academy of Engineering in 1992. He received an honorary
doctorate from the University of Uppsala in 1983.
He was deputy chair of IVA (1984–86) and very active in
its Division II, Electrical Engineering, for many years, serving
as chair and member of many committees. After retirement
he chaired the extensive IVA program on Management of
Technological Change. He was also an active supporter of the
use of nuclear power, for both safety and climate reasons.
In 1983 ABB honored him by establishing the Gunnar
Engström ABB Foundation, which aims to stimulate interest
in energy technology research by awarding scholarships to a
final PhD student project in the field of energy engineering at
a Swedish technical college or university.
Gunnar Engström is survived by Gertrud, his wife of 67
years, and their children Per, Ingalill, and Kerstin with families.
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R O B E RT M . FA N O
1917–2016
Elected in 1973
“Pioneering work in the development of the first interactive time-sharing
computer system and contributions to communication theory.”
BY DANIELA RUS

R

OBERTO MARIO FANO, computing pioneer and professor
emeritus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, died July
13, 2016, in Naples, Florida. He was 98. During his 75 years at
MIT he played a critical role in establishing computer science as
an academic discipline.
Bob was born November 11, 1917, to Gino and Rosetta
Fano in Turin, capital of the Piedmont region of northern Italy.
He grew up with the disciplines of math and science at close
range: his father was a prominent mathematician and pioneer of finite geometry, and his brother Ugo and cousin Giulio
Racah were both physicists.
He began his academic career at the School of Engineering
in Turin before emigrating to America in 1939 in response to
anti-Jewish legislation passed by Benito Mussolini. He earned
his bachelor’s degree at MIT in 1941 and then worked on
microwave circuits at the MIT Radiation Laboratory during
World War II. After the war he cowrote chapters in one of the
books in the famous “Rad Lab” series that was required reading for decades of electrical engineers. He then returned to
school and received his doctorate at MIT in 1947; he wrote his
thesis on broadband microwave filters under the supervision
of Ernst Guillemin.
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In 1947 he was hired as an assistant professor in what was
then called MIT’s Department of Electrical Engineering. He
became a visionary leader in research, with three remarkable
parallel careers in microwaves, information theory, and computer science, contributing fundamental work in each area.
As assistant professor Bob led the Radar Techniques Group
at MIT’s Lincoln Laboratory from 1950 to 1953. His early work
touched on such diverse fields as network theory, electromagnetism, and information theory. He authored Transmission of
Information: A Statistical Theory of Communication (MIT Press,
1961), often referred to as the bible of information theory,
and he coauthored, with Richard B. Adler and Lan Jen Chu,
the pivotal textbooks Electromagnetic Energy Transmission and
Radiation (John Wiley & Sons, 1960) and Electromagnetic Fields,
Energy, and Forces (MIT Press, 1968).
His pioneering research with Claude Shannon led to data
compression techniques such as Huffman coding that are
used in today’s high-definition TVs and computer networks.
He also developed Fano’s inequality and the Fano sequential
decoding algorithm, the most advanced sequential algorithm
for convolutional codes.
In the early 1960s he started thinking more about how to
make computing accessible to the general population. At
the time, computers were large, inefficient, and expensive.
Programmers entered commands on punch cards that could
take days to execute for a single task. He had the vision of
computation as a utility.
Bob realized that there was a great opportunity to develop
computers that could work on multiple tasks for multiple users.
Computer scientists such as MIT professors John McCarthy
and Fernando “Corby” Corbato had developed time-sharing
systems that allowed multiple people to program computer
tasks at once. Bob began conversations with Corby and J.C.R.
Licklider, who was then director of the Department of Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA).
In the fall of 1962 Bob wrote an ARPA proposal for “Project
MAC” (MAC stood for machine-aided cognition), an effort he
would oversee to build on Corby’s time-sharing work. Legend
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has it that it took only one week to get approval for the project and its space requirements. The name Project MAC was
selected because, in 1963, many academics didn’t view computer science as an academic discipline. Bob opted to call the
center a “project” instead of a “lab” so that he could collaborate with researchers across campus without pushback from
the institute.
As founding director of Project MAC, Bob created a crossdisciplinary organization and vibrant research space that was
later home to the development of Multics, one of the world’s
first operating systems and a direct influence on systems
such as Unix, Linux, and OSX. Project MAC grew in size and
scope to become MIT’s largest interdepartmental research lab,
the Computer Science and Artificial Intelligence Laboratory
(CSAIL).
In 1962 Bob was appointed Ford Professor of Engineering, a
title he retained until his retirement in 1984. And he was the first
associate department head for computer science in the Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science Department (1971–74).
In addition to his technical advances, Bob was a very passionate mentor and educator. In his computer science lectures
he used to say that “computing is fundamentally about communication among people,” a view that remains accurate 50
years later.
His 1972 paper “On the Social Role of Computer
Communications” (IEEE Proceedings 87(12):2130–35) highlights some of the fundamental issues that persist about
computing and democracy, and about the responsibility of
computer scientists to address technology’s societal implications. In the paper he stated his belief about the importance
and impact of computing on society:
The computer and communication technologies will not, by
themselves, solve our problems, but it is very unlikely that we
will be able to solve them without substantial help from them.

He also outlined his concerns about how the growth of
automation could lead to a rigid bureaucracy defined by
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“widespread surveillance” and control over information.
“This is most likely to occur unintentionally as a result of the
actions of many well-meaning people attempting to solve
the problems they face in the best way they know how at the
time,” he wrote. “The opposite choice involves exploiting [the
technologies] to augment the intellectual capabilities of people
and to facilitate communication between them.”
In 1976 he received the Claude E. Shannon Award for his
work in information theory, and in 1977 the IEEE James H.
Mulligan Jr. Education Medal for his contributions to the teaching of electrical engineering. Among his other honors, he was
a member of both the National Academy of Engineering and
the National Academy of Sciences, and a fellow of the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers and the American
Academy of Arts and Sciences. The International Institute of
Communications awarded him the City of Columbus, Ohio
Prize (1969) and the Columbian Gold Medal (1986) of the city
of Genoa, Italy.
Bob also had a deep connection to education in his community. He served on the board of trustees (1973–93) of Bentley
College in Waltham, MA, and was named a member of its
executive committee in 1991.
Bob was predeceased in 1998 by his wife of 49 years,
Jacqueline (née Crandall). He is survived by daughters Paola
Nisonger, Linda Ryan, and Carol Fano, and five grandchildren.
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MORRIS E. FINE
1918–2015
Elected in 1973
“Contributions to education, research and development in the
field of materials science and metallurgical engineering.”
BY GREGORY B. OLSON

MORRIS EUGENE FINE, Walter P. Murphy Professor Emeri-

tus and Technological Institute Professor Emeritus of Materials
Science and Engineering at Northwestern University, passed
away peacefully in his home on October 1, 2015, at age 97. He
was born April 12, 1918, to Louis and Sophie Fine in Jamestown,
North Dakota.
He said his studies of materials began in the spring of 1936
with a University of Minnesota course in geology that included
some mineralogy. He completed all his degrees there: a BS in
metallurgical engineering (1940) and an MS (1942) and PhD
(1943) in physical metallurgy. Even as his interests expanded
well beyond metals—everything from physical chemistry
to mechanical behavior in alloys, ceramics, and composite
materials—physical metallurgy and phase transformations
remained central.
A member of the Northwestern University faculty since
1954, he was a globally recognized leader in the field of materials science and cofounder of the world’s first materials science department. He came to Northwestern with experiences
that included work with Cyril Stanley Smith on the Manhattan
Project in Chicago and Los Alamos, followed by research at
the historic Bell Labs in Holmdel, New Jersey. He was interviewed at the latter by lab legends James Fisk and William
101
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Shockley and attributed their interest in him to the fact that he
had studied solid state physics as well as metallurgy.
He cofounded Northwestern’s Department of Metallurgy
and was its first chair. Influenced by Smith’s generalist thinking, he and his colleagues saw the potential of applying the
principles of materials microstructure established in physical metallurgy across all classes of materials, grounded in
the theory of first-order phase transformations. Accordingly,
the department broadened its scope to include the study of
ceramics, polymers, and electronic materials, unified by a
microstructure-based approach. The new profile inspired a
new name, the Department of Materials Science, in 1958.
Fine also brought to Northwestern one of the first three interdisciplinary laboratories funded by the Department of Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA). As the lab’s first
director he established a strong culture of collaborative multi
disciplinary materials research and education. This culture
was soon embraced by other universities, and it remains at
the core of Northwestern’s Materials Science and Engineering
Department and its other materials research efforts.
During a period when novelty-seeking agencies pulled
materials research to its periphery at the expense of its core,
Fine, supported by Jerry Cohen as dean of engineering,
remained committed to investment in leading metals faculty.
They created a strong position in steel research, fostered by
Fine’s directorship of the Steel Resource Center, founded in
1987 and funded by the American Iron and Steel Institute.
Fine believed in “Pasteur’s Quadrant” of research that is
both fundamental and useful. Northwestern’s balanced materials research portfolio, with its well-established metallic
materials component fostered by Fine, enabled leadership in
the science-based materials engineering known today as the
materials genome.
Although required to retire in 1988 by age limitation laws
in force at the time, Fine remained an active member of the
community until his final days. He inspired his colleagues
by coming to work nearly every day and continuing to write
proposals and publish his research, resulting in more than 300
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papers to his credit. Early in his career his book Introduction to
Phase Transformations in Condensed Systems (Macmillan, 1964)
was broadly adopted as a textbook for principles of microstructure development in undergraduate materials curricula
around the world.
In his 1996 Institute of Metals/Robert Franklin Mehl Award
Lecture, he discussed industrial applications of phase transformations, providing examples of research results that might be
useful to industry. He underscored the importance of making
relationships between universities and industry more productive for both.
Collaboration with the local steel industry led to successful application of his copper-strengthened “NUCu” structural steels. These steels, which exploit nanoscale copper
precipitation hardening to combine corrosion resistance
with high weldability, have been taken all the way to bridge
construction applications in Illinois. Based on his successful transfer of basic research results to practical use, Fine
was awarded the 2009 Application to Practice Award by the
Minerals, Metals, and Materials Society (TMS)—for research
conducted in his 90s.
He enjoyed an extensive list of honors. He was selected
for the ASM International Gold Medal (1986); TMS Educator
Award (1993) and 1996 Institute of Metals/Robert Franklin
Mehl Award and Lecture; and Champion H. Mathewson
Award (1981) and James Douglas Gold Medal (1982) from the
American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical, and Petroleum
Engineers (AIME). In addition to the NAE, he was a member
or fellow of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
American Association for the Advancement of Science,
American Ceramic Society (ACerS), American Physical Society
(APS), ASM International, and TMS, as well as an honorary
member of AIME and the Japan Institute of Metals.
In 2009 the Department of Materials Science and Engineering
at Northwestern created the Morris E. Fine Lecture to celebrate his life and contributions. And at a 2013 TMS symposium honoring his 95th birthday, he was acknowledged as the
true “Father of Materials Science.”
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But of all his life’s professional successes, he experienced the
most pride in the students he advised throughout his career.
A celebration of his 90th birthday allowed graduate student
number 1 to meet number 76.
Fine will be remembered as an inspiring mentor, selfless collaborator, and valued friend. He was known for his patience,
inventiveness, and excitement for new ideas. He played
doubles tennis into his 90s and was an avid music lover who
appreciated classical, jazz, and opera.
He was devoted to his family: his wife of 54 years, Mildred
(née Glazer), who predeceased him in 2004; daughters Susan
Fine and Amy (Andrew) Tiedemann; and granddaughters
Lauren and Jennifer Tiedemann.
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ALEXANDER H. FLAX
1921–2014
Elected in 1967
“Solid and fluid mechanics and aerodynamics.”
BY EARL DOWELL

A

LEXANDER HENRY FLAX passed away June 30, 2014, at
age 93 after a long and distinguished career as an engineer and
scientist, a leader in government and industry, and a valued advisor. He was NAE home secretary from 1984 to 1992.
Al was born to David and Etta Flax on January 18, 1921, in
Brooklyn, New York. A high school teacher inspired his interest
in mathematics and, after he graduated at age 16, he went on
to receive his BS in aeronautical engineering from New York
University and PhD in physics from the University of Buffalo.
His career was largely in the world of aerospace, aviation,
and defense, beginning with employment at Curtiss-Wright
Corporation, Piasecki Helicopter Corporation (later acquired
by Boeing), and Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (now Calspan
Corporation).
At Curtiss-Wright (1940–44) he introduced analytical
methods for developing and using ground and flight instrumentation in aircraft design, development, and flight testing, applying these methods to problems in vibration, flutter,
and structural leads for flight dynamics. He spearheaded the
development and adoption of electric strain gauges in aeronautical instrumentation and provided insights to address
“the compressibility effect” (excessive vibration) in aircraft at
high speeds.
107
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In his work at Piasecki (1944–46) he headed a group of engineers who developed twin-rotor tandem helicopters, which
are still in use (the Boeing CH-47 Chinook). He also led the
technical effort that yielded aerodynamic structures testing
and weight control, including the development of methods of
design analysis and testing.
At Cornell Aeronautical Laboratory (1946–59 and 1961–63)
his analytical and flight test correlations contributed to flight
stability and helicopter blade design. He led research in supersonic aerodynamics, flight control, and ram-jet propulsion,
and significantly enhanced wind tunnel capacity for supersonic and hypersonic testing.
He served as chief scientist of the Air Force (1959–61) and
then assistant secretary of the Air Force for Research and Devel
opment (1963–69) under Presidents John Kennedy and Lyndon
Johnson. He was the third director of the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO) at a time when the second generation of
imaging systems became operational and important in US
intelligence during the Cold War. He advocated major growth
in NRO funding and personnel, oversaw the production of
signals intelligence collectors from space, and promoted the
development of an electro-optical imaging system for US
reconnaissance satellites. From there he became president of
the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA; 1969–83).
In addition, he was a long-time consultant to the Defense
Science Board (DSB; 1974–87) and President’s Foreign
Intelligence Advisory Board (1982–87).
He was a member of numerous government and university
advisory boards, committees, and panels. He served on the Air
Force Scientific Advisory Board, DSB, and Federal Emergency
Management Agency advisory board, and chaired the Defense
Intelligence Agency (DIA) advisory committee.
He was also active in the work of the NAE and National
Research Council, as a member of the Panel on the Impact
of National Security Controls on International Technology
Transfer (1985–87), Committee on a Commercially Developed
Space Facility (1988–89), and Committee on NASA Scientific
and Technological Program Reviews (1981–93), among others.
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He was repeatedly honored, starting early in his career
with the Lawrence Sperry Award (1949) from the Institute
of Aeronautical Sciences (now the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, AIAA); distinguished service
medals from the Air Force (1961, 1969), NASA (1968), DIA
(1974), and Department of Defense (1983); the General Thomas
D. White US Air Force Space Trophy (1966); the von Kármán
Medal (1978) from the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research
and Development (AGARD-NATO); and the Clifford Furnas
Award (1986) from SUNY Buffalo. He was a Wright Brothers
Lecturer for AIAA and a Wilbur and Orville Wright Memorial
Lecturer for the British Royal Aeronautical Society.
He was selected to receive the 2007 Guggenheim Medal
of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME),
AIAA, American Helicopter Society (AHS), and Society of
Automotive Engineers (SAE) “for outstanding contributions
to aerospace engineering in aeroelasticity, unsteady aerodynamics, and flight mechanics, and for exceptional leadership of engineering organizations including service to the US
Department of Defense.”
In addition to his NAE membership, he was an honorary
fellow of AIAA, was named Elder Statesman of Aviation by
the National Aeronautic Association, and was inducted into
the Niagara Frontier Aviation Hall of Fame.
Dr. Flax was a genius at repairing old hardware. He also
enjoyed a “hobby” of writing out long differential and integral
equations on any paper available, including the margins in the
TV Guide and scraps of cardboard.
He was preceded in death by his wife of 60 years, Ida Leane
Warren Flax, an Army cryptanalyst during World War II and
a mathematician who worked on pioneering aircraft at the
Piasecki Helicopter Company in the 1940s. She died in 2011.
They are survived by their daughter Laurel Flax and many
nieces and nephews.
Al is warmly remembered by his colleagues and the many
who benefited from his wise advice and counsel. He was truly
one of the giants of the aerospace and defense world.
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R O B E RT C . F O R N E Y
1927–2016
Elected in 1989
“For leadership of chemical engineering research, innovative
process developments, and creative technology management.”
BY ALEXANDER MacLACHLAN1

ROBERT CLYDE FORNEY died August 3, 2016, at the age

of 89. He was born March 13, 1927, in Chicago, to Peter Clyde
and Hildur Hogland Forney.
If ever there was a role model for how a life should be led,
Bob Forney illustrates one to near perfection. Possessed of
enormous technical and managerial talent, which he applied
throughout his career at E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Company,
he shared those talents with many outside organizations and
people. It is a pleasure to enumerate the many ways this vigorous, principled, and brilliant man gave back to others during
his life.
He was an outstanding student at Purdue University (1944–
50), where he received a BS and PhD in chemical engineering
and an MS in industrial engineering. In 1948 he married his
classmate Marilyn Glenn.
Immediately after graduation he joined the DuPont
Company as an engineer. His ability to get things done right
was soon recognized and he was put on the management fast
track. To anyone who knew Bob it was quickly apparent that
this was a man of amazing analytical abilities. And he was not

I appreciate valuable comments and suggestions from Marilyn Forney,
Bob’s widow, who allowed me to visit her to discuss this tribute.

1
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only driven by facts and figures, he was also kind. This was
evident in his work as he oversaw some of the most important
advances in industrial polymer and synthetic fiber manufacture, while he took care in teaching and professionally developing those who reported to him.
He moved rapidly through assignments at DuPont, including the development of many new polymeric resins, most
notably Dacron polyester fiber. Following this and other
achievements he was selected to head one of DuPont’s major
businesses, the Textile Fibers Department. He went on to
become a member of the company’s executive committee,
which managed all the major capital investments and business strategies.
Bob’s reputation extended beyond DuPont. He was elected
to the NAE in 1989 and served on 19 studies and panels as
either chair or contributing member. For example, he was a
member of the National Research Council Panel on Technical
Evaluation of NASA’s Proposed Redesign of the Space Shuttle
Solid Rocket Booster, which led to greatly improved safety
of all subsequent space shuttle missions. For this service he
received the prestigious NASA Public Service Award as well
as the highly coveted “Silver Snoopy” award.
He was also a trustee for the Philadelphia Academy of
Natural Sciences, and chair of the board for the Chemical
Manufacturers Association (1988–89) and Advisory Board of
the National Science Resources Center (a joint venture of the
Smithsonian Institution and National Research Council; 1987–
90), to mention just a few. As was always the case, when Bob
agreed to participate in anything, he did so with effectiveness
and enthusiasm.
As someone who worked directly under Bob for several
years I can bear witness to his brilliance as an administrator
and as a developer of people. He was known as a great guy
to work for because of his demanding standards tempered by
great humanity.
Bob never forgot the debt he owed to Purdue. He was a
member of the Purdue Research Foundation for two decades
and cochaired the Class of 1947 Scholarship Fund. The
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Chemical Engineering Building now bears his name in recognition of his support to the department and the university. And
Purdue designated him Distinguished Engineering Alumnus
in 1974 and awarded him an honorary doctorate in engineering in 1981.
Bob and Marilyn were dedicated travelers—they visited
129 countries. They collected mementos from each culture and
populated their home with furniture and other memorabilia
that would remind them of the places they saw and the people
they met.
Bob also specialized in model sailing craft and collected
over 70 models in his travels. In 2016 he gave his collection to
the Kalmar Nyckel Foundation for display in its museum in
Wilmington, Delaware.
Beyond these extracurricular efforts Bob found time to
involve his children and many of his grandchildren in his lifetime love of sailing, travel to exotic places, and even his love of
acting, especially whenever “the Bard” was featured.
The Academy will miss Bob for his support and service
since his election in 1989, and the Delaware educational, science, and engineering communities will also miss this man
who unselfishly shared the intellectual gifts nature bestowed
on him.
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J AY W. F O R R E S T E R
1918–2016
Elected in 1967
“Design and development of magnetic core memory devices.”
BY DAVID LANE AND JOHN STERMAN
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

J

AY WRIGHT FORRESTER, a pioneer in digital computation
and management information systems, creator of the system
dynamics computer simulation method, and Germeshausen
Professor Emeritus at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, died November 16, 2016, at the age of 98.
He was born July 14, 1918, on a cattle ranch near Climax,
Nebraska, where his parents were homesteaders in one of the
last areas of the plains to be settled. He was taught at home by
his mother for his first two years of schooling. After that, he
rode his horse each day to a one-room schoolhouse.
Jay developed an early interest in electricity, tinkering with
batteries, doorbells, and telegraphs. Growing up on a remote
ranch offered many opportunities to get his hands dirty finding practical solutions to important problems, such as building a wind-powered generator to provide the first electricity
at the ranch. Offered a scholarship to an agricultural college,
he decided that the life bucolic was not for him and instead
enrolled at the University of Nebraska–Lincoln, where he
earned his bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering in 1939.
After graduation he went to MIT, where he worked with
Gordon Brown, the servomechanism pioneer who later became
MIT’s dean of engineering. He received his master’s degree
115
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in electrical engineering in 1945 for his thesis “Hydraulic
Servomechanism Developments.”
During World War II, Jay designed and built a novel feedback control servo to stabilize radar antennae on naval ships,
travelling to Pearl Harbor in 1943 to install his prototype on
the aircraft carrier Lexington. Though a civilian he volunteered,
when the fleet was ordered to sea, to stay aboard to ensure that
the servo—and thus the ship’s radar—worked. During that
mission, the Lexington participated in retaking the Marshall
Islands and survived a torpedo strike.
Concurrent with these efforts Jay was associate director of
MIT’s Servomechanisms Laboratory (1940–51). He directed
the Airplane Stability and Control Analyzer (ASCA) project,
aimed at developing flight simulators to test new aircraft
designs. The ASCA was originally envisioned as an analog
computer, but Jay realized that the nonlinear dynamics of aircraft could not be realized with analog components and began
to explore the potential for digital simulation.
He visited the computing centers at Harvard and the
University of Pennsylvania’s Moore School of Electrical
Engineering, where he met John von Neumann and J. Presper
Eckert, who were then developing the ENIAC. These visits convinced Jay that ASCA would be based on digital computation,
a bold decision given that digital computers at the time were
far too slow and unreliable to meet the requirements of ASCA.
Jay led the development of the Whirlwind computer, for
years the only machine fast enough and reliable enough
for real-time tasks such as simulation of complex dynamical systems like aircraft or numeric control of machine tools.
Computer memory quickly emerged as a major bottleneck in
the development of Whirlwind. Memory cost $1 per bit per
month. To solve the storage problem, in 1949 Jay invented and
won the patent for coincident-current magnetic core memory.
Core memory—cheap, stable, reliable—became the industry
standard for decades and flew to the moon in the computers
on the Apollo missions.
Whirlwind became the central element of the Semi-
Automatic Ground Environment (SAGE) system and the first
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computer produced in volume. Built to defend North America
from Soviet bomber attack, SAGE consisted of a network of
digital computers and long-distance communication systems
that sent target-tracking information from radar stations to
computers. The computers in each center processed the data
and computed flight plan vectors for interceptor aircraft and
missiles. This demanding real-time application required high
reliability, an immense challenge since each of the several
dozen SAGE centers contained about 80,000 vacuum tubes.
Jay’s legendary drive for quality led him to improve the
design and manufacturing processes, making SAGE one of the
most reliable command-and-control systems ever built: when
the last center was decommissioned in 1983, the systemwide
uptime over two and a half decades of service was 99.8 percent. Jay’s colleagues and students during this period went
on to major accomplishments: Robert Everett, his second
in command on the Whirlwind project, went on to lead the
MITRE Corporation, and student Kenneth Olson cofounded
the Digital Equipment Corporation.
For his pioneering innovations in digital computing Jay was
elected to the NAE in 1967. His many other honors include the
Valdemar Poulsen Gold Medal (1969), IEEE Medal of Honor
(1972) and Pioneer Award (1990), induction to the National
Inventors Hall of Fame (1979), and the Presidential Medal of
Technology (1989, with Bob Everett).
By the mid-1950s, Jay, ever seeking new frontiers, felt that
“the pioneering days in computers were over.” His work with
servomechanisms, Whirlwind, and SAGE provided extensive
experience managing complex organizations, and in 1956 he
joined the faculty of the new MIT Sloan School of Management.
In a memo that year, “Dynamic Models of Economic Systems
and Industrial Organizations,” he described his vision for the
synthesis of feedback control theory with digital simulation to
understand and improve complex human systems.
Jay’s first dynamic model explained the large fluctuations
in production, inventories, headcount, and profit in the appliance division of General Electric. Observing how the different departments were run, Jay learned how managers, from
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the retail level through distribution channels and in factories,
responded to the information locally available to them as they
tried to control their piece of the organization. Rather than
attribute fluctuations to exogenous events, he saw the appliance business as a system of interacting units in which managers in each link in the supply chain responded in a locally
rational fashion to the incentives and information they faced.
He saw how these decisions interacted in a system consisting
of multiple, nonlinear feedbacks to generate unwanted, costly
fluctuations. The work launched the field of supply chain
management, today a core discipline in operations research
and management.
Jay’s unique contribution, detailed in his 1961 book Industrial
Dynamics (Productivity Press), was to develop concepts about
systems, feedback, control, and dynamics that were previously
restricted to engineering and physical contexts into a rigorous
yet practical method for what he called “enterprise design…
[finding] management policies and organizational structures
that lead to greater success” (p. 449).
Jay believed that a manager’s role is not only captain of the
ship but also designer of the ship. Success required both rigorous scientific modeling and close engagement with managers
and other stakeholders.
Throughout the 1960s Jay and his students applied system
dynamics to a growing range of problems, yielding major contributions to both management science and practical impact.
Toward the end of the decade the work increasingly turned
to public policy issues and the more general term “system
dynamics” replaced “industrial dynamics.”
In his 1969 book Urban Dynamics (MIT Press), Jay developed
a novel model of the processes underlying the development,
stagnation, decline, and recovery of cities. The project began
when the former mayor of Boston, John F. Collins, became a
visiting professor at MIT with an office next to Jay’s. In the
mayor’s struggles with urban problems, Jay recognized the
same policy resistance and unintended consequences he had
observed in corporations. Urban Dynamics explained why so
many policies intended to alleviate urban poverty failed or
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made the problem worse. Although it was enormously controversial at the time, subsequent events have shown his analysis
to be largely correct.
In 1970, after attending a meeting of the Club of Rome,
Jay created a model of the interactions of population, industrialization, natural resources, and pollution. His book World
Dynamics (Wright-Allen Press, 1971) again provoked enormous controversy—and launched the field of global modeling.
Developments since have only underscored the importance
of Jay’s insights. Growth of population and material production on a finite planet must eventually cease. In the meantime,
long delays in the response of the economy and technology to
resource depletion and environmental degradation could lead
human activity to overshoot the planet’s “carrying capacity.”
As he put it,
Attacking symptoms rather than underlying causes will be
futile…. Growing population and industrialization will overwhelm the short-term efforts if we do not restrain these forces
that are exceeding the carrying capacity of the Earth.1

A stark warning, yet Jay’s simulations also showed how
innovation, demographic changes, and policies voluntarily
limiting the growth of material production could, together,
build a healthy, sustainable society.
System dynamics coalesced into an academic field in the
1970s, with programs at universities around the world. Jay’s
work in this area was recognized with many awards, including induction into the International Federation of Operational
Research Societies’ Hall of Fame and many honorary degrees.
In 1986, IBM’s Thomas J. Watson Jr. endowed the Jay W.
Forrester Chair in Management at MIT in recognition of the
vital role of Jay’s work in the success of IBM.
Jay formally retired in 1989, an event he said “had no effect
whatsoever on my work.” He dedicated much of his time
1
Quoted on p. 379 in Lane D, Sterman J. 2011. Profiles in Operations
Research: Pioneers and Innovators, ed. Gass S, Assad A. New York: Springer.
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thereafter to catalyzing the education of young people in the
principles of systems, leading to the introduction of dynamic
modeling in schools throughout the United States.
Jay believed that teachers are not the source of answers but
should be guides and coaches who help learners develop the
inquiry skills and capabilities they will need to make a difference in a world of growing complexity and dynamism. His
theory of change is fundamentally optimistic and empowering. He believed that everyone can gain an appreciation for
the complex dynamics of natural and human systems, and
then use those insights to create a better world.
In person, he was faultlessly courteous, and at the same
time direct and unambiguous with criticism (and praise). He
was hospitable and convivial, enjoying a good joke and quick
to share humorous stories.
Jay’s wife of 64 years, Susan Swett Forrester, died in 2010.
They are survived by their children Judith, Nathan, and Ned
as well as grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
From the Sandhills of Nebraska to the MIT Servomechanisms
Laboratory, from the Lexington to the creation of the computer age, from Industrial Dynamics to World Dynamics, from
corporate boardrooms to elementary school classrooms, Jay
Forrester lived his entire life on the frontier.
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DONALD N. FREY
1923–2010
Elected in 1967
“Development of gas turbine engines.”
BY JULIO M. OTTINO

D

ONALD NELSON FREY, the engineer who led the design
and development of the Ford Mustang, died March 5, 2010, in
Evanston, Illinois. He was 86.
Don’s career took several turns—from an officer in the US
Army to vice president for Ford Motor Company, CEO of Bell
& Howell, and professor at Northwestern University. Whether
it was creating a new product or redesigning a company, Don
became known as the go-to man for innovation.
It seemed a career as an engineer was inevitable for Don—
he was born March 13, 1923, to Edward Muir Luken Frey and
Margaret Bryden (née Nelson) Frey, alumni of the School of
Mines and Metallurgy at the University of Missouri. His father
was chief metallurgist at a John Deere plant in Waterloo, Iowa,
where Don and his brother Stuart grew up.
Don earned a scholarship to Michigan State, where he
studied metallurgical engineering. After a brief stint during
World War II as a gun control instructor, he transferred to the
University of Michigan and earned his bachelor’s degree in
metallurgy (1947), master’s in systems engineering (1949), and
PhD in metallurgical engineering (1950).
He started out in academia as a professor at Michigan that
same year, but thought he wasn’t ready for that position yet.
123
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“At the age of 28, I was only a few years older than the kids I
was teaching, and maybe one chapter ahead in the book,” he
recalled. “It seemed to me that the real engineering professor
would be someone who practiced in the real world, then came
back to teach.”
When the Ford Motor Company offered him a job at its new
research laboratory, Don first turned it down. The recruiter
wouldn’t give up, however, and when he asked Don what it
would take to get him, Don responded with the biggest salary
he could think of—$10,000 (the average US family income at
the time was about $4,200). Ford agreed, and Don set off on a
track that would eventually lead him to change the industry.
He worked in the lab for six years before becoming director
of the Research Office, where he was involved in finding an
alternative to the piston engine (a solution, it turned out, was
elusive). In 1957 he transferred to be executive engineer in the
Car-product Engineering Office, where he quickly went from
a position that made sure all the parts fit together to product
planning manager for the entire division. “The guy who gets
the job done is the guy who gets promoted,” he later said.
It was in this position that Don made one of his few professional missteps: the 1961 Thunderbird, which, in his own
words, was “noisy, it was shaky, it was a dog.” But the gaffe
made way for his ultimate professional accomplishment.
In early 1961 Don got the idea to create a new kind of sports
car, which Ford hadn’t done in more than five years. He later
gave his children credit for the idea. “I clearly remember sitting around the dining room table and my kids saying, ‘Dad,
your cars stink. They’re terrible. There’s no pizzazz.’”
He charged Ford designers with creating a fresh two-seater
design, but Lee Iacocca, then general manager of the Ford
division, said the car needed a backseat for the kids and a dog.
So began the two men’s partnership, which gained importance when it came to convincing Henry Ford to produce their
new vehicle, dubbed the Mustang. Against them was a market
research study that said the company would sell only 86,000
Mustangs in the first year. Don and Iacocca thought otherwise.
“In a case like this, the judgment has to come from your gut,”
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Don remembered. “You say something’s right or it’s not right.
You just know if it’s going to work.” The new model was introduced at the New York World’s Fair in April 1964—and Ford
sold 418,000 Mustangs in the first year. It is still considered one
of the best new car rollouts in history.
Don left Ford in 1968. Looking back, he said the Mustang
was not what he considered his greatest accomplishment. It
was more important that he helped improve the safety of vehicles by introducing disc brakes and radial ply tires. “We saved
lives by the thousands,” he said.
He went on to serve as chief operating officer of General
Cable before becoming chief executive officer at Bell & Howell,
where he oversaw the company’s switch from creating motion
picture cameras to manufacturing video cassettes.
For his accomplishments he was elected to the National
Academy of Engineering in 1967 and received the National
Medal of Technology in 1990. He was also recognized with
the “Man of the Year” award from the Weizmann Institute
of Science and honorary doctorates from the University of
Missouri and University of Michigan.
He was elected to the NAE Council (1972–74) and appointed
to several NAE and National Research Council activities, among them the Advisory Committee on Technology
and Society (1987–92), Time Horizons and Technology
Investments Committee (chair, 1990–92), Task Force on Rights
and Responsibilities of Multinational Corporations in a
World of Technological Interdependence (chair, 1993–97), and
Committee for Visionary Manufacturing Challenges (1996–98).
In his golden years he returned to his academic roots. In
1988 he became a professor of industrial engineering and management sciences in the McCormick School of Engineering
and Applied Science at Northwestern University. He taught
graduate courses in innovation and entrepreneurship and
information systems, as well as engineering design and communication to first-year engineers “to keep my foot in reality.”
He observed in 2004 that “I teach from experience. For me,
teaching and innovation depend on one another. I don’t know
how to separate them.”
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He also mentored several doctoral students. “He was always
willing to take students who had rather unique ideas, rather
unique perspectives. He took on ideas that looked like they
would take a lifetime to complete,” said former student Chris
Scherpereel in a 2004 Northwestern alumni magazine article.
“He guided you to focus but still maintain your intellectual
curiosity. That is his greatest strength, guiding that entrepreneurial spirit in his students.”
In 2001 Don established the annual Margaret and Muir Frey
Memorial Prize for Innovation and Creativity in honor of his
parents. It honors the best innovative or creative-integrative
senior capstone projects at McCormick.
Don never stopped loving the product that gave him his
big break—the Mustang. Late in life he still had one of the
originals—a two-tone merlot and white 1964 1/2—and, as his
son Christopher told the New York Times, he still liked to drive
it fast.
He is survived by his fourth wife, Kay Everly, from whom
he was separated; sons Christopher and Donald Jr.; daughters
Margaret Walton, Catherine McNair, and Elizabeth Sullivan;
his brother, Stuart, who was also a top executive at Ford; nine
grandchildren; and six great-grandchildren.
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G E O R G E W. G O V I E R
1917–2016
Elected in 1979
“Contributions to the understanding of multiphase flow and leadership
in applying technology to energy conservation and utilization.”
BY KHALID AZIZ

G

EORGE WHEELER GOVIER, former professor, dean, senior
government administrator, and a leading Canadian conservationist, died February 22, 2016, in his 99th year. He championed
the conservation of hydrocarbon resources when economic
forces were against such policies.
He was born in Nanton, Alberta, on June 15, 1917, to George
Arthur Govier of Parry Sound, Ontario, and Sarah Gertrude
Govier of Minnesota. He grew up in Nanton, a small town
about 60 miles south of Calgary; Penticton, another small
town about 260 miles east of Vancouver; and Vancouver.
After graduating from the University of British Columbia
with a degree in chemical engineering he moved to Edmonton
and started his long and distinguished academic career at the
University of Alberta as an instructor. At the same time he
pursued an MSc degree in physical chemistry, which he completed in 1945. He took a leave of absence from the university to complete an ScD in chemical engineering in 1949 at the
University of Michigan.
He returned to the University of Alberta as head of the
Department of Chemical Engineering and served in this
capacity for 11 years, establishing the department as a leading
Canadian center for research and learning. From 1959 to 1963
he was the university’s dean of engineering.
129
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He embarked on a research program on the flow of complex
mixtures and non-Newtonian fluids in pipes. He and his students made significant contributions to the flow of gas/liquid,
solid/gas, solid/liquid mixtures, capsule transport, and the
flow of thixotropic fluids in pipes. His pioneering contributions were based on careful experiments and sound theoretical
analyses. This research culminated in the 1972 publication of
The Flow of Complex Mixtures in Pipes (Van Nostrand Reinhold
Co.), which I was honored to coauthor with him. The book, a
thorough treatment of the fluid mechanics of the flow of different types of complex fluids and fluid mixtures in pipes, was
republished (with some additions) by the Society of Petroleum
Engineers in 2008 and is still in print and widely used.
As part of his interest in conservation and the orderly development of oil and gas resources, Dr. Govier pushed research
to enhance recovery of oil from Alberta’s vast oil sands and
conventional fields. He was instrumental in establishing the
Petroleum Recovery Research Institute and the Computer
Modelling Group (1978) in Calgary.
He also saw the need for improved testing of natural gas
wells to determine their long-term potential. He challenged
his students in 1958 in a course on Advanced Natural Gas
Engineering at the University of Alberta to propose techniques
for modernizing gas well testing procedures. This effort, in
which Dr. Govier’s interest and leadership were crucial, led
to the 1964 publication of a monograph Theory and Practice of
the Testing of Gas Wells (published by the Energy Resources
Conservation Board, ERCB). It has been updated several times
and is the basis of well testing practices around the world.
While serving as department head and dean, he also
shaped Alberta’s policies related to the use and conservation
of energy resources as a member of the ERCB (later named
the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board and now called Alberta
Energy Regulators).
In 1975 he left the University of Alberta to chair the ERCB
and the family moved to Calgary. During his 30 years with
the ERCB he spearheaded the development of conservation
policies that have been admired and emulated around the
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world. Starting in 1971 he served as chief deputy minister
of energy and natural resources of Alberta. After his retirement from government service in 1978, he was active on the
boards of several corporations and worked as an international consultant on conservation policies before fully retiring
in 2006. He was president of the Association of Professional
Engineers of Alberta and of the Canadian Institute of Mining
and Metallurgy. He played a strong role in organizing World
Petroleum Congresses for about 20 years starting around 1960,
and chaired the Scientific Program Committee for eight years.
Dr. Govier was honored for his contributions both nationally
and internationally. In addition to his election as an NAE foreign
associate in 1979, he was inducted into the Canadian Petroleum
Hall of Fame in 1999, received the Alberta Order of Excellence
in 2013, and was named an Officer of the Order of Canada in
1982. He received the University of Michigan Sesquicentennial
Award for his contributions as a “resource conservationist educator” in 1967, and was awarded honorary degrees from the
Universities of Calgary, Waterloo, and McGill.
He was an honorary member of the Calgary Petroleum
Club, where he and his wife Doris (née Kemp) often displayed
their ballroom dancing skills. The couple also enjoyed fishing,
cruising, and playing bridge. They often welcomed and entertained students, particularly international students and their
families, at their home.
Skiing was one of George’s passions and one that he
enjoyed into his early 90s. He organized a group known as the
Canadian Classic Skiers and gathered his many skiing friends
annually at exciting ski resorts. He was always eager to share
his passion for the mountains and skiing with colleagues,
friends, and students. I have fond memories of him teaching
my children how to ski.
He was a perfectionist in everything he did and demanded
perfection from all who worked with him. Yet even at his busiest George always made time for his students, his colleagues,
and various professional organizations.
An interview with Govier’s first PhD student, Robert
Ritter—who himself went on to serve as both head of chemical
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engineering and dean of engineering at the University of
Calgary—observed that “The relationship between student
and professor can be life-changing for both. One influences the
other, back and forth. Strong bonds form when the chemistry
is mixed just so. The exchange of ideas, the debates, the hours
of work and camaraderie can lead to a lifetime of collaboration and friendship” (University of Alberta Engineer Magazine,
spring 2016).
It was my privilege, honor, and pleasure to know George
for almost 60 years, first as a professor in 1957, then as my MSc
advisor. I worked with him on research related to gas well testing and we coauthored The Flow of Complex Mixtures in Pipes. I
was amazed to read the comments about Ritter’s relationship
with George; I thought I was the only one who had this kind
of close relationship with him. It seems many of his students
enjoyed his warmth and camaraderie!
Doris passed away in 2014. They are survived by daughters
Trudy (Anton Colijn), Katherine (Nick Rundall), and Sue (Jan
Millington); five grandchildren; and five great-grandchildren.
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R O B E RT N . H A L L
1919–2016
Elected in 1977
“Contributions to alloyed junctions, p-i-n, tunnel and laser diodes,
and ultra-purification of semiconductors.”
BY GERALD D. MAHAN
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

ROBERT NOEL HALL, a pioneer in the early days of semi-

conductor physics, spent almost his entire career at the research and development laboratory of the General Electric
Co. in Schenectady, New York. He was the first scientist to
propose the nonradiative recombination of electrons and
holes, now called the Shockley-Hall-Read process, and he
was the first to patent the two most important methods—
alloying and diffusion—for making semiconductor diodes,
which made GE an early leader in the manufacture of semiconductor devices. He led a research team that invented the
semiconductor injection laser, obtained the patent for it, and
authored the first publication about it. He also devised the
principal method for making very-high-purity silicon and
germanium, and used these materials to create a device for
measuring nuclear radiation. He died November 7, 2016, at
age 96.
Born December 25, 1919, to Harry and Clara Hall in New
Haven, Bob attended the California Institute of Technology
and graduated with a BS degree in physics in 1942. He returned
to obtain his PhD in physics in 1948.

Adapted with permission from Biographical Memoirs of the National
Academy of Sciences, available online at www.nasonline.org/memoirs.
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In the intervening years he worked for Lockheed Aircraft
(1940–41) and General Electric/Schenectady (1942–46) as a
test engineer. At the GE R&D laboratory he helped design and
build continuous wave magnetrons to jam enemy radar. His
version of the magnetron was subsequently used to operate
most microwave ovens.
Upon receiving his PhD, Bob accepted a position back at
the GE Schenectady lab, in its semiconductor division, where
one of his earliest projects involved transistors and power
rectifiers using germanium. This work led to developments
in AC-to-DC power conversion, which is now the basis for
charging all portable electronic devices such as cell phones
and laptop computers.
In the early days of semiconductor technology, germanium
was the preferred material. The Bell Laboratory team of John
Bardeen, Walter Brattain, and William Shockley invented the
germanium transistor, but when a far-sighted GE manager
named Leroy Apker suggested that silicon would be a better
semiconductor, Bob began working on silicon devices. The
short-term result was that GE became the leading manufacturing company in those early days, when transistor devices
were placed on pegboard circuits. The long-term result is that
today virtually all computers, cell phones, and similar devices
use silicon technology.
Pure silicon and germanium, which are insulators, become
useful electronic components when “impurities”—atoms of
other elements—are added, enabling them to conduct electricity. The Bell Laboratory team had made transistors by means
of ion implantation, which uses an ion accelerator, to inject the
impurities. But Bob quickly invented and patented two easier
ways of adding impurities to make transistors: alloying, and
impurity diffusion from the surface. These became the basis of
all transistor manufacturing, GE became the world’s largest
producer, and Bob became the leading semiconductor physicist at GE—a role he maintained throughout his career.
In 1958, after Leo Esaki reported the first electron tunneling
experiment in a p-n junction of gallium arsenide (GaAs), Bob
began studying electron tunneling too. In 1960 he discovered
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in GaAs new phenomena that are now called “zero-bias anomalies,” when there is a very large and narrow peak in electrical
conductance as the voltage nears zero. Previous measurements
had been of the electrical current I as a function of the voltage
V across the semiconductor diode. Bob got the idea of adding
a small oscillating voltage of amplitude v and frequency ω,
such that V(t) = V + v*cos (ωt). Then he measured the part of
the current that oscillated with the frequency, which was in
fact the electrical conductance dI/dV.
This phase-sensitive measurement is now standard practice
around the world, but Bob and his colleague Jerry Tiemann,
another GE physicist, were the first to do it. Before long,
researchers around the world started doing phase-sensitive
measurements, and zero-bias anomalies were discovered in
many other systems. Later work by GE theorists showed that
the zero-bias anomaly in GaAs was caused by atom vibrations
called phonons.
In 1962 Bob’s GE team of Gunther Fenner, Jack Kingsley,
Ted Soltys, and Bob Carlson was vying with counterparts at
other companies’ laboratories to develop a semiconductor
laser, which ultimately became by far the most useful laser
ever invented. The GE team was the first to succeed, and the
researchers quickly wrote up their results and sent the manuscript to Physical Review Letters, a leading journal in the field.
Following standard procedure, the PRL’s editors sent the manuscript out to review. But two of the reviewers were employed
at competing laboratories and did not follow standard procedure: upon receiving the manuscript, the two laboratories each
held a press conference to announce that they had invented
this laser.
This misconduct led to the historical belief that the GE
team was not the first, even though the record shows otherwise. Bob and his colleague had been the earliest to publish,
and they were awarded the patent as well. As their historic
paper stated: “While stimulated emission has been observed
in many systems, this is the first time that direct conversion
of electrical energy to coherent infrared radiation has been
achieved in a solid state device. It is also the first example of a
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laser involving transitions between energy bands rather than
localized atomic levels.”1
Many years later, Bob and I were serving on a solid state
committee in Washington, DC. When the meeting ended early,
we had time before our scheduled flights home, so I suggested
we visit the Smithsonian. Bob agreed, noting, “Years ago they
asked me for my first semiconductor injection laser, and I
always wondered what they did with it.” We took a taxi to the
Smithsonian, found our way to the second floor, where lasers
were featured, and were suddenly confronted with a 10-foothigh cardboard photo of Bob himself. He was struck dumb. It
was part of a big exhibit about his laser and about his work.
He had no idea it was there.
I first met Bob when I arrived at the GE Semiconductor
Laboratory, about a year after his injection laser project, with
the ink still drying on my PhD in theoretical physics. He
immediately started to mentor me, and suggested that I pay
attention to unexplained semiconductor phenomena that
needed elucidation through theoretical analysis. For example,
he proposed that I investigate a semiconductor’s energy gap,
between the conduction and valence bands, which is changed
by adding impurities. I accepted this challenge, and the paper
I wrote on the subject became one of my most cited; another
paper, also derived from a suggestion by Bob, examined
how the energy gap changed with increasing temperature.
And after Bob encouraged me to team up with a newly hired
experimentalist, Jim Conley, to investigate electron tunneling in a newly discovered phenomenon—the Schottky barrier
between a metal and a semiconductor—the collaboration with
Jim proved very fruitful and established my career in solid
state physics.
Bob spent the early years of his own career learning how
to add impurities to semiconductors. In the last decade of
his career, he reversed direction and learned how to grow
Hall RN, Fenner GE, Kingsley JD, Soltys TJ, Carlson RO. 1962. Coherent
light emission for GaAs junctions. Physical Review Letters 9(9):366–368 (p.
368).

1
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semiconductors with the fewest impurities. All materials have
impurities; crystals have them partly because they are grown at
high temperatures, where foreign materials can easily diffuse
in from the surface. In the end, having developed new methods of growing crystals and new methods of purification, Bob
learned how to grow them with a thousand times fewer impurities than others had achieved. Stated another way, he was able
to grow crystals in which only one out of 1,012 atoms was an
impurity. This amazing achievement has not been surpassed.
Although Bob’s interest was initially just scientific curiosity
(“How pure can we make these materials?”), he soon realized
an important application: ultrapure crystals as gamma-ray
detectors in nuclear physics processes. He helped GE develop
what is now the standard technology for this application.
To see how difficult such ultrapurification really is, consider this story: I was talking to Bob in his laboratory one day
while he was measuring one of his ultrapure samples. All of
a sudden the measurements started changing rapidly, indicating that many new impurities were being added to the
sample. Bob immediately shut down the procedure and went
looking for the cause. He found it five doors down the hall,
where another scientist had uncorked a bottle with some gaseous material. It took only a few seconds for that gas to find
its way into Bob’s sample, many meters and a good length of
hallway away. Bob politely asked the scientist to shut his lab
door in the future, especially when uncorking bottles.
Bob was awarded 43 US patents and wrote or coauthored
81 publications. He was a fellow of the American Physical
Society and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers,
and a member of the National Academy of Sciences as well as
the NAE. He received the Marconi International Fellowship,
and was inducted into the Inventors Hall of Fame.
Bob was an inspiring colleague and a great boss. He was
not only the best scientist in the laboratory; he always had a
smile on his face and a nice word for everyone. We used to
call him, behind his back, our “Boy Scout leader.” He was the
nicest person you could ever meet, and a true gentleman. We
all loved him.
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One small example of Bob’s thoughtfulness: While most
scientists have one or more technicians in their laboratory to
help them (for example, in taking measurements), Bob was a
rarity in that he usually put their names on his publications.
Today, journals do not allow coauthors who only do routine
measurements.
Bob also had a full life outside the laboratory. Lean, wiry,
and very fit, he was an active outdoorsman. In summer he
hiked, swam, and sailed at his family vacation house on Hunt
Lake, NY; during the winter months he loved to ice skate.
Upstate New York is blessed with a number of lakes, such as
Round Lake, Ballston Lake, Saratoga Lake, and Lake George.
Because they usually froze in the winter, but at different times,
each of us “club members” was responsible for monitoring
a given lake. When it would freeze to an ice thickness of 4
inches, we would all take the afternoon off and go skating. Bob
was the best skater.
Bob and his wife Dora (née Siechert) were married August 2,
1941; she died in 2013. They are survived by their two children, Richard Hallock Hall and Elaine Louise (Daniel) Schulz.
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T H O M A S J . H A N R AT T Y
1926–2016
Elected in 1974
“Contributions in the analysis and design of turbulent,
gas-liquid, and solid-liquid flow systems.”
BY RICHARD C. ALKIRE AND WILLIAM R. SCHOWALTER

T

HOMAS JOSEPH HANRATTY was born in Philadelphia on
November 9, 1926, and passed away in Urbana, Illinois, on August 24, 2016, at age 89.
As a student at Southeast Catholic High School in
Philadelphia, he was deeply inspired by the Norbertine
Fathers, who provided him with a sound foundation for a professional career. He was appointed editor of the school newspaper and yearbook, and had many opportunities for public
speaking—he was a member of the debate team and gave the
valedictory address at graduation. These activities not only
provided skills that he would use throughout his life, but also
challenged him to discern essential ideas from a large amount
of data.
He graduated from Villanova University in 1947 with a
bachelor’s degree in chemical engineering and began his engineering career that year at Fischer & Porter Company (Hatboro,
PA), where he worked on the metering of complicated fluids.
The following year he began taking night courses at the Ohio
State University while working at Battelle Memorial Institute,
where he became involved in the development of a gas-phase
catalytic process for the manufacture of hydrazine rocket fuel.
Thus was born a taste for research that he never lost.
143
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After obtaining his master’s in chemical engineering at
Ohio State, he was admitted to the PhD program at Princeton.
By that time, it had been recognized in the field of chemical
engineering that the design and operation of a large variety
of chemical processes used a relatively small number of “unit
operations.” When Hanratty arrived at Princeton, the emphasis was shifting to include an engineering science approach
that expanded basic knowledge about the principles under
lying unit operations. His PhD thesis (1953) on mixing in
fluidized beds was part of a pioneering research program on
reactor design directed by Richard Wilhelm.
Hanratty joined the faculty of the University of Illinois in
1953, when one of us (WRS) was a first-year graduate student. He made an immediate impact on the graduate student
population, both because he was closer in age to the graduate students than to his faculty colleagues and because of his
outgoing nature and sincere interest in the students’ research.
He also took responsibility for departmental courses in fluid
mechanics and transport phenomena, and so began a labor of
love in teaching chemical engineering students, which continued for more than 50 years.
By 1955 Hanratty had established himself as a contributor to
the high reputation of the small but distinguished Department
of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering at Illinois. Given
his open and engaging style, it was natural for him to create
informal study groups that would tackle new concepts across
a broad range of fluid mechanics and that drew interested
students from several different research groups. At that time,
chemical engineering at Illinois had deep roots and emphasis
on engineering science.
Hanratty remained at the University of Illinois for the rest
of his career. He retired formally in 1997, but continued for
nearly 20 more years as emeritus professor with an active
research program and interaction with colleagues. In 2013 he
authored the textbook Physics of Gas-Liquid Flows, published
by Cambridge University Press.
A hallmark of his work is the breadth of his interests, which
spanned wave generation, gas-liquid flows, suspension flows,
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electrochemical diagnostics, structure of turbulence, drag
reduction, modification of turbulence by imposed spatial and
temporal oscillations, reactor design, turbulent mass/heat
transfer gas transfer at an interface, and wavelike dissolution
patterns.
Hanratty recognized that progress in describing industrially important two-phase flows was impeded by poor understanding of small-scale interactions. This led to pioneering
studies of waves caused by air flow, of particle behavior in turbulence, and of concentration fields very close to an interface.
Recognition of the importance of interfacial instabilities led
to new understanding of wave generation and to how gas/
liquid phases distribute in a pipeline. These efforts provided a
scientific basis for describing the behavior of gas-liquid flows.
His use of these basic studies to provide a phenomenological understanding of industrial problems established him as a
leader in obtaining new predictive methods.
In addition, he invented electrochemical methods that
enabled measurements of velocity and scalar fields closer to
a solid boundary than was possible by other techniques. He
used the electrochemical methods to study local and fluctuating mass transfer rates to a surface in contact with a turbulent
field, and found that the fluctuations had length scales similar
to the velocity gradient at the wall, but frequencies an order
of magnitude smaller. The resolution of this apparent paradox
produced major contributions to the field of turbulent mass
transfer.
Also noteworthy was his use of these experimental techniques, along with computer simulations, to define the relation of turbulence production to vortex structures close to a
wall, and to show how the vortices reproduce themselves.
In addition, he showed how turbulence can be changed by
imposed temporal oscillations, imposed spatial oscillations,
and drag-reducing polymers.
In another happy coincidence, I (WRS) had the opportunity
to again observe Hanratty at close range near the time of his
formal retirement. I returned to Illinois in 1989 (after a process
begun by Hanratty) as dean of the College of Engineering with
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a faculty appointment in Chemical Engineering. My post
doctoral research group benefited enormously from association with Hanratty’s research group, leading to an opportunity
to publish papers coauthored with Hanratty and his students.
During his long career at Illinois, Hanratty advised a great
number of graduate and undergraduate students, directing 77
PhD theses, 78 MS theses, 47 BS theses, and numerous senior
research projects. His research with colleagues and students
resulted in 256 scholarly publications. He also served as associate editor of the International Journal of Multiphase Flows.
In addition to the NAE, he was elected to the National
Academy of Sciences and American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. And his research was recognized by numerous
awards: The American Institute of Chemical Engineers honored him with the Colburn Award (1957), Walker Award
(1961), Professional Progress Award (1967), and Ernest Thiele
Award (1986); and from the American Society for Engineering
Education he received the Curtis McGraw Research Award
(1963) and General Electric Senior Research Award (1979). He
was selected for the inaugural Multiphase Flow International
Prize (1998), and received honorary doctoral degrees from
l’Institut National Polytechnique de Toulouse and Villanova
University. He was named one of the most influential chemical
engineers in the modern era (post–World War II) at the AIChE
Centennial Celebration (2008).
Hanratty was survived by his wife, Joan (née Hertel); children John, Vincent, Maria, Michael, and Peter; grandchildren
Monica, Kody, and Liam Hanratty; and his brother Joseph.
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L A R RY L . H E N C H
1938–2015
Elected in 2000
“For the development of bioactive glasses for human prostheses
and fundamental studies of glass corrosion.”
BY MARTIN E. GLICKSMAN AND MICHAEL FENN

LARRY L. HENCH passed away at the age of 77, on Decem-

ber 16, 2015, at his home in Ft. Myers, Florida.
He was born November 21, 1938, to Clarence and Mary
Hench and raised on their farm in the rural town of Tiro, Ohio,
where he graduated from high school with a few dozen fellow
students. He received his bachelor’s degree in 1961 and his
doctoral degree in 1964, both in ceramic engineering, from the
Ohio State University, and began his academic career in 1964
as a young professor of materials science and engineering at
the University of Florida.
His ceramics research was focused initially on structural
ceramics for radiation and nuclear waste applications. It was a
casual conversation in 1967 with an Army colonel seated next
to him on a bus ride from a conference that changed the course
of biomaterials history.
The colonel explained to Larry the pressing need for a
material that could help regenerate or repair the lost limbs of
injured soldiers returning home from the Vietnam War. It was
that serendipitous conversation that convinced Larry to redirect his efforts to the development of a new bioactive material
capable of mimicking the properties of human mineralized
bone. His decision prompted a series of events leading to a
monumental discovery.
149
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Although he lacked medical training, he understood that
bone was fundamentally a living ceramic and fell within the
scope of his scientific interests. With that intellectual stimulus,
he set out to create a compatible inorganic material suited for
implantation and regeneration of human bone tissue.
After expanding his understanding of ceramics with knowledge garnered from several textbooks familiar at the time to
first-year medical students, Larry successfully applied for and
received a small research grant from the US Army Medical
R&D Command. That funding was the second in a series of
three decisive events that led to the discovery of Bioglass.
Through the intense efforts of Larry and his graduate students, the first manmade material to bond to living tissue was
invented in 1969, Bioglass 45S5. This was the third critical step,
in which Larry determined the compositional “sweet spot” for
the first synthesis of glassy biomaterials, which his research
team proved to be a success: bonding with living bone without
inflammatory rejection.
The story of the creation of Bioglass is one that many might
call a series of fortunate coincidences, pure chance, or just
plain luck, but Larry often referred to the chronology as “a
series of three miracles.”
These early experiments were the foundation of the subfield of bioactive materials and led to the coining of the term
bioactive glass. They established a benchmark, still in use, to
characterize the bioactivity of an inorganic material.
Bioglass led to successes throughout the 1980s and
1990s, many resulting in patent filings and Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) approvals. Of particular importance to
the hearing impaired was the FDA’s approval in the mid-1980s
of the use of bioactive glass devices as ossicular chain implants
for the reconstruction of the minuscule bones of the middle
ear to restore hearing.
Subsequent FDA approval allowed bioactive glass implants
to replace missing teeth, enabling maintenance of jaw stability
and repair of maxillofacial bone defects. In the 1990s the FDA
approved the use of a particulate form of bioactive glass to
support new bone growth to repair damage from periodontal
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disease. Other FDA-approved applications followed for
Bioglass applications in orthopaedic surgery, including repair
of bone lesions and spinal defects, and for revision surgeries of
failed hip and knee prostheses. Bioglass 45S5 and related compositions in clinical use throughout the world have helped to
repair bones, joints, and teeth for millions of people.
Additionally, twelve companies, including US Biomaterials
Corp. and NovaBone Products LLC, were founded on technologies fundamentally created in Professor Hench’s laboratories. These entrepreneurial endeavors produced a host of
useful medical products that led to technology awards, created jobs, and provided significant economic gains. As just
one example, a formulation of particulate Bioglass called
NovaMin® (acquired by GlaxoSmithKline) is one of the active
ingredients in Sensodyne® Repair and Protect toothpaste (not
available in the United States).
Larry Hench held a number of academic positions and
advised and mentored over a hundred graduate students and
postdoctoral scholars. After serving 32 years on the faculty
of the University of Florida, he “retired” as emeritus professor and in 1996 joined Imperial College London as chair of its
Ceramic Materials Department.
At Imperial College his contributions to the fields of science, engineering, and medicine flourished and expanded,
as he cofounded, with Julia Polak, the Tissue Engineering
and Regenerative Medicine Centre and was its codirector. In
2008 he established, through the London Materials Society,
the annual June Wilson Memorial Award to commemorate
his late wife’s achievements in the field of biomedical materials research. In 2011 Imperial College London established the
Larry Hench Award for best PhD in Biomaterials and Tissue
Engineering.
Larry returned to the United States after a decade at
Imperial College. He was invited to assist in the development
of the new Biomedical Engineering Department at the Florida
Institute of Technology, Melbourne. For almost three years,
even as his health deteriorated, he continued to make contributions in the materials science and engineering community,
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while pursuing his lifelong passion for mentoring young faculty and teaching students. He helped to establish a thriving
new research center that performs innovative research on bioactive materials and biophotonics.
In the 1980s he also served on national and international
committees overseeing critical research on the problem of
nuclear waste storage. His pioneering work in sponge fixation
of nuclear wastes in glasses remains relevant today.
At the time of his death Larry was the University Professor of
Biomedical Engineering in the Florida Institute of Technology’s
College of Engineering, and director of the Technology Center
for Medical Materials and Photonics.
Larry published over 800 research papers and 30 books,
including several textbooks with his wife June Wilson (e.g.,
An Introduction to Bioceramics, World Scientific Press, 1993;
Bioceramics, Pergamon Press, 1995; Clinical Performance of
Skeletal Prostheses, Springer, 1996). He gave expression to more
wide-ranging thoughts in Science, Faith and Ethics (Imperial
College Press, 2001), in which he explored the costs of an
increasing reliance on and faith in science and technology to
extend health and life. His last book, A Biography of Bioglass,
came out in 2015 (Imperial College Press). He is also credited
with 32 US patents.
His seminal contributions to the field of bioceramics
throughout his career of more than 45 years earned him
numerous honors. He was elected to the National Academy
of Engineering in 2000. He was a member of the World
Academy of Ceramics and a fellow of the American Ceramic
Society (ACerS), Society of Glass Technology, and Institute of
Materials. He was a founder and past president of the Society
for Biomaterials (1979–80) and received its Clemson Award
for Basic Research in 1977 and its Founders Award in 1998.
Notably, he was a Distinguished Life Member ACerS, the society’s highest award, and was awarded an honorary doctorate
of engineering by the Rose Hulman Institute of Technology.
In 2014 he was awarded the international Acta Biomaterialia
Gold Medal Award, which recognizes lifetime excellence in
research and development in the field of biomaterials.
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Renowned for his influence in science and engineering, he
was also a writer, philosopher, poet, admirer of fine art, firstrate chef, and talented raconteur. One of his gifts was his ability to relate science to general audiences.
His exceptional capacity to convey science in a funny yet
highly educational manner is best embodied by the series
of children’s books he authored, featuring Boing-Boing the
Bionic Cat. Inspired by experiences with his grandchildren,
the series provides educational materials such as workbooks,
experiment guides, and hands-on kits to stimulate youthful
interest in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM). The legacy of Boing-Boing the Bionic Cat, as well as
many of Larry’s other achievements, will be memorialized at
the Cade Museum for Creativity and Invention, under construction in Gainesville, FL.
Larry was also an extraordinarily giving man. He loved
teaching students of all ages and was beloved by his students.
He was an influential mentor to a number of individuals who
have themselves become distinguished scientists. He forged
many personal and professional relationships throughout his
life, and touched many more. Although he appeared larger
than life, he was a kind, humble, passionate, and caring man,
with an infectious sense of humor and a deeply empathetic
heart. He will be dearly missed, but never forgotten.
Larry L. Hench was laid to rest at the Forest Meadows
Central Cemetery in Gainesville, beside his father. He is survived by his son Alan Hench (Oak Park, Texas); brother David
Hench (Okeechobee, FL); stepchildren Martin Wilson (Merritt
Island, FL), Sally Erickson (Birmingham, Michigan), Joanna
Wilson (Epsom, Surrey, UK); nine grandchildren; and one
great-grandchild. His companion for many years, Margaret
Saunders, died shortly after his passing. He was predeceased
by his wives Suzanne Hench and June Wilson-Hench and son
Steven Hench.
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K. UNO INGARD
1921–2014
Elected in 1980
“Contributions to acoustics, fluid dynamics, and noise control engineering.”
BY ALLAN D. PIERCE, ADNAN AKAY, AND WILLIAM W. LANG

KARL UNO INGARD, one of the world’s most eminent

acousticians who excelled at theory, experimentation, and
teaching, died peacefully at his home on Gerrish Island, Maine,
on August 21, 2014, at the age of 93. He was a member of the
faculty at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology for almost
four decades, in both the Department of Physics (beginning in
1952) and, concurrently beginning in 1971, the Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, an appointment that gave new
vigor to his research in acoustics.
Uno (pronounced “you know”), son of Karl Oscar Ingard
and Anna Elisabeth Ingard, was born February 24, 1921, in
Gothenburg, Sweden, where he and his older sister, Asta,
grew up. From an early age, he excelled both in his schooling
and in athletics. In fact, he was selected to be a member of the
1944 Swedish Olympic track team. He did not, however, get a
chance to participate in the 1944 Olympics as the games were
not held because of World War II. After he came to America he
became a passionate devotee of tennis and passed his love of
the game along to his children.
In addition to his academic training, he learned from his
father, a skilled mechanic in the shipbuilding industry, the
great value of being able to do fine toolwork with his hands
using simple tools, a skill so important to the experimentalist.
155
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He graduated from the Tekniska Gymnasiet in Gothenburg,
entered Chalmers University of Technology in 1940, and graduated as an electrical engineer in 1944, receiving the school’s
John Ericsson Medal (presented annually to the graduate with
the highest academic achievement). He continued at Chalmers,
working toward a technologie licentiate degree (a postgraduate degree that may be regarded as an academic step halfway
between a master’s degree and a doctorate).
Throughout his undergraduate and graduate years at
Chalmers, he held a succession of part-time positions—working with an electrical consulting firm in Gothenburg, teaching
electrical engineering at the Tekniska Gymnasiet, and serving at Chalmers as a research assistant, teaching fellow, and
lecturer. His principal mentor was Olof Rydbeck, who had a
doctorate in applied physics from Harvard and later achieved
considerable renown for work in radar astronomy.
Although Uno had acquired considerable experimentally
relevant skills from his father, he was inclined toward theory,
but through Rydbeck he was put on experimental projects as
well, and his interests broadened to a combination of experiments and theory.
During Uno’s studies at Chalmers, Per Brüel (who had
escaped to Sweden from occupied Denmark during World
War II) was employed there and tasked with setting up an
acoustics laboratory. With the encouragement of Rydbeck,
Uno was engaged to work in this laboratory, and it was his
work there that sparked his lifelong interest in acoustics.
His graduate studies were interrupted briefly in 1945–46
for service with the Swedish military, which he spent at the
National Electronics Laboratory in Stockholm. Not too long
after his return to Chalmers, Per Brüel left to return to Denmark
(where he cofounded the firm of Brüel and Kjær) and Uno
became director of the Chalmers Acoustics Laboratory. One
outcome of his work was his invention of the graphic level
recorder, which was later commercially produced by Brüel
and Kjær. Uno continued his studies toward the licentiate,
which he received in 1948.
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His position as director of the Acoustics Laboratory was
important and entailed a long-term commitment to Chalmers.
However, he wanted to receive a high-quality advancedgraduate-level education and decided to seek a doctorate at
MIT. He was attracted to MIT partly because, as a follow-up to
World War II research activities, it had established a relatively
large research laboratory in acoustics and partly because of two
books he had studied that were written by MIT physics professor Philip McCord Morse. One of the books was Vibration and
Sound (McGraw-Hill, 1948), and Uno had actually solved all
of the many problems in the book during his time at Chalmers
and the National Electronics Laboratory. Solving problems
was one of Uno’s lifelong “hobbies,” and he later recalled that
he regularly worked through all the problems in the textbooks
that he used during his high school and college studies.
Uno enlisted a colleague, Stig Ingemansson, from Stockholm
to take over the Acoustics Laboratory, got a two-year leave
of absence from Chalmers, and began graduate studies in
the MIT Department of Physics in the fall of 1948, traveling
to the United States on the Queen Mary with his bride, Doris
Karlsson.
His first year at MIT was very stressful because of a long illness caused by a head injury a few weeks before his departure.
Nevertheless, with characteristic determination and fortitude,
he performed spectacularly during the next two years.
Although Morse had moved on to interests other than acoustics, Uno struck up what was to be a lifelong association with
him—probably initiated by his pointing out to Morse various
errors in Vibration and Sound. Morse was so impressed that he
enlisted Uno to go through and critique the extensive notes and
manuscripts of what eventually became the two-volume treatise, Methods of Theoretical Physics (McGraw-Hill, 1953), which
Morse coauthored with Herman Feshbach. An acknowledgment to Uno appears in the preface of the first volume.
Uno’s doctoral thesis, “Scattering and Absorption by Acoustics Resonators,” was primarily devoted to experiment and
was done under the supervision of Richard H. Bolt, who was
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then director of the MIT Acoustics Laboratory. However, there
are extensive references to theory throughout the thesis and
a strong acknowledgment to Morse. The thesis also acknowledged Leo Beranek for “inspiring discussions.”
At the end of his doctoral work Uno was offered a position as an assistant professor at MIT. He asked that the offer
be deferred for a year, as he had an obligation to return to
Chalmers and teach there. This he did, and returned to MIT in
the fall of 1952 as an assistant professor of physics. His classroom teaching was at first that of basic undergraduate courses
in physics—for many years he taught the full-year introductory course in physics, required for all MIT undergraduates.
He brought a new vigor to the course and illustrated his lectures with many provocative demonstrations. These lectures
culminated in a textbook, Introduction to Mechanics, Matter, and
Waves (Addison-Wesley, 1960), coauthored with his colleague
William Kraushaar.
He rose through the ranks at MIT, becoming an associate
professor in 1956 and a professor in 1966. Although acoustics
was strong in the Physics Department during his initial years
at MIT, Bolt and Beranek left in the later ’50s to organize their
own consulting firm, and Uno became the only member of the
department active in acoustics. The subject was popular and
he attracted a large number of students over the years.
An undergraduate thesis was required of all physics students
at MIT, and the intrinsic appeal and breadth of Uno’s research
interests, along with the students’ high regard for his teaching,
led to his directing a large number of undergraduate theses,
estimated to be on the order of 100. Many of these students
went on to become prominent in engineering and physics. Uno
also supervised the doctoral theses of about 50 students; many
of these concerned acoustical topics, and others were related to
instabilities and waves in weakly ionized gases.
Except for two sabbatical stints in Stockholm and Berlin, he
remained on the MIT faculty for 39 years, as a professor of
physics and of aeronautics and astronautics. He retired in 1991
at the age of 70.
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His research achievements are extremely varied, but he
excelled especially in engineering acoustics and physical
acoustics. It is perhaps fair to say that he achieved insight in
these fields greater than any of his contemporaries. His contributions to other areas of physics and engineering science
include seminal papers on propagation and instabilities in
plasmas and on the scattering of laser beams. His numerous
papers have been extensively cited through the years and have
influenced the research of many others. One of his best-known
publications is the treatise Theoretical Acoustics (McGraw-Hill,
1968), which he coauthored with Morse.
Beyond his academic achievements, he had significant
impact as a mentor and educator for scientists and engineers
working in industry. He extensively interacted with Dupont,
Pratt and Whitney, United Technologies, Industrial Acoustics
Company, Stahl Laval Turbine AB, and Mitco Corporation.
His consulting activities in noise control resulted in important contributions to duct acoustics, the theory of fan noise in
ducts, jet engine noise, jet engine silencers, sound absorptive
materials, and sound absorptive structures.
In his later years, especially after his retirement from MIT,
he spent considerable time writing books, with an expressed
desire to pass on to others what he had learned. These include
Fundamentals of Waves and Oscillations (Cambridge University
Press, 1988), Notes on Sound Absorption Technology (Noise
Control Foundation, 1994), and Notes on Acoustics (Infinity
Science Press, 2008).
Uno Ingard received many honors over the years, including
the Acoustical Society of America (ASA) Biennial Award (1954;
now called the R. Bruce Lindsay Award) and Gold Medal
(1997); the John Ericsson Medal of the American Society of
Swedish Engineers (1972); an honorary doctorate of engineering from Chalmers University of Technology (1979); election to
the US National Academy of Engineering (1980); the Rayleigh
Medal of the UK Institute of Acoustics (1981); the Per Brüel
Gold Medal for Noise Control and Acoustics of the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers (1989); and the Institute of
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Noise Control Engineering (INCE) Education Award (1995).
He served on the ASA Executive Council (1970–73) and as
president of INCE (1973).
Uno’s legacy in acoustics is deep and wide. His many
papers and books will long continue to be consulted and cited,
and those who knew him will cherish their memories of conversations with him and of his excellent lectures.
Uno is survived by his loving wife, Doris; children John
(Anne) of Natick, Massachusetts; Sven (Susan) of Lincoln,
MA; and Marianne Poling (Jim) of West Point, New York; and
seven grandchildren. He was predeceased by his son Karl.
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D AV I D S . J O H N S O N
1945–2016
Elected in 2016
“For contributions to the theory and practice of
optimization and approximation algorithms.”
BY CHRISTOS H. PAPADIMITRIOU

D

AVID STIFLER JOHNSON, the gentle pioneer, curator, and
master expositor of hard computational problems and for decades the spirit, voice, and memory of the field of theoretical
computer science, died March 8, 2016, aged 70.
He was born in Washington, DC, on December 9, 1945.
Raised and schooled in Wisconsin, he kept it in his heart
throughout his life, returning often, once to teach for a year
at the University of Wisconsin–Madison (1980–81). In the late
1970s he was reunited in New Jersey with his lab mate from
high school, Dorothy E. Wilson, and the two were married
until his death.
David graduated summa cum laude from Amherst College
in 1967 in mathematics and went on to obtain an MS from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 1968, also in math.
Then he was drafted to the US Army at the height of the
Vietnam War, but served as a 1st lieutenant in South Korea. An
apocryphal explanation of this rather surprising deployment
is that, during basic training, David humored his boredom by
reading dusty Army rule books, where he learned that (1) a
soldier’s volunteering for hardship cannot be declined, and (2)
serving in Korea was still considered a hardship (even though
the Korean War had been over for 16 years). The rules were
163
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quickly updated, but David got to spend his full service time
in South Korea.
He returned from northeast Asia to MIT for his math PhD
in 1971. His advisor was Michael J. Fischer, but it was Albert R.
Meyer who suggested to him the study of approximation algorithms for hard optimization problems. That was a watershed
moment.
Computers were solving more and more sophisticated
problems, and yet over the previous two decades evidence
had been accumulating that certain other practically important problems seemed to resist efficient solution. The theory
of computation—focusing at the time on decidability and
automata—appeared unable to provide an explanation, and
this frustration had started to be articulated in, for example,
the work of Jack Edmonds in the mid-1960s.
During the first year of David’s doctoral studies, an explanation was discovered: Stephen A. Cook and Richard M. Karp
demonstrated that the resistant problems were NP-complete—
assuming that P ≠ NP (a profound conjecture that is still
unproved but widely accepted), they cannot be solved in
polynomial time. This discovery marked the beginning of the
modern era of the theory of computation—the theory of algorithms and complexity.
David Johnson’s contributions to this important intellectual
edifice, which has transformed the practice of all of computer
science, were crucial and twofold: he was the prime exegete
of the theory of computationt through his book and expository writings, and he was the first to articulate one of its most
productive branches: In his 1973 PhD thesis and in a complementary 1973 paper, he laid the foundations of the study of
approximation algorithms. Since exact solutions to NP-complete
optimization problems—such as the traveling salesman
problem—seem to be beyond reach, one seeks efficient algorithms that produce solutions guaranteed to be near optimal.
More than 4 decades later, this remains one of the most active
research fronts in the field of algorithms and complexity. David
contributed crucially to its early development.
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Upon graduation from MIT, he became a technical staff
member at Bell Labs (changed to AT&T Labs in 1996), where
he remained until 2014, when he joined Columbia University
as a visiting professor.
During many of his years at the labs he was manager of
the theory group. He collaborated frequently with fellow
researcher Michael R. Garey, and in 1979 the two published
Computers and Intractability: A Guide to the Theory of NP‐
Completeness (W.H. Freeman), a book that would become
legend. A masterful introduction to this difficult subject for the
motivated inexpert reader, it goes far beyond that. With 57,000
citations—possibly the most-referenced work in all of computer science—it set the style and notation for the whole area
and became an indispensable research tool through its annotated catalogue of NP-complete problems. Furthermore, from
1982 to 1992 David wrote a regular column in the Journal of
Algorithms exploring new dimensions of intractability, a kind
of continuous revision and updating of the book.
Theory aside, David was deeply interested in how difficult
each of these problems really is in practice, and he was frustrated that such information was very difficult to fathom in the
literature. From 1990 onward, he labored on the experimental
analysis of algorithms for hard problems and sought to turn
this craft into a domain of applied science by setting its principles and standards and enriching it with powerful examples.
He also organized, at the Rutgers-based Center for Discrete
Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science (DIMACS)
that he helped found, a series of implementation challenges,
biennial contests each focusing on a practically important
computational problem.
David Johnson was a dedicated, valuable, and creative servant of his scientific community who never missed an annual
meeting in his fields of interest. He transformed the Association
for Computing Machinery (ACM)’s Special Interest Group on
Algorithms and Computation Theory (SIGACT), the main
professional society of theoretical computer scientists, both as
its yeoman leader (1987–91) and as its face and voice during
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the following decades. He founded the annual Symposium
on Discrete Algorithms (SODA) of the Society of Industrial
and Applied Mathematics. And in the decades before Google
Scholar, he published meticulous and valued bibliographies.
His contributions and achievements were rocognized with
various honors. In 1995 he became an ACM fellow; in 1997
he received the inaugural SIGACT Distinguished Service
Prize; in 2010 he was selected for the Knuth Prize, the prestigious career award for theoreticians; and he was elected to
the National Academy of Engineering weeks before his death.
Nobody in our research community will forget David
Johnson, his friendly and mild manner, his partiality to CocaCola and plain food, his loyalty to the field, his humor, and his
smile—easy, deep, bright, and yet not devoid of a subtle tone
of melancholy. A science fiction collector and aficionado, he
was also a long-distance runner who, tragically, lost a leg to
amputation months before his untimely death.
He is survived by Dorothy and their son Jack.
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I VA N P. K A M I N O W
1930–2013
Elected in 1984
“For basic contributions to optical telecommunications in the areas of electrooptic modulation, integrated optics, optical fibers and semiconductor lasers.”
BY CONNIE CHANG-HASNAIN AND ALAN E. WILLNER

IVAN PAUL KAMINOW, a luminary in the photonics commu-

nity, passed away in San Francisco on December 18, 2013, at age
83. For more than 50 years he was at the forefront of light-wave
technology research that helped bring about a telecommunications revolution. His contributions are evident in the ongoing
activities of researchers, engineers, and companies working in
the field.
Born March 3, 1930, in Union City, New Jersey, Ivan
received his BS from Union College (1952) and his MS from
the University of California, Los Angeles (1954), both in electrical engineering. He earned a PhD from Harvard University
in 1960; his thesis, under C. Lester Hogan and later R. Victor
Jones, was on ferromagnetic resonance at microwave frequencies and high pressures.
In 1954 he began a 42-year career at Bell Labs in Holmdel, NJ,
where perhaps his greatest technical legacy is the electro-optic
modulator and its materials. His achievements also included
the creation of titanium-diffused lithium niobate modulators
and other integrated optics, development of birefringent optical fibers, analysis of Raman scattering in ferroelectrics, and

Adapted from Physics Today 67(11):66, with the permission of the
American Institute of Physics.
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demonstration of semiconductor laser technologies such as the
distributed Bragg reflector and ridge waveguide. Beginning in
1984 he led the photonic networks and components research
department. He and his team worked on wavelength-division
multiplexed local and wide area networks and on components
such as a fiber Fabry-Perot resonator, an arrayed waveguide
grating router, and an erbium-doped fiber amplifier.
Among his best-known books are An Introduction to
Electrooptic Devices (Academic Press, 1974) and the second
through sixth editions in the Optical Fiber Telecommunications
(OFT) series (Academic Press/Elsevier, 1988–2013), which
chronicled the exciting evolution of the field of optical fiber
communications by the R&D community. Working on the editions brought Ivan great joy and enabled him to use his love of
and skill in writing, to help explore the most significant technical issues, and to interact with the best people in the field. The
book series itself is a tribute to his effort, leadership, wisdom,
and insight. He coedited three of the books with another luminary, Tingye Li; they were lifelong friends and colleagues and
shared much affection and admiration for each other.
Ivan received many awards for his contributions to photonics, including the 1995 Charles Hard Townes Award and
the 2011 Frederic Ives Medal from the Optical Society (OSA),
the 2010 Photonics Award and 2013 Edison Medal from the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and
the 1997 John Tyndall Award from IEEE/OSA.
After he retired from Bell Labs, he served as an IEEE
congressional fellow in 1996, and in 1999 he was a senior
science advisor to OSA. He enjoyed his last years living in
San Francisco with his wife, Florence, and being an adjunct
professor at the University of California, Berkeley, where he
took great pleasure interacting with the bright, curious, and
friendly students.
Reflecting on his career, Ivan considered himself very lucky
to have been at Bell Labs during its heyday. He was fond of
saying, “Over the years, I have benefited from many happy
coincidences and lucky choices. Indeed, luck plays an important part in any career. Still, luck is not enough. I had to be in
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the right places at the right times in order to have a chance to
seize these opportunities.”
It was always refreshing listening to Ivan; he had a unique
and insightful way of understating things. Many people were
fortunate to be able to learn from his wisdom and to interact
with him personally.
Ivan’s contributions to the optical fiber communications
community and technical field were monumental and will not
be forgotten. In addition to his illustrious achievements, his
leadership, vision, gentleness, inquisitiveness, love of learning
and teaching, and intellectual honesty were hallmarks of his
personality and career. They will be most remembered by his
friends and colleagues, who miss him greatly.
He is survived by his loving wife of 61 years, Florence
(née Fischer), children Paula Kaminow and her sons, Rafael
and Gabriel Toledo; Leonard Kaminow and his wife, Maria
Mazorra, and children Sarah, Nicolas, and Maura; and Ellen
(James) DiMatteo and children Joseph and Sophia.
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ENEAS D. KANE
1917–2013
Elected in 1977
“Contributions in the development of rarefied gas dynamics
research, in low-pressure wind tunnel design, and in the
fixed-bed phosphoric acid polymerization process.”
BY JAROLD MEYER

ENEAS DILLON KANE walked into my office, introduced

himself, sat down and asked about my work. I was a young
engineer at Chevron, and that is how I met the new president
of Chevron Research Company. Eneas visited as many people
as possible in his early days as president, a personal touch that
was evident throughout his career. He died July 14, 2013, at the
age of 96.
The only son of Irish immigrants, Eneas was born January
8, 1917, in San Francisco. He was valedictorian of St. Ignatius
High School and went on to study mechanical engineering at
the University of California, Berkeley, graduating with honors
in 1938. He then earned a master’s in ME from Kansas State
University.
He returned to UC Berkeley as an assistant professor in 1940
and worked with Ernest Lawrence in the university’s radiation laboratory on the design of Lawrence’s electromagnetic
separation process. Eneas was chief engineer of a key part of
the Manhattan Project, using the electromagnetic process as
one of two approaches to enrich uranium (the other was only
partially successful). Lawrence brought Eneas to Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, for the project, and that’s where Eneas met and
married Mary Wainright.
173
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The scale of the project was very large, with dozens of magnets housed in three buildings 450 feet long. A second magnetic separation facility was designed and built to further
enrich uranium produced by the other plants. Eneas was chief
engineer of this, the Beta Project.
After the war Eneas returned to Berkeley as an associate
professor and then assistant professor of mechanical engineering. He was a founder of the low-pressure project, funded by
the Office of Naval Research, to explore flight in the upper
atmosphere by developing laboratory equipment to simulate
this environment. A key result was development of a lowpressure wind tunnel to explore supersonic flight in the upper
atmosphere. The Berkeley radiation laboratory expanded to
Livermore for large-scale projects.
When Eneas received his doctorate degree he left UC
Berkeley to join the California Research Company Livermore,
where Standard Oil of California (now Chevron) conducted
R&D for UC Berkeley. He held a number of positions at
Chevron, becoming vice president of Chevron Research in
1964 and president in 1967. His appointment to president
was part of a reorganization to improve financial return from
expenditures on R&D.
Eneas is remembered as a champion of new technologies,
such as gasoline deposit control additives. Detergents had
been added to gasoline to keep the fuel system clean, but
deposits still built up in the engine’s intake manifold, intake
valves, and combustion chamber. These deposits caused a
number of performance problems, including lost power, poor
fuel economy, and increased emissions. Eneas was the mentor
and champion of deposit control R&D that addressed these
problems. When Chevron introduced these new additives
they not only maintained the cleanliness of new engines but
also cleaned deposits from older engines.
The immediate impact of the new additives was improved
fuel economy, reduced emissions, and smoother-running
engines. The Clean Air Act Amendment of 1990 recognized the
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impact of these additives by requiring that they be included in
all gasoline sold in the United States.
The deposit control additives enabled further improvements. The press for ever better fuel economy and lower emissions led to new engine designs that have greatly improved
performance compared to those of the 1990s. Fuel efficiency
increased over 30 percent with a corresponding drop in carbon
emissions. Deposit control is crucial for sustained performance
of these advanced engines.
As Chevron’s vice president of Technology and Environmental Affairs Eneas continued as a champion of new technologies, especially groundbreaking approaches that could have
major impact. Kenn Derr, past chair of Chevron, remembers
Eneas as a highly respected member of the company’s management team, frequently sought out for his business views as
well as his views on technology.
Eneas was a lifelong supporter of universities, and of UC
Berkeley in particular. Engineering was growing at Berkeley
in the 1970s. State and federal funding couldn’t keep up.
Ernest Kuh, dean of engineering, pursued corporate funding
for additional support, but there was little corporate funding
of public universities at the time. Dr. Kuh turned to alumni
at major corporations and arranged a meeting to discuss the
idea; he asked Eneas to be keynote speaker. The response led
to the formation of an Engineering Advisory Council, chaired
by Eneas. Berkeley received major new funding from this
effort, and the council became a model for similar groups at
most major public universities, providing both funding and
input from industry on areas where research could make a
critical difference.
Family was very important to Eneas. A Chevron friend
tells of being invited to his home for a birthday party. He was
touched when, during the festivities, each grandchild stood
and told the group what their grandfather meant to them.
Eneas and Mary enjoyed 58 years together; she predeceased him in 2002. They are survived by their children and
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spouses—Mary and Joseph Nappi, Therese and James Haden,
Judith and Richard Prince, Barbara and Donald Scott, Eneas
and Jennifer Kane, Timothy and Leslie Fisher-Kane, Nancy
and Michael Boese, and Christopher and Nancy Kane—plus
23 grandchildren and 15 great-grandchildren.
Eneas’s accomplishments and contributions go beyond
those in science, engineering, education, management, and
leadership. He will always be remembered by those he touched
as a teacher, mentor, supporter, and friend. He is missed.
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H E R B E RT H . K E L L O G G
1920–2016
Elected in 1978
“Strengthening the scientific base of metallurgical processes, and
ability to unite theoretical studies with practical industrial needs.”
BY SAM MARCUSON
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

H

ERBERT HUMPHREY KELLOGG JR., leading practitioner
of metallurgical thermodynamics, environmental activist, and
professor at Columbia University, died January 16, 2016, at
age 95.
He was born in Brooklyn, New York, on February 24, 1920,
to Herbert H. Kellogg Sr. and Gladys L. Falding Kellogg. He
attended Erasmus Hall High School and Columbia University,
where he received BS and MS degrees in metallurgy in 1941
and 1942. In 1940 he married his high school sweetheart,
Jeanette Louise Halstead, who survives him as do their children Thomas, Elizabeth, Jane, and David.
Herb had a lifelong passion for the outdoors, harvesting
grapes and making wine every fall, sailing the New England
coast from New York to Maine in the summer, and occasionally skate-sailing on frozen lakes near his Palisades, NY, home,
an 18th century farmhouse that he extensively renovated.
A gentleman with insatiable curiosity whose first priority
in all endeavors was excellence, Herb’s career was characterized by ever evolving interests. Entering Columbia College to
major in chemistry, his focus shifted to a more applied field,
mineral processing, studying under Arthur H. Taggart, a
founding architect of the field.
179
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In 1946, after 3 years of teaching and research at Pennsylvania
State University and a year of service in the US Army, Herb
returned to Columbia to teach and do research in pyrometallurgy. He was named the Stanley Thompson Professor of
Chemical Metallurgy in 1968, and in 50 years of teaching had
11 doctoral and 15 master’s thesis students. He published 92
papers. His students and his papers were influential in both
academic and industrial settings.
In the 1950s much of his work concentrated on halide metallurgy. He chaired the Titanium Advisory Committee of the
Office of Defense Mobilization (1953–54), charged with defining a national strategy for the production and use of the light
but strong metal. His other interest at the time was the thermodynamics of high-temperature metal extraction. A notable
paper resulting from this work, “Thermodynamic Properties
of the System Pb-S-O to 1100 K” (coauthored with S.K. Basu,
1960, Transactions of the Metallurgical Society of AIME 218:70–
81), won the Best Paper Award of the Extractive Division of the
Minerals, Metals and Materials Society (TMS), and the graphical data analysis approach he developed became known as
Kellogg diagrams.
Herb was fascinated by mathematical modeling of thermodynamic and industrial processes. He started with mechanical calculators (about which he said that a day of calculations
would “shake your teeth out”) and became an early adopter
of digital computing. Stacks of Hollerith cards enabled him to
create a model of the zinc slag fuming furnace, a model that
effectively replicated and reliably predicted industrial furnace
behavior.1 Later he combined sophisticated thermodynamic
models of silicate slag and nickel matte to create a model of
the nickel converting process.2 These two papers spawned
a number of knock-off publications reporting “improved
models” that actually did little to advance understanding
1
A Computer Model of the Slag Fuming Process. 1967. Transactions of the
Metallurgical Society of AIME 293:1439–1449.
2
Thermochemistry of Nickel-Matte Converting. 1987. Canadian Metallurgical
Quarterly 8(4):285–298.
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beyond what Herb had established, a testament to the originality and thoroughness of his work.
In about 1970 Herb met Barry Commoner, environmental
activist and author of The Closing Circle. The encounter was
a turning point in his career. It awoke in him a nascent environmentalism and he devoted much of the rest of his work to
understanding environmental challenges of metal production
and championing positive action.
Bringing to bear his prestige, position, and considerable
skills in clarity of thought, engineering, speaking, and writing,
he advocated that engineers should develop “new technologies that use resources more economically and have minimal
stress on the environment,” and he called on his fellow metallurgists to “publicly urge the adoption of new methods for collection and recycling of waste metals, new laws restricting the
use of scarce metals for purposes that preclude recycling.… In
short, we must offer our allegiance to the broad social good
in place of the narrow interests of one company or one industry” (1972, “Engineers and the Environment,” Journal of Metals
[JOM] 24(6):13–17).
He was particularly proud of a spicy exchange with an
Alcoa vice president that played out in the pages of the
Journal of Metals3 (Kellogg, 1995, “Reflections on a professional
career,” unpublished manuscript). Alcoa was promoting aluminum cans as an “energy bank,” contending that the cans
both increasd the value of municipal waste and stored the
large amount of energy consumed in aluminum production
in a type of “bank”; when the cans were recycled, the energy
would be recovered in the same way that one withdraws
money from a bank. Herb likened this promotion to salting
a gold mine, and asked the vice president whether he would
deposit his funds in a bank that immediately lost 84 percent of
the value. The recycling rate of aluminum cans at the time was
16 percent.
The 1973 article that sparked the exchange was by E.A. Walker,
“Engineers and the environment: Being heard and being right,” JOM
25(4):11–14.
3
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Herb did much more than advocate for environmental
improvements. At the time, energy accounting around metallurgical processes was crude at best and in many cases wrong.
He began analyzing industrial processes to learn and classify
the features of energy-conserving, efficient, clean metallurgical techniques.
In three seminal papers on copper processing, he developed a method to account for the energy inputs into smelting
and refining processes and applied this technique to analyze
both the conventional smelting processes of the time and those
in development, which are now dominant in the industry.
The last of these papers, “Energy Use in Sulfide Smelting of
Copper” (coauthored with J.M. Henderson, 1976, Proceedings
of the International Symposium on Copper Extraction and Refining,
Metallurgical Society of AIME 1:373–415), is an amalgam of
industrial data and academic application of first principles.
The 40-page paper is still referenced, and the methods Herb
developed are embedded in present-day lifecycle analyses.
In addition to his election to the National Academy of
Engineering, his numerous professional honors included
the AIME James Douglas Medal in 1973 and in 1977 the Sir
Julius Wernher Lecture of the UK Institution of Mining and
Metallurgy. In the latter part of his career he was regularly
invited to visit industrial operations and offer advice.
By nature a sagacious, principled introvert, quiet but
strong, from his desk at Columbia University Herb touched
the lives of all he taught, guided and influenced the professional community, and helped awaken both industry and the
scientific community to the importance of their responsibilities to society.
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ERNEST S. KUH
1928–2015
Elected in 1975
“Contributions to circuit and system theory.”
BY DANIEL McGLYNN
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

ERNEST SHIU-JEN KUH, dean and professor emeritus at the

University of California–Berkeley College of Engineering and
an internationally renowned expert in electronic circuit theory,
died June 27, 2015. He was 86.
He joined the Berkeley faculty in 1956 and made pioneering
contributions in active and passive circuit theory, electronic
design automation of integrated circuits, and engineering education. He was chair of the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Sciences from 1968 to 1972 and
then dean of the College of Engineering from 1973 to 1980.
“Ernest Kuh was instrumental in establishing the College of
Engineering as a world leader in research, teaching, and public
service,” said S. Shankar Sastry, dean and Carlson Professor of
Engineering at Berkeley. “He set exacting standards of excellence in everything he did, and he was extraordinarily devoted
to the well-being of the Berkeley engineering community. His
legacy will shape our influence and impact for years to come.”
Ernest Shiu-Jen Kuh was born October 2, 1928, in Beijing.
His father worked as a government official and then in private business. With the political instability in the region prior

Adapted from a tribute published by the College of Engineering,
University of California, Berkeley, July 8, 2015.
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to World War II, the family moved frequently, eventually to
Shanghai in 1937. In 1947 Kuh left China, on a slow ocean
freighter carrying other students, to continue his education in
the United States.
He began studying electrical engineering at the University
of Michigan in the winter of 1948. He endeavored to improve
his English by taking a literature course, which he found more
challenging than his mathematics and physics courses. He
received his BS in 1949 and the next year, at MIT, his master’s
degree, both in electrical engineering. At MIT he met circuit
theorist Charles Desoer and the two later worked together and
were frequent collaborators.
In 1950 Kuh started a PhD program at Stanford, pursuing research in network theory. He completed his degree in
1952, after just six quarters, and saw his thesis published in
the Journal of Applied Physics, a rare place to find student work,
especially in electrical engineering.
He promptly went to work for Bell Laboratories in Murray
Hill, New Jersey. It was the only place he applied for a job,
and he was the second Chinese employee there. He worked
in the transmission development division on issues related
to telephone infrastructure, specifically transmission repeater
designs and submarine cable design. His work was incorporated in the first transatlantic telephone cable, laid in 1956.
Desoer joined Bell Labs the year after Kuh was hired. They
would meet after work in a study group with other Bell Lab
colleagues, discussing new ways to write the differential
equations that form the mathematical basis of electronic circuit function. Kuh later recalled that, “In my career, Desoer
was responsible for my research, and [Donald] Pederson was
responsible for my teaching.”
Shortly after moving to Berkeley, Kuh met Bettine Chow at
a party. They married in 1957. Son Anthony was born in 1958,
followed by Theodore in 1960.
Kuh took his first sabbatical from Berkeley in 1962, and held
six-month appointments first at Imperial College London and
then at the Technical University of Denmark.
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By 1966 he was completing what became a widely used
book, Basic Circuit Theory (McGraw-Hill), with Desoer (who
had also joined the Berkeley faculty), and was asked to head
the Electrical Engineering Department, which had recently
integrated computer science.
In 1968 he was appointed chair of the Department of
Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences. The department explored new domains of research under Kuh’s leadership, including bioelectronics, which laid the foundation for
the future bioengineering department. Kuh credits his predecessor as department chair, Lotfi Zadeh, as a valuable mentor
throughout his career.
Engineering professor and dean emeritus David Hodges
first met Kuh as a Berkeley graduate student and then became
his faculty colleague in the EECS department, recruited by
Kuh himself. “Ernie Kuh was the best classroom teacher I ever
had,” said Hodges. “His lectures were superbly well organized, with clear presentation of fundamental principles and
examples of their application in design. His textbooks have
the same qualities of organization and clarity. In the 1960s, he
was one of the first to apply digital computing methods to circuit design.”
As department chair, Kuh began reaching out to companies
and research organizations such as Bell Labs, GE, and IBM to
develop relationships. He held industrial liaison meetings,
establishing a model that would be replicated elsewhere at the
university and beyond.
He was asked to be the college’s dean in 1973. He quickly
established an assistant dean in charge of interdisciplinary
studies, recognizing (this was during the energy crisis) that
collaboration was key to finding solutions to big problems. He
also wanted to establish a larger engineering library, which
at the time was in cramped quarters on O’Brien Hall’s fourth
floor.
He spent years developing relationships and raising funds
for what would eventually become the Bechtel Engineering
Center, complete with a new library. The center “was the
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realization of Ernie’s dream, a monument to his extraordinary
administrative skill and hard work,” recalled EECS professor
emeritus Edwin Lewis. “I shall miss Ernie’s intensely serious
approach to all matters intellectual.”
Out of the fundraising efforts, Kuh realized that, in order
to grow, the College of Engineering would need stable funding, so he formalized the Berkeley Engineering Fund and
expanded the industrial liaison program he had started as
EECS department chair.
“Professor Kuh possessed many of the qualities of a natural leader: a selfless dedication to duty, a nobility of purpose,
flawless execution, and an ability to inspire people of all walks
and all ages,” said EECS professor emeritus Eugene Wong.
“He brought together these qualities as an extraordinary dean
of the college. He will be remembered with great respect and
affection for his wise counsel and unstinting support by all
those whose lives he touched.”
In 1973, for the first time since he left in 1947, Kuh returned
to mainland China with his family as part of a delegation of
professors from Berkeley. The month-long trip was hosted
by the Chinese Academy of Sciences. He visited China many
more times after that. It was the beginning of over 40 years
of collaboration and consultation with Chinese universities on
improving engineering education throughout China.
While on sabbatical in Japan in 1977–78, he took up the
emerging field of electronic design automation (EDA), which
became a second, more applied, research interest. In 1980 he
decided to step down from the dean’s position to focus more
time on EDA research questions. His work laid the intellectual
foundations for computer-aided design (CAD) and computeraided manufacturing (CAM), which had numerous academic
and industrial uses.
“Since the mid-1970s, Professor Kuh has been one of the
key founding fathers of the EDA industry,” said Chi-Ping Hsu,
who studied with Kuh and is now senior vice president and
chief strategy officer of Cadence Design Systems. “In addition
to his numerous research and technology breakthroughs in
the most challenging EDA domains for several decades, his
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contributions went far beyond the technology front. Many of
the early EDA companies were formed by his students and
fellow researchers. His vision and guidance helped expedite
the formation and maturity of the EDA industry, with over 30
years of continuous semiconductor advancements in all segments of the electronics industry.”
During his academic career, Kuh worked to recruit and
retain more women and people of color in the engineering
program, and mentored several generations of graduate students. In total he supervised 40 PhD students, who today
occupy leadership positions in academia and industry.
“From advising my PhD studies to serving as a board
member of my startup company, Professor Kuh has been my
lifelong mentor and role model,” said Wayne Dai, who became
a professor at UC Santa Cruz and then founded VeriSilicon,
headquartered in China. “His great vision of the ‘big picture,’
his brilliant mind driven by passion and persistence, and his
deeply caring spirit that never faltered in generosity will be
remembered fondly by all of us.”
Ronald Rohrer, professor emeritus at Carnegie Mellon
University, also studied under Kuh. “The world of electrical and computer engineering knew Ernest Kuh as a gifted
researcher, teacher, and administrator,” said Rohrer. “Those
lucky to be his graduate students knew Ernie better, as someone who provided great ideas to Berkeley and shared them
generously. He provided mentoring and momentum that
launched so many successful careers.”
In 1992 Kuh became a professor emeritus, but continued to
maintain an active schedule. He served on Berkeley’s budget
committee and advised other engineering schools. He and
Bettine endowed the Ernest S. Kuh Distinguished Lecture
Series to bring notable scientists and engineers to campus.
In addition to his duties at Berkeley, he was a sought-after
advisor and consultant, serving in varying capacities for
numerous companies and organizations throughout his career.
Most notably, he held leadership positions on committees for
the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE),
National Research Council, National Institute of Standards
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and Technology, and National Science Foundation Advisory
Committee.
“Ernie continued to be engaged with our faculty long after
his retirement,” said Tsu-Jae King Liu, dean of UC Berkeley’s
College of Engineering and Roy W. Carlson Professor of
Engineering. “I am fortunate and very grateful to have had
the benefit of his advice and support through many years.”
Kuh was elected to the National Academy of Engineering
in 1975. He received honorary doctorate degrees from Hong
Kong University of Science and Technology in 1997 and
National Chiao Tung University in Taiwan in 1999. In addition, he was named an honorary professor at six universities
in China.
He authored or coauthored six textbooks and several hundred research papers, and delivered countless technical talks
and presentations. At the time of his retirement from the
Berkeley faculty, he held the William S. Floyd Jr. Distinguished
Chair.
His impact on engineering education and the field of
electrical engineering was recognized through numerous
awards, including the 1996 C&C Prize of the Japan Society for
Promotion of Communication and Computers, the 1998 Phil
Kaufman Award given by the Electronic Design Automation
Consortium, and the IEEE Centennial and Millennium Medals.
The Kuhs were patrons of classical music and opera. They
also enjoyed traveling and exploring the world. He liked to
read, particularly books about China and biographies of
prominent people, and was an avid sportsman, playing tennis
and swimming. Theodore recalls, “My father also thoroughly
enjoyed Cal athletics, particularly the football games, which
he attended with his family and friends over many decades.”
Kuh is survived by his wife of 58 years, Bettine; Anthony
and Theodore; and grandsons Matthew, Jason, and Evan.
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J. HALCOMBE LANING
1920–2012
Elected in 1983
“Unique pioneering achievements in missile guidance and computer
science—the ‘Q-guidance system’ for Thor and Polaris and George.”
BY DONALD C. FRASER

Born in Kansas City, Missouri, J. HALCOMBE LANING (Feb-

ruary 14, 1920–May 29, 2012) was educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, where he received a BS in chemical
engineering (1940) and PhD in applied mathematics (1947). He
served in the US Army in World War II and in 1947 joined the
MIT Instrumentation Laboratory (later the Draper Laboratory),
where he spent his entire career.
Hal was one of the most brilliant people I have ever worked
with, and simultaneously one of the most self-effacing—he
avoided any publicity for his numerous major contributions.
He possessed a quick, active, wry humor, and was always
available to assist anyone with a problem. When I was a graduate student and writing programs in the language he had
developed (MAC), he never refused or delayed helping me
when I needed assistance.
He could read a hexadecimal dump of data as easily as I
could read a novel. At any time if challenged, he could recite
at least the first 30 digits of pi. Like most of us he made notes
of things he needed to do and kept a calendar. Unlike the rest
of us, however, his were on the back of unused punch cards
that were originally used to load data and programs into computers. He must have stored an enormous number of these
because he still was using them the last time I worked with
193
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him—long past when they were common. Of course this also
meant he only wore shirts with appropriately sized pockets.
His accomplishments spanned a number of firsts. Among
these were algorithms that are used to this day in guiding missiles, the first algebraic compiler, a computer operating system
(OS) that enabled prioritized multiple simultaneous tasks, use
of what is today termed “optimal control,” and use of computers to design and analyze complex three-dimensional shapes.
All of these firsts displayed his classic signature: providing
simple solutions to very complex problems.
Inertial guidance systems in the 1950s had gimbals. The core
accelerometers were on a platform stabilized by gyroscopes
so that the input axes of the accelerometers were always in a
stable known orientation. Needless to say, this was a complex
set of hardware. The dream was to eliminate the gimbals and
use computation to interpret the accelerometer output, and
indeed this is true of all but the most precise of today’s inertial guidance systems because computer technology advances
have made it possible. Hal developed the algorithms to do this
in 1953, 40–50 years before their use became commonplace.
In the 1950s he became interested in the guidance of ballistic missiles. Clearly, gravity affects the flight of any missile.
Unless radio controlled, which was common on the first missiles, a means of measuring and accounting for the effect of
gravity was necessary to guide a missile. Hal developed what
at the time was a classified solution based on a very simple
vector differential equation. It obviated the need for a device
to measure gravity and was so simple that it could be implemented in analog electronics and later in the first digital
devices, digital differential analyzers. Implemented in analog
electronics it first flew on the Thor missile, then became the
basis for the Polaris guidance system. Since then it has been
used in virtually every missile or spacecraft guidance system.
It was named “Q-guidance” after the symbol Hal chose to use
in his differential equation.
After spectacular successes in military fire control systems
during World War II and thereafter, “Doc” Draper’s MIT
Instrumentation Laboratory became “the place to go” for the
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country’s most difficult guidance problems. During the 1950s
one of these challenges was to develop a guidance system that
would send a spacecraft to Mars, take photos, and return film
(yes, film!) to Earth. Hal envisioned this mission being controlled by an onboard computer and went to work developing
an operating system for such a computer.
The mission was never launched but the work (and the
above-mentioned parallel successful work on Polaris missile
guidance) led to the selection of the MIT Instrumentation Lab
to develop all the guidance and navigation for the Apollo program. Hal took this early work and developed it to run the
Apollo guidance computer that was in both the Command
and Lunar modules.
For the Apollo program the operating system that Hal
developed was a key differentiator between success and failure. The OS included an interpreter and was capable of managing multiple programs simultaneously. The interpreter
contained a priority interrupt system that turned out to be
invaluable during the first lunar landing, when a rendezvous
radar wanted the computer’s attention during the landing, not
during rendezvous with the Command Module when it had
higher priority. This saved the landing.
The Apollo operating system was not the only one Hal
worked on. By the end of the 1950s the MIT Instrumentation
Laboratory obtained the latest mainframe computer every
few years. Hal was not satisfied with the operating system on
a new Honeywell 1800 when it arrived so he developed his
own and installed it. All of us using that computer used his OS
from then on. And when Hal bought his first home computer,
he deleted its OS and replaced it with his own.
His OS work was pioneering, indispensable for some of the
nation’s most important programs of that era, and led to the
development of modern systems. But perhaps one of Hal’s
least recognized major breakthroughs was the development
of the world’s first algebraic compiler. He named it “George”
(e.g., “let George do it”) and it went into operation on MIT’s
Whirlwind computer in 1952. This precursor of Fortran and all
other mathematical language software systems helped pave
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the way for what has become computer science today. IBM
learned of this and sent a team to MIT to talk with Hal. They
used what they learned in the development of Fortran.
Beginning around 1964 Hal developed an interest in manipulating complex geometric shapes with a computer to enable
countless engineering design and manufacturing applications.
By the 1970s there was limited software available for this purpose and most often it simply computerized two-dimensional
engineering drawings. These packages lacked (or had severely
limited) capacity to manipulate three-dimensional objects and
could not do simple tasks like evaluating interference among
objects.
Hal had developed software he called “SHAPES” and began
collaborating with interested companies. The software could
not only draw objects from any perspective but also calculate
mass properties, thermal properties, radiation hardness, and
so forth. Companies such as Fiat and Caterpillar were some of
the early users both for their engineering developments and
for flexible manufacturing systems where machines did not
need to be specialized. An entire industry providing such software tools resulted from this early work and factories around
the world now commonly use flexible manufacturing systems.
Hal was routinely decades ahead in anticipating needs and
devising solutions for them. A few of these were the first use
of the method of steepest descents, now a common tool in the
development of optimal control algorithms; switching logic,
which later led to algorithms to switch between cell phone
towers; and algorithms for the control and routing of ondemand shuttles, decades before organizations like Uber were
formed.
For all of Hal’s achievements I am not aware of his ever
publishing the results. He did not seek attention but let others
spread his knowledge. The only exception was when his longtime colleague, Richard Battin, persuaded him to coauthor
Random Processes in Automatic Control (McGraw-Hill, 1956),
which became an essential text for decades in educating control engineers at MIT and around the world. Rumor has it that
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Dr. Battin had to continuously cajole Dr. Laning to get him to
write his part of the book.
I mentioned in my opening Hal’s quick dry humor. One of
my favorites is an anecdote from the Apollo program at the
MIT Instrumentation Lab. Ralph Ragan, director of the project, became annoyed that people were arriving late for his
early-morning weekly senior staff meetings. He announced
that it would cost 25 cents for anyone arriving late and that
the proceeds, when sufficient, would buy lunch for everyone.
Hal instantly pulled out a dollar and stated that he was paid
up for the month.
I have also been told that not only his humor but his skill
in mathematics developed early. A self-described “forced
Presbyterian,” little Hal used to sit in church with his parents,
oblivious to the prayers and sermon as he would “make math
problems out of the hymn numbers on the sign board.”
Hal Laning was married for 63 years to the former Betty Kolb,
who passed away in 2005 after three years with Alzheimer’s.
They are survived by their children Chris, Jim and his wife
Helen, Sue and her husband Jack, and Linda and her husband
Jim; and grandchildren Alana, Jamie, Jessie, and Abby.
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N I K O L AY P. L AV E R O V
1930–2016
Elected in 2005
“For leadership in the uses of uranium and for the direction of national
and international programs for the management of radioactive waste.”
BY BORIS MYASOEDOV, SERGEY YUDINTSEV, AND YURY SHIYAN
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

Former vice president of the Russian Academy of Sciences

NIKOLAY PAVLOVICH LAVEROV, who is considered in the
Russian academic community a legend of geological sciences
and is one of the founders of uranium geology research, passed
away November 27, 2016, at the age of 86.
He was born January 12, 1930, in Pozharishche, a village near Kargopol, a small town in the Arkhangelsk region
in northern Russia. He grew up there in a family with four
siblings. His father, Pavel N. Laverov, and mother, Klavdia
S. Laverova, did a good job planting the seeds of Nikolay’s
future responsibility for his duties and managerial style in science and government service.
He graduated in 1949 from the Mining and Chemical
College in Kirovsk (a small industrial town on the Kola
Peninsula) and in the same year began his undergraduate
studies at the Moscow Institute for Non-Ferrous Metals and
Gold, where he met his future wife, Valentina. The couple
married in 1952. After completing his undergraduate studies
in 1954 he continued at the institute and earned a PhD (1958)
in uranium deposit exploration and later his DrSc (1972) in
uranium deposit formation.
In 1972 he joined the USSR Ministry of Geology as head of
the Department for Scientific and Research Institutes. In 1983
199
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he was invited to the USSR Academy of National Economy,
where he served as vice rector. Later he was elected president
of the Kyrgyz Academy of Sciences (1987) and moved with his
family to Frunze (now Bishkek), the capital of Kyrgyzstan. In
1989 he was designated deputy prime minister and chair of
the USSR State Committee for Science and Technology.
From 1988 to 2013 he was vice president of the Russian
Academy of Sciences (RAS), and in 1991 he was hired as
director of the RAS Institute of Geology of Ore Deposits,
Petrography, Mineralogy, and Geochemistry (IGEM).
From 1947 on Laverov was actively involved in field studies as a researcher, technician, engineer, scientist, and chief
of research teams and field work groups. His early research
focused primarily on exploration of uranium deposits as well
as main trends in their formation. He pioneered identification
of uranium ore formation in continental volcanic belts connecting uranium ore deposition with the final stage of v
 olcanic
activity. His findings were widely used around the world to
substantially increase uranium stockpiles, in particular, for
nuclear fuel fabrication.
He contributed significantly to integrated exploration of
exogenous epigenetic uranium deposits developed by in
situ leaching techniques, leading to the development of new
underground leaching technologies for the mining of uranium
and polymetallic ores. He originated radiogeoecological studies in Russia with the idea of using protective properties of the
geological environment to prevent pollution of the biosphere
by radionuclides from deep underground waste repositories. His innovative approach covered the general problem of
radioactive waste disposal in the Earth’s crust, migration of
radionuclides in underground water and geochemical landscapes, synthesis and investigation of highly resistant waste
forms for immobilization of the most dangerous long-lived
radionuclides, and prediction of ecosystem evolution.
For 25 years Laverov played a very important role in cooperative efforts between Russian scientists and US scientific
organizations and government agencies. In the late 1980s
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he and David W. Simpson, of the Incorporated Research
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), launched a large-scale scientific program to create a network of sophisticated seismic
stations across the former Soviet Union to monitor underground nuclear explosions.
He set up the Geophysical Service in Russia and, as a result,
a number of seismic hazards maps were released for nuclear
facilities based on the efforts of the seismic station network.
He initiated radiogeochemical mapping of the territory of
Russia to facilitate the process of selecting sites for possible
accommodation of long-term storage facilities for liquid highlevel radioactive waste, solid vitrified waste, and irradiated
nuclear fuel. He supported efforts by his IGEM colleagues and
Schlumberger Limited to develop a new generation of probes
for in situ monitoring of radiation in areas of nuclear facility
operation.
In collaboration with Rodney C. Ewing (then at Michigan
University), Laverov launched a project to study radionuclide
migration processes in tuff rocks similar to those in the Yucca
Mountain area. With John Ahearne, former chair of the US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, he helped accomplish a
number of cooperative projects related to the endpoints of
radioactive waste and management of spent nuclear fuel. He
fostered the establishment of the US-Russia Bioengineering
Center at Argonne National Laboratory to jointly develop
cutting-edge biochip production technologies for tuberculosis
diagnostics.
In 1993 Laverov led the signing of a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) on cooperation between the RAS and
the US Department of Energy, and thus facilitated the initiation of a number of joint projects in radiation chemistry, use of
depleted uranium, use of low-enriched versus highly enriched
uranium, risk assessment at nuclear facilities operated by
Russia and the United States, and contaminated sites.
He also paved the way for 20 NASA-RAS bilateral research
projects spanning areas such as the monitoring of boreal forests and greenhouse emissions, bioresources of the World
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Ocean, climate change and ozone hole observations, and forecasts of seismic events and volcano eruptions in the Caucasus
and Pacific areas.
And many new findings emerged from joint projects led by
Laverov in the framework of a NOAA-RAS MOU. For example, an assessment of impacts from radioactive contamination
in the Novaya Zemlya archipelago due to a sunken nuclear
submarine in the area, and two scientific expeditions to the
eastern Bering Sea in 2005–06 for the Russian-American Longterm Census of the Arctic (RUSALCA), provided important
scientific information.
In addition, with a keen interest in innovative technologies, Laverov encouraged and managed cooperative research
projects in applied engineering with corporate partners
Schlumberger, ExxonMobil, Chevron, Shell, and Boeing,
aimed at developing new ideas, approaches, tools, and instruments for oil and gas exploration and environment protection.
For the US National Research Council, he was appointed
a member of the Committee on Disposition of HighLevel Radioactive Waste Through Geological Isolation:
Development, Current Status, and Technical Policy Challenges
(1999–2001), Board on Radioactive Waste Management (2001–
05), and Nuclear and Radiation Studies Board (2005–06), and
he cochaired the Committee on End Points for Spent Nuclear
Fuel and High-Level Radioactive Waste in Russia and the
United States (2001–03).
He authored or coauthored over 600 publications, including 28 monographs. The most significant are Geology of
Deposits of Uranium-Molybdenum Ore Formation (1966; coauthored with B.P. Vlasov, I.M. Volovikova, G.D. Gladyshev,
A.B. Kazhdan, I.V. Melnikov, and G.A.Tananaeva), Conditions
for Formation of Uranium Deposits in Volcanic Depressions (1972;
coauthored with V.L. Barsukov, G.D. Gladyshev, V.N. Kozyrev,
and B.I. Malyshev), Evolution of Uranium Ore Formation in the
History of the Earth (1978; coauthored with V.I. Kazansky and
A.I. Tugarinov), Scientific Fundamentals of Uranium Deposit
Prospecting and Exploration (1989; coauthored with B.L. Rybalov,
V.I. Velichkin, A.E. Tolkunov, V.N. Levin, V.B. Meshcheryakova,
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and B.M. Seltsov), Underground Leaching of Polyelement Ores
(1998; coauthored with I.G. Abdulmanov, K.G. Brovin, A.K.
Disitsin, Y.V. Nesterov, V.V. Novoseltsev, I.N. Solodov, M.I.
Fazlullin, V.Y. Farber, and E.M. Shmariovich), Insulation of
Spent Nuclear Materials: Geological and Geochemical Principles
(2008; coauthored with V.I. Velichkin, B.I. Omelyanenko, S.V.
Yudintsev, V.A. Petrov, and A.V. Bychkov), and Space Research
and Technology: Expansion of Knowledge About the World (2014;
coauthored with A.A. Medvedev).
Laverov received numerous honors, among them the Badge
of Honor (1971), Order of the Red Banner of Labor (1981, 1986),
Demidov Prize (1997), Order “For Merits to the Fatherland”
of the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th degree (1999–2008), Lomonosov
Gold Medal (2003), Silver Medal of the International
Association of Academies of Science (2003), Triumph Prize
(2003), Large Gold Medal of the Kyrgyz Republic (2003), Gold
Medal of the Armenian Academy of Sciences (2003), Sign of
Tsiolkovsky “For active participation in the implementation of
the Russian Federal Space Program” (2007), Vernadsky Gold
Medal for outstanding achievements in earth science (2012),
and Karpinski Gold Medal (2016). And in 2009 he won the
Global Energy Prize for “fundamental research and large-scale
implementation of methods of surveying, prospecting, and
exploiting of oil, gas, and uranium deposits…and [discovery]
of the largest provinces of energy minerals.”
In 2005 he was elected a foreign associate of the US National
Academy of Engineering. He also received honorary doctorates from six universities in Russia and abroad, and six foreign
national academies of science elected him a foreign member.
Nikolay Laverov is survived by Valentina, daughter and
son Tatiana and Alexander, granddaughters Natalia, Yelena,
and Olga, and great-grandsons Nikolay and Dmitry.
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EMMETT N. LEITH
1927–2005
Elected in 1982
“Contributions to holography and to the field of optical data processing.”
BY KIM WINICK
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

EMMETT NORMAN LEITH, Schlumberger Professor of Elec-

trical Engineering and Computer Science at the University of
Michigan, died December 23, 2005, at the age of 78.
Emmett was born in Detroit on March 12, 1927, and received
his BS (1949), MS (1952), and PhD (1978) in physics from
Wayne State University. He spent his entire 50-year career at
the University of Michigan, where he supervised the research
of 43 PhD students and regularly taught a variety of courses
on basic optics and optical signal processing.
He was first employed as a research assistant (1952–56) and
then promoted to a research associate (1956–60) at Willow Run
Laboratories (WRL). In 1960 his research group at WRL was
moved to the University of Michigan Institute of Science and
Technology, where he became a research engineer. He was
appointed an associate professor of electrical engineering in
1965 and promoted to full professor in 1968.
Emmett’s seminal contributions to synthetic aperture radar
(SAR), optical signal processing, and holography were made
mostly during the 12-year period from 1952 to 1964. In 1951
Carl Wiley of the Goodyear Corporation had suggested that
data collected from a small moving antenna could be used to
synthesize a receiving antenna with a much larger effective
aperture, thus increasing its spatial resolution. But because of
205
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the large amount of data collected from the SARs, neither data
storage nor subsequent signal processing could be performed
with the electronic equipment available at the time.
Following a discussion with Russel Varian, Louis Cutrona
and Weston Vivian at WRL conceived the idea of the optical
processing of SAR data stored on film. Beginning in 1954,
Emmett worked with Cutrona and Vivian to investigate optical processing using incoherent light. In 1955 he and Leonard
Porcello spent several months studying optical correlators
for SAR processing based on both incoherent and coherent
light. Between October 1955 and April 1956, Emmett recast the
theory of a coherent optical correlator in terms of wavefront
reconstruction, basically a holographic approach. He considered this his most significant work.
At the time he was working on radar, the material was
classified, so the details did not begin to appear in the open
literature until the mid-1960s. His holographic SAR theory,
along with an analysis of the technique, appeared as an internal WRL memo dated May 22, 1956. Five months later, he
became aware of earlier work by Dennis Gabor on wavefront
reconstruction for use in electron microscopy, for which Gabor
was later awarded the Nobel Prize (1971). Emmett described
his reaction to discovering Gabor’s work: “My feelings were
mixed; there was some disappointment that the principles of
wavefront reconstruction had already been invented, although
in a wholly different context. This feeling was balanced with
the knowledge that the concept of wavefront reconstruction
was significant enough to have been published in the scientific
literature.”
Emmett’s idea for SAR processing based on wavefront
reconstruction had initially been met with indifference from
the SAR community and had languished for about two years
after it was developed. In 1957, WRL used optical processing
to produce the first high-quality SAR images, and by 1959
Emmett’s wavefront reconstruction formulation had become
the dominant method of optical processing of SAR data.
Emmett subsequently suggested many important modifications to the basic optical processing scheme that led to major
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improvements in radar performance. These modifications
included simultaneous pulse compression and beam sharpening and the introduction (with Adam Kozma and Norman
Massey) of a tilted-plane optical processor. The processing of
SAR data by optical means remained the mainstay of the radar
community until well into the 1980s, when advances enabled
electronic computing.
Gabor’s concept of wavefront reconstruction had a number
of serious deficiencies. In particular, it worked only for reconstructing transparencies, and even then the quality of the
reconstruction was limited by the presence of overlapping
twin images. Between 1956 and 1960, Emmett pondered the
solution to the twin-image problem while he continued to
work on SAR.
When Juris Upatnieks joined the Radar and Optics Group
at the University of Michigan in 1960, he and Emmett began
working together on the twin-image problem, which, based
on their experience with SAR, they recognized as a problem
of aliasing. They developed the off-axis approach to obviate
the twin-image problem and explained their method in terms
of communication theory—carrier amplitude modulation,
frequency spectrum, side-band filtering, and the like. They
demonstrated their off-axis technique by making high-quality
holograms of grey-scale transparencies.
Late in 1963 Emmett and Upatnieks introduced the technique of diffuse illumination to demonstrate the first highquality holograms of three-dimensional objects. In Emmett’s
words: “the availability of the laser…made possible the holography of solid reflecting objects with significant depth…. [This]
resulted in high-quality imagery, with the images being fully
three-dimensional, with full parallax, imagery of a sort never
before seen, images that were, in an optical sense, a complete
recreation of the original object distribution, complete with…
all the other properties one sees in viewing a real-world object,
but which are lost in conventional photography.”1 When they
The evolution of information optics. IEEE Journal of Selected Topics in
Quantum Electronics 6(6):1297–1304 (November–December 2000), p. 1299.

1
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presented their results publicly at the annual meeting of the
Optical Society of America in the spring of 1964, they created
quite a sensation.
Emmett Leith was elected to the National Academy of
Engineering in 1982. In addition to this honor, he received
many awards, including the National Medal of Science for
Engineering (1979), IEEE Morris Liebmann Memorial Award
(1968), Stuart Ballantine Medal of the Franklin Institute (1969),
R.W. Wood Prize (1975) and Frederic Ives Medal of the Optical
Society of America (1985), and Gold Medal of the SPIE (1990).
Emmett’s work on SAR and holography had an enormous
technical impact and was a major driving force in shaping the
field of optical signal processing. In addition to his educational
and scientific contributions, his work spurred many commercial applications that now constitute a multibillion-dollar
industry. A humble individual by nature, he loved his work
and remained active in his field until the time of his death.
He was survived by his wife June (née Neswold; she died
September 9, 2012), their daughters Pam Wilder of San Jose
and Kim Leith of Baltimore, and three grandchildren.
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SALOMON LEVY
1926–2016
Elected in 1974
“Contributions to development of nuclear systems for
high-performance boiling water reactors.”
BY DANA POWERS

SALOMON LEVY, a giant in the field of nuclear power, passed

away March 23, 2016, in San Jose, California, at age 89.
He was born April 4, 1926, in the portion of the Palestine
Territories that eventually became Israel, and immigrated to
the United States to further his education. He earned bachelor
of science, master of science, and doctor of philosophy degrees
in mechanical engineering from the University of California at
Berkeley.
Upon graduation in 1953 he joined General Electric Corporation. He served in a variety of positions in the Nuclear Division, where he was largely responsible for the engineering of
the boiling water reactor and the pressure suppression containment concepts for power reactors. About one third of the
nuclear power reactors in the United States use these design
concepts. In 1975 he became general manager of GE’s Boiling Water Reactor Operations, supervising the work of about
4,000 employees. His colleagues referred to him as “the smartest guy in GE Nuclear.”
Dr. Levy was a major figure in the recovery of the American
nuclear power industry after the reactor accident at Three
Mile Island. In 1977 he formed S. Levy Incorporated (SLI) to
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provide consulting services for the nuclear industry and US
government. His company grew from just one person in the
early days to over 60 employees, and he remained president
and CEO until SLI was sold in 1998, when he became principal of Levy and Associates. He was also an adjunct professor at both the University of California–Los Angeles and UC
Berkeley.
In 2000 he cochaired, with Neil Todreas, a Nuclear
Energy Research Advisory Committee subcommittee that
launched the Generation IV Roadmap effort, which provides a framework for international cooperation in research
and development for advanced nuclear energy systems. The
Generation IV International Forum served as an incubator for
new and advanced reactor designs.
He authored a number of technical publications. Especially
notable are two books. Two-Phase Flow in Complex Systems
(Wiley, 1999) is a definitive account of the fundamental science behind the boiling water nuclear power reactor. The book
takes an engineering approach looking at an integrated system,
including costs, rather than discussing individual phenomena.
It has become an important textbook because of its emphasis
on detailed scaling analysis of experiments to properly mimic
flow behavior in large industrial systems.
He later published 50 Years in Nuclear Power: A Retrospective
(American Nuclear Society, 2007). This entertaining and informative volume provides an insider’s account of the evolution
and growth of nuclear power, especially in the United States.
He was a fellow of the American Nuclear Society (ANS)
and a member of the National Academy of Engineering.
He received the Donald Q. Kern Award from the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers in 1992, and in 1997 the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers conferred its highest recognition, Honorary Member, for “distinguished service
that contributes significantly to the goals of the engineering
profession.” In 2012 the ANS awarded him its Presidential
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Citation “in recognition of his 50 years of outstanding leadership in the design and safety analysis of nuclear reactor
systems.”
Dr. Levy never told his clients what they wanted to hear
unless he absolutely believed in it, and those principles
remained true until the day he retired. Throughout his career,
he was a mentor to many in the nuclear industry and helped
to shape the future of nuclear power throughout the world.
He is survived by his wife of 64 years, Eileen (née Jaques);
daughter Linda C. Levy; grandchildren Laura, Stephanie,
Adam, Kendra, and Ethan; and great-grandchildren Samantha
and Thomas.
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A RT U R M A G E R
1919–2016
Elected in 1977
“Contributions in turbulent flow aerodynamics and
engineering leadership to space and missile programs.”
BY WANDA M. AUSTIN

A

RTUR MAGER, former aerospace executive and president
of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, philanthropist, husband, and father, passed away peacefully of
natural causes on November 22, 2016. He died at the age of 97
at the Jewish Home for the Aging in Reseda, California, among
family and caregivers.
Born September 21, 1919, in Niegłowice, Poland, he relocated to Israel with his family and in 1939 emigrated to the
United States. He earned his BS in aeronautical engineering
from the University of Michigan in 1943, his MS from Case
Institute of Technology in 1951, and in 1953 his PhD (magna
cum laude) in aeronautics and physics from the California
Institute of Technology. He became a naturalized citizen of the
United States November 21, 1944, and during World War II
served in the US Army Field Artillery and Counterintelligence
(1944–46).
Dr. Mager spent his professional career in aerospace.
He started as a research scientist at the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics (now NASA) Lewis Laboratory
and then moved on to be a research engineer and consultant
at the Naval Ordnance Test Station, research scientist at AstroMarquardt Corporation, and director of National Engineering
215
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Science Company. From 1961 to 1982 he was employed by the
Aerospace Corporation, where he rose to become a corporate officer and group vice president and general manager of
engineering.
He authored or coauthored numerous papers, articles, and
book chapters on swirling flows, boundary layer flows, supersonic burning, thrust vectoring, space vehicle design, and propulsion. He was a registered professional engineer in the state
of Ohio.
He remained professionally active in retirement, consulting with NASA, the US Department of Defense, Los
Alamos National Laboratory, and National Research Council
(NRC). He served on NASA’s Space Applications Advisory
Committee; the NRC’s Aeronautics and Space Engineering
Board (1982–87), Committee on NASA’s Space Station
Engineering and Technology Development (1984–87), and
Committee on Space Shuttle Criticality Review and Hazard
Analysis Audit (1986–88); and the Defense Science Board Task
Force on Reconnaissance Regimes, among others. He also
served on the industrial council of West Coast University and
the University of Southern California School of Engineering
board of councilors.
Dr. Mager was a member of the National Academy
of Engineering and a fellow of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (president, 1980–81), Institute for
the Advancement of Engineering, and American Association
for the Advancement of Science. He received the University
of Michigan Distinguished Alumni award in 1969, was named
a Jimmy Doolittle Fellow of the Air Force Association (1985),
and in 1986 Caltech established the annual Artur Mager Prize
in Engineering, awarded to “a senior in engineering who has
shown excellence in scholarship and the promise of an outstanding professional career.”
He married Phyllis Rose Weisman in 1942. During their 71
years of marriage they shared a love of classical music and
actively supported causes close to their hearts, most notably the
Exceptional Children’s Foundation (ECF) and the California
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Association for the Retarded. Beyond their philanthropy, each
served as a trustee and president of ECF and on the board of
directors of the National Association for Retarded Children
(ARC). He also chaired the Developmental Disabilities Board
of Los Angeles County. The California Association for the
Retarded twice recognized him with the Golden Rule Award
(1977 and 1989).
Phyllis preceded him in death; during her long illness,
he was always lovingly at her side. They are survived by
their daughter Ilana, who was severely disabled from birth
and inspired her parents’ commitment to service. They were
devoted to loving and caring for her.
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WA LT E R C . M A R S H A L L
1932–1996
Elected in 1979
“Contributions to the technology and direction of nuclear energy
programs and to the transfer of the technology to industry.”
BY DAVID FISHLOCK AND L.E.J. ROBERTS
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

WALTER CHARLES MARSHALL died February 20, 1996, at

age 63 in London. He was recognized by the scientific community at an early age as one of the outstanding theoretical physicists of his generation. But he is more likely to be remembered
for his distinguished career in public service, which led to a
knighthood in 1981 and a life peerage in 1985, and for his forthright public advocacy of nuclear power.
Early Years: Pure and Then Applied Scientist
Walter Marshall was born March 5, 1932, in Rumney, near
Cardiff, the youngest child of three. In later years, he delighted
to recall that he had insisted on “doing sums” on his first day
in primary school. His mathematical promise was recognized
by his mathematics teacher, Mr. Wustenholme, in grammar
school, St. Illtyd’s College in Cardiff. He also developed a serious interest in chess at the age of 11 and became the Welsh
Junior Chess Champion at 15.
He left school with a major county scholarship in 1949 to
study mathematical physics at the University of Birmingham,
Adapted and reprinted with the permission of the Royal Society.
Biographical Memoirs of Fellows of the Royal Society 44:299–312, published
November 1, 1998. The tribute includes an extended bibliography.
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where, after taking his first degree, he remained to write a
thesis on “Antiferromagnetism and Neutron Scattering from
Ferromagnets,” for which he was awarded a PhD at the early
age of 22. He acknowledged that the guidance of his supervisor,
Sir Rudolf E. Peierls, FRS, was the major influence on his career.
Marshall was recruited to the Theoretical Physics Division at
AERE Harwell in 1954. His first assignment was to the Plasma
Physics Group, where his research on the difficult problems
posed by shock waves in magnetically confined plasma discharges confirmed his powers as a theoretician. But he soon
returned to his initial interest in condensed matter physics.
His abilities as an inspirational manager and natural leader
who “made things happen” had emerged early in his career.
At 30 he spent a sabbatical year at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratory in Tennessee. The director, Alvin Weinberg, was
later to reflect, “I think if Walter had stayed any longer, he
would have taken over this laboratory.”
At Harwell, Marshall became leader of the Solid State Theory
Group and, in 1960 at the age of 28, head of the Theoretical
Physics Division. Under his leadership, the division attracted a
large number of visiting scientists, particularly from the United
States. His intellectual strengths and forceful personality also
made him a prominent participant at international conferences.
His principal contributions to the theory of the solid state
related to magnetic properties, ranging from the very mathematical (the statistical mechanics of magnetic phase transitions
and in particular their critical properties) to more phenomenological treatments of the molecular orbitals in magnetic salts
and the theory of magnetism in transition metals (particularly
in alloys). He became convinced of the value of the applications of neutron scattering. Here again, his main interest was
in magnetic substances, where he encouraged experiments on
inelastic scattering from spin waves, on the magnetic structure factors around impurities, and many others, including an
early interest in the Mossbauer effect.
His main impact arose from his interactions with experimentalists and in programs to test and expand the theoretical
understanding of real materials. His outstanding abilities as a
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manager of research later transferred successfully to the commercial sector.
By 1969 he had published over 60 papers, with many collaborators, and lectured extensively and lucidly on the applications
of neutron scattering. His book The Theory of Thermal Neutron
Scattering (with Stephen Lovesey; Oxford Clarendon Press,
1971) remained the definitive text on the subject for 20 years.
His 1964 Kelvin Lecture, “The Study of Solids and Liquids
Using Thermal Neutrons,” showed his characteristic delight
in explaining scientific concepts to a nonspecialist audience.
That year he also became a fellow of the Institute of Physics as
well as the second recipient of its Maxwell Medal for outstanding contributions to theoretical physics. He was elected to the
Royal Society in 1971—the youngest fellow at the time—and
in 1973 was made a Commander of the British Empire (CBE).
In 1977 he was elected a foreign associate of the US National
Academy of Engineering and in 1979 a fellow of the Royal
Swedish Academy of Engineering Sciences.
He worked on problems in superconductivity and magnetism as mental relaxation, during periods of leave in the
United States, at home, and in airport lounges and other
unlikely places. He recorded it all in his neat handwriting in a
number of notebooks.
Diversification and Industrial Research
The success and international reputation of Harwell’s
Theoretical Physics Division under Marshall’s leadership confirmed his ability to lead scientific programs and to motivate
others. This led to a significant switch in his career, from pure
science to the administration of applied science and technology, with his promotion to deputy director of AERE Harwell
in 1966 and to director in 1968.
The 1960s were a time of profound change in the Harwell
Laboratory. Many of the urgent scientific objectives that had
led to its establishment in 1946 had been met, and much of
the pioneering nuclear work was moving to other nuclear
establishments and enterprises. Less than 20 years after it was
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founded, Harwell had to find a major new additional mission
or face considerable reduction. The chance to expand its program beyond the terms allowed under the 1954 Atomic Energy
Act was provided, in principle, by the Science and Technology
Act of 1965. But the first new proposals in which Marshall was
involved followed from his own research interests—to establish at Harwell a high magnetic field laboratory (HMFL) and a
high flux neutron beam reactor (HFBR).
He saw these proposals as an opportunity for further collaboration with university laboratories, which would establish
Harwell as a national center for materials research. But the
Ministry of Technology could provide funds only for research
aimed at industrial development and was not convinced that
industrial applications of neutron beam research would arise
for many years.
Marshall was undoubtedly disappointed but he accepted
the general position that a laboratory spending much public
money had to be seen as contributing to the national welfare
at a time when the UK economy was perceived to be falling
behind that of other industrialized nations. So he directed his
formidable energies toward transforming Harwell into a laboratory aimed at improving industrial performance generally
and meeting defined government needs.
He realized that this amounted to a revolutionary shift in
the objectives of many of the scientists at Harwell, and that
it would involve administrative as well as technical changes.
Harwell seemed too expensive, lacking in commercial expertise and organization, and unused to marketing its research.
Furthermore, there was little external support for the idea.
There were also strengths to exploit, however. Close
involvement with the technology of nuclear power had accustomed many at Harwell to the need to meet technological
problems on a tight timescale. This “applied nuclear” work
was expanded and given sharper objectives, transformed from
“missionary” to “mission-oriented” work and pursued with
industrial partners. The expertise of the laboratory was much
broader. Nuclear energy technology had demanded development at the cutting edge of many disciplines—in metallurgy,
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ceramics, heat transfer, nondestructive testing, and atmospheric pollution, for example.
Marshall saw that the most pressing need was to establish
good communications with a large number of potential industrial customers, and he put this responsibility on the project
leaders themselves, insisting that the ultimate criterion of
success would be financial. This forced Harwell scientists to
acquire firsthand knowledge of industry and liberated unsuspected entrepreneurial talents in many of them. Industrial
opposition fell away as more firms became involved.
The industrial program grew rapidly after 1967: by 1973 it
accounted for 39 percent of the Harwell program, and 51 percent by 1976. The income was about equally from industry and
government agencies. Diversification gave the laboratory a
new lease on life and excited considerable national and international interest, ’though Marshall was always careful to say that
the precise structure at Harwell arose from the circumstances
and strengths of that laboratory and might not be applicable
generally. His “outstanding contribution to the organization,
utilization and application of science” was recognized with the
Glazebrook Medal of the Institute of Physics in 1975.
In a retrospective lecture at the US National Academy of
Sciences, Marshall claimed that the Harwell experience had
proved that a multidisciplinary national laboratory was “an
asset which should fully interact with the life of a country to
help solve its most serious problems.” But it was important
to consider the proper mission of such a laboratory at regular
intervals to anticipate the need for change.
Marshall could claim by the early 1970s that the discipline
of having to earn money had improved the general morale of
the laboratory. In a well-deserved tribute the headquarters of
the reorganized UK Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA) at
Harwell was named the Marshall Building.
Energy Policy and Nuclear Power
Marshall became head of the UKAEA Research Group in 1969,
responsible for the Culham and Harwell laboratories. During
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the 1970s he grew increasingly concerned with questions of
energy policy and by 1980 was well known as an enthusiastic
advocate of nuclear power. He was appointed to the UKAEA
board in 1972 and became deputy chair in 1975 and chair
in 1981.
He shared the optimism about the future of nuclear power
that was current in the UKAEA at that time. Nuclear power
was expected to provide a major part of the electricity generated in the UK by the end of the century, with substantial
input from fast reactors. Fusion was seen as a bright hope for
the longer term.
Marshall took part in reviews of the prospects for fusion
during the 1970s and in the negotiations that ended with the
siting of the Joint European Torus at Culham. He was convinced that “the incredibly complex technical problems associated with fusion are capable of solution on a reasonable
timescale,” but remained doubtful that fusion reactors would
be economical.1
In 1974 he was appointed chief scientist at the newly established UK Department of Energy on a part-time basis. He
chaired the Advisory Committee on the Energy Industries
and the new Offshore Energy Technology Board, and organized a series of exercises designed to rank energy technologies against scenarios of supply projections and fuel mix. He
inaugurated the Energy Technology Support Unit at Harwell
to encourage energy conservation in industry and to evaluate
the potential of “renewable” sources of energy.
He also chaired a study group looking at the potential role
of combined heat and power (CHP) linked to district heating
schemes in the UK, following the example of proven CHP
schemes in several European countries. The study was organized because energy efficiency and conservation were seen
as key objectives in the aftermath of the oil shocks of the early
1970s. The study group’s report in 1979 concluded that there
was no immediate economic argument for CHP and district
1
Marshall WC. 1973. Prospects for fusion research in Britain. Nature
243:384–388.
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heating in the UK, but that there would be opportunities for
CHP in the longer term if gas prices increased substantially.
(In the event, gas remains cheap and supplies are perceived to
be secure.)
In 1977 Marshall was abruptly asked to return to full-time
duties with the UKAEA, although he continued to chair the
CHP group. He considered a growing nuclear component
with a strong industrial base essential for a stable UK energy
policy. He got involved in the debate about thermal reactor choice—whether the next round of civil stations should
be pressurized water reactors (PWRs), steam-generating
heavy water reactors, or more advanced gas-cooled reactors
(AGRs)—and became convinced that the right choice would
be PWRs. He had been impressed by the amount of PWR fabrication that could be accomplished in a factory rather than
on-site during one of his visits to US Westinghouse facilities,
and he thought the UK nuclear industry would do better in
foreign markets if it too were building the most popular reactor in the world.
He was invited to set up a study group to review the integrity of PWR pressure vessels and determine the mathematical
probability of vessel failure and the factors affecting that probability. He saw that this concern could be addressed only by
a rigorous analysis of all relevant features of design, fabrication, fracture analysis, nondestructive test analysis, and quality assurance. The probabilities of failure under operational
fault and emergency conditions were estimated by taking
into account the probable distribution of crack sizes in vessels
entering service, the distribution of materials properties, and
possible crack growth rates in service. A report, An Assessment
of the Integrity of PWR Pressure Vessels, underwent extensive
external review and was published in 1976.
In 1982 a follow-up report (of the same title, Second Report),
provided 57 “essential” recommendations and 26 topics that
should be pursued to improve understanding. The UK government’s chief scientific advisor, Sir Alan Cottrell, accepted
the conclusion that a PWR pressure vessel subject to all these
conditions would have high integrity and reliability in service
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and welcomed particularly the report’s emphasis on the need
for rigorous ultrasonic inspection backed by independent validation of the techniques used.
Marshall also participated vigorously in 1970s debates about
the safety of the nuclear fuel cycle. The debates were prompted
by worries about the safety of fast reactors and the dangers
of plutonium theft or diversion if it became a common article
of nuclear trade. But broader questions of the future need for
nuclear power and for fast reactors as a means of extending
uranium supplies were also raised. Most significantly, official opinion in the United States turned against reprocessing nuclear fuel and even against the worldwide growth of
nuclear power. President Jimmy Carter postponed indefinitely
the reprocessing of civilian spent fuel in 1977 and deferred the
development of fast reactors. He launched the International
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation Exercise (INFCE) to assess and
reduce the danger of the proliferation of nuclear weapons arising from civilian nuclear power installations. Marshall became
involved as cochair of INFCE Working Group 4, dealing with
reprocessing, plutonium handling, and recycling.
Marshall was convinced that a larger nuclear power program was essential (“a moral imperative”) to meet the energy
requirements of an expanding world population and that a
gradual change to fast reactors and an efficient, closed fuel
cycle would therefore be necessary. He thought the fears
expressed about fast reactors were exaggerated. He saw fast
reactors as a means of controlling the total stocks of plutonium in the world, since they could be designed to consume
plutonium or to “breed” plutonium slowly, but never to produce as much plutonium as thermal reactors for the same
energy output. He disliked the regime of storing spent fuel
indefinitely, as advocated by the United States, fearing that the
stores could become plutonium sources of increasing accessibility and thus a target for diversion or theft.
Marshall envisioned an international regime of interdependence in which a few countries with large enough numbers
of thermal reactors would set up reprocessing plants and use
the separated plutonium to fuel fast reactors. Much depended
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on the political leadership of the United States, and Marshall
gave several lectures there to explain his views.
The INFCE ended without making any universal policy
recommendations, ’though the need for international cooperation in strengthening safeguards against proliferation was
emphasized. It was seen as a satisfactory result for the United
Kingdom. Marshall was thanked for his contribution by the
UK Department of Energy.
Years of Technical Management
Marshall’s life changed dramatically when, in 1983, energy
secretary Nigel Lawson summoned him: “The prime minister
and I have decided that in the national interest you should be
the next chairman of the CEGB [Central Electricity Generating
Board].”
The challenges were to get nuclear power relaunched and to
reorganize a business whose generating capacity had changed
dramatically since it was unified in the 1940s. An inventory
of 278 power stations had shrunk to 70. Lawson explained
privately that Marshall was seen by the government as “Mr.
Nuclear.” It was the start of some of the happiest years of
Marshall’s life.
In 1981 Britain’s nuclear design and construction industry was in disarray, as was evident in attempts to get ready
for public inquiry a design for a “British PWR.” As the new
UKAEA chair Marshall was asked to lead a task force to sort
out an agreed design. After 18 months the task force settled the
design for Sizewell B, seen as Britain’s lead PWR station.
Marshall demonstrated that he could lead a divided and
quarrelsome industry. But in so doing he inevitably made
himself the target of groups opposed to nuclear energy. He
met criticism with a disconcerting mixture of jolly good
humor and abrupt dismissal. When a group called the Scottish
Committee for Resisting the Atomic Menace (SCRAM) published a postcard featuring a sketch of a PWR with Marshall’s
features drawn on the containment dome, he considered it
good fun and ordered a batch. But in public debate, when
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opponents abandoned logic or dismissed his science, he could
lose patience.
While he was leading the PWR task force there was a turning point in UK relations with the US nuclear industry. The earlier disarray had convinced the industry that Britain was not
serious about adopting the PWR. Marshall invited two senior
engineers from Westinghouse and Bechtel to audit progress
by his task force, especially in accommodating British safety
requirements. He also promised his guests a meeting with the
energy secretary, but the visit coincided with rumors of a cabinet reshuffle involving the energy secretary. The US engineers
found themselves at 10 Downing Street meeting not only the
new energy secretary but also the prime minister, Margaret
Thatcher, who began by stating that she understood the critical issue was detecting cracks only an inch long in the pressure
vessel. Finally, the Americans were convinced that Britain was
serious about the PWR.
In 1985 Marshall was selected by the American Nuclear
Society and Nuclear Energy Institute to receive their Henry
DeWolf Smyth Nuclear Statesman Award, recognizing outstanding and statesmanlike contributions to nuclear energy
activities. In 1985 he was elevated to Lord Marshall of Goring,
the town on the Thames where he lived for most of his career.
He had a flair for public relations. Shortly after he became
CEGB chair, antinuclear critics charged that the spent-fuel
shipping casks in use would not survive a serious transportation accident. Marshall agreed to a dramatic public demonstration of the casks’ integrity. An empty cask was placed
on a railway siding and a locomotive driven into it at full
speed. The event was well attended and accompanied by a
racecourse-style commentary. The cask bounced up in the air
and came down intact. The locomotive did not fare so well.
The event generated enormous publicity and was a remarkably successful public relations exercise.
In 1986 the headmaster of Westminster School, close to the
Palace of Westminster in London, invited Marshall to talk to
his pupils. Marshall saw it as an opportunity to put the perceived hazards of radioactive waste into better perspective. His
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address became known as “the garden lecture” and he went on
to deliver it throughout Britain. It involved bringing samples
of nuclear waste, suitably contained, into the hall, within a few
meters of his audience, and using a very audible signal from
a Geiger counter to dramatize their presence. An enthusiastic
gardener himself, he showed that a garden always contains
substantial quantities of radioactive materials. Marshall’s consummate skill at putting across complex technical matters
in simple terms, and often with wit and humor, was greatly
appreciated at all levels, from the schoolchildren who received
his first garden lecture to the prime minister.
In 1981, as UKAEA chair (before he joined the CEGB), he
set down his thoughts on management for his senior executives. His experience at senior level had been in high technology and in areas where there was a high degree of public
accountability, he said. He was convinced that the most senior
people in an organization must strive constantly to ensure that
they had enough time to think about problems beyond that
day and week. It was also important for management to avoid
anonymity—big organizations so easily became remote and
impersonal. Marshall’s boundless enthusiasm and energy left
no one in doubt that it was natural for him to avoid anonymity, and that this forceful personality revelled in being seen as
the leader.
The Chernobyl Explosion
On April 27, 1986, a Soviet-designed RBMK reactor exploded at
Chernobyl in the Ukraine, releasing radioactivity that spread
worldwide. Speaking to nuclear industry executives and MPs
on May 1, Marshall said the reactor had unsatisfactory safety
characteristics, which ensured that the design could never
be licensed in Britain. He called it a unique design with no
counterpart in the West. But by the end of May, he acknowledged that the accident had badly shaken public confidence in
nuclear power.
He led the British delegation to the special conference convened by the International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna
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in August 1986, when the Soviet government presented its
analysis of the accident. In a dramatic presentation, which
included color film of the burning reactor core, Valery Legasov,
leading the large Soviet delegation, spoke of a “tremendous
psychological mistake on the part of the designers of this reactor” and admitted several crucial design weaknesses. Legasov
sought help from the West, and Marshall played a leading role
in helping the Soviet government modify its RBMKs and its
operating practices to ensure that such an accident could not
happen again.
In January 1987 the public inquiry into CEGB plans for a
PWR at Sizewell (the so-called “British PWR”) recommended
the project. It was a personal triumph for Marshall as “Mr.
Nuclear,” although a fellow CEGB member, John Baker, had
led its case before the inquiry. The government approved
plans for the construction of Sizewell B as lead station of a
£6 billion program of PWRs in March 1987. Marshall hailed
the decision as the best buy for the electricity consumer, and
forecast that the CEGB would make another PWR planning
application that year.
In February 1988 the government published its white paper
on the future of the electricity supply industry. The CEGB was
to be split into two generating companies, and a third would
own the transmission grid. Marshall was appointed chair-designate of National Power, the larger of the two generators and
the one that was to run the nuclear reactors.
But in 1989 the government made three decisions that
changed the situation profoundly. The first was to withdraw the aging Magnox reactors from privatization plans, on
grounds that it was unrealistic to expect private investors to
shoulder the high shutdown costs for plants already seen as
relatively near the end of their economic life. The second decision was to abandon the PWR program, in light of the financial
criteria by which the City of London was weighing electricity
investment. Sizewell B, the lead PWR, 2½ years under construction, was to be completed but not replicated to replace
Magnox reactors. The third decision was a consequence of the
other two: there was little point in privatizing the AGRs when
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Magnox and the PWR would remain in the public sector.
Marshall was replaced as CEGB chair.
The Entrepreneurial Years
Several senior commercial friends rallied to the support of the
deposed chair. Bill Lee, president of the US electricity company Duke Power, proposed that Marshall become executive
chair of a new international nuclear organization, the World
Association of Nuclear Operators (WANO), that the two of
them had helped to found in the aftermath of Chernobyl.
Having spent his life to the age of 57 in the public sector,
Marshall embarked on a new phase, that of entrepreneur.
At the inauguration of WANO in Moscow in 1989, Marshall,
as nonexecutive chair, had warned the 139 signatories, representing every one of the world’s nuclear electricity companies:
“All are agreed that public confidence in nuclear power will
not survive another accident as severe as Chernobyl.” The
secret of WANO is peer pressure: no club member can risk
being accused of failing to comply with the spirit of the organization. To kindle this spirit Marshall spent much of the early
1990s visiting member companies worldwide, accompanied
by his wife, Ann. In 1994, the year the new Russian republics
were created, he estimated that he was away from home on
WANO business 60 percent of the time.
Marshall believed that WANO taught the Russian nuclear
establishment how nuclear safety was managed in the West, and
why the West was so confident that, although nuclear accidents
would continue to happen—just like railway and aircraft accidents—a catastrophe like Chernobyl could not possibly happen
in the West. When he relinquished his position as WANO’s
executive chair in 1993, the organization was persuaded by
Eastern Bloc members to retain him as “ambassador” for further negotiations, so great was the rapport he had built with
these countries. In 1994 he set up a users group specifically for
operators of the 20 Chernobyl-type (RBMK) reactors.
In 1991 he was selected for the Canadian Nuclear
Association’s International Award, honoring “outstanding
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individuals outside Canada who have made an exemplary
contribution to the international development of the nuclear
fuel cycle.” In 1992 Shiochiro Kobayashi, chair of Kansai
Electric Power Company, a leading Japanese nuclear generator, approached Marshall for help in setting up a new technical venture aimed at reinforcing public confidence in the
safeness of nuclear power. He sought an independent advisor
of international standing, and Marshall was appointed advisor to the new Institute of Nuclear Safety System Inc. headed
by Nobuaki Kumagai. In 1997 the institute dedicated the
Marshall Conference Room. It has also named an eddy current flaw detector the Marshall Probe.
Concluding Observations
Walter Marshall was a person of considerable and unforgettable presence, a polymath, and much more. Even his tortured
accent was unique, forged, he said, by consorting mostly with
émigré European physicists in his late teens.
He made considerable efforts to develop the UK’s international nuclear relations in the 1970s, much of which came
to nothing, but this was followed by building an unusually
warm and productive relationship with the Japanese. He was
a self-confessed workaholic who enjoyed the exhilaration of
power. Some found him overbearing, and his habit of working
with a small number of trusted colleagues outside established
lines of communication sometimes led to tension. He gave
enormous attention to his public lectures and was a popular
and entertaining speaker.
When it was suggested in the late 1980s that a book might
be written about him, his first response was: “I would want
you to start with a long talk with Ann.” Ann V. Sheppard, who
came from the same village, married Marshall when he took
his first job and they remained together for 41 years, living
beside the Thames at Goring from the mid-1960s. Bridleway
House became famous for parties memorable for Ann’s grace
and elegance and Walter’s boisterous good humor. Despite a
crippling workload throughout his career he remained a family
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man to the end with a penchant for DIY projects and gardening. They had two children, a son who became a doctor and
a daughter who became a scientist. For the last two decades
Ann was his constant companion and aide on his travels, and
finally also his nurse during a long terminal illness.
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B I L L B . M AY
1935–2016
Elected in 1988
“For outstanding accomplishments in pioneering and bringing
to practice significant electronic surveillance technologies.”
BY WILLIAM J. PERRY

BILL BRUCE MAY’S life is a prototypical American story. That

is, it’s a story that could happen only in America.
He had humble origins. Born September 23, 1935, in Sturgis,
South Dakota, to John and Weltha May, he grew up on a ranch
outside the small town not far from Mount Rushmore. He
attended a one-room grade school with 12 other students and
one teacher, and at Sturgis High School he met the love of his
life, Marka, who became his wife of 60 years.
After graduating from the South Dakota School of Mines
and Technology, he went to Stanford University to get a PhD
in electrical engineering. He and Marka took their young son
to Los Altos, where they raised their family, which grew to
three sons and a daughter.
While working on his PhD Bill joined the Stanford Electronics
Lab (SEL). In his 11 years there he authored or coauthored nine
significant technical publications. These included his dissertation,
“A Wideband Frequency Discriminator Using Open and Shorted
Stubs,” and two highly influential papers: “Radar Accuracy
and Resolution in a Multiple-Signal Environment” (published
in 1964 by the Defense Technical Information Center) and “A
Statistical Analysis of Multichannel Systems with Application to
Broadband Microwave Frequency Discriminators.”
235
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At SEL Bill demonstrated that he had management talent
as well as technical skills, and rose rapidly in the management
structure. But during his last few years there the country was
going through traumatic protests against the Vietnam War. A
consequence of that turbulent era was a student sit-in in 1969
that effectively shut down SEL. This setback only challenged
Bill: He led an exodus of seven of the best staff members of
the defunct lab to create a new electronic warfare company,
ARGOSystems, specializing in signal processing systems.
It was clear in the first year of ARGO that Bill and the gifted
engineers he had taken with him would be successful. Indeed,
the company achieved steady and profitable growth, and
ultimately had more than 1,300 employees. This success was
rewarded by a very strong public offering and then, in 1987,
Boeing decided to diversify into the electronic warfare field
by buying ARGO, keeping Bill as CEO of the newly merged
company. At the time ARGOSystems was recognized as one of
America’s leading electronic warfare companies and known
for its integrity, financial stability, and professionalism, all a
true reflection of Bill May.
Through those two transactions, Bill created significant
value for the loyal employees who had helped develop the
enterprise into the great company it had become. Bill stayed
on for 5 more years, assisting Boeing in effecting a smooth
transition of ARGO into the Boeing management structure.
After retirement he lent his management experience to several other companies by serving on their boards. He was especially dedicated to the Tech Museum of Innovation in San Jose,
which he helped found.
In addition to election to the National Academy of
Engineering, Bill’s honors included membership in Sigma Xi
and Eta Kappa Nu, and selection for the Guy E. March Medal,
awarded by his alma mater in South Dakota. For the NAE he
served on the Program Committee and on the Electronics,
Communication and Information Systems Engineering Peer
Committee.
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His family wrote that
Bill was extremely busy running the company, but he always
put his family first. He was active in the Los Altos Hills Little
League (back when the fields were dirt, rocks, and weeds) and
attended the vast majority of the various basketball, volleyball, baseball, softball, soccer, ice and roller hockey games that
his kids and grandkids were playing in! Helping the kids and
grandkids with homework became almost a full-time job, but
he enjoyed that. Bill was also an avid sports fan, who loved
his Stanford teams, the Sharks, Forty-Niners, and Giants (he’d
also root for the Raiders and A’s in a pinch).
Bill spent his time in retirement serving on several corporate
boards, and creating his own news website called NewsBalance.
Despite the name, the website’s political commentary is bent
slightly to the conservative side—actually maybe more than
slightly. He and Marka were also very involved with the Tech
Museum of Innovation in San Jose, Bill serving as a board
member for 24 years.
His most cherished hobbies were snow skiing, travelling,
hiking, and flying his single-engine Piper Malibu airplane.
Marka and Bill travelled to a great many places with Bill as
pilot, most often to Lake Tahoe, where they had their vacation
home. They saw the world too, taking many, many trips over
the years either for business or pleasure. They would take the
entire family on a vacation nearly every year as well, to places
like the Caribbean, Hawaii, Alaska, or back to their home state
of South Dakota. With all of his successes and travels, Bill never
forgot his ranching roots and one-room schoolhouse beginning.

Bill died June 6, 2016, at age 80. He is survived by Marka; sons
Mike, Bob, and Jim, and daughter Mary Jo Hartshorn; daughters-in-law Romana May and Rosie May; and grandchildren
Nick, Danielle, Chris, Thomas, Brooklin, Matt, Kyle, and Kelly.
He was a devoted husband, caring father and grandfather,
talented engineer, excellent businessman, outstanding citizen,
and man of complete integrity. His family, business colleagues,
and friends, of whom he had many, all miss him.
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ANGELO MIELE
1922–2016
Elected in 1994
“For contributions to flight mechanics and control.”
BY YILDIZ BAYAZITOGLU
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

My colleagues at Rice University and I were deeply saddened

to hear about the passing of ANGELO MIELE, A.J. Foyt Professor Emeritus of Aerospace and Mathematical Sciences and professor emeritus of mechanical engineering, on March 19, 2016,
at the age of 93. He was an outstanding scientist, educator, and
academic mentor who influenced the next generation of aerospace engineers and scientists.
His legacy and his pioneering contributions to the scientific
community in both the development and application of methods for the optimization of aerospace vehicle trajectories and
aerodynamic shapes will endure forever. His extraordinary
research spanned flight mechanics and control, astrodynamics, applied aerodynamics, optimization theory, and numerical methods.
He was born August 21, 1922, in Formia, Italy, to Salvatore
and Elena (née Marino) Miele. He had several stories about his
childhood and life in Italy. Everyone who knows him will recall
the story that when he was in elementary school in Formia, his
teacher told him that he would grow up to become a professor and engineer. He completed his formal education at the
University of Rome, where he received doctoral degrees in
civil engineering (1944) and aeronautical engineering (1946).
239
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He moved to Argentina in 1947, where he was an aircraft
design project engineer at the Military Aircraft Company in
Córdoba and later a lecturer at the School of Military Aviation
and School of Aerospace Engineering of the Argentinian Air
Force and at the University of Córdoba.
He arrived in the United States in 1952. First he taught at
the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, New York, as an assistant professor for 3 years, then he joined the faculty at Purdue
University in 1955 as an associate professor. At Purdue he
worked on optimal trajectories for aerospace vehicles, and in
1958 was promoted to full professor at age 36.
His work included optimal thrust programs for rocket-powered aircraft, such as takeoff and landing of an aircraft in wind
shear, optimal cruise of turbojet-powered aircraft and of a
hypervelocity glider, and an optimal burning program. While
at Purdue he published “General Variational Theory of the
Flight Paths of Rocket-Powered Aircraft, Missiles and Satellite
Carriers” (Astronautica Acta 4(4), January 1958), a highly cited
paper on a general variational theory of flight paths of missiles, satellite carriers, and other spacecraft.
In 1959 he was hired at Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories in Seattle as director of astrodynamics and flight mechanics. His research led him to develop the “Theorem of Image
Trajectories in the Earth-Moon Space” (presented in 1960 at
the XI International Astronautical Congress, Stockholm), one
of his most frequently cited and influential contributions to the
aerospace community. NASA used his work and his findings
on symmetrical free-return trajectories in the missions from
Apollo 1 to Apollo 11. Also while at Boeing he published the
seminal textbook Flight Mechanics, Volume 1: Theory of Flight
Paths (Addison-Wesley, 1962).
He became interested in optimal aerodynamic shapes in
the supersonic, hypersonic, and free-molecular flow regimes
(i.e., shapes minimizing the drag or maximizing the lift-todrag ratio under a variety of geometric and aerodynamic constraints, such as both longitudinal and optimum transversal
contour of a body at hypersonic speeds). Among his contributions, his application of Green’s theorem to solve variational
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problems of a linear type is well known; this method was used
to solve problems related to the flight of jet-powered aircraft.
He also worked on the exposition of the application of
variational methods to the optimization of aerospace vehicle
trajectories (1958) and the theorem of image trajectories (1960)
in the restricted three-body problem. This theorem enabled
a user to calculate an Earth-Moon trajectory and led to freereturn trajectories.
He moved to Rice University in 1964 as a professor of aerospace sciences and mathematical sciences. In 1988 he was
named the A.J. Foyt Professor of Engineering, a title he retained
until he retired in 1993, when he was designated emeritus and
continued teaching and working with his students.
From 1967 to 1983 he concentrated on numerical methods for solving optimal control problems, developing several
well-known families of algorithms, including the sequential
gradient-restoration algorithm. From 1983 to 1993 his focus
was on the engineering applications of numerical optimization, and he studied wave identification, aero-assisted orbital
plane change, flight in wind shear, and wind identification
and detection.
Miele was an outstanding teacher and very proud of the
privilege of being an educator. When he attended the 14th
International Workshop on Dynamics and Control in Russia,
dedicated to him on the occasion of his 85th birthday in 2007,
in an interview by Rice News he said, “I became emeritus professor in 1993, but I still teach classes and I’m still working
on algorithms to solve optimal control problems of interest in
atmospheric flight and space flight.”
He was recognized for his seminal work with a number of
awards and honors, including the Louis E. Levy Medal in 1974
from the Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, the Dirk Brouwer
Award from the American Astronautical Society in 1979, and
in 1982 both the Mechanics & Control of Flight Award and
the G. Edward Pendray Aerospace Literature Award from the
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics. In 1989
he shared the O. Hugo Schuck Award from the American
Automatic Control Council, and in 1992 he was awarded an
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honorary doctor of science degree from the Technion–Israel
Institute of Technology.
In addition to the NAE, he was elected to the International
Academy of Astronautics, a foreign member of the Russian
Academy of Sciences, and a corresponding member of the
National Academy of Engineering of Argentina. He was also
a fellow of the American Astronautical Society (1980) and
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (1981). He
was editor and associate editor of several journals and editor
in chief of the Journal of Optimization Theory and Applications.
Miele spent most of his adult life in the United States and
became a citizen in July 1985. But he visited Italy at every
opportunity and kept his connections with Italian researchers.
Following his wishes, his ashes were returned to his birthplace.
He did not have children and is survived by his wife Gymme
(née Odom), who lives in Houston. The two travelled all over
the world together. He has nieces and nephews in Italy.
Angelo was an outstanding scientist and successful educator and mentor in the areas of flight mechanics, astrodynamics, applied aerodynamics, and optimization theory. At Rice,
knowing him made a positive impact on my professional life.
I was fortunate to work with such a great man and gentleman,
and I treasured his fatherly advice to me when I needed it. He
also had a great sense of humor. After a long day at Rice, he
would say, “Go home and cook macaroni for your husband
and children.”
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WA LT E R E . M O R R O W J R .
1928–2017
Elected in 1978
“Contributions to ionospheric, tropospheric, and orbital scatter
communications, and to military communication satellite technology.”
BY WILLIAM P. DELANEY

WALTER EDWIN MORROW JR., a pioneer in national de-

fense technology, died February 12, 2017, at the age of 88.
He was born July 24, 1928, to Walter E. Morrow Sr. and
Mary “Molly” (née Ganley) in Springfield, Massachusetts, and
received his early education there. He was a science enthusiast as a child, with a hobby of building hopeful perpetual
motion machines. He entered the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in 1945 and received his BS degree in 1949 and MS
degree in 1951, both in electrical engineering.
He joined the newly formed MIT Lincoln Laboratory in
September 1951 as the laboratory began its initial mission, the
development of a prototype of an air defense network for the
entire North American continent. One of the many challenges
in this heroic undertaking was communication systems that
could link hundreds of sites (radars, air bases, command centers), from the Arctic to the Caribbean. Walter joined the LongRange Communications Group and immediately became
active in beyond-the-horizon long-range communication techniques involving both ionospheric and tropospheric scattering. He became leader of the Communications Systems Group
in 1955.
Walter’s genius for innovation led to a proposal to do the
equivalent of ionospheric forward scatter communications
245
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by building an orbital belt of reflectors (thin-wire dipoles) in
space and using this belt as a medium to send communication signals between Earth stations located an intercontinental distance apart. Project West Ford conducted by Lincoln
Laboratory provided an experimental confirmation of this
technique, which achieved a data rate of 20 kilobits per
second in 1963. Putting a belt of half a billion small wires in
orbit caused considerable scientific controversy, but Lincoln
Laboratory had calculated and later the experiment proved
that the dipoles would deorbit relatively quickly because of
solar pressure. This use of passive reflectors in space for longdistance communication was soon overtaken by progress in
active satellites in orbit.
Walter proceeded to lead an active communication satellite
program for practical military use in 1963. A series of Lincoln
Experimental Satellites, LES 1–9, were developed and orbited
in 1965–76. The satellites featured SHF, UHF, and EHF communications, and several continue to operate and serve a variety of users, including researchers in Antarctica.
In 1966 Walter was appointed head of the Communications
Division and continued his leadership of satellite communication techniques with advances in multiple-beam antennas,
signal processing techniques, and antijam techniques. In 1968
he was appointed assistant director of the laboratory; in 1972
he became associate director and in 1977 director as well as
professor of electrical engineering at MIT.
Walter’s leadership of Lincoln Laboratory spanned 21
event-filled years. He guided the laboratory into new challenging areas of interest and importance to national security.
For example, a concern about the possibility of chemical and biological weapons led him to establish a chemical/
biological defense initiative in 1995. This was a brave undertaking because the laboratory had little experience in chemical or biological effects. Walter foresaw the important role of
microelectronics technology in addressing defensive measures
for these threats. The laboratory was able to build micrometer-sized electronic sensing elements that were the same size
as biological molecules, which allowed the development of
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miniature biological sensors that could sense and identify
biological attacks very quickly. This biological defense work
continues to this day, with sensors being tested in government
buildings and public transportation facilities.
Walter was a strong believer in the national strategic value
of space systems. Under his leadership, the laboratory became
a world leader in surveillance of space, with an emphasis on
deep space and the identification of space objects. World-class
long-range radar sensors and passive optical sensors have
been deployed to keep track of the increasing population of
space objects. Through Walter’s leadership and guidance, staff
members at Lincoln Laboratory developed and transferred to
the Air Force electro-optical (EO) sensor and processor technologies and proof-of-concept surveillance systems that have
successfully led to the acquisition and use of the Groundbased Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance System and
the Transportable Optical System. These systems are located
at several sites to provide worldwide coverage for space surveillance, and they continue to be upgraded with Lincoln
Laboratory advanced EO sensor technologies.
Lincoln Laboratory’s infrastructure of buildings and facilities was aging during Walter’s directorship, and he initiated
several new building efforts. His long-range view of future
research needs led to his initiation of a modern microelectronic fabrication facility, which was completed in 1993. This
facility enabled laboratory researchers to lead the nation in the
development of 193-nanometer lithography and the successful transfer of this technology to industry by 1999.
In a similar fashion, Walter personally initiated and led the
process to build a major new building, the South Laboratory,
which houses many of Lincoln Laboratory’s research teams
and their laboratories since its completion in 1994.
Under Walter’s leadership, MIT Lincoln Laboratory pursued an aggressive program of technology transfer to industry. Through its application of advanced technology to
critical problems of national defense, Lincoln Laboratory has
remained on the leading edge of technical research. Because
the laboratory, as an FFRDC, purposely has no production
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facility, it has taken an active role in transferring technologies
to the defense industry. Also from these innovative technological developments have come numerous civilian applications
and products.
The laboratory has encouraged and supported the formation of more than 100 companies by former Lincoln Laboratory
employees. These companies have created over a billion dollars in annual sales and employment of over 65,000, strongly
supporting the national economy with employees in every
state. The dual use of advanced defense technology in the
commercial sector by small, high-technology startup companies is instrumental in promoting the nation’s technological
competitiveness.
Walter’s strong personal commitment to service to the
nation occasioned his participation in a number of government
advisory boards and studies. He was a member of the Defense
Science Board for 22 years, where he served on 35 studies and
chaired 10 of them. He served on the executive panel of the
Chief of Naval Operations for 32 years and was involved in
24 studies. He served on the US Air Force Scientific Advisory
Board for 9 years, participating in 16 studies and chairing 5 of
them.
Elected in 1966 as a fellow of the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE), he served as vice chair of the
IEEE Northeast Electronics Research and Engineering Meeting
(NEREM) in 1968, chaired NEREM-69 and the NEREM board
of directors (1970), served on the IEEE Energy Committee
(1976–79), and chaired the IEEE Technical Activities Board
Technical Appraisal Committee (1977–79).
He was appointed in 1983 to the Voice of America Radio
Engineering Advisory Committee, on which he served
through 1989, including as chair (1984–87), and in 1984 to the
American Physical Society Study on Directed Energy Weapons.
As a member (1987–2002) and senior fellow (2002–09) of the
Defense Science Board, he contributed to dozens of task forces
in areas such as space superiority, advanced semiconductors,
homeland protection, and air defense. He was a member of
the Chief of Naval Operations executive panel for 37 years,
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the Naval War College board of advisors, the Air Force scientific advisory board, and the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration’s (NASA) advisory council.
He lent his technical expertise to committees of the National
Research Council: on US Space Command (1987–88) and
Assessment of Defense Space Technology (1989–90), both for
the Air Force Studies Board; and on Science and Technology
(1989–92) and Strategic Technologies for the Army (1989), both
for the Board on Army Science and Technology.
Walter received many awards over his illustrious career. In
1963 he was honored with a unique outstanding achievement
award from MIT for his innovative investigation of the orbiting belt of thin-wire dipoles operating as a communication
signal reflector. In 1976 he received the IEEE Communications
Society’s Edwin Howard Armstrong Achievement Award
“in recognition of innovative contributions to space communications,” in 1980 the Armed Forces Communication and
Electronics Association awarded him the Medal of Merit,
and in 1995 he was selected by the American Association of
Engineering Societies for the National Engineering Award,
presented “in recognition of an engineer whose career and
accomplishments have particularly benefited humanity.” He
also received two medals from the Department of Defense,
for Distinguished Public Service in 1998 and for Outstanding
Public Service in 2010, and the Navy Superior Public Service
Award in 2015.
MIT leaders had high praise for Walter Morrow. Charles M.
Vest, MIT president (1990–2004), summed up his contribution
to the DoD: “Walter is widely valued in federal defense policy
circles as an advisor of great integrity, analytical capability,
and wisdom.”
Joel Moses, MIT provost (1995–98), said: “Walt Morrow has
a unique combination of insights and skills. He understands
in a deep way the needs for future defense systems for the
US. He also deeply understands the core technologies that will
enable such future systems to exist.”
I joined Lincoln Laboratory in 1957 and was well aware of
Walt’s technical leadership and innovations in my early years. I
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came to know him much better starting in 1987 when I became
one of his assistant directors. Our congenial relationship continued as he assumed director emeritus status in 1998, and we
shared an office suite until his passing in 2017. This 30-year
association occasioned numerous discussions on a wide range
of topics in national defense and civilian science challenges.
Walter was the quintessential engineer-scientist, with great
technical depth and a very broad view of scientific challenges.
He was surely an “idea man,” and he welcomed hearing
the ideas and opinions of others. His underlying belief was
that technology could solve many major challenges, and he
searched for the “silver bullets” that could help guarantee our
national security. He imbued the Lincoln Laboratory staff with
his high regard for new ideas and breakthrough techniques.
He was quick to support the further investigations of new
ideas, even the far-out ones, and this support sent a strong
message to the research staff.
My assistant director colleague (1977–96), Donald MacLellan,
knew Walter best. He worked closely with Walter throughout
his early and mid-career at the laboratory as they built our
nation’s early communication satellites. In Don’s view, “Walt
had outstanding technical competence coupled with a complete lack of pretentiousness. He was also extremely patient
and always open to discussion in the pursuit of knowledge.”
In Walter’s spare time, he enjoyed hiking, swimming, and
Scottish country dancing. He was a loving and caring son,
husband, father, grandfather, and great-grandfather. He was
the beloved husband of 65 years to the late Janice (Lombard)
Morrow. He is survived by his devoted children, Clifford
Morrow and his wife Kathryn (Atwood) of Rhode Island,
Gregory Morrow of Gloucester, and Carolyn Morrow and her
husband Michael Rowen of California; his cherished grandchildren, Glenn and Keith Morrow; and his great-grandson,
Nolan.
Clearly, his other enduring love was the MIT Lincoln
Laboratory, and thousands of talented researchers there as
well as the entire nation are the beneficiaries of that love affair.
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DALE D. MYERS
1922–2015
Elected in 1974
“Leadership in mastery of space flight and
applications of aerospace technology.”
BY ROBERT CRIPPEN

D

ALE DEHAVEN MYERS died May 19, 2015, in La Costa,
California, at age 93. He was born January 8, 1922, to Wilson
Alexander Myers, a physician, and Ruth Minerva Myers in
Kansas City, Missouri, where he grew up and graduated from
Southwest High School. His inspiration for aeronautics was
Charles Lindbergh, whom he met at age 5.
Dale attended Kansas City Junior College and then the
University of Washington, earning money for his education
by working in the Aeronautical Department’s wind tunnel
for 50¢/hour. It was an experience that served him well. He
graduated with a bachelor of science in aeronautical engineering in 1943.
He went to work as an aerodynamicist at North American
Aviation. His first big challenge was using the wind tunnel to
find a solution to an unrecoverable inverted spin with the new
P-51 Mustang. He solved the problem with a new strake on
the airplane.
He progressed to assistant director in the Aerophysics
Laboratory, where he worked on the F-82 and studied the
application of canards for efficient supersonic flight. The
method was used on the Navaho missile, the first Mach 2
turbojet. During this time he lost his left eye in an automobile
accident.
253
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He was promoted in 1957 to vice president and program
manager of the Hound Dog cruise missile to be used on the
B-52. Program management proved to be his real forte, and
the Apollo program gave him an opportunity to really shine
as manager of the Command and Service Module. Shortly
after the successful Apollo 11 mission he began working on
the Space Shuttle.
In 1970 he was asked to join the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) as associate administrator for
manned spaceflight, replacing George Mueller. He oversaw
the remainder of the Apollo missions, Skylab, and initial planning for the Apollo-Soyuz mission. He also led the studies that
defined the Space Shuttle configuration.
He became president of North American Aircraft Operation
(now part of Rockwell International) in 1974. He oversaw the
B-1 development, testing, and production as well as the fighter
and commercial elements of the company, including the work
of the Atomics International Division on energy systems.
Government again requested his service in 1977, as undersecretary of the Department of Energy (DOE), where he
developed a new budget system and a new program phased
authorization system. He also initiated decentralization of
project management and a consolidated management information system, and was heavily involved in all high-technology research and development.
He returned to industry in 1979 as president and chief
operating officer for Jacobs Engineering Group, a diversified
construction company. He worked on the architecture, engineering, and construction of high-technology facilities for the
aerospace and electronics industry, and brought in federal
programs from the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA),
DOE, and NASA. He left the company in 1984 to form his own
industry consulting company, Dale D. Myers & Associates
Aerospace and Energy.
When President Ronald Reagan asked Dale to serve as
NASA deputy administrator after the Challenger accident,
he reluctantly agreed. He played a major role in the Shuttle
redesign and the return to safe flight, and was a driver in
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developing a space station program. He returned to his consulting company in 1989.
In addition to his NAE election in 1974, Dale Myers received
numerous awards and recognition, including Distinguished
Service Medals from both NASA and DOE. He was an honorary fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and a fellow of the American Astronautical
Society, and in 2016 he was inducted into the International
Air and Space Hall of Fame at the San Diego Air and Space
Museum. He also held an honorary doctorate from Whitworth
College. After his death the University of Washington remembered him with a plaque and his picture at the wind tunnel
where he worked as an undergraduate.
He is survived by daughters Janet Westling (Mike) and
Barbara Curtis, five grandchildren, and three great-grandchildren. His wife Marjorie (née Williams) died in 2009.
Janet remembers that her father
found time for fishing, family celebrations, and world travel
with his wife (they celebrated 66 years of marriage before she
died). He worked for Kistler in his 80s on the recyclable rocket
as a consultant. Much of what was learned at Kistler has been
picked up by others and the “race to space” continues. He was
still giving talks into his 90s. He was infectious and inspirational when it came to anything related to space. His extended
family near and far were influenced by him. I’m still learning
more about my dad. Now he’s a star in space, and I think of
him smiling down on all who follow in his footsteps.

Barbara wrote that her father
married his 19-year-old college sweetheart…. After about
10 years of marriage, Marge thought Dale was working too
hard and there was no time for vacations. She suggested they
get a small getaway place. He said, “Great; a mountain cabin
where I can fish for trout.” She said she had her heart set on
a beach cottage. They owned the beach house for more than a
half century until Marge got Alzheimer’s. Dale said it was the
best investment decision he ever made…. In interviews, Dale
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always shared his success in business with his wife, saying
there was no way he could have done all he did without her.

Barbara also recalled that when she and other family members attended the Apollo 13 tribute at the San Diego Air and
Space Museum, Dale received a standing ovation. Two months
later he died of heart failure. He again received a standing
ovation when he was inducted into the International Air and
Space Hall of Fame in November 2016; she was sorry he was
not there for that show of appreciation.
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J A C Q U E S I . PA N K O V E
1922–2016
Elected in 1986
“For pioneering contributions to the advancement of electronic
devices, including transistors and electro-optics.”
BY HENRY KRESSEL

J

ACQUES ISAAC PANKOVE passed away July 12, 2016, at
age 93. He was born in Chernigov, Ukraine, on November 23,
1922, to Evsey and Miriam Pantchechnikoff. The family moved
to Constantinople in 1923 and then to Marseille, which they left
in 1942 to come to the United States, with visas from two of
Evsey’s brothers, who had fled earlier to Oakland, California.
The family travelled on a ship built to transport cork—the passengers occupied the cargo space. During World War II Jacques
served in the US Signal Corps.
He earned his BS and MS in electrical engineering from the
University of California, Berkeley, in 1944 and 1948, and his
PhD in physics from the University of Paris in 1960.
Beginning in 1948 he spent his professional career at the
RCA Laboratories in Princeton, where I had the privilege of
meeting him in 1968 when I joined the staff there. As we both
focused on light-emitting devices, we had frequent occasions
to meet and share research ideas.
Jacques was a uniquely talented visionary who knew how
to take concepts to reality. He developed prototypes of the first
This tribute draws on Jacques’s own account of his experiences, posted
on the University of Colorado Boulder website (https://www.colorado.
edu/memorybox/jacquespankove.html).
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commercial transistor, the first gallium arsenide (GaAs) infrared light-emitting diode (LED), and the first GaAsP visible
injection laser. He deserves particular credit for being the first
to demonstrate blue LEDs using gallium nitride (GaN).
With more than 90 patents to his name, he covered a broad
field of research innovations beyond light-emitting devices.
His research on the physical properties of GaN led to novel
devices with applications in solid-state lighting, information storage, and high-power and high-frequency electronics, among other areas. In the early 1980s he discovered how
hydrogen impacts the properties of silicon.
He was promoted to the prestigious position of fellow of
the technical staff at the laboratories and given exceptional
freedom to pursue his own research ideas. He was a legendary
contributor and went out of his way to help other researchers,
with extraordinary talent—and humility.
These attributes served him well in several stints in academia. He was a visiting Gordon McKay Lecturer at UC
Berkeley in 1968, a visiting professor at the University of
Campinas in Brazil in 1975, and a Distinguished Visiting
Professor at the University of Missouri in 1984.
His Berkeley class notes became the basis of his classic
textbook, Optical Processes in Semiconductors (Prentice Hall,
1971). He also edited two volumes—Electroluminescence (1977)
and Display Devices (1980)—of Springer’s Topics in Applied
Physics series, and was an editorial board member for several
research journals.
He retired from RCA Laboratories in 1985 and joined the
Solar Research Institute as well as the University of Colorado
Boulder, where he was the Hudson Moore Jr. Endowed Chair
in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department until
his retirement in 1993. During this time he held a joint appointment as a distinguished scientist at the National Renewable
Energy Laboratory in Golden.
Jacques was also an entrepreneur and founded Astralux to
continue to develop the transistor and other potential applications of GaN and to commercialize some of his research ideas.
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In addition to election to the NAE in 1986, his work was
recognized with the J.J. Ebers Award from the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers in 1975, the 1998 Rank
Prize in Opto-electronics for pioneering achievements, and the
Distinguished Engineering Alumni Award from UC Berkeley
in 2000. In 1997 the Materials Research Society dedicated its
fall symposium on nitride semiconductors to him.
He returned to Princeton in 2010 and continued to be active
in scientific and cultural activities. His extracurricular interests and activities included tennis, skiing, hiking, gardening,
and home improvement projects as well as the arts.
He is survived by his wife Ethel (née Wasserman), sons
Martin and Simon, and grandchildren David and Rebecca.
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PA U L S . P E E R C Y
1940–2016
Elected in 2001
“For significant fundamental discoveries, important new
measurement techniques, and visionary leadership in creating and
managing outstanding laboratories in materials research.”
BY THOMAS F. KUECH

P

AUL STUART PEERCY, a leader in research, industry, and
education, died October 20, 2016, at the age of 75.
Born November 26, 1940, in Monticello, Kentucky, the third
of six children of Robert and Ernest (Bell) Peercy, Paul grew up
on the family farm. He earned his bachelor of science in physics from Berea College and his MS and PhD in physics from the
University of Wisconsin–Madison (UW). His thesis, “Helicon
Propagation in Indium Antimonide and Gray Tin,” marked
the beginning of his lifelong interest in solid state materials
and the technologies used to exploit them. His graduate study
experience also began a lifelong relationship with the university and Madison communities.
While at UW, he met business major Cathy Christen of
nearby Dodgeville. They married in 1965 and had two sons,
Michael and Mark.
After graduation Paul did postdoctoral research at Bell
Laboratories (1966–68) until he left to join the staff at Sandia
National Laboratories in Albuquerque.
Starting at Sandia as a research staff member, Paul rose
to serve in a variety of leadership roles. His early research
interests spanned the diverse topics of phase transitions in
solids, ferroelectricity, Raman and Brillouin scattering, and
many aspects of electronic materials and their applications,
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including ion-solid interactions, laser-induced phase transformations, microelectronics and photonics, and devices. His
broad interests and technical expertise enabled his leadership in the subsequent management of research groups across
Sandia’s science and technology areas, ranging from ion-solid
interactions to compound semiconductor device research, and
led to his deep understanding of materials technologies.
He became director of microelectronics and photonics at
Sandia in 1991, with responsibilities for silicon, compound semiconductor, sensor, and packaging R&D. In 1993 he formed the
lab’s Center for Microelectronics Technologies by combining a
major donation of integrated circuit fabrication equipment and
technology from IBM with facilities in Sandia’s Microelectronics
Development Laboratory. Microelectronics and photonics
became a major area of interaction with industry, with more
than 60 cooperative research and development agreements coupling industry with research expertise and activities at Sandia.
In 1995 Paul left Sandia to become president of SEMI/
SEMATECH, later called the Semiconductor Industry
Suppliers Association (SISA), in Austin; SISA focuses on the
US supplier value chain to the global semiconductor industry. Paul provided visionary leadership to the organization
at a critical juncture associated with the shift from federal to
industrial support.
In 1999 Paul was appointed dean of the College of Engineering at UW Madison, a position he held until 2013. He was
an educational leader who, early on, understood and advocated for the changing nature of engineering training at both
the national and state levels. He worked tirelessly to advance
the college as a forefront research and educational institution
and as a leader in both existing and emerging research fields.
He was committed to preparing the college to take full advantage of the changes in the engineering field while continuing
its tradition of academic and ethical excellence.
He often said, “As once-separate engineering disciplines
merge, we must capitalize on opportunities available with the
rapid increase in interdisciplinary work. Distinctions between
engineering and other scientific areas also are blurring.” This
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interdisciplinary nature is now part of the US engineering
education and research landscape.
In addition, he recognized diversity in STEM fields as critical to national success and actively sought its expansion. He
believed in the necessity of offering the opportunities of an
engineering and science education to all citizens. As part of
his commitment, he supported and helped to establish UW’s
Women in Science and Engineering Leadership Institute
(WISELI), with the long-term goal of having the gender balance of faculty, chairs, and deans reflect that of the community.
He was also passionate about rethinking and reorganizing
educational goals and methods. As an early proponent of the
integration of electronic delivery of engineering instructional
materials to enhance traditional modes of content delivery, he
promoted such new modes of delivery at the college. He founded
the Wisconsin Collaboratory for Enhanced Learning (WisCEL)
to pioneer the use of instructional resources, technology, and
multiuse student-centered learning environments on campus.
Paul was deeply committed to efforts to help students succeed in engineering. Shortly after he became dean he founded
the engineering Undergraduate Learning Center (ULC) to
support students enrolled in challenging foundational engineering courses. The center has since expanded to offer educational support for hundreds of students in more than 50
engineering, math, and science courses. To further encourage undergraduate student excellence, he and his wife established the Dean Emeritus Paul S. and Catherine B. Peercy
Undergraduate Tutoring Fund, an annual scholarship for an
outstanding ULC tutor.
Paul’s enthusiasm for engineering education extended to
precollege students as well. He was a great supporter of the
K–12 National Science Olympiad, and in 2011 hosted it in
Madison to promote interest in STEM-based studies.
As dean, Paul worked with local industries and served
on advisory boards to support their development. He was
appointed by the governor to the Wisconsin Technology and
Entrepreneurship Council to assist in fostering and advising
industry statewide.
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The list of Paul’s professional contributions is long and
impressive—many science and engineering professional
organizations benefited from his involvement. He served
as chair of the American Society for Engineering Education
Deans Council; councilor to the American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS), Materials Research Society
(MRS), and American Physical Society (APS); and MRS vice
president, among other leadership positions.
In addition, his advice and guidance were sought by government committees and agencies. For example, he chaired
the National Research Council’s Committee on New Materials
Synthesis and Crystal Growth, which produced the report
Frontiers in Crystalline Matter: From Discovery to Technology
(2009), and cochaired the NRC committee that produced the
2015 report Peer Review and Design Competition in the NNSA
National Security Laboratories. He also served on the NRC’s
National Materials and Manufacturing Board (2010–13),
Committee on Condensed-Matter and Materials Physics
(1996–99), Board on Manufacturing and Engineering Design
(1995–98), and Committee on New Sensor Technologies:
Materials and Applications (1991–95), among others.
He received many honors. In addition to his election to
the NAE, he was a distinguished member of the Tau Beta
Pi Engineering Honor Society; a member of the New York
Academy of Sciences; and a fellow of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers, APS, and AAAS. His professional
service was recognized through the MRS Woody White Service
Award in 1992 (at the time called the Woody Award).
Paul Peercy was a modest, energetic, and dedicated engineer, educator, and citizen. Those around him benefited from
his sense of humor and ever present willingness to help. He
was a humble leader who viewed education and mentorship
as part of his service to his community. He is missed greatly by
those who knew him and shared in his enthusiasm for science,
service, and education.
He is survived by Cathy, Michael (Suzanne Kuo), and Mark
(Shellie); and grandchildren Nathan, Brendan, Aaron, Kevin,
and Jaden.
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S TA N F O R D S . P E N N E R
1921–2016
Elected in 1977
“Contributions to aerothermochemistry and its application to
combustion theory, radiative heat transfer, and reentry phenomena.”
BY JUAN C. LASHERAS

S

TANFORD SOLOMON PENNER is recognized worldwide
for his expertise in thermophysics and his contributions to propulsion, combustion, and basic energy systems. Founder of the
engineering program at the University of California, San Diego,
and later founding director of the Center for Energy Research,
he passed away July 15, 2016, at the age of 95.
Sol, as he was known, was born July 5, 1921, in Unna, a
small town near Düsseldorf in the North Rhine–Westphalia
region of Germany. He came to the United States when he was
15 years old.
After finishing high school and earning an undergraduate degree in chemistry, he joined the PhD program at the
University of Wisconsin, where he worked with Farrington
Daniels, at the time a well-known physicochemist. War
requirements led to Sol’s involvement in solid-propellant
rocket engine research and, advised by Daniels, he joined the
Allegany Ballistic Laboratory in West Virginia, with responsibility for a rocket test-firing range.
At the end of the war, he returned to the University of
Wisconsin and was awarded a PhD in 1946. His early propellant and radiation heat transfer studies were the beginning
of long-lasting research in combustion, applied spectroscopy,
and gas emissivities that extended over 60 years.
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After a short postdoc at Esso Research Laboratories in
Linden, New Jersey, Sol joined the Jet Propulsion Laboratory
in Pasadena and then the faculty of the California Institute
of Technology as a professor of jet propulsion (1950–62). At
Caltech he made outstanding contributions to research on
radiative heat transfer, gas spectroscopy, and chemically
reacting flows in jet propulsion. During this time he also
established a remarkable collaboration with Theodore von
Kármán and Gregorio Millán that resulted in pioneering
studies on the structure of laminar flames. Later, he extended
this work by studying the burning process of solid and liquid
propellants.
In 1964, after serving as the director of the Engineering and
Research Division at the Institute of Defense Analyses for two
years, Sol joined the UCSD faculty with a clear vision of forming an outstanding faculty who would focus on both research
and training graduate students. This vision was strongly
influenced by the structure and organization of the Division of
Engineering at Caltech.
Sol’s initial philosophy was dominated by his belief that
UCSD’s seminal engineering faculty should consist of distinguished experts who would cooperate on interdisciplinary
studies without departmental boundaries while simultaneously developing their own areas of expertise. In just four
years he was able to attract an impressive group of faculty in
fluid and solid mechanics, systems and control engineering,
structures, ocean engineering, chemical engineering, bioengineering, materials science, and aerospace engineering. He
named this group AMES, for aeronautical (soon changed to
aerospace) and mechanical engineering sciences. Later, it
became applied mechanics and engineering sciences, maintaining the AMES acronym.
When Sol stepped down as department chair in 1968, AMES
was already recognized as one of the leading engineering sciences departments in the nation. In 1971, just seven years after
its creation, the National Research Council ranked it among the
top ten aeronautical engineering departments in the country.
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After putting engineering on a path to success, Sol founded
the Center for Energy Research and continued a highly productive career in energy research and applied spectroscopy
and gas emissivities.
By the time of his retirement, he had published over 320
peer-reviewed journal articles, 7 books, and 10 monographs,
and edited 10 books on propulsion, energy, spectroscopy, and
thermophysics. Among the impressive books he published
are Quantitative Molecular Spectroscopy and Gas Emissivities
(Addison-Wesley, 1959) and the excellent Chemistry Problems
in Jet Propulsion (Pergamon Press, 1957). He also founded the
Journal of Quantitative Spectroscopy and Radiative Transfer and
was its chief editor for over 30 years.
In addition, he devoted his time to service on a number of
corporate and government boards and advisory committees.
For the National Research Council he chaired the Committees
on Advanced Fossil Energy Technologies (1983–84) and on the
International Exchange and Movement of Engineers (1987),
and he was a member of the Panel for a Review of ONR
Research Opportunities in Energy Conversion (1989–91),
Committee on Cooperative Fossil Energy Research (1983–
84), and Commission on Engineering and Technical Systems
(1982–84).
Among his many national and international awards and
honorary degrees are the prestigious Distinguished Associate
Award from the US Department of Energy and the Edward
Teller Award for the Defense of Freedom. In addition to the
NAE, he was a member of the International Academy of
Astronautics and a fellow of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences. In 2007 he received the NAE Founders Award
“for pivotal studies on thermal radiation, propulsion, and
energy systems, directing government studies, funding a university department and energy center, and training future
leaders.”
While Sol dedicated his professional life to science and technology, he was always interested in art and the humanities. In
fact, as a child, his ambition was to become an artist and a
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poet, and he followed this early passion for the arts throughout his life. He was an avid collector of art, and over his long
life accumulated an impressive collection of paintings and
sculptures. Notable among them, and one he was very proud
of, is a collection of Chinese hardstone carvings that has been
exhibited in several museums.
Sol was married to Beverly P. Penner, an educator and school
director, who passed away in 2003. They are survived by son
Robert Penner of Manhattan Beach, daughter Lynn Penner of
San Diego, two grandchildren, and two great-grandchildren.
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C . D W I G H T P R AT E R
1917–2001
Elected in 1977
“Contributions to chemical kinetic theory which helped
delineate the effects of diffusion on chemical reaction.”
BY JAMES WEI

CHARLES DWIGHT PRATER, an outstanding research sci-

entist and pioneering industrial research manager in catalysis
and reaction engineering, died January 1, 2001, at the age of 83.
He was a senior scientist and manager of process and catalyst
research at the Mobil Oil Corporation in Paulsboro, New Jersey.
He was survived by daughters Anne Marie Breeze and Linda
Lee Runyon, both of Phoenix, and Susan Lynn Knight of Las
Vegas; seven grandchildren and four great-grandchildren.
Dwight was born January 2, 1917, in the small textile mill
town of Sylacauga in Talladega County, Alabama. He grew up
in privation during the Great Depression, a far cry from his
future life of world-class research and corporate management.
After high school he spent a year in the Merchant Marines
to earn money and then went to college at nearby Auburn
University. There he met and married Millie Lee Miller in 1938
and received a BS in chemistry in 1940. He studied physics at
the University of Chicago and then joined the Bartol Research
Foundation in Swarthmore, Pennsylvania, during World
War II to do research on radar. In 1946 he joined the Johnson
Foundation for Biophysics at the University of Pennsylvania,
where he did research on bacterial viruses and received his
PhD in biophysics in 1951.
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He then went to work at Mobil Research and Development
in Paulsboro and began a brilliant career in research on catalysis and reaction engineering applied to petroleum processing.
After the war Mobil’s research management team was inspired
by the achievements of the physicists who invented the atomic
bomb and radar and decided to hire a cadre of physicists to see
what they could contribute to petroleum refining. Most left
after a few years, but the few who stayed created a cultural
revolution by introducing methods and viewpoints that were
new and surprisingly productive.
Oil refining was at the time a qualitative and descriptive
subject, and Dwight pioneered the introduction of quantitative and analytical methods. His research is noted both for the
sophistication of the mathematics and physics used and for
their practical impact on oil refining.
He became well known for his early papers on the role of
diffusion to disguise the kinetics of reactions in catalysts and
for the Hall effect in catalysis. He made innovative use of harmonic analysis to study the simultaneous diffusion of heat
and mass. This led to solution of the problem of maximum
temperature rise in porous catalysts during reaction, which
can be computed without regard to the reaction kinetics or
the shape and size of the catalyst particle. The dimensionless
Prater number was named in honor of this discovery. He also
created the first mathematical model of a commercial process
for the kiln of the thermofor catalytic cracking process, which
was used extensively.
His best-known research is on the structure and properties
of systems of complex first-order kinetics, using eigenvalues
and eigenvectors of the reaction matrix, which yielded several generations of very successful refinery models of catalytic
cracking and catalytic reforming and is described in leading
textbooks of kinetics in chemical engineering.
He was promoted in 1967 to manager of Mobil’s renowned
Process Research and Development Division, but played the
roles of both research investigator and manager, giving him
control of many of the operations to transform petroleum
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refining. He led the efforts to automate acquisition of detailed
information on temperature and concentrations from pilot
plants using monitors and digital computers. In an elegant
tailored suit, he would crawl on his back in the laboratory to rewire circuit boards—to the inspiration of younger
researchers.
The reformer is the catalytic process unit that changes the
structure of gasoline molecules from paraffinic to aromatic,
with great improvement in octane number. The reformer
models developed under his direction not only described the
process but also made possible the individual optimization
and fine-tuned operations for different feedstock, from the
sweet Nigerian crude to the sour California crude. The models
were responsible for improving the efficiencies of refining, for
reducing the amount of crude oil required, and for improving
the octane number produced.
In about 1970 he also managed the Inter-Industry Emission
Control (IIEC) program, a research consortium that included
Ford Motor Company and other oil and automobile companies to develop catalytic converters to reduce automobile
exhaust. The pellet bed catalytic converter was a familiar
concept favored by General Motors, but the pellets tended to
fracture into powder after shaking on the highway. The IIEC
favored the less familiar monolith bed, which has road endurance and is the only method used today.
Prater wrote 60 research papers that were published in
scholarly journals such as the Journal of Chemical Physics,
Advances in Catalysis, Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, and
Discussions of the Faraday Society. He received three US patents
on catalysis and analytical methods.
For his research contributions he received in 1972 the Alpha
Chi Sigma Award of the American Institute of Chemical
Engineers (AIChE). In addition to the NAE, he was a member
of the American Chemical Society, AIChE, and the Catalysis
Society.
Dwight did not come from a family of learning and advantages, but he persevered and achieved far beyond expectations.
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He strongly believed in the possibility of self-education even
in circumstances with slim resources, and he reinvented himself in fields in which he did not receive much formal education. The world of petroleum refining was inhabited by people
with degrees in chemistry and chemical engineering, but not
by people with degrees in biophysics and advanced knowledge of mathematics and physics.
Paulsboro did not have a vibrant and creative intellectual
environment for learning and original research. No matter,
Dwight decided that highly motivated people could learn
high-level mathematics and physics on their own, without
lectures and tutoring from professors. He organized a study
group that met every Wednesday evening from 4:00 to 6:00 in
the company cafeteria, with frozen TV dinners brought in. The
group went through a series of textbooks and the participants
took turns reading chapters and explaining them to their colleagues. The textbooks included A Survey of Modern Algebra by
Garrett Birkhoff and Saunders MacLane, Principles of Quantum
Mechanics by Paul A.M. Dirac, and Differential Equations:
Geometric Theory by Solomon Lefschetz. The knowledge and
methods learned in these sessions showed up later in research
papers and patents.
At heart an educator, Dwight liked nothing better than the
opportunity to mentor younger staff into successful careers.
He would take the time to coach younger researchers on how
to make better presentations, through not one but several
rehearsals, and how to write better papers through more than
one rewrite. A number of people consider themselves graduates of “Dwight Prater University,” and seven went on to be
elected to the National Academy of Engineering.
After his retirement from Mobil in 1982, Dwight moved to
Las Vegas, a small city in San Miguel County, New Mexico,
and commuted (by plane) two days a week to teach a graduate
course on chemical reaction engineering at Caltech.
He was interested in music as a child and played the
recorder. Later he took up the oboe and studied with Marcel
Tabuteau of the Philadelphia Orchestra. He also managed
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the Haddonfield (NJ) Symphony Orchestra for many years.
In pursuit of another pleasure, when he acquired the means
he bought a 42-foot ketch and sailed from Nova Scotia to the
Caribbean.
Dwight is fondly remembered not only for his scientific
contributions and industrial impact but also for the many lives
he brightened.
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WILLIAM R. PRINDLE
1926–2016
Elected in 1990
“For outstanding leadership and innovation in the direction of industrial
research and development in modern glass and ceramics technology.”
BY DAVID L. MORSE

WILLIAM ROSCOE PRINDLE, former division vice presi-

dent and associate director of technology at Corning Incorporated, passed away December 29, 2016, at his home in Santa
Barbara. He was 90 years old.
He was born in San Francisco on December 19, 1926, to
Drs. Harriette Nickerson and Vivian Arthur Prindle, both dentists, and grew up in Oakland. During World War II he was
in the V-12 Navy program and was sent to the University of
California, Berkeley, where he earned his BS and MS in physical metallurgy. He then moved east to get his ScD in ceramic
engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
When Bill arrived at MIT in 1950 he was assigned the task
of overseeing several starting graduate students in what
was then the Ceramics Division (one of the students, John R.
Hutchins III, rose to become director of research at Corning).
The project was one of three sponsored by the Hazel-Atlas
Glass Company (which later became part of the Continental
Can Company, CCC) as part of a multi-institutional study to
understand the strength of glass (the other two were studies
of strength at Penn State University and Mellon Institute in
This tribute is adapted from the obituary written by Bill Prindle’s son,
William A. Prindle (1952–2019).
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Pittsburgh). Hazel-Atlas was a very small container manufacturer, but it had a director of research, Francis Flint, who had
a passion for fundamental research. Bill probably inherited
from him both his passion for research and his technique of
personnel management.
Bill’s ScD thesis was titled “The Electron Microscopy of
Glass Surfaces.” At the time the application of electron microscopy to materials was in its infancy. The ceramics group at
MIT had obtained an early version of a microscope designed
and built by the biology department, where the use of electron microscopy on biological systems was actively studied.
Nothing had yet been published on the application of the
technique to glasses. Bill’s research was at a very fundamental
level and aimed at trying to apply this new tool to the study of
the character of glass surfaces.
Bill started a program of basic research in glass and also
embarked in management, an area that was ultimately to be
his career. His management work did not get headlines, but it
was clearly important to both industry and government—and
satisfying to Bill.
He had an illustrious career in the fields of glass, ceramics,
and materials research and development, working at CCC’s
Hazel-Atlas Glass Division, American Optical Company,
Ferro Corporation, the National Materials Advisory Board (a
unit of the National Research Council), and Corning. At the
American Optical Company, he oversaw the development of
glass lasers, and later at Corning he helped in the commercialization of silica lightguide fibers.
At Corning he was highly regarded by his colleagues.
He was Corporate Fellow George Beall’s supervisor at one
point. “I found Bill interested and very accommodating to my
research ideas and ideas in general,” George said. “He was a
true gentleman and a pleasure to work with.”
Former Corning director of technical services Gus Filbert
shared a similar sentiment. “I reported to Bill from 1980 until
his retirement from Corning in 1992, and remember him as a
competent scientist, able leader, and a gentleman,” he said. “It
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was easy to have a conversation with Bill—he knew his science and rarely raised his voice.”
Tom Seward also reported to Bill during his research career
at Corning. “He brought an element of dignity or class to any
activity he was involved with and was always willing to take
time to share his prior experience in research management
and counsel me as needed,” Tom said. “Bill was very well
liked, respected, and well known throughout the international
glass community. And on one occasion, he turned over to me
an invitation he had to speak at an international glass manufacturers meeting, which provided me with an opportunity to
promote Corning.”
L. David Pye, dean emeritus of Alfred University and past
president and Distinguished Life Member of the American
Ceramic Society (ACerS), remembers Bill as “one of a kind” as
well as “a gentleman, scientist, scholar, mentor, and friend to
many.” “He represented all that is best in the worldwide field
of glass science and engineering and could inspire cooperation
and friendship among disparate groups across the globe in a
variety of venues where all others might fail,” David said. “The
service of Bill as president of the International Commission on
Glass and the American Ceramic Society set the example for
all who would follow him.”
Bill held leadership positions in professional societies and
was recognized for his dedication and accomplishments. In
addition to his NAE membership, he was a Distinguished
Life Member, fellow, and president (1980–81) of ACerS. In
1983 he received the Phoenix Award from the International
Commission on Glass (ICG), which he subsequently served as
president (1985–88).
After retiring from Corning in 1992, Bill settled in Santa
Barbara. He was an avid reader, was interested in family genealogy, and loved to travel.
His stepdaughter Abbie wrote that
Bill enjoyed visits from family and friends, engaging in long
discussions about science, travel, politics, and the arts. His
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thirst for learning and knowledge sustained his avid reading and personal interests throughout his retirement. When
asked what the greatest contribution was he accomplished
during his career, Bill humbly noted that his research teams
at Corning were responsible for commercializing fiber optics
technology—a contribution that has changed the world and is
featured at the Smithsonian as a great American innovation.
Bill’s legacy as a loving father, great scientist, and man who
always listened and cared will live forever in our hearts and
minds.
There’s a wonderful quote from an old Jimmy Stewart
movie called Harvey: “In this world, Elwood, you must be oh
so smart or oh so pleasant. Well, for years I was smart. I recommend pleasant.” That quote is a reminder of Bill, except Bill
never had to choose between the two: He was oh so smart and
oh so pleasant, every moment you knew him.
Knowing Bill Prindle was one of the great privileges of our
lives. Family was lucky enough to spend many mornings talking with him—about books, about life—and those conversations are treasures [that] will be carried with us forever. He
was the type of person we can all hope to be: generous, loyal,
facing his illness with a kind, wry sense of humor. If the measure of a man is whether he left the world a better place than
he found it, then Bill was not only deeply good, but also truly
great.

Bill was a man of wide-ranging interests and vision for fundamental research, development, and production, and especially a man with compassion for and understanding of his
fellow workers.
His first wife, June Anderson, predeceased him. He was
survived by his wife Jeanne, son Will (a glassmaker), daughter
Carol, son-in-law Ahmad, grandson Sam, and stepchildren
Jane, William, and Abbie and their children.
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DONALD E. PROCKNOW
1923–2016
Elected in 1988
“For outstanding leadership of a premier telecommunications
manufacturing institution through an era of technological change.”
BY DICK MARTIN
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

D

ONALD EUGENE PROCKNOW, the longest-serving and
last CEO of AT&T’s renowned manufacturing arm Western
Electric, died July 1, 2016, at the age of 93.
He was born May 27, 1923, and raised in the small prairie
town of Madison, South Dakota. His father ran a gasoline station and later worked for the Farmers Home Administration,
a US agency that provided credit to farmers.
After high school Don attended the South Dakota School of
Mines and Technology, which was expanding its science and
engineering programs. World War II interrupted his studies
and he enlisted in the Navy, serving in the Pacific as the engineering officer aboard an infantry landing craft (that was subsequently used for repatriated refugees throughout the South
China Sea).
After the war he enrolled in the University of Wisconsin
(UW) in Madison, where he earned a BS in engineering in
1947. Straight out of college, he joined the Western Electric
Company, one of the country’s largest manufacturers. When
Fortune magazine began its list of America’s 500 leading industrial companies in 1955, Western Electric ranked 15th.
Aside from its size, Western Electric was known for its
forward-looking management, manufacturing expertise, and
287
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employee relations. When Don joined, the company could
already claim an impressive number of innovations. In 1913
it had developed the first vacuum tube, ushering in the electronic age. By 1947 it had invented the loudspeaker, brought
sound to motion pictures, and developed ground-breaking
techniques of statistical quality control.
The company’s Hawthorne Works in Cicero, Illinois, had
been the site of a landmark industrial relations study in the
1920s and 1930s. Researchers studied how different light
levels affected assembly line workers and found that productivity rose as the light was increased, but didn’t fall as the
lights were turned down again. They realized that the change
in output had nothing to do with the level of light but with
the extra attention paid to the workers. What became known
as the “Hawthorne effect” rippled through industrial relations
literature.
When Don joined the company, his first job was as an engineer at the Hawthorne Works—for a time in the very department in which the Hawthorne studies were conducted. That’s
also where he met his future wife, Esther Ehlert, who was a
secretary.
As Don rose through the ranks, he absorbed the major conclusions of the famous study. His uncanny ability to remember names, even of people he met in passing on a factory
tour, was known throughout the company. So was his ability
to make every employee he met feel important and comfortable in his presence. When asked about his legacy, Don wrote,
“Long before it was fashionable, Western [Electric] had a great
emphasis on quality, starting with the people we brought into
the business.”
Don became president of Western Electric in 1971, just as
electronic technology was dramatically changing the company’s product line and sharply reducing the space required to
manufacture it. That led to painful factory closings, including
the storied Hawthorne Works where his career began. More
painful still, Western Electric’s employment dropped from a
peak of 215,000 in 1970 to about 150,000 in 1980. The company’s board of directors proposed to award Don a special bonus
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for reducing costs so effectively, but he quietly turned it down,
saying it would be unfair when others were losing their jobs.
As one executive later told the Wall Street Journal, “He could
have taken that bonus and no one would ever have known
about it.”
As if technological change were not enough of a challenge,
in 1974 the US Justice Department filed an antitrust suit to
force AT&T to divest its Western Electric manufacturing arm.
Don didn’t know how the suit would turn out, but he later
explained that it was clear to him even then that “moving from
electromechanical to electronic [technology] would open up
opportunities for many, many other companies.” Seeing that
Western Electric would have “competition like we’d never had
in our business,” he built the company’s first product management, marketing, and sales functions essentially from scratch.
It turned out to be a prescient move because in 1982 the
government and AT&T reached an agreement to spin off not
Western Electric but its operating telephone companies, which
would no longer have a vested interest in purchasing from
their captive supplier. “We were dealing along family lines,”
Don told the New York Times, “and we won’t have the family
business anymore.”
“I took the approach that we didn’t ask for this, we didn’t
want it,” he later remembered, “but it’s here and we’ve got
to take advantage of the opportunities that it presents.” And
thanks to the steps he had taken to prepare the company for
greater competition, he could add, “We’re not afraid at all.”
When the breakup occurred two years later, in 1984,
the Western Electric name was simply retired and the company folded into other divisions of AT&T. As vice chair, Don
remained with AT&T for a year to help with the transition.
Don served on the boards of directors of such major companies as J.P. Morgan, CPC International, Ingersoll-Rand, and the
Prudential Insurance Company. He held leadership positions
with the Boy Scouts of America and served as a director of the
University of Wisconsin Foundation, chair of the board for the
US-Korea Society, and trustee of the Logistics Management
Institute, Clarkson University, and Drew University.
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In recognition of his skills and accomplishments, he received
the Chairman’s Award from the American Association of
Engineering Societies, Distinguished Alumni Award from the
University of Wisconsin, Distinguished Service Citation from
the UW School of Engineering, and Silver Beaver and Silver
Antelope from the Boy Scouts of America. He held honorary
degrees from Clarkson University, Morris Harvey College
(now the University of Charleston), Tougaloo College, South
Dakota School of Mines and Technology, and Oklahoma
Christian College.
Don had a unique combination of unassuming simplicity and restless drive that continued into retirement. He and
Esther traveled extensively, including on over 20 cruises, of
which his favorite was to Antarctica. They enjoyed a home in
Vermont and a winter getaway on Hilton Head Island.
Never one to sit around much, Don enjoyed hiking, especially in the mountains. One of his most memorable hikes was
up Mt. Whitney, the tallest mountain in the continental United
States. He made the climb at age 65 with his two sons; they
celebrated with a round of milkshakes after making their way
down. He spent the balance of his retirement doing yardwork
at his home in Buckingham, Pennsylvania, and continuing
a lifelong devotion to community service by preparing and
serving food to the homeless and bringing gifts to inmates in
local prisons. True to his “get things done” nature, he played
a fast version of golf and was known to tell the others in his
foursome, “Take your time, but hurry up.”
Don is survived by Esther, sons Eugene and Charles, and
five grandchildren.
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JOHN A. QUINN
1932–2016
Elected in 1978
“Pioneering research in mass transfer, particularly phenomena
associated with transport through interfaces and membranes.”
BY JOHN L. ANDERSON AND STEPHEN L. MATSON

J

OHN ALBERT QUINN, professor emeritus of chemical and
biomolecular engineering at the University of Pennsylvania
and a lifelong student of mass transfer at interfaces, died February 8, 2016, at the age of 83.
John was born in Springfield, Illinois, on September 3, 1932,
to Marie and Edward Quinn; he was the youngest of seven
children. He received his BS in chemical engineering in 1954
from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign and his
PhD from Princeton in 1958. He returned to UIUC to join the
faculty and was promoted to full professor in 1966—the same
year he received the Allan P. Colburn Award for Excellence in
Publications by a Young Member from the American Institute
of Chemical Engineers (AIChE).
In 1971 he moved to the University of Pennsylvania, where
he remained for the balance of his career. He chaired the
Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering from
1980 to 1985.
He gathered further recognition and honors along the way.
He was selected for the university’s S. Reid Warren Jr. Award
for Distinguished Teaching in 1974, and in 1978 named to
the Robert D. Bent Professorship. That year he also received
AIChE’s Alpha Chi Sigma Award for Chemical Engineering
293
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Research and was elected to the National Academy of
Engineering. He was elected to the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences in 1992.
The richness of John Quinn’s legacy can be appreciated
along three dimensions: in his contributions to chemical engineering science; in his early vision, now uniformly accepted,
that chemical engineering principles and methods would
prove indispensable to addressing problems and enabling
opportunities created by advances in modern biology; and in
the personal and professional relationships that he cultivated.
A hallmark of John’s early research was the design of
simple, elegant experiments aimed at elucidating the role of
the gas-liquid or liquid-liquid interface in mass transfer across
phase boundaries. Prior to his work, the topic of interfacial
effects in mass transfer had—oddly, in view of its practical
significance—attracted the attention of only a few chemical
engineering investigators (albeit some notable ones), thus presenting John with the opportunity to do some important and
highly visible chemical engineering science. In particular, he
set out to test the prevailing assumption of interfacial equilibrium that was (and is) deeply embedded in the film and
penetration theories of mass transfer—namely, that the fluidfluid interface itself presents no intrinsic interfacial resistance
to transport.
With his students, John developed ingenious experimental
methods featuring a novel moving-band absorber and colaminar jets of immiscible liquids that enabled measurement
of interphase mass transfer rates for interfaces that were only
milliseconds (or less) old, thus avoiding long-standing problems of interface contamination. Through a series of experiments, he and his students demonstrated conclusively that
any interfacial resistances to mass transfer are negligible in
industrial processes.
Although John’s objective was to prepare “clean” interfaces
for these studies, he often encountered the complication that
surface-active species tended to rapidly accumulate at fresh
interfaces, sometimes forming essentially insoluble yet fluid
monolayers that acted like ultrathin membranes. Gradually,
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his interests shifted toward such membranes, with a focus on
transport across them in a physiological or biological context.
To study the permeability of exquisitely thin and delicate
films, John recognized that he needed first to immobilize them
on or in highly permeable, rigid substrates of known microstructure. His search for suitable supports led him to a method
for creating membranes with uniform, parallel, and cylindrical pores as small as 25Å in radius. These track-etched membranes, made from mica sheets less than 10 mm thick, in turn
led to novel research to test theories of hindered transport of
large molecules in small pores in both liquid and gas phases.
Applications of his work on restrictive transport in nanopores
ranged from heterogeneous catalysis and gas separations to
kidney dialysis and biologically selective membranes.
As a consequence of his initiative to extend chemical engineering research to previously unexplored domains, John
became familiar with the two largely separate worlds of synthetic and biological systems—and he was intrigued by the
potential for bridging them. For instance, it was not lost on
him that the living cell’s bilayer lipid membrane was the
epitome of the interfacial films he tried to make synthetically.
Moreover, he had long been fascinated by the structure and
functional versatility of the cell membrane as a biochemical
reactor/separator, and he envisioned the creation of synthetic
counterparts. He was thus ideally positioned to broaden his
research to encompass transport in complex media and functional membranes, especially those pertinent to reactive and/
or biological systems.
The idea that “biology informs engineering,” which is
taken for granted today, was advanced by John Quinn 40
years ago. His embrace of this idea is vividly demonstrated
in the evolution of his research from studies of mass transfer
across unsupported fluid interfaces, to fabrication and characterization of nanoporous membrane supports, to facilitated
diffusion of carbon dioxide across immobilized liquid films,
and ultimately to the creation and development of membrane
reactors. Early prototypes of multilayer enzyme membrane
reactors proved capable of exerting an unprecedented degree
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of control over reactant and product fluxes, prompting John
and his students to participate in establishing the specialty
pharmaceutical company Sepracor Inc. (now Sunovion) to
commercialize the technology for the enzymatic resolution of
chiral drug intermediates.
The focus of John’s research would shift yet one more
time—away from mimicking biological membrane structure
and function (e.g., facilitated transport and enzyme membrane
reactors) toward the application of chemical engineering tools
and methods to better understand and exploit a range of biological phenomena, particularly those involving interactions
between the living cell and its environment. For example,
transport across the skin, diffusiophoresis (i.e., particle motion
in response to a solute concentration gradient), chemotactic
transport of motile bacteria, the attachment of cells to ligandcoated surfaces, the migration of cells on surfaces—these and
other (bio)membrane-mediated interfacial phenomena captured John’s attention, and he made substantial contributions
to enhance understanding of them.
Today the importance of chemical engineering is taken for
granted not only in classical bioprocess engineering but also
in support of modern biotechnology, in biomedicine and drug
discovery, and in partnership with the basic biological sciences.
But this was far from apparent as John Quinn embarked on his
academic career in 1958. He became convinced that modern
biology constituted a new frontier for chemical engineering.
He acted on this conviction, dramatically expanding the scope
of opportunities for modern chemical engineers in practice
and theory and helping to redefine the chemical engineering
curriculum to include concepts of biology and physiology.
It can be fairly stated that John was one of the leading academicians responsible for adding the “B” to ChE departments
across the country, even as he resolutely held the view that
the basic principles of chemical engineering are absolute, no
matter what the branding.
As a testament to both his influence and his students’
high regard, each year since 2004 they have convened at the
University of Pennsylvania for the John A. Quinn Lecture in
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Chemical Engineering, a series hosted in his honor by the
Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering Department thanks
to generous support from former students and colleagues.
John took great pleasure in choosing the speaker to be sure the
lecture was about new thinking in the evolving fields.
John Quinn’s vision for chemical and biomolecular engineering was hardly the only thing “big” about him. Known to
his students as “Big John” or “the Big Kahuna,” he was a large
man in physical as well as intellectual stature. His physical
presence was imposing, his cursive handwriting was bold, and
his handshake bordered on crushing. But his equally big heart
and engaging sense of humor (which featured an ample portfolio of bad jokes) made everyone comfortable in his presence.
His personal interests were varied, ranging from woodworking to crossword puzzles to campy movies (Mel Brooks
was a favorite); and he was an avid reader of everything from
the sports pages to the history of science, especially biographies of the physical scientists whom he regarded as forerunners of chemical engineering.
John took particular pride in the achievements of those in
his orbit, whether student or colleague; he always felt that the
education and success of his students were the most important result of the research he conducted. He actively maintained contact with many of his students to discuss what
they were doing, share news, and invite them to his homes in
Philadelphia and on Cape Cod.
John is survived by his wife of nearly 60 years, Frances
(née Daly), daughters Sarah Quinn Christensen (Steven) and
Becket Quinn McNab (Andy), son John Edward Quinn, and
grandsons Bradford, Christopher, Edward, and John, as well
as an extended academic family of devoted students, friends,
and colleagues.
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A RT H U R H . R O S E N F E L D
1926–2017
Elected in 2010
“For leadership in energy efficiency research, development,
and technology deployment through the development of
appliance and building standards and public policy.”
ASHOK GADGIL, DAVID B. GOLDSTEIN,
AND JONATHAN KOOMEY

A

RTHUR HINTON ROSENFELD passed away on January
27, 2017. He was 90 years old.
Over the course of his career he inspired thousands of students, postdocs, and other researchers to make the world a
better, more energy-efficient place and, with a combination of
personal charm and convincing analysis, motivated policymakers to adopt these ideas. His quick wit, enthusiasm, and
unrivaled personal energy made him a beloved figure in the
world of energy efficiency policy and technology.
Even when expressing controversial ideas, he did it in a
disarming and often whimsical way, without putting his ego
in the debate. He communicated a sense of wonder and innocence, while recognizing the importance of getting the numbers right. He unerringly identified the right questions to ask
about the right topics, and had the persistence to take research
results all the way to advocacy that had real societal impact.
And he did it with a friendly and collegial charm that is
reflected in the fact that his students simply called him “Art”
rather than “Professor Rosenfeld.”
Born in Alabama on June 22, 1926, Art spent his childhood
in Egypt, where his father was a consultant to the Egyptian
sugarcane industry. He graduated from Virginia Polytechnic
299
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Institute with a BS in physics at age 18, enlisted in the Navy
toward the end of the war, and afterward enrolled in the
Physics Department of the University of Chicago, where
Enrico Fermi accepted him as his last graduate student.
After receiving his PhD in physics in 1954, Art joined the
physics faculty at the University of California at Berkeley,
where he worked in—and, from 1969 to 1974, led—the particle
physics group (“Group A”) of subsequent Nobel Prize winner
Luis Alvarez at Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL).
The oil embargo of 1973 galvanized Art and he began asking
endless questions. Why were Bay Area offices all brightly lit
at 2:00 AM when nobody was there? Why were California
home heating bills comparable to those in Minnesota? Why
were utilities giving away 200-watt electric light bulbs? Why
were the then popular Eichler Homes using electric resistance
heating with no roof insulation? For what activities, and in
what devices, was the US consuming energy? And what were
the physics-based limits for how little energy these activities
really needed?
These and other questions led Art and several of his colleagues to frame the energy problem in terms of “how to
accomplish society’s goals most efficiently and cheaply” rather
than “how to supply enough energy.” This reframing was revolutionary in an era when most people thought energy consumption and economic growth always increased in lockstep.
After a yearlong “sabbatical” from particle physics, Art
decided to continue working on the efficient use of energy,
mainly in buildings. In 1975 he founded the Center for Building
Science at LBNL, which he led until 1994. During the 1970s
and early 1980s he attracted a cadre of talented, creative, and
energetic people to LBNL, and together they built a worldclass center for energy and environment studies. The center
also inspired a small army of students at UC Berkeley to focus
on energy efficiency, and these researchers helped develop the
energy efficiency industry once they left the university.
Art’s contributions to the fledgling knowledge base of
building science were seminal, and he is widely considered
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the father of energy efficiency. The Center for Building Science
developed a broad range of energy efficiency technologies,
including electronic ballasts for fluorescent lighting—a key
component of compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs)—and a transparent coating for window glass that blocks heat from either
escaping (winter) or entering (summer). He was personally
responsible for developing the DOE-2 series of computer programs for building energy analysis and design that has been
the gold standard for building energy analysis for more than
25 years.
Art’s work quickly took him into the policy arena. In 1975
utilities had selected sites and requested permits for 17 GW of
power plants to come online by 1987. But long before 1987 all
but 3 GW had been quietly forgotten. An even more extravagant report by Ronald Doctor of RAND in Santa Monica
had projected the need for 150 GW of new power plants for
California by 2000, which would put one GW of power plants
every 3 miles along the coast between San Diego and San
Francisco. Art worked with legislators, regulators, and the then
new California Energy Commission to implement much less
expensive efficiency policies that made those plants superfluous. California’s peak demand has been held to 60 GW today,
preventing at least $75 billion in wasted investment.
Art was cofounder of the American Council for an Energy
Efficient Economy (ACEEE) and the California Institute for
Energy and the Environment (CIEE). He authored or coauthored over 400 refereed publications or book chapters.
During the Clinton administration Art was senior advisor to
the US Department of Energy’s assistant secretary for energy
efficiency and renewable energy (1994–99). He also served
on the California Energy Commission (CEC), appointed by
Governor Gray Davis in 2000 and reappointed in 2005 by
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.
In 2010 he returned to LBNL and was soon recognized as
Distinguished Scientist Emeritus. Until his death he devoted
his attention to an international campaign for the adoption of
white roofs and “cool-colored” surfaces to reduce heat islands
and mitigate global warming.
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In addition to his NAE membership, his many honors
include the Leo Szilard Award for Physics in the Public
Interest from the American Physical Society (1986), the US
Department of Energy’s Carnot Award for Energy Efficiency
(1993), the University of California’s Berkeley Citation (2001),
the Global Energy International Prize from Russian president
Dmitry Medvedev (2011), the National Medal of Technology
and Innovation from President Barack Obama (2011), and the
Tang Prize for Sustainable Development (2016).
Of all his prizes Art was most proud of the Enrico Fermi
Award in 2005, the oldest and one of the most prestigious
science and technology awards given by the US government
and named for his mentor. The award recognizes scientists of
international stature for a lifetime of exceptional achievement
in the development, use, control, or production of energy. He
received the award from DOE secretary Samuel W. Bodman
on behalf of President George W. Bush, “for a lifetime of
achievement ranging from pioneering scientific discoveries
in experimental nuclear and particle physics to innovations in
science, technology, and public policy for energy conservation
that continue to benefit humanity.”
According to John Holdren, director of the White House
Office of Science and Technology Policy under President
Obama, “Art Rosenfeld had an enormous impact on US
energy policy, starting in the early 1970s, with his insights and
compelling quantitative analyses pointing to the potential of
increased end-use efficiency as the cheapest, cleanest, surest
response to the nation’s energy challenges.”
California governor Jerry Brown remembered that, “In 1975,
Art Rosenfeld told me that simply by requiring more efficient
refrigerators, California could save as much energy as would
be produced by the proposed Sundesert Nuclear Power plant.
We adopted Art’s refrigerator standards and many others, did
not build the power plant, and moved the country to greater
energy efficiency. This is but a small piece of Art’s legacy and
his central role across decades of promoting energy efficiency
in California and around the world.”
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Former DOE secretary Steven Chu reported that California
froze “per capita electricity growth, despite huge electrification, by methodical introduction of advanced appliance and
building standards and the creation of a $1B/yr energy efficiency program funded by a ‘public goods’ charge on electric
bills. This marked change in per capita energy was accurately
identified as the ‘Rosenfeld Effect,’ which is continuing today,
four decades later.” He added that Art’s “indefatigable, highenergy devotion to [the country’s] energy challenges became
a role model for a large number of younger scientists, including myself. It is a privilege to have known and worked with
Art,…a warm, gracious, and generous individual.”
When friends asked Art what he did for relaxation, he
would say “relaxing makes me nervous.” He did enjoy going
jogging every weekend, particularly with his children.
Art married Roselyn Bernheim in 1955; she died in 2009.
They are survived by daughters Dr. Margaret Rosenfeld and
Dr. Anne Hansen, two granddaughters and four grandsons,
and the entire energy efficiency community.
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R O B E RT L . S A C K H E I M
1937–2013
Elected in 2000
“For contributions to space and missile
propulsion technology and programs.”
SUBMITTED BY THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS
AND ASTRONAUTICS, HOUSTON SECTION1

R

OBERT LEWIS SACKHEIM, former assistant director and
chief engineer for space propulsion at NASA’s Marshall Space
Flight Center in Huntsville, Alabama, died December 22, 2013,
at age 76. He was born May 16, 1937, in Brooklyn, New York.
He earned a bachelor’s degree from the University of
Virginia and a master’s degree from Columbia University,
both in chemical engineering. He completed his doctoral
coursework at the University of California, Los Angeles.
In the US Air Force (1960–64), he attained the rank of captain and was propulsion chief for the Titan II Development
Launch Crew, responsible for the development, testing, and
launch of the Titan II missile system.
Before joining NASA in 1999, Mr. Sackheim spent 35 years in
a series of technical management positions at TRW Space and
Electronics Group, then an operating unit of Cleveland-based
TRW Inc. His first TRW job (1964–69) was as project manager
for the Mariner Mars Propulsion Subsystem, a technology used
for midcourse correction, trajectory control, and maneuvering
on NASA’s Mariner 6 and 7 spacecraft. He then became project
manager (1969–72) for the Intelsat IV Propulsion Positioning
Adapted and published with the permission of the AIAA Houston
Section.
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and Orientation System with COMSAT Corporation in Los
Angeles.
From 1972 to 1986 he served in various engineering
management roles at TRW Inc., including section head of
spacecraft propulsion, assistant manager of the Hardware
Engineering Department, and deputy manager of the Fluid
and Combustion Systems Laboratory. In 1983 he was recognized for leading the propulsion team responsible for enabling
the rescue of NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite (TDRS),
Flight No. 1, a communication signal relay system that transmits to and receives data from spacecraft in low Earth orbit,
including the Space Shuttle. TDRS was nearly lost in space in
1983 when its upper stage failed.
As TRW’s project manager for the Orbital Maneuvering
Vehicle Propulsion Modules Project (1986–88), he oversaw its
design, development, and operations planning. He was then
deputy director of the Propulsion and Fluid Mechanics Center
(1988–90), responsible for new propulsion, energy, high-energy
laser, and fluid systems for space and defense applications.
From 1990 to 1999 he managed the TRW Propulsion and
Combustion Center in Redondo Beach, California, and was
responsible for the design, development, and testing of all
new propulsion, combustion, and fluid systems products.
In 1996–99 he led the TRW team responsible for the design,
development, and flight qualification of the Chandra Integral
Propulsion System, which successfully placed NASA’s
Chandra X-ray Observatory—the world’s most powerful
X-ray telescope—into its final operational orbit in 1999.
At NASA Mr. Sackheim served on the director’s executive
staff and provided technical review in the areas of space propulsion and space transportation. He was a chief advisor for
the Center on Propulsion Activities, including advanced technologies and space transportation for exploration, from 1999
until his retirement in 2006. At the time of his passing, he was
a consultant to several aerospace contracting and government
organizations.
In addition to his NAE membership, Mr. Sackheim was
elected a fellow of the American Institute of Aeronautics and
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Astronautics (AIAA; 1996) and a member of the International
Academy of Astronautics (1997). He was also a member of
Sigma Xi.
He was recognized with numerous awards and honors. At
TRW, he was selected for three annual Chairman’s Awards for
outstanding technical contributions to the corporation, and
a TRW Patent of the Year Award in 1992. His other honors
include the AIAA’s 1992 James Wyld Award, for outstanding
technical contributions to the field of rocket propulsion, and,
in 2000, both the Martin Schilling Award for outstanding service to the AIAA Alabama/Mississippi Section and the AIAA
Sustained Service Award for outstanding contributions to the
institute. He received 12 NASA Group Achievement Awards
and, in 2001, the NASA Medal for Outstanding Technical
Leadership in space propulsion. In 2002 the AIAA Alabama/
Mississippi Section presented him with the Hermann Oberth
Award, its most prestigious honor, for his outstanding scientific achievement in astronautics and space sciences. In 2003
he received the Marshall Center Director’s Commendation
for outstanding service; the Presidential Rank Award for
Meritorious Executive Service, presented to top government
executives for their contributions in leading vital federal programs; and the AIAA Holger Toftoy Award for outstanding
technical leadership in space systems. He also was recognized
by l’Association Aéronautique et Astronautique de France
(3AF) for “high quality contributions to the propulsion field.”
He served on numerous boards and councils. He chaired the
AIAA Los Angeles Section (1996–98) and Alabama/Mississippi
Section (2000–01), was appointed to the AIAA Journal of
Propulsion and Power Editorial Advisory Board in 2001, and
chaired the AIAA Liquid Propulsion Technical Committee
in 2003.
He was also active with the National Research Council, as
a member of the Committee for the Reusable Booster System:
Review and Assessment (2012), the committees on Air Force/
Department of Defense Aerospace Propulsion (2005–06),
Space Shuttle Upgrades (1998–99), and Advanced Space
Technology (1994–98), and in 1995–2005 he was appointed
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six times to the annual Panel to Review Air Force Office of
Scientific Research (AFOSR) Proposals in Propulsion.
At NASA he served on the Shuttle Independent Assessment
Team, commissioned to review Space Shuttle systems and
maintenance practices, and on the Mars Climate Orbiter
Mishap Investigation Board, established in 1999 to determine
the cause or contributing factors resulting in the loss of the
orbiter, launched in 1998 to serve as a weather satellite and
provide a communications relay for the Mars Polar Lander. He
also served on the Mars Polar Lander Mishap Board, which
investigated the loss of the spacecraft during its attempted
landing on the Red Planet in 1999, as well as the Post-Columbia
Accident Chief Engineer’s Team (2002) and Agency-wide
Exploration Core/Blue/Red Architecture process teams.
From 1988 to 1999 Mr. Sackheim taught in the Engineering
Extension School at UCLA. He became an instructor of short
courses at the University of Alabama in Huntsville in 2003 and
subsequently an adjunct professor of mechanical engineering.
He authored more than 250 technical papers and authored
or coauthored chapters on rocket propulsion for four books on
space propulsion, launch vehicles, and missiles. He held eight
patents in spacecraft, launch vehicle propulsion, and control
systems technology, including one NASA patent.
Robert Sackheim is survived by his wife, the former Babette
Freund of New York City, now living in Madison, Alabama;
their children Karen (Gary) and Andrew (Lindsey); and grandchildren Adam, Madison, and Benett.
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R O B E RT H . S C A N L A N
1914–2001
Elected in 1987
“For novel, sustained contributions in mechanics applicable to
civil, mechanical, and aeronautical engineering, especially in
structural dynamics, aeroelasticity, and wind engineering.”
BY ROSS B. COROTIS, AHSAN KAREEM,
NICHOLAS P. JONES, AND EMIL SIMIU1

R

OBERT HARRIS SCANLAN, a leading founder of aeroelasticity theory, died May 27, 2001, at his home in Lawrenceville,
New Jersey, at the age of 86. Working in the United States and
abroad and in academia, government, and industry, his career
covered a broad spectrum of mechanics, aerodynamics, and
acoustics, with a principal focus on aeroelasticity and wind engineering. His early work in aircraft vibrations, his comfort with
sometimes abstruse branches of applied math, and his boundless curiosity shaped both his career and his fields of research.
Born August 15, 1914, in Chicago, Bob was proud of his
Chicago public school education, which prepared him to earn
bachelor’s (1936) and master’s degrees (1939) in mathematics
from the University of Chicago, and his PhD in physics and
mathematics from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(1943).
During World War II he served the country as an aeronautical engineer, starting at Fleetwings in Bristol, Pennsylvania,
then at Republic Aviation (in Farmingdale on Long Island, New
York), where he became chief of aeroelasticity. After the war he
worked for the Civil Aeronautics Administration (precursor
1
The authors are indebted to Bob Scanlan’s daughter Karen Budlong for
very thoughtful contributions to this tribute.
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of the Federal Aviation Administration) and was a professor
in the Aeronautical Engineering Department at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute, where his research in aeroelasticity led
to publication in 1951, with Robert Rosenbaum, of Introduction
to the Study of Aircraft Vibration and Flutter (MacMillan). The
book became a classic text in aeroelasticity, ran to multiple editions, and was translated into several languages.
Also in 1951 he was honored with a fellowship from the
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NASA’s predecessor) to pursue research at the École Nationale Supérieure
de l’Aéronautique in Paris. His work, sponsored in part by
the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), led
to a second doctoral degree, in mechanics, in 1956. He continued to work in France, at CNRS and the Office National
d’Études et de Recherches Aérospatiales (ONERA), until 1958,
when he accepted a position at the Schlumberger Corporation
in Houston, working on vibration issues related to the oil
industry.
In 1960 Bob returned to academia, with professorships
at Case Institute of Technology (now Case Western Reserve
University), where he headed the mechanics group, then 20
years at Princeton University, where he was director of structures and mechanics, and finally, starting in 1984, at the Johns
Hopkins University, where he was Homewood Professor.
While in academia he developed his second major career
emphasis, wind engineering. His work in this area started in
collaboration with John Tomko at Case Western, on the aeroelasticity of suspension bridges, and continued at Princeton
and Johns Hopkins. His experience in aeronautics led to the
development of the field of aerodynamics and aeroelasticity
of large civil engineering structures, such as cooling towers
and long-span bridges, areas in which he remained actively
engaged until his death.
Bob was quickly recognized as a leader in wind engineering, especially for his comprehensive insight into aeroelastic
and buffeting response and vortex-induced vibration, and
introduction of the concept of flutter derivatives and their relation to the response of long-span bridges to turbulent wind.
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Methods he pioneered for the analysis of long-span bridges
under wind loading are now in common use among researchers and practitioners around the world.
Most things vibrate in response to external stimuli—pipe
extraction from old oil wells, flow vibrations in power plant
piping, or even musical instruments (as an accomplished
flutist, Bob was much interested in musical acoustics). Many
vibrations are unnoticeable, some benign, even pleasurable (think Mozart’s Flute Concerto), but when the stimulus
reaches critical levels, consequences can range from unpleasant to dire (think room acoustics, the 1940 Tacoma Narrows
Bridge disaster, the 1959 Lockheed Electra vibration failure,
nuclear power plant behavior in wind and earthquakes).
Much research has been done to characterize these critical
levels, but Bob’s skill as both a fearless field tester and an
expert analyst enabled him to formalize some of these fields
in a novel manner and propose new tools for measuring
them.
The Tacoma Narrows Bridge failure mode was one of Bob’s
particular interests and initiated decades of bridge research,
full-scale and model testing, data gathering and analysis, and,
in his words, “helping design bridges so they don’t fly.” His
work led to techniques for characterizing bridges to assess
their vulnerabilities to wind effects using nondimensional
coefficients (indicial functions) that could be used across many
types of bridge cross-sections to predict responses to local
stimuli.
Some very large world bridges were designed or retrofitted in accordance with Bob’s vulnerability coefficients (sometimes called the “Scanlan coefficients”). For example, he was
principal aerodynamic consultant on the reconstruction plans
for the San Francisco–Oakland Bay Bridge after the 1989 Loma
Prieta earthquake, the Golden Gate Bridge (retrofit), and the
Kap Shui Mun Bridge in Hong Kong.
He also served in leadership roles on technical committees of the the American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE),
chairing the Committee on Dynamics for the Engineering
Mechanics Division, the Task Committee on Wind Forces,
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and the executive committee of the Engineering Mechanics
Division.
His work and research led to the publication of Wind
Effects on Structures: Fundamentals and Applications to Design
(coauthored with former student Emil Simiu and translated
into Russian and Chinese; Wiley-Interscience, 1996, 3rd ed.),
still a key reference in the field. He was also coeditor of A
Modern Course in Aeroelasticity (Mechanics: Dynamical Systems)
(Springer, 1978), and in the book’s 5th, revised edition (2015)
was honored with the following dedication: “The authors
would like to pay tribute to Robert H. Scanlan, a superb aeroelastician, an inspiring teacher, and a consummate mentor and
friend. He is greatly missed.”
Bob Scanlan received numerous awards, prizes, and citations from his peers. In addition to his NAE membership, he
was an elected fellow of the American Academy of Mechanics
and T.R. Higgins Lecturer of the American Institute of Steel
Construction. From ASCE, of which he was an honorary
member, he received the Theodore von Kármán Medal (2000),
J. James R. Croes Medal (1988), and Nathan M. Newmark
Medal and Arthur M. Wellington Prize (both in 1986).
He was noted for his clarity of presentation and transparency of method, for making difficult concepts clear and
understandable, and for his highly ethical approach to life.
Throughout his career he was an exemplary scholar, engineer,
teacher, advisor, mentor, friend, and role model for dozens of
undergraduate and graduate students as well as his colleagues.
Bob was survived by his wife of 62 years, Elizabeth (née
Collette), whom he married in 1939 (she died February 2, 2014);
daughters Kate Budlong of Manhattan Beach, California, and
Jean Sachs (Klaus) of Wharton, NJ; sons Robert N. Scanlan
(Joanne Baldine) of Belmont, MA, and Glenn Scanlan (Audrey)
of Harrisburg, PA; eight grandchildren; and many greatgrandchildren. In Bob’s and Beth’s house all questions were
welcomed, adventures and experiments encouraged, and
loving support always at hand.
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H A RV E Y W. S C H A D L E R
1931–2014
Elected in 1991
“For exceptional leadership in development and applying advanced
materials and processes for the electrical and aircraft engine industries.”
BY JIM WILLIAMS

HARVEY WALTER SCHADLER, technical director (retired)

at the General Electric Corporate Research Center in Niskayuna, New York, died November 30, 2014, at the Hospice Inn,
Saint Peter’s Hospital in Albany, at age 83 from complications
related to Alzheimer’s.
Harvey was born January 4, 1931, in Cincinnati, to Harvey
George Schadler and Ida Beinert Schadler. He graduated from
Walnut Hills High School in 1949 and, with a John McMullen
Scholarship, attended Cornell University, where he was a
member of Tau Beta Pi and Quill and Dagger. He graduated
magna cum laude with a BS in physical metallurgy in 1954.
While at Cornell, he met Margaret (Margy) Eleanor Horsfall
of Hamden, Connecticut, daughter of James Gordon Horsfall
and Sue Belle Overton Horsfall. They married in New Haven
on August 28, 1954.
After Harvey received his PhD in metallurgical engineering from Purdue University in 1957 the couple moved to
Schenectady, where Harvey worked at the General Electric
Corporate Research and Development Center until he retired
in 1996. He created an environment that encouraged new ideas,
risk taking, effective communication, teamwork, and technical
excellence. His technical achievements included involvement
317
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in coproducing the first major interpretation and compilation
of microstructure-property relationships in superconductors.
He was an expert in high-temperature materials for turbines,
both on land and in aircraft, and nuclear applications. He also
was very knowledgeable in magnetic materials, corrosion and
wear, gas-metal interactions, and materials processing, among
other areas. He acquired such knowledge during his management assignments because he was both a very smart individual and a great listener. During his long and distinguished
career at the GE Corporate Research and Development Center,
he became something of a “corporate memory” for materials
science and engineering at the company.
His breadth of knowledge made him a particularly effective member of National Academy of Engineering (NAE)
and National Research Council (NRC) committees, where he
contributed without being overly forceful or insistent about
his views being accepted. From 1991 through 2007 he was
either the chair or a member of 20 such activities, representing a signficant commitment of his time. He chaired the NRC
Committee on Materials Research for Defense-After-Next
(1999–2002) and was a member of the Board on Army Science
and Technology (1992–97) and Army Research Laboratory
Technical Assessment Board (1996–2000). For the NAE, he
was active on the Materials Engineering Peer and Executive
Committees and in the Materials Engineering Section, with
terms as vice chair and chair.
He was a fellow of ASM International and in 1966 won the
Alfred H. Geisler Memorial Award, which recognizes an outstanding young materials scientist/engineer, from its Eastern
New York chapter. In 1992 he received Purdue University’s
Distinguished Engineering Alumnus Award. In his acceptance
talk, his advice to students included the following:
Work hard and learn all you can. Whatever you choose to do,
dedicate yourself to it, involve yourself in it fully, and make
sure that you keep a broad perspective on what is going on
in the world. Think about the whole problem…not just the
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narrow field in which you were trained. You can’t just stick to
your own thing and make a [real] contribution.

What great advice that is!
Harvey Schadler was both my friend and colleague. When
I think about him, the following characteristics immediately
come to mind: intelligent, thoughtful, trustworthy, helpful,
high integrity, observant, principled but open minded, committed to progress and excellence. He always had an interesting and helpful view of complex situations, both technical
and interpersonal, but he was not one to offer his observations
unless he was asked.
He particularly disliked destructive conflict and, as a consequence, became an effective mediator when tough situations
arose. Although he never complained about this informal role,
I knew him well enough to believe these instances were very
hard for him. This particular aspect of his overall contribution
often went unrecognized but was enormously helpful, in no
small part because he was so effective and skillful in this role.
Harvey is survived by his wife Margaret; sister Janet
Schadler Welch; children Janet Schadler, Edward (Ted)
Schadler (Deirdre Fay Quinn Schadler; Baltimore), and Linda
Feist (Thomas; Pittsburgh); and grandchildren Edward and
Annabelle Feist, and Rory and Sophie Schadler.
Harvey was a great human being as well as a tremendous
technologist. He is remembered as a loving husband, father,
friend, and colleague. He was an effective mentor and a generous, wonderful communicator with time always to listen to
a concern, counsel a tough choice, or chat with a stranger at
the gas station, barbershop, or airport. Those of us who knew
Harvey will miss him in all the days to come.
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BERNARD A. SCHRIEVER
1910–2005
Elected in 1967
“Ballistic missile development.”
BY GERRY DOYLE AND MICHAEL YARYMOVYCH

Like several notable Americans of the 20th century, BER-

NARD ADOLPH SCHRIEVER was an immigrant. He was born
September 10, 1910, in Bremen, Germany, and came to live in
the United States in 1917 after his father—a ship’s engineer on
a German merchantman—was interned in New York in 1916.
The Schriever parents both had family connections in the
United States, and when Mrs. Schriever and their sons Bernard
(Bennie), the elder by about 2 years, and Gerhard (Gerry) managed to escape Europe to join her husband, the family moved
to New Braunfels, Texas, where they had friends. Released
from internment, Schriever père found work as an engineer,
but died before the end of World War I in an industrial accident in nearby San Antonio. The nadir of the Schriever boys’
childhood came when their mother was forced to temporarily
place them in an orphanage while she worked to support herself and establish a family home as a widow.
Bernard attended high school in San Antonio and in 1927
entered the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Texas
(now known as Texas A&M University). He graduated in 1931
with a BS degree in engineering.
At graduation he faced an unusual career choice. On one
hand, as an undergraduate he had shown exceptional talent
as a golfer and was offered a position at a local course as
321
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the golf professional, with a respectable salary. On the other
hand, he had attended a military college: the Agricultural and
Mechanical College was all-male and all who were medically
fit were enrolled in the Reserve Officer Training Corps program. He had thus been in uniform throughout his undergraduate studies. He was not obligated to proceed into the
Army, but he chose to do so, and was commissioned into the
Army Reserve as a second lieutenant in the artillery.
San Antonio was then the home of US Army Aviation and
Schriever applied to transfer to the Army Air Corps. He took
flight training (1932–33) and then moved to March Field in
Riverside, California, to join the 9th Bombardment Squadron.
There he made an acquaintance who would have a significant
influence on his future: Lieutenant Colonel (later General of
the Army and of the Air Force) Henry “Hap” Arnold. Hap
Arnold had been a career soldier since before World War I
and had been one of the first US Army officers to learn to fly.
He had risen to be assistant director of the Office of Military
Aeronautics, with responsibility for overseeing the buildup of
the US aircraft industry to support the military effort. By 1931
he was commanding officer at March Field.
Arnold and Schriever were both technical visionaries. Later
in their careers, they were convinced of the close connection
between the practical aspects of air and space power and the
state of technological progress. Arnold’s remark to Schriever
in 1946—that World War I was won by brawn, World War II
by logistics, and World War III would be won by brains—summarized the growing connection the two men made between
military aviation and its reliance on the “high technology” of
the day.
Schriever gained a reserve appointment in the Panama
Canal Zone, where he became acquainted with Dora Devol
Brett, daughter of the Air Corps commander for the zone.
When they became engaged, Schriever had to accept that a
reserve lieutenant’s position was too tenuous to support a wife
and family. He left active service with the reserves and took up
employment with Northwest Airlines in Seattle as a copilot.
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In 1938 Hap Arnold, by now a brigadier general, visited
Seattle, partly to confer with the president of Boeing Aircraft
but also, over a game of golf, to invite Schriever to apply for a
regular commission in the Air Corps in the forthcoming competitive exam.
Schriever returned to duty as a bomber pilot, but soon
transferred to test-flying duty at Wright Field in Dayton, Ohio.
It provided him with an opportunity not only to broaden
his flying experience as a test pilot but also to enter the Air
Corps Engineering School for its one-year course in general
aeronautical engineering, which he did in July 1940. He was
then selected to undertake a master’s degree in aeronautical
engineering.
He entered Stanford University in September 1941 and was
studying there when the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor on
December 7, 1941, brought the United States into World War II.
Despite his expectation that he would be recalled to active
duty immediately, he was ordered not to proceed until he had
completed his studies; consequently, it was June 1942 before
he left for Australia and wartime assignments, first with the
19th Bombardment Group and then at the headquarters of the
Army Air Services, Southwest Pacific Area, the maintenance
and engineering headquarters for the region.
For the duration of the war Schriever combined the role
of combat pilot with that of maintenance officer, capitalizing
on the training he had received at the engineering school.
He flew combat missions regularly in B-17 bombers with the
19th Bombardment Group, and then rose in rank and responsibility in the Headquarters Far East Air Service Command.
At the end of the war he was commander of the Advanced
Headquarters of that command on Okinawa. He remained in
service in the Pacific Theatre until after the Japanese surrender, returning to the United States in September 1945 as a full
colonel in the US Army Air Forces. He had flown 38 combat
missions and received a Distinguished Service Medal, Legion
of Merit Award, and Purple Heart. His erstwhile patron had
also advanced. Hap Arnold was now a general and chief of
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Army Air Forces, and Schriever’s first appointment after the
war was at headquarters, Army Air Forces in the Pentagon.
By 1944 Arnold was convinced of two things: the war would
soon be over, with America among the victorious allies, and
the development and exploitation of military aviation would
depend on close cooperation with civilian scientists on topics
of research interest.
He discussed a way ahead on the latter challenge with the
physicist and engineer Theodore von Kármán in a conversation that took place at New York’s LaGuardia airport early in
August 1944. Arnold proposed to von Kármán that he lead an
investigation into the technical steps required to ensure US
air supremacy into the future. This was to be a far-reaching
study, with little regarded as off-limits. Arnold wanted the scientists assembled at the Pentagon to “forget the past; regard
the equipment now available only as the basis for the boldest
predictions….” Forced for four years to think in incremental
terms, he now sought the best people in the scientific community to spur air power technology far beyond present
limitations.
This opened up the opportunity for Schriever to become
involved in the follow-on to the program. He arrived in
Washington in December 1945, just in time to witness and participate in three initiatives championed by Arnold: the establishment of the Scientific Advisory Board (SAB), for which
Schriever assumed responsibilities as scientific liaison officer;
the creation of links with Project RAND, an Arnold endeavor
to develop scientific capability (in 1948 it became the RAND
Corporation); and involvement with the work of the DoD Joint
Research and Development Board (JRDB).
The first task assigned to the Project RAND team was a
study of the potential of Earth-orbiting satellites, and through
his involvement with this early work Schriever learned about
the military potential of spaceflight. He also had to reconcile these responsibilities with the JRDB activities. His duties
involved preparing briefing material for the board members,
and a significant Schriever initiative from this period was the
introduction of development planning objectives (DPOs),
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which sought to match military requirements with R&D activity. Schriever became a strong proponent of the efficacy of
“technology push,” an approach that allowed free rein to technological R&D as the means for solving complex operational
needs.
In 1949 he was selected to attend the National War College
(NWC). When he returned to HQ USAF the following year,
he found that the USAF had created the Air Research and
Development Command (ARDC), in an attempt to separate
R&D activity from the procurement and support of combat
equipment.
Upon graduation from the NWC, Schriever’s new appointment was as assistant for development planning on the Air
Staff. His responsibility was to try to move weapons development planning forward to incorporate technologies not in service. Once again, his precise duties were loosely defined—he
described them as “ad-hockery.” He rose in the Development
Planning Office from assistant for evaluation to assistant for
development planning to office director. But his days of “adhockery” were coming to an end, as technological developments in atomic weapons were about to force a period of
massive reequipment for the US armed forces.
After the initial breakthrough in developing atomic w
 eapons
during World War II, the United States had to contemplate
other countries doing likewise. The Soviet Union duly achieved
nuclear parity in 1949. At that point, both countries could only
usefully deliver such weapons by air, as bombs dropped from
aircraft; the yield of early fission weapons was still sufficiently
limited that they required relatively accurate delivery, which
at that time could be achieved only by aiming them from an
aircraft near the target. The potential of missiles as a delivery
system had obvious advantages from the standpoint of speed
and reduced vulnerability, but limits on the accuracy of missiles meant they were impractical. Solving this conundrum
would require either more accurate missiles or more powerful
nuclear warheads.
Under the direction of John von Neumann, an SAB subcommittee confirmed the feasibility of a thermonuclear-tipped
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intercontinental ballistic missile (ICBM), and the USAF reassessed priorities and established an organization specifically
to deliver an operational version.
Schriever thus became the first (and only) commander of
the Western Development Division (WDD), a component of
ARDC established in Inglewood, California, on July 1, 1954.
He directed the WDD with the prime aim of delivering an
operational ICBM as quickly as possible. The resulting weapon
system, known as the Atlas, achieved operational status in
September 1959.
Schriever accomplished this by developing a variety of
program management techniques, collectively known as
“concurrency.” Concurrency circumvented the limitations of
sequential development, where one component of a complex
system was developed essentially to completion before the
next stage was commenced. During the five-year development of Atlas, Schriever coordinated the design, testing, and
production of the complete missile airframe and propulsion
system, its integration with the warhead, the construction of
infrastructure at the operational bases for the missile, and
the training of personnel to operate it. He also had to cope
with shifting budget priorities and changing perceptions of
American preparedness compared to that of the Soviet Union,
particularly after the Soviets’ 1957 launch of Sputnik 1, the
first artificial Earth-orbiting satellite.
It was during this period that Schriever also became directly
involved in exploring the utility of military space systems. On
February 15, 1956, responsibility for the USAF satellite program, previously vested in the Wright Air Development Center
at Wright-Patterson AFB in Dayton, Ohio, was transferred to
WDD. The principal focus of this work was the launch of a
reconnaissance satellite as soon as possible.
Presented to the public as a series of scientific satellites to
characterize the upper atmosphere and perform other aspects
of basic research, the Discoverer program traced its origins to
the DPO for reconnaissance that Schriever had promoted while
working at the Pentagon. When Discoverer at last achieved the
most challenging part of its rather tortuous development—the
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safe recovery of a capsule ejected by the orbiting reconnaissance system—the payload exposed to public view was a US
flag that had been successfully launched and recovered. With
some fanfare (as part of the public explanation of the mission), the flag was taken to the White House and presented to
President Dwight Eisenhower.
In 1959, with Atlas entering service and with two more missile systems initiated by Schriever—Titan and Minuteman—
in development, he was promoted to lieutenant general
and given command of WDD’s parent organization, the Air
Force Ballistic Missile Division. He initiated and led a major
reorganization and was rewarded by his final promotion to
the rank of four-star general to command one of its fruits, Air
Force Systems Command (AFSC). After eight years of almost
exclusive involvement in space and missile systems, he now
took responsibility for the management of aircraft procurement for the USAF too. From 1961 to 1966, the bumpy path
into service of the C-5A transport aircraft and F-111 multirole fast-jet aircraft fell under his remit, even as he remained
involved in space and missile systems development.
The USAF had for some time been lobbying and manoeuvering for a coherent military manned spaceflight program,
and Schriever had been involved throughout. Early proposals
for an overtly military manned spaceflight program, referred
to variously as Military Man in Space (MMIS) and Man in
Space Soonest (MISS), had come to naught. NASA still relied
heavily on all the services for its Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo
programs. Mercury capsules were launched atop Army
Redstone and Air Force Atlas launchers, each derived from
the equivalent missile. Gemini capsules similarly relied on Air
Force Titan-derived launchers, and the four services supplied
the bulk of the astronaut corps, most of whom were former
military test pilots.
With Schriever commanding AFSC, three further attempts
at a military manned spaceflight program were undertaken.
First, the USAF proposed a series of military manned missions using Air Force–procured Gemini capsules (these were
sometimes referred to as “Blue Gemini” missions). Next, the
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USAF pursued an experimental single-seat recoverable prototype known alternately as the X-20 and the Dyna-Soar. X-20
would have been launched atop an Atlas booster and would
have had unique (at the time) abilities to manoeuver in orbit,
but this too was cancelled before flight.
Finally, as a substitute for the cancelled X-20, the USAF was
allowed to proceed with the Manned Orbiting Laboratory
(MOL) program. This envisaged the launch of a large experimental module, sandwiched between a developed Titan
booster and a Gemini capsule, carrying a crew of two Air
Force astronauts. Capable of a 30-day mission, and providing
a “shirt-sleeve” environment in which the astronauts could
conduct a variety of experiments to determine the limits of
human capability in orbit, this ambitious mission would have
given the USAF a true long-endurance spaceflight capability.
Schriever was himself the project director in the last two years
of his service career. But the program was bedevilled by conflicts between its research origins and an emerging National
Reconnaissance Office requirement for an operational manned
reconnaissance platform, and Schriever struggled to reconcile
these conflicting demands.
He retired from the USAF in 1966, with the MOL still a
program of record but hampered by cost overruns and development delays. The program continued with the selection of
17 astronauts, the development of facilities in Huntington
Beach, design of the seven-segment Titan 3M program, and
construction of the necessary launch facilities at Vandenberg
AFB, the so-called SLIC 6. The MOL program was cancelled
by President Nixon in 1969.
General Schriever’s retirement from Air Force service
did not mark the end of his working life. He established
a Washington-based consultancy firm and advised the
Department of Transportation on the regulation of civil air
transport, served on Nixon’s Presidential Advisory Council on
Management Improvement in the early 1970s, was involved
in Ronald Reagan’s election campaign and then his transition to the presidency, and, under President Reagan, served
on various advisory bodies relating to foreign intelligence
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and defense management as well as the Strategic Defense
Initiative.
Schriever garnered a number of honors during his career.
He received an honorary degree from Rider University in New
Jersey in 1958, while still serving in the USAF, and an honorary doctorate from Utah State University in 1995. He was
elected a member of the National Academy of Engineering
in 1967 and an honorary fellow of the American Institute of
Astronautics and Aeronautics in 1989, and inducted into the
National Aviation Hall of Fame in 1980. He was selected for
the Air Force Space and Missile Pioneers Award (1989) and a
Lifetime Achievement Award from the Air Force Association
(2003), and the USAF Academy at Colorado Springs endowed
a chair in space systems engineering in his honor in 2005. He
was honored three times by the Air University at Maxwell
AFB, Alabama, in its Gathering of Eagles program. In 1998
Falcon AFB, Colorado, was renamed Schriever AFB—the first
(and only, as of 2017) time that a USAF base has been named
for a living serviceman, and Schriever had the unique experience of attending its dedication ceremony.
He maintained close links with his former USAF colleagues; “Schriever’s Old-Timers” met regularly, with support
and encouragement from the senior leadership of the USAF.
Its last formal gathering appears to have been its 15th anniversary reunion at Bolling AFB in Washington, April 23–27,
2003. Among those present to honor Schriever and his colleagues were the chair of the joint chiefs, the Air Force chief of
staff, and the commanders of Air Force Space Command and
Materiel Command and of US Strategic Command.
He died June 20, 2005, aged 94, and is interred at Arlington
National Cemetery. His first marriage had ended at about the
time he retired from the USAF; he remarried in 1997, to the popular singer Joni James. She survived him, as did the children of
his first marriage, son Brett (Colorado Springs) and daughters
Dodie Moeller (Stevensville, Maryland) and Barbara Allan
(Washington); stepchildren Michelangelo Acquaviva (Joppa,
Alabama) and Angela Mia Acquaviva (Melbourne, Florida);
and 11 grandchildren.
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S H I R L E Y E . S C H WA RT Z
1935–2016
Elected in 2000
“For contributions to lubrication engineering and for enriching
the technical community through freelance writing.”
BY KATHLEEN C. TAYLOR

S

HIRLEY ELLEN SCHWARTZ, widely recognized for her
work on lubrication engineering at BASF and General Motors,
died May 8, 2016, at the age of 81.
She was born August 26, 1935, in Detroit to Jessie Grace
Galbraith Eckwall and Emil Victor Eckwall (both her parents were known by their middle names, Grace and Victor).
She grew up in nearby Pleasant Ridge, was active in sports,
and spent her summers at the family cottage near Gaylord in
northern Michigan.
Shirley was an exceptionally smart student. After graduating from Lincoln High School in Ferndale, MI, she went to
summer school at the Sorbonne and also did a summer course
of Spanish language study at the University of Illinois, which
included a trip to Mexico. In fact she was quite gifted in languages; she spoke French, Spanish, and German, and later
in her career learned to speak Japanese. She also spoke some
Swedish and translated articles from Russian into English.
She began as a language major at the University of
Michigan in Ann Arbor, but switched to chemistry, graduating with a BS in 1957. She earned an MS in biochemistry at
Wayne State University in 1962; her advisor was Wendell H.
Powers. In 1970 she got her PhD in physical chemistry, also at
331
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Wayne State; her thesis advisor was Wilfried Heller and her
PhD thesis was “Refractive Index Investigations of Polymers
and Proteins.”
While at Wayne State she developed techniques to grow
nerves in chicken embryos. This was followed by postdoctoral study with Harry Fischer, director of radiology at Wayne
County General Hospital. She published her work on the
“Adhesion of Barium Sulfate to Colon Tissue.”
After her postdoctoral study Shirley taught biology and
chemistry part-time at Oakland Community College and later
full-time at Detroit Institute of Technology (DIT), where in
1976–78 she was head of the Math-Science Division. Given
her lifelong ambition to acquire new skills, she took courses in
mathematics, computer programming, and engineering drawing while at DIT and received a BS degree in mathematics in
1978.
From DIT (which closed in 1981) she moved to BASF
Wyandotte Corporation, where she was a research staff scientist (1978–81) and became a section head in 1981. She developed an industrial hydraulic fluid that was 95 percent water,
nonflammable, noncorrosive, and as viscous as oil. The use of
water as the primary ingredient saved oil and reduced pollution. BASF won an IR-100 award for this product in 1982.
In 1981 she moved to the General Motors Research and
Development Center, from which she retired in 1999—and
then spent two years with GM Powertrain.
Shirley made major contributions in the field of lubrication
engineering. She was the primary developer of GM’s oil life
monitor, a highly sophisticated, accurate, patented computer
system (oil change indicator) that calculates the rate of engine
degradation. The device saves up to 10 million gallons of oil
a year by allowing extended oil drains without risk of engine
damage. It received many awards, including Oil Daily Product
of the Year in 1988.
She published more than 40 technical papers and 149 articles, and received 20 US and foreign patents. Notable publications are “An Analysis of Upper-Cylinder Wear with Fuels
Containing Methanol” (Lubrication Engineering 42(4):292,
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1986); “Development of an Automatic Engine Oil-Change
Indicator System” (SAE Paper No. 87043, 1987, with Donald
J. Smolenski); “Observations Through a Transparent Oil Pan
During Cold-Start, Short-Trip Service” (SAE Paper No. 912387,
1991); and “A Comparison of Engine Oil Viscosity, Emulsion
Formation, and Chemical Changes for M85 and GasolineFueled Vehicles in Short-Trip Service” (SAE Paper No.
922297, 1992). She gave talks about lubrication subjects in the
Netherlands, Toronto and Fort McMurray, Canada, and other
places. She was invited to write similar essays in Japanese for
the Japanese Journal of Tribologists, and she wrote and published
articles in English and French.
For 15 years (1988–2003) she wrote monthly “Love Letters
to the Lubrication Engineers” in Lubrication Engineering. In
1993, 45 of these articles were published in a book with artistic
illustrations by her son Steve.
Shirley received many honors during her lifetime, beginning in high school when she was elected to the National
Honor Society and in 1953 received an honorable mention
in the Detroit News Scholastic Writing Competition. While at
the University of Michigan she received the Regents Alumni
Honor Award and two undergraduate prizes in chemistry,
and she was elected to Alpha Lambda Delta and Phi Kappa
Phi honor societies. At Wayne State University she received
the Tompkins Award in Creative Writing.
General Motors recognized her with its Kettering Award,
the company’s top honor for technical innovations, “for a
computer-based method that assesses engine oil degradation
as a function of oil temperature and displays the remaining
life of the oil for the vehicle” (1988), and the McCuen Award,
bestowed “for extraordinary technical accomplishment and
highly significant achievement” (1993). In 1989 she received
the Gold Award (top award of technical societies of southern
Michigan) from the Engineering Society of Detroit. In 1993
she was elected a fellow (and director, 1985–91) of the Society
of Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers, which in 1987
awarded her the Wilbur Deutsch Memorial Award and in 1994
the P.M. Ku Award for contributions to the society.
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She received many awards for papers and oral presentations
at meetings of the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE),
including the Arch T. Colwell Merit Award for best paper in
1992 and the Lloyd L. Withrow Distinguished Speaker Award
in 1995. She was inducted into the Michigan Women’s Hall
of Fame in 1996, and in 1999 she was elected an SAE fellow
and received a Life Achievement Award from the Society of
Women Engineers. She was elected to the National Academy of
Engineering in 2000 and, earlier that year, received the Women
of Wayne Headliners Award from Wayne State University.
She was also a member of Sigma Xi, the Coordinating
Research Council (CRC), American Chemical Society, and
Tissue Culture Association. Early in her career she held memberships in the American Society for Nondestructive Testing,
Society of Manufacturing Engineers, American Society for
Testing and Materials, and American Association of University
Professors. As head of the CRC Group on Lubricants of
Methanol-Fueled Vehicles she chaired several international
conferences.
Shirley had a lifelong love of sports. Her activities included
women’s water ballet at the University of Michigan, canoeing,
sailing, skiing, champion swimmer and diver, senior nationallevel competitor in table tennis, and US Open competitor in
senior women’s volleyball. She also enjoyed music and played
the clarinet and block flute (recorder). She was secretary of
the Warren (MI) Human Rights Council during the civil rights
movement of the 1960s.
She is survived by her husband Ronald Schwartz, sons
Steven, Bradley (Coleen), and George; grandchildren Jessica,
Kelly (Phil) Ploski, Mathew (Rebecca), Clara, Laura, and
Jonathan; and great-granddaughters Maryanna Joy Ploski and
Rosalie Evangeline Schwartz.
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MAURICE E. SHANK
1921–2012
Elected in 1983
“Outstanding contributions and technical direction in advancing
the state of the art in aircraft gas turbine technology.”
BY EDWARD M. GREITZER AND LEE S. LANGSTON

MAURICE EDWIN SHANK, a major contributor to the de-

velopment of gas turbine blade metallurgy, particularly directionally solidified and single crystal turbine blades, died February 21, 2012, at his home in York Harbor, Maine, surrounded by
his wife, Virginia, and other family. He was 90 years old.
Bud, as he was known, was born April 22, 1921, in New
York City. He attended Carnegie Institute of Technology (now
Carnegie Mellon University) and, after graduating with a BS
in mechanical engineering in 1942, was commissioned as a
second lieutenant in the Army Corps of Engineers and served
as a platoon commander. He was transferred to the Ordnance
Corps, serving 37 months in the Middle East and North Africa
in various technical and field positions. At the end of World
War II he was discharged with the rank of major.
From 1946 to 1949 Bud was a graduate student at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, in the Departments
of Mechanical Engineering and Metallurgy, and a half-time
instructor in metallurgy. He received his DSc in metallurgy
in 1949 and joined the MIT faculty as an assistant professor
(1949–55) and associate professor (1955–62) in the Department
of Mechanical Engineering, where he earned tenure.
His research was on the mechanical properties of materials as related to design requirements. He was also active as
337
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a consultant in the fields of design, materials, fabrication of
steam turbines and electric power generation equipment,
hydropower turbines, aircraft gas turbine engines, and nuclear
power generation using liquid metal coolants.
In 1960 he was recruited to direct a laboratory being set up
at Pratt & Whitney (P&W), a major gas turbine manufacturer,
for research on advanced and innovative technology developments in materials, their processing, and their transition
to production. He left the MIT faculty to form the Advanced
Materials Research and Development Laboratory (AMRDL)
in North Haven and, subsequently, Middletown, Connecticut.
Over its 10-year life, AMRDL pioneered single-crystal superalloy technology and was an excellent example of industry
using fundamental and applied research to create and bring
to market a superior product within a decade. At its peak the
staff numbered over 200 scientists, engineers, and technicians
doing R&D on all aspects of single-crystal technology, from
casting to alloy development, coatings, joining, and repair.
At the start of AMRDL, Bud recruited Frank VerSnyder,
who had developed a concept for eliminating transverse grain
boundaries and the adverse conditions that can result (for
example, void formation and increased chemical activity leading to creep, corrosion, and cracks) in the casting of jet engine
turbine blades. Based on this concept a directionally solidified
(DS) turbine blade, with columnar grains aligned along the
major stress axis, was patented for Pratt & Whitney in 1966.
The blade exhibits improved ductility and thermal fatigue life,
and, when the material properties were measured and reliable manufacturing techniques created, DS turbine blades and
vanes had their first use by P&W in 1969, in the J58, which
powered the SR-71.
The DS research led to the development of techniques to
manufacture single-crystal turbine airfoils and to overcome
casting defects. Single-crystal turbine airfoils were installed
in P&W F100 engines for the F-15 and F-16 jet fighters, with
the first commercial aviation use in P&W’s JT9D-7R4 jet
engine, which received flight certification in 1982 for the
Boeing 767 and Airbus A310. AMRDL’s pioneering work has
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been improved upon by Pratt & Whitney and other manufacturers over the past 40 years; yields greater than 95 percent
are now commonly achieved in the casting of single-crystal
turbine airfoils for aviation gas turbines.
Technology history shows that a breakthrough such as
single-crystal superalloys usually entails a long-term process,
typically 30 years or more. Bud’s leadership in using an industrial targeted group approach to bring it about within roughly
a decade may be an exemplar worthy of study in itself.
From directing the materials laboratory, Bud progressed
through positions of increased responsibility at Pratt &
Whitney. In 1971 he became manager of materials engineering
and research, with responsibility for all materials research and
technology processing and applications. In 1972 his responsibilities were expanded to director of engineering technology
and research, where he had a broad remit for advancing gas
turbine engine technology. (The authors worked in this organization at the time.)
In 1980 he became director of engine design and structures
engineering, with oversight of engine mechanical design and
technology and design analysis in structures, and in 1981
he was named director, engineering–technical, for P&W’s
Connecticut (commercial) activities. In this position he was
responsible for analytical and component development activities in support of commercial engineering programs as well
as the research and technology activities needed to provide
technology for current and future applications. The work
included a range of technical areas: aerodynamic components
(fan, compressor, turbine, nacelle aerodynamics), acoustics,
reduction of emissions, secondary flow and cooling systems,
structures and dynamics, mechanical components, fuel systems, engine controls (both hydromechanical and the then
new area of electronic controls), materials, preliminary engine
design, advanced engine performance analysis, and vehicle
applications.
In 1985 Bud became director of engineering technology
assessment, with responsibility for identifying and providing leadership in the development of technology and
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technical expertise in the company’s Engineering Division.
This included technologies for both commercial and military
applications, with the mandate to enhance P&W’s position in
the aerospace industry.
In 1986 he became vice president of Pratt & Whitney of
China, responsible for technology exchange with the People’s
Republic of China, establishing working relationships with
the country’s technically oriented business, government,
professional, and academic communities. He also coordinated activities relating to China from other P&W units
(such as the Government Products Division, Engineering,
and Manufacturing Division), as well as the units of United
Technologies Corporation (the parent company of P&W) that
formed the Power Group: Elliott Company and Fuel Cell
Operations.
As part of his work, with emphasis on educating future
leaders in China, Bud established graduate engineering scholarship programs at US universities. Invited in 1985 by the
Chinese Ministry of Aviation to visit and report on aeroengine
design, manufacturing, and test facilities, he toured a number
of facilities not previously seen by foreigners.
Bud’s early work in the fracture of iron and steel gained
him widespread recognition while he was a professor at MIT.
His subsequent impact, at P&W, was seen more broadly in gas
turbine engineering. He demonstrated leadership in organizing and effectively operating a range of research that resulted
in substantive advances in gas turbine technology and components, blending scientific and engineering approaches to
solve problems in the development of complex engineering
products.
His recognition of, and philosophy for promoting, the
applicability of fundamental science from other fields to practical problems resulted in the formation of an organization
with a number of pathbreaking achievements. In addition to
the DS and single-crystal turbine airfoils mentioned above—
the latter of which are now the industry standard—these
include the following: full authority digital electronic controls
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for aircraft engines, lower cost of engine ownership through
fuel burn reduction, increased reliability, and decreased maintenance; controlled diffusion airfoils for shock-free transonic
flow and prevention of boundary layer separation, allowing
lower fuel burn and greater resistance to erosion from foreign
object damage; and ceramic outer air seals for advanced gas
path sealing in the high-pressure turbine, with benefits from
lower fuel burn and better performance retention.
Bud was an advisor to many universities, professional
societies, and government boards and committees. These
included MIT, where he was on the visiting committee for
the Departments of Materials Science and Engineering and of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, and the Materials Processing
Center, as well as visiting committees for Carnegie Mellon
University and the University of Pennsylvania and advisory
boards for the Society of Automotive Engineers, American
Petroleum Institute, National Science Foundation, NASA, and
National Research Council. He presented testimony on aeronautical matters to House and Senate committees of Congress,
and was an invited lecturer at universities, professional societies, and government meetings in the United States, United
Kingdom, and China.
Elected to the NAE in 1983, Bud served on the Charles
Stark Draper Prize Committee, the Aeronautics and Space
Engineering Board, and a number of other committees.
He was a fellow of the American Institute for Aeronautics
and Astronautics, American Society for Metals, American
Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum Engineers,
and American Society of Mechanical Engineers, and served
as a conference organizer and on technical and/or executive
committees.
On a more personal note, many of those who worked with
Bud at Pratt & Whitney remember him writing and reading at
a custom-made, stand-up desk, which he used to alleviate back
strain. He maintained close ties to academia, which served him
well in recruiting new talent for the company. Colleagues also
remember him for the career advice he provided, explaining
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that one’s career trajectory is rarely straight up, and can have
flat periods and downturns. He counseled patience and (especially) perseverance; one had the impression he was talking
from personal experience, which lent substantial credibility to
his insightful advice.
Bud was survived by his wife of 63 years, Virginia (she died
February 18, 2017); daughters Diana Shank and Hilary ShankKuhl; sons-in-law Glenn Allen and Andrzej Kuhl; and grandson Nicholas Kuhl.
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C H A R L E S F. T I F FA N Y
1929–2014
Elected in 1984
“For sustained contribution to the government and industry to
provide safe, longer life structures for aerospace systems.”
BY JOHN J. TRACY

CHARLES FERGUSON TIFFANY was born in Aitkin, Min-

nesota, on November 23, 1929, to Roy and Agnes (Ferguson)
Tiffany. He graduated from Aitkin High School in 1947 and
enrolled first in Macalester College and then the University of
Minnesota, where he earned two bachelor of science degrees,
in civil engineering (structures) and mathematics in 1952. That
June he married Delores Petersen. Later in his career, in 1978,
he earned an executive management degree from the Federal
Executive Institute.
Chuck began his illustrious engineering career in Seattle
with the Boeing Company. His first assignment was in stress
analysis, a field that he loved and practiced throughout his
28-year career there, even after being named executive vice
president of the Boeing Military Airplane Company in 1987.
He also served in key positions such as vice president of
advanced systems, responsible for advanced program development activities in Seattle, Wichita, and Huntsville; vice president of research and engineering; and deputy manager of the
Structures Technology Department.
After he retired from Boeing in 1988, he continued his
work as a consultant on aerospace structures for the US
Air Force, National Aeronautics and Space Administration
345
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(NASA), Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), and various
companies.
His Boeing work was interspersed with 8 years of civilian
service to the Air Force, as a special technical advisor to its
Aeronautical Systems Division. He led the development of
new structural standards and specifications for improving
aircraft safety and durability and served on USAF Scientific
Advisory Board committees on the F-111, C-5A, C-141, and
C-17. He was a key player in the formulation of damage tolerance requirements for the B-1, A-10, F-16, KC-10, YC-14, and
YC-15 aircraft, and structural assessments of the B-52, KC-135,
F-4, A-7, F-5, T-38, SR-71, C-141, C-130, T-39, AWACS, and F-22.
His technical areas of expertise were airframe and propulsion structural design, structural integrity, and damage
tolerance. In the earliest stages of his career, he developed
the “Tiffany test,” a fracture mechanics–based proof test for
ensuring the operational integrity of pressurized structures.
Subsequently adopted by NASA and the USAF, this work
was critical to the Apollo program in which Chuck validated
the structural integrity of all tanks and pressure vessels in the
Saturn V launch vehicle before the first manned launch. Under
his direction, Boeing completed more than a dozen fracture
mechanics research contracts for the Air Force, Naval Research
Laboratory, and NASA as well as other industrial firms.
Chuck’s colleagues acknowledged him as one of the most
influential champions of both military and commercial aircraft safety. He worked tirelessly to develop design criteria
that would ensure that aircraft structure would be durable
and tolerant of damage. He played a critical role in developing military aircraft design manuals, guides, and bulletins that
defined how to design the structure so that it would remain
safe to fly even if damaged by fatigue, corrosion, or accidental
or intended damage. He was extremely influential in developing similar design criteria for commercial aircraft through
his efforts on committees working with the FAA, airlines,
and manufacturers. He helped the entire industry appreciate
the importance of proper structural design practices to make
flying aircraft safe.
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He was very generous in donating his time and expertise
to the NAE, National Research Council (NRC), American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and others.
He chaired and served on multiple committees on aerospace
vehicle structures, materials, durability, and damage tolerance.
He was a member of the Air Force Scientific Advisory Board
and NASA Advisory Council for Aeronautics, and served
on the editorial advisory board for the Engineering Fracture
Mechanics International Journal.
Much of his work was documented through numerous
technical papers and reports, which have been cited over 1,500
times by other researchers. Of particular note, he chaired the
NRC committee that produced the 1997 report on Aging of US
Air Force Aircraft, and coauthored (with Charles A. Babish IV
and Joseph P. Gallagher) the USAF 2010 report Threats to Aircraft
Structural Safety, Including a Compendium of Selected Structural
Accidents/Incidents.
Chuck received numerous awards, commendations,
and honors. He was an elected member of the NAE and an
AIAA fellow. In 1974 he received the Von Karman Memorial
Contest First Prize Plaque for Developments in Application
of Fracture Mechanics. He also received the AIAA Structures,
Materials and Dynamics Award, and the American Society of
Mechanical Engineer’s Spirit of St. Louis Medal “for applying fracture mechanics to the design and assessment of aircraft structure, resulting in new design criteria for damage
tolerance, while assuring the flight readiness of US Air Force
aircraft during crucial years of external military threat.” The
Air Force awarded him the John W. Lincoln Award (1997)
and both the Meritorious Civilian Service Award (twice) and
Exceptional Civilian Service Award (twice), as well as the
Aeronautical Systems Division Outstanding Engineer of the
Year award. He also received the FAA Gold Medal.
Chuck told others that his hobbies were aviation structural safety, fishing, and the computer, in that order. It was a
clear sign of how much he loved his work. His major impact
on the field of structural integrity of aerospace vehicles is
indisputable.
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He passed away October 12, 2014, at the Kanmar Place
Hospice Home in Tucson after an extended illness. He was
84. He is survived by his wife of 62 years, Delores, of Rancho
Mirage, California; daughter Kae Wade and her husband Gary
of Dayton; son Mark and wife Mary of Rancho Palos Verdes;
son Todd and wife Kathleen of Seattle; grandchildren Mark
and Carrie Wade of Dayton; four great-grandchildren; and
many close friends. He will be missed by all.
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MYRON TRIBUS
1921–2016
Elected in 1973
“Contributions to applied sciences that support engineering, to engineering
education, and for professional service in education, government, and industry.”
BY MEG MURPHY AND DONNA SAVICKI
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

MYRON TRIBUS, an American organizational theorist and

former director of the Center for Advanced Engineering Study
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, died August 31,
2016, at the age of 94. He was cofounder of Exergy Inc., a company specializing in the design of advanced, high-efficiency
power production systems.
Myron was born in San Francisco on October 30, 1921. He
graduated from the University of California, Berkeley, in 1942
with a BS in chemistry and received his PhD in engineering
from the University of California, Los Angeles, in 1949.
During World War II he was a captain in the US Air Force
and worked as a design-development officer at Wright Field.
After the war he joined General Electric and became a gas turbine design engineer, but decided to go back into academia and
joined the faculty of UCLA, where he taught thermodynamics,
fluid mechanics, and heat transfer. He was a visiting professor
and director of research at the University of Michigan in 1951–53.
In 1961 he was named dean of Dartmouth College’s Thayer
School of Engineering, where he introduced the unified

Tributes by John Collier and Elsa Garmire are posted in Dartmouth
Engineer Magazine, available at https://engineering.dartmouth.edu/
magazine/tribute-myron-tribus.
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engineering curriculum and led faculty in developing a new
curriculum based on engineering design and entrepreneurship. He focused on “breadth, then depth”—students studied
the principles underlying all areas of engineering before pursuing particular fields. He emphasized real-life experience in
creative applications of engineering and believed hands-on
engineering design is essential at all levels of the curriculum,
saying, “Knowledge without know-how is sterile.”
In 1969 he accepted a post in the Nixon administration
as assistant secretary of commerce for science and technology. He left the Department of Commerce after 18 months, in
November 1970, to become senior vice president for research
and engineering at Xerox Corporation.
In 1975 he joined the MIT School of Engineering faculty
as full professor and director of the Center for Advanced
Engineering Study (CAES). Created in 1963, the center was a
major effort by MIT to give working engineers and scientists in
industry and government opportunities to refresh and enrich
their engineering knowledge on a continuing basis.
As director, Myron enlarged and broadened CAES’s activities. When he arrived, the center’s Advanced Study Program
(ASP), which brings practicing engineers and scientists to the
MIT campus, had non-US enrollment of 75 percent. Myron
was charged with increasing US participation and by 1985–86,
his last year as CAES director, US enrollment in the ASP was
up to 48 percent.
Under Myron’s leadership, the center’s Self-Study Video
Tape Program, whose packages were used by 1,310 students
worldwide in 1975, became the Video Course Program, which
by 1986 offered a library of 1,000 tapes spanning 50 courses
and engaging 30,000 students worldwide in distance learning. Building on Myron’s legacy, CAES, now called MIT
Professional Education, offers online and in-classroom courses
to more than 10,000 professionals in over 120 countries.
Myron’s research interests ranged from academic subjects
such as heat transfer, fluid mechanics, probability theory, statistical interference, and thermodynamics to applied topics
such as seawater demineralization, aircraft heating, aircraft ice
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prevention, and the design of engineering curricula. His work
influenced the domains of industrial quality, ergonomics, and
education.
He also published and lectured extensively on topics of
social interest, such as the position of engineers in politics, the
decline of US competitiveness in world trade, the role of decision theory in political decision making, and the role of technology in society. In later years, he focused on the theory of
structural cognitive modifiability of Reuven Feuerstein.
He was best known for inventing deicing systems for airplanes, work in thermodynamics, popularizing the Bayesian
methods, and coining in 1962 the term “thermoeconomics.”
Also of note were his studies in probability statistics and
decision-making theory. Later in life, he was a leading supporter of Edward W. Deming and an interpreter of quality
management and business theory.
He served on the National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics (NASA’s precursor), NATO Materials Advisory
Board, US Department of Commerce Technical Advisory
Board, National Advisory Committee on Oceans and
Atmospheres, and board of governors for the Technion–Israel
Institute of Technology.
His works included Thermostatistics and Thermodynamics:
An Introduction to Energy, Information, and States of Matter, with
Engineering Applications (D. Van Nostrand Co., 1961), the first
textbook that bases the laws of thermodynamics on information theory rather than on the classical arguments; and
Rational Descriptions, Decisions, and Designs (Pergamon Press,
1969), which introduces Bayesian decision methods into the
engineering design process.
He received many honors during his lifetime. In addition to
his election to the NAE in 1973, he was selected for the Thurman
Bane Award (1945), given by the Institute of Aeronautical
Sciences to an officer or civilian of the USAF Air Research
and Development Command for an outstanding achievement in aeronautical development; the Society of Automotive
Engineers Wright Brothers Medal (1945); and the ASCE Alfred
Noble Prize (1952) as a joint award from seven societies for his
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work developing a thermal ice protection system for aircraft.
He was UCLA’s 1971–72 Engineering Alumnus of the Year
and in 1998 received the American Statistical Association’s
Deming Lecturer Award.
Myron was a larger-than-life figure who believed in the
promise of higher learning, the pursuit of knowledge, and the
importance of making ideas accessible in the public sphere.
His life reflected those values.
He was also a devoted family man. He is survived by
daughters Kamala (Jon Peter Shepetis; in Pensacola) and Lou
Andreas Tribus (in Milton Keynes, England); and grandchildren Rafi, Amanda, and Danielle Colman, and Danny and
Margianne Shepetis. He was preceded in death by his wife
of 60 years, Cora (“Sue”) Davis Tribus, and grandson Jason
Shepetis.
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G R E G O RY S . VA S S E L L
1921–2016
Elected in 1980
“Contributions in the field of electric energy supply, both as
to its technical features and its societal implications.”
BY JAMES J. MARKOWSKY

G

REGORY S. VASSELL, who promoted the development of
AEP’s extra-high-voltage transmission system, including the
765KV network, now the nation’s largest, died November 3,
2016, at the age of 94 in Dublin, Ohio.
He was born December 24, 1921, in Moscow. In 1930 he and
his parents escaped the Soviet Union, and in 1951 he earned an
advanced degree in electrical engineering from the Technical
University of Berlin-Charlottenburg, Germany. Shortly thereafter, he emigrated to the United States, where he began his
career as an assistant engineer at the American Electric Power
Service Corporation (AEP) in New York City. He earned an
MBA from New York University in 1954 and became a US citizen in 1957.
At AEP Greg advanced through the engineering levels in
the 1950s and 1960s to become assistant vice president in 1968,
vice president of system planning in 1973, and senior vice president in 1976, eventually relocating to Ohio. He also served on
the AEP board of directors (1973–87). He retired from AEP at
the end of 1987 but continued to work as an independent consultant, arbitrator, and mediator until 2001, when he retired a
second time, at age 81.
During his career he was responsible for formulating plans
for the construction of thousands of miles of high-voltage and
357
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extra-high-voltage transmission lines as well as the location of
many major power plants throughout the Midwestern United
States. For his substantial contributions in transmission engineering, AEP named a 765/345/138 kilovolt (KV) “super” station in Sunbury, Ohio, after him.
He published many technical papers and articles in professional journals in the United States and abroad. He also
delivered a number of talks and lectures on various aspects
of power system planning and operation in general, and on
extra-high-voltage transmission planning, generating capacity reserve planning, pumped-storage hydro planning, electric
bulk power supply reliability, power plant siting, load forecasting, generating capacity efficiency and reliability, and the
structure of the electric utility industry.
In addition, he testified before congressional committees
and state legislatures and appeared on innumerable occasions
as an expert witness before the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC; and its predecessor, the Federal Power
Commission), the Securities and Exchange Commission, and
state regulatory commissions.
Greg was active in national and international efforts concerning power generation and transmission. His analysis of
the cause of the 1965 blackout1 led to his participation in the
founding of the East Central Area Reliability Coordination
Agreement. He served on the Federal Power Commission
Technical Advisory Committee on Transmission (1970);
National Power Survey (chair, System Aspects Subcommittee)
(1968–70); US delegations to the Soviet Union to study extrahigh-voltage transmission facilities (1972) and to study the
design, construction, and operation of large electric generating
plants (1973), both under the US-USSR Exchange Agreement;
FERC Task Force on Power Pooling (1980–81); and Atlantic
Late in the afternoon of November 9, 1965, a design failure in a protective setting at a single power station triggered a cascade effect that disrupted the electricity supply for more than 30 million people over 80,000
square miles in Ontario, Connecticut, Massachusetts, New Hampshire,
New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and Vermont. The
outage lasted 13 hours in some places.

1
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Council of the United States/World Energy Conference Study
Group on Energy in Less Developed Countries (1984–86). He
was a member of the International Council on Large Electric
Systems (CIGRE) and an alternate representative on the US
national committee (USNC) for the World Energy Conference.
He also served on the National Research Council’s Committees on National Communications Systems Initiatives (1982–84)
and on Electric Energy Systems (1985–86) as well as the NAE’s
Electrical/Nuclear Power Engineering Peer Committee (1985–
87) and Membership Committee (1986–87).
In 1978 he was elected a fellow of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for his contribution “to the
planning of reliable and economic electric power systems,” and
two years later he was elected to the NAE. In 1995 he received
CIGRE USNC’s Philip Sporn Award, which is presented for
“career contributions to the advancement of the concept of
system integration in the theory, design, and/or operation of
large, high-voltage electric systems in the United States.”
He traveled frequently, both professionally and as a tourist.
He appreciated the contributions of the world’s cultures and
made an effort to enrich himself with these. He attended the
ballet and symphony and visited museums as often as possible. He was an avid reader, particularly of world history, and
loved to immerse himself in a new book about a past empire,
political event, or eminent statesman.
He swam regularly and enjoyed walks in the park and,
when possible, on South Carolina beaches. In his later years
he maintained his walking regimen, but permitted himself to
take frequent breaks to watch rustling squirrels, playing children, or swooping birds, or to greet a neighborhood dog or
smell a flower. Many will remember him as a strolling gentleman, quick with a friendly smile.
Greg was brilliant. He loved his family. He was a kind man
and is greatly missed.
He was predeceased in 2008 by his wife of 49 years, Martha
Elizabeth Williams Vassell. He is survived by daughter Laura
Kay Vassell, son Thomas Gregory Vassell, and several extended
family members in the United States and Europe.
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J A N A . V E LT R O P
1922–2007
Elected in 1998
“For engineering design of concrete arch dams and
development of hydroelectric projects.”
BY JOHN J. CASSIDY

J

AN ADRIANUS VELTROP, a lifelong innovator and contributor to the design and construction of thin concrete arch dams
and hydroelectric projects, passed away March 24, 2007, at the
age of 85. He was retired chief engineer and senior vice president of Harza Engineering Company, where he worked from
1954 to 1994.
Jan was born in Coeverden, the Netherlands, on March 9,
1922, and became a naturalized citizen of the United States on
January 8, 1957. He contracted polio when he was two years
old and walked with a cane. He dealt with the problems of surviving in the Netherlands during occupation by the German
army during World War II, but his disability kept him from
military service.
He displayed an early propensity for math and science and
graduated with a BS degree in mechanical engineering from
the Technological University of Delft in 1949. He then immigrated to the United States and entered Rensselaer Polytechnic
University, where he graduated with an MS in mechanical
engineering in 1951. He was accepted to the graduate engineering program at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and in 1953 earned his PhD in mechanical engineering.
Upon completion of his doctorate, Jan took an appointment
as an assistant professor of engineering mechanics at Louisiana
361
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State University. But he found that he would be happier in the
design and construction of projects, and so accepted a position
with Harza Engineering Company in Chicago as a senior engineer, performing structural analysis and project design.
At Harza he participated in the analysis and design of an
underground powerhouse for the Ambuklao hydroelectric
project in the Philippines, concrete and steel superstructures
for the power plant at the Brokopondo project in Suriname,
penstock and tunnel liners for La Garita Dam in Guatemala,
and the Derbendi Khan hydroelectric power project in Iraq.
He was also a registered professional engineer in Colorado,
Illinois, and Virginia.
He progressed in responsibility and was promoted to head
Harza’s arch dam section in 1959, structural department in
1962, and civil design branch in 1971, before advancing to
deputy chief engineer in 1976, chief staff engineer in 1977, and
chief engineer in 1979. He was appointed a vice president in
1981 and senior vice president in 1987.
In 1964 he was invited to be the first dean of the College of
Engineering at the University of Nigeria in Nsukka. He had a
strong desire to work with underdeveloped countries and so
accepted the appointment. One of his responsibilities was to
train his Nigerian counterpart to take his position. During his
tenure he also oversaw the construction of three new buildings
for the college. His time there ended in 1967 when, because of
security concerns, he and his family had to be evacuated in the
run-up to the Biafran War.
His mathematical and engineering skills were instrumental
in the development of new design procedures for Harza. For
example, he envisioned that arch dams could be built thinner
than gravity-arch dams such as Hoover Dam and, using his
analytical skills, developed the technology for designing safe,
thin, double-curved concrete arch dams. These required far
less concrete and resulted in lower construction costs and a
shorter construction time. He promoted modern methods of
analysis and design of dams and hydroelectric projects, and
published and presented more than 90 technical papers at
engineering conferences around the world.
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He was active in the US Committee on Large Dams (president, 1981–82) and international Commission on Large Dams
(ICOLD; president, 1989–91). In 1992 he was appointed to the
International Council on Dams, a study commission appointed
by the World Bank to assess the current and future status of
planning and design for dams.
His thoughtful and diplomatic approach was evident in an
itemized letter to ICOLD president C.V.J. Varma, in response
to a critique of a report of the World Commission on Dams
(WCD).1 He began by acknowledging that “Your summary of
ICOLD’s initial review of WCD’s Report is at once eloquent,
thorough, and moderate in tone.” He then made a point of
recognizing the expressed criticisms before putting forth a
brief clarification for each. He closed with this observation:
“When reviewing alternative solutions to water, food, and
energy demands, I am struck by the need to consider two
aspects: ‘Need is the mother of invention’ and ‘Do not assume
that technology will inevitably solve our problems.’ Are these
mutually exclusive?”
Jan was survived by his wife Ruth (née Gaessler), sons
Loren and Brian, daughter Wendy, and five grandchildren.
Brian died July 12, 2015.

The letter is available through the United Nations Environment
Program (UNEP) Dams and Development Project, at http://staging.
unep.org/dams/documents/default.asp?documentid=452.

1
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I RW I N W E L B E R
1924–2016
Elected in 1988
“For major contributions to the advancement of capacity and economy in
satellite, microwave radio, submarine cable, and digital transmission systems.”
BY REBECCA ULLRICH
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

IRWIN WELBER, former head of Sandia Corp. and executive

vice president to then-President George Dacey at Bell Laboratories, passed away in Albuquerque on December 17, 2016, at
age 92.
When Sandians who have been around a while think about
Irwin Welber, Sandia president and laboratories director (1986–
89), they remember an engaged and engaging leader who made
a special effort to connect with members of the workforce across
the labs. They also remember him as a steady hand in a time of
federal budget uncertainties and layoff rumors.
In an interview with the Lab News upon assuming Sandia’s
top job, Irwin said,
In taking on this responsibility I am most fortunate in being
able to work with George [Dacey] during my first few months
on this job. Sandia has earned and holds the respect of many
key government people. I saw this first-hand during my
recent visit to Washington, when I was introduced to them.
The people of Sandia National Laboratories, because of their
contribution to the nation’s security, are viewed as a national
resource. And George has been instrumental in projecting these

Reprinted and edited from the original text with the permission of
Sandia National Labs and Rebecca Ullrich.
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contributions. In one of our meetings with someone who had
not met George before, he was greeted with, “It is an honor to
meet a legend in his own time!”

Irwin told the Lab News that the job offer to lead Sandia was
a life changer. “A year or two ago,” he recounted, “I said to
my wife that the only thing that could really change my future
plans would be to be offered a job at Sandia. I didn’t even say
president, just ‘a job at Sandia,’ I said, ‘but that’s impossible.’
But, I said, that might change my plans. And, lo and behold, it
came to pass. Again, I did not lobby for the job, I did not seek
it, but having been offered it, I will serve. And with pleasure.”
“A Real Delight”
Irwin was respected for actively trying to understand the
Sandia workforce and the work done there. He was noted for
lunching in the cafeteria with staff members, who found him
receptive and likable, an impression reinforced by the observations of Rosalie Crawford, secretary to nine Sandia presidents,
including Irwin. She described him as having “a wonderful, dry sense of humor; it sometimes hit you when you least
expected it. Quick mind, fast on his feet, a real delight.”
Former Sandia VP Roger Hagengruber wrote, “I worked for
Irwin at Sandia as one of his vice presidents. I found him to be
a great boss and a truly delightful person. He had a warm personality and a tremendous sense of humor…. I found him to
be a very capable and mentoring person who was a pleasure
to work for and with at Sandia. I will miss him and value the
time we had together.”
Irwin had begun his career in 1950 at Bell Labs, where, as
an electrical engineer, his work focused on transmission systems. He was responsible for ground communication equipment and technical coordination with foreign partners during
the Telstar satellite program of the early 1960s, and went on to
oversee AT&T’s transmission systems.
Upon becoming president of the labs, Irwin understood
that people, and some of the most gifted and technically
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accomplished people in the world, have questions. As he put
it to the Lab News,
It is natural to ask, “What prepared me for this position?” If
I fully understood the job, I could answer the question. But
what I can tell you are some of the things I have done that seem
to relate to Sandia’s activities. During the early 1960s I dealt
with NASA on satellite communications projects. Since that
agency and AT&T were both launching their own version of
a satellite in the same time frame, there were delicate negotiations required to meet a tight schedule for our Telstar satellite.
For the past nine years I have worked with the National
Security Agency on enhancing the security of our Common
Carrier microwave systems. Most recently, we have bid and
been awarded a development contract by NSA for an advanced
version of a secure telephone…. The major part of my time at
Bell Labs, however, has been occupied with the design of the
transmission network for the Bell System and now AT&T.

Irwin’s tenure at Sandia facilitated the push for transferring technology from government laboratories to the private
sector, particularly in support of industries considered vital
to national defense. This included a deliberate increase in
interactions regarding compound semiconductor R&D and
manufacturing.
In the late 1980s, congressional concern about maintaining a competitive edge in semiconductor manufacturing led
to additional funding for new facilities. These and expanded
collaboration with universities enhanced Sandia’s research
profile, and procedures were established to increase partnerships with industry, including the SEMATECH consortium of
semiconductor manufacturers.
Support for Important New Initiatives
Irwin actively supported both existing work and new initiatives. Sandia’s energy research received a boost in advanced
coal technologies and geosciences, as well as in the nuclear
power plant arena, which resulted in the creation of the new
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Exploratory Nuclear Power Development directorate (6500).
Sandia hosted the “Stocktake” meeting between the United
States and United Kingdom for the first time in 1987.
The labs also became involved in research in support of the
US Strategic Defense Initiative. And in 1986, at Irwin’s request,
the Office Automation Subcommittee embarked on a quest for
a single word processing application to be the standard across
Sandia.
Reflecting the increase in systems work and the realignment of different areas of work, Irwin instituted a major
reorganization at the laboratories in late 1986, creating an
Exploratory Systems Division and a new Computer Sciences
and Mathematics Directorate. A variety of other organization
mergers and moves took place as well.
Irwin presented a calm face to the labs during disruptive
moments, including budget concerns raised as a result of the
Gramm-Rudman-Hollings Deficit Reduction Act that placed
constraints on the federal budget. Stating clearly that Sandia’s
purpose was to serve national needs, not preserve itself, he
quelled rumors of layoffs and oversaw the complexities of
maintaining a relatively level workforce in the face of budget
uncertainties.
He consistently expressed a belief in the importance and
effectiveness of Sandia’s workforce, saying that, “The key is a
good tech base and the kind of people who understand what
the problems are—creative people.”
He was born March 3, 1924, to Philip and Rose Welber
in Amsterdam, New York, and received his BS from Union
College (1948) and MS from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
(1950), both in electrical engineering. He was a fellow of the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE; 1963)
and served on its Communication Society Policy Board.
In addition to the NAE, he was a member of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science and New York
Academy of Sciences.
Irwin is survived by sons Peter, Paul, and David; and grandchildren Jeff and Kelsey Welber. His beloved wife, Ellen (née
Willbach), passed away in February of 2015.
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THORNTON A. WILSON
1921–1999
Elected in 1974
“Leadership in the engineering and management of major complex
aerospace systems for commercial and military use.”
BY JOHN D. WARNER AND PHILIP M. CONDIT

T

HORNTON ARNOLD WILSON, a giant in the aerospace industry, passed away April 10, 1999, at age 78 in Palm Springs,
California. Having led the Boeing Company to leadership in the
aerospace field, his impact on the technology and business of
aerospace around the globe was indeed remarkable.
Born February 8, 1921, in Sikeston, Missouri, T, as he was
called, was a farm boy and a true Missourian—the proper
name for natives of the “Show-Me” state. He had that
Midwestern upbringing with the plain-spoken approach to
everything (sometimes he stretched that definition considerably). One never had to guess where he was coming from. He
had zero tolerance for nonsense and exaggeration. He appreciated candor and bluntness, as long as they were based on
facts and data. He was quoted as saying in an interview that
he was “a demanding and tough manager—I was no joy to
behold.” This was true only if someone was not performing
up to expectations.
He went by T, short for Thornton, not T.A. If someone called
his office saying they were a friend of Thornton or T.A., legend
had it that his secretary was instructed to hang up, though no
doubt she put some polish on that instruction.
He had a commanding presence, and his entry into a room
was an electric event. Widely admired, held in awe by many,
371
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feared by some who probably deserved it, T was one of a kind.
Yet he was unassuming in his personal life. His favorite restaurant, for example, was a place that most considered rather
ordinary; it was inexpensive for sure, which characterized T’s
lifestyle.
Wilson graduated from Iowa State University in 1943 with
a degree in aeronautical engineering. He joined Boeing that
year, leaving briefly for a teaching assignment and advanced
study at Iowa State and a year at the California Institute of
Technology, where he earned his master’s degree in aeronautical engineering in 1948.
The first Boeing airplane to bear a significant Wilson imprint
was the dramatically new B-47 swept-wing bomber. Wilson
became project engineer of the B-52 program in 1948 during
the latter stages of its design and then led the proposal team
that won the Minuteman intercontinental ballistic missile
program for the company. He took over active general management of the program and established Boeing as a leader
in multicontractor systems integration work of vast size and
complexity.
He was elected vice president in 1963 and in 1964 was put
in charge of operations and planning for corporate headquarters. Two years later he was named executive vice president.
He became company president in April 1968 and was elected
chief executive officer in 1969 at the young age of 48. When
the company experienced a major downturn in business in the
early 1970s, he made the courageous and difficult decisions
that kept the company afloat, including slashing 95,000 jobs—
two thirds of the payroll. Then he set about growing the company with his bold leadership.
In September 1972 he was elected chair of the board; he continued as CEO until April 1986 and retired at the end of 1987.
One of his major impacts on the company was his encouragement to the airplane designers to accommodate future derivatives of new models, which drastically cut development costs
while ensuring that new technologies and capabilities could
be offered to customers.
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He served on the Aerospace/Defense (as chair; 1986–89)
and Industry Advisory Boards (1986–91) and the Committee
for the 25th Anniversary of the NAE (1988–90).
In addition to his election to the NAE in 1974, Wilson was
honored with numerous awards. In 1975 he received the
James Forrestal Award from the National Security Industrial
Association for leadership in promoting understanding and
cooperation between industry and government in the interest of national security. He received the Anson Marston Medal
from the College of Engineering at Iowa State University in 1978
in recognition of outstanding achievements in engineering. In
1979 he was selected for the Wright Brothers Trophy from the
National Aeronautic Association (NAA) for “significant public
service of enduring value to aviation in the United States,” and
Financial World named him chief executive officer of the year for
bringing Boeing back from the depths to a state of prosperity.
In 1982 the NAA’s Collier Trophy was awarded to Wilson and
Boeing “for the private development of two advanced technology transports—757 and 767—with the support of the Federal
Aviation Administration, industry, and the airlines.” In 1983
Wilson was enshrined in the National Aviation Hall of Fame
for engineering and managerial achievements during his career
with Boeing. Also in 1983 he was named Seattle’s “First Citizen”
by the Seattle/King County Board of Realtors for his meritorious accomplishments in civic, community, and public service. In
1985 he received both the National Academy of Sciences Award
in Aeronautical Engineering and the Daniel Guggenheim
Medal, and the following year he was selected for the Wings
Club Distinguished Achievement Award. In 1987 the Museum
of Flight in Seattle named a newly constructed glass gallery
after Wilson, who led the original funding effort to construct the
143,000-square-foot glass and steel showcase. In February 1989
he was inducted into the National Business Hall of Fame.
He was survived by his wife, Grace (née Miller); children Thornton A. Wilson 3rd of Seattle, Daniel A. Wilson of
Newcastle, Washington, and Sarah W. Parkinson of Enumclaw,
WA; and six grandchildren.
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B E RT R A M W O L F E
1927–2004
Elected in 1980
“Contributions to the development of advanced nuclear
concepts and projects, particularly fast flux reactors.”
BY SALOMON LEVY

BERTRAM WOLFE, a significant contributor to nuclear pow-

er development and its success, died September 6, 2004, in Los
Gatos, California, at age 77. He was an industry spokesman on
nuclear power and energy needs and an excellent debater willing to take on all critics. He was a leader who strongly pushed
fast reactors and their ability to save energy resources. It is unfortunate that he was not able to participate in the attention that
reactors finally received.
He was born June 26, 1927, in the Bronx, New York. He
received his BA in physics from Princeton University in 1950
and his PhD in nuclear physics from Cornell University in
1954. He joined General Electric Company in 1955, when
its commercial nuclear energy business was initiated, and
worked in almost all phases of nuclear energy, from reactor
design to fuel supply, waste management, and development
of new reactor concepts.
During the 1950s and 1960s he led the nuclear core design
effort on several new test and research reactors, including the
engineering test reactor, the GE test reactor, and the radiation effects reactor. He was responsible for the Southwest
Experimental Fast Oxide Reactor (SEFOR) project, which
demonstrated the inherent shutdown characteristics of a fast
reactor under accident conditions.
375
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In 1969 he briefly left GE to be associate director of Battelle
Northwest Laboratories, with broad responsibilities including
design and development efforts for the fast flux test reactor. In
1971 he returned to GE, where he led the successful decommissioning of the Shippingport (PA) reactor and the completion of the Morris (IL) reprocessing plant. The direction of this
latter activity was changed when new government policies
outlawed reprocessing in the United States. The Morris plant
was efficiently converted to a spent-fuel storage facility that is
still in operation.
Dr. Wolfe was also responsible for the continued development of the fast breeder reactor and led the effort that resulted
in GE’s selection as the lead organization for the US Fast
Breeder Development Program.
In the late 1970s, when the market for new reactors faded,
he was given responsibility for the GE nuclear fuel supply and
services business to support the operating nuclear plants. This
responsibility included developing and meeting both technical and business objectives. He was also responsible for the
GE advanced reactor program, which culminated in the start
of construction of two advanced boiling water reactors at the
Kashiwasaki site in Japan.
Beginning in 1987 he headed GE’s Nuclear Energy business
as vice president and general manager. He played a key role
in bringing it to a profitable position. He retired from GE in
August 1992 at age 65.
A professional engineer in the state of California, Dr. Wolfe
became an independent consultant in the fields of nuclear
energy and energy services. He held several patents in the
nuclear field and was the author of over 100 publications
concerning nuclear technology, nuclear energy, and energy in
general.
He was professionally engaged in a number of organizations. He was a director of Houston Lighting and Power and
served on the Nuclear Advisory Board of Pennsylvania Power
and Light, International Advisory Committee of Concord
Industries, and several other advisory boards as well as the
Energy Engineering Board (1987–93) of the National Research
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Council. He was a member of the board of directors of the
Nuclear Management and Resources Council, US Council for
Energy Awareness, Nuclear Power Oversight Committee, and
American Nuclear Energy Council. He was a fellow and past
president of the American Nuclear Society, and a member of
Sigma Xi, Phi Beta Kappa, and Phi Kappa Phi.
His contributions to the field were recognized by various
honors. In addition to his election to the NAE, in 1990 he
received the Walter H. Zinn Award for outstanding technical
contributions to nuclear power, and in 1992 he was honored
with one of the nuclear industry’s most prestigious honors,
the Henry DeWolf Smyth Nuclear Statesman Award.
Bertram Wolfe is survived by his wife of 53 years, Leila (Lee)
Ann; daughter Sarah Rothenberg and son-in-law William
Rothenberg; sons Donald and William and daughter-in-law
Victoria Contreras-Wolfe; and grandchildren Tyler, Bennett,
Madeline, and Clark Rothenberg.
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MOSHE ZAKAI
1926–2015
Elected in 1989
“For pioneering contribution to the theory of nonlinear filtering
and to the theory and application of stochastic processes.”
BY HAYA KASPI, EDDY MAYER-WOLF, AND OFER ZEITOUNI
SUBMITTED BY THE NAE HOME SECRETARY

MOSHE ZAKAI, who passed away November 27, 2015, in

his hometown of Haifa, was an extraordinarily talented man
who made a major difference in the life and career of those who
collaborated with him as well as many of his students.
He was born December 22, 1926, in Sokółka, Poland, and
came to Israel (then Palestine) as a child. He obtained his BSc
in electrical engineering from the Technion–Israel Institute of
Technology in 1951 and went to work in the scientific department of the Ministry of Defense as a radar engineer until 1956.
With a government fellowship, he obtained a PhD in electrical
engineering in 1958 from the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign and then returned to the Ministry of Defense scientific department as head of the Communication Research
Group. In 1965 he joined the Faculty of Electrical Engineering
at the Technion, where he remained until his retirement in
1998 as a Distinguished Professor.
Moshe Zakai strongly felt that it was essential to use modern
advanced mathematical tools in the study of communication
and radar theory. Soon after his PhD he took a keen interest in

Adapted with permission from the IMS Bulletin: News from the Institute
of Mathematical Statistics, December 16, 2015 (http://bulletin.imstat.
org/2015/12/obituary-moshe-zakai-1926-2015/).
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Kiyosi Itô’s stochastic integration theory and in stochastic differential equations as the proper model for dynamical systems
driven by white noise. Together with Eugene Wong, he realized that there was a serious obstacle in applying Itô’s theory:
white noise is not physical, and Itô’s solution was not continuous in the input, in the sense that driving a stochastic differential equation with an approximation of white noise does not
yield a solution that is close to Itô’s solution.
In a groundbreaking 1965 paper,1 Wong and Zakai showed
how to resolve this problem: an extra term (now called the
Wong-Zakai correction) has to be added to the “physical”
equation, and with it continuity is restored. This observation
opened the door to rigorous applications of the Itô calculus in
communication and control on the one hand, and new developments in the theory of stochastic processes on the other. To
some extent, one could interpret Martin Hairer’s more recent
theory of regularity structures (for which he received the
Fields Medal in 2014) as a suitable way to introduce WongZakai corrections in the more challenging setup of nonlinear
stochastic partial differential equations.
Another topic to which Zakai made a seminal contribution
is the theory of nonlinear filtering. Filtering deals with extracting a signal from a noisy observation of it by computing the
conditional distribution of the signal given the observations.
In the setup of Gaussian processes, the problem was solved in
the 1940s by Norbert Wiener and Andrey Kolmogorov. (It is
worth noting that Wiener was motivated by control applications stemming from the World War II effort.) Later, Rudolf
Kálmán devised a recursive filter that computed the optimal
(linear) filter; his filter was a crucial element in the development of modern control, radar, and communication systems.
However, it did not always approximate well the optimal filter
for non-Gaussian models, which is generally nonlinear.
The mid-1960s saw a flurry of activity in addressing this
challenge, and various representations of the optimal filter
On the Convergence of Ordinary Integrals to Stochastic Integrals.
Annals of Mathematical Statistics 36(5):1560–1564.

1
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were derived. However, none could be computed effectively,
as the problem required solving an infinite system of coupled
stochastic differential equations. Zakai’s major insight in his
fundamental 1969 paper2 was to realize that by focusing on
an unnormalized version of the conditional density, one could
obtain a single bilinear stochastic partial differential equation
(the Zakai equation), from which the filter could be easily computed (and which reduces to the Kalman filter in the Gaussian
case). Zakai’s equation has been the basis for all progress in
filtering theory; in particular, modern approaches to compute
the filter using genetic algorithms (“particle filters”) effectively
compute the solution to Zakai’s equation.
After a foray with Wong into the study of multiparameter
stochastic processes, the last two decades of Zakai’s professional life saw the completion of his transition to a full-time
probabilist. He turned his attention to the Malliavin calculus,
introduced by Paul Malliavin in 1979 to study the smoothness of Gaussian functionals—in particular of solutions to Itô
equations—with respect to perturbations of the driving white
noise, with the aim of providing a probabilistic proof of Lars
Hörmander’s criterion for the regularity of solutions of parabolic partial differential equations. Zakai was one of a handful
of probabilists who started working on Malliavin’s calculus
shortly after its introduction. Very early on, he introduced a
different, more geometric, approach summarized in his influential 1985 paper.3
His old concern with the continuity of functionals in the
underlying white noise resurfaced in 1990 in one of his many
joint papers with David Nualart, now in a more abstract setting,
identifying the multiple Wiener integrals, which are continuous in Brownian motion. He then embarked with A. Süleyman
Üstünel and others on a program to apply these ideas to the
study of anticipative changes of measures on Wiener space.
On the Optimal Filtering of Diffusion Processes. Zeitschrift für
Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie und Verwandte Gebiete 11(3):230.
3
Malliavin Derivatives and Derivatives of Functionals of the Wiener
Process with Respect to a Scale Parameter. Annals of Probability 13(2):
609–615.
2
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Their joint book from 20004 summarizes the theory and is the
standard reference for the study of transformations on Wiener
space.
Zakai’s work was recognized by many awards, including
the Control Systems Award from the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and Israel’s Rothschild Prize.
He was a fellow of the IEEE and Institute of Mathematical
Statistics, foreign associate of the US National Academy of
Engineering, and member of the Israel Academy of Sciences
and Humanities.
He was a strong proponent of employing sophisticated
mathematical tools in engineering, and showed by example
that the interaction between mathematics and engineering is
highly beneficial to both disciplines. His voice and mentorship
will be sorely missed by his many colleagues, students, and
friends.
He is survived by his wife Shulamit (Mita); their children
Tamar, Michal, and Noam; and grandchildren and greatgrandchildren.

4
Transformation of Measure on Wiener Space. Berlin/Heidelberg: SpringerVerlag.
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APPENDIX
Members

Elected

Born

Deceased

Paul G. Allen
Gene M. Amdahl
Nathaniel Arbiter
Leo L. Beranek
Yvonne C. Brill
John W. Cahn
Michael M. Carroll
Ray W. Clough
W. Dale Compton
James W. Cooley
Eugene E. Covert
Elio D’Appolonia
David A. Dornfeld
Ira Dyer
P. Gunnar Engström
Robert M. Fano
Morris E. Fine
Alexander H. Flax
Robert C. Forney
Jay W. Forrester
Donald N. Frey
George W. Govier
Robert N. Hall
Thomas J. Hanratty
Larry L. Hench
K. Uno Ingard
David S. Johnson
Ivan P. Kaminow
Eneas D. Kane
Herbert H. Kellogg
Ernest S. Kuh
J. Halcombe Laning
Nikolay P. Laverov
Emmett N. Leith
Salomon Levy

2005
1967
1977
1966
1987
1998
1987
1968
1981
2000
1980
1977
2013
1976
1992
1973
1973
1967
1989
1967
1967
1979
1977
1974
2000
1980
2016
1984
1977
1978
1975
1983
2005
1982
1974

1/21/1953
11/16/1922
1/2/1911
9/15/1914
12/30/1924
1/9/1928
12/8/1936
7/23/1920
1/7/1929
9/18/1926
2/6/1926
4/14/1918
8/3/1949
6/14/1925
4/11/1923
11/11/1917
4/12/1918
1/18/1921
3/13/1927
7/14/1918
3/23/1923
6/15/1917
12/25/1919
11/9/1926
11/21/1938
2/24/1921
12/9/1945
3/3/1930
1/8/1917
2/24/1920
10/2/1928
2/14/1920
1/12/1930
3/12/1927
4/4/1926

10/15/2018
11/10/2015
10/5/2008
10/10/2016
3/27/2013
3/14/2016
1/17/2016
10/8/2016
2/7/2017
6/29/2016
1/15/2015
12/30/2015
3/27/2016
10/9/2016
7/20/2015
7/13/2016
10/1/2015
6/30/2014
8/3/2016
11/16/2016
3/5/2010
2/22/2016
11/7/2016
8/24/2016
12/16/2015
8/21/2014
3/8/2016
12/18/2013
7/14/2013
1/16/2016
6/27/2015
5/29/2012
11/27/2016
12/23/2005
3/23/2016
continued next page
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Members

Elected

Born

Deceased

Artur Mager
Walter C. Marshall
Bill B. May
Angelo Miele
Walter E. Morrow Jr.
Dale D. Myers
Jacques I. Pankove
Paul S. Peercy
Stanford S. Penner
C. Dwight Prater
William R. Prindle
Donald E. Procknow
John A. Quinn
Arthur H. Rosenfeld
Robert L. Sackheim
Robert H. Scanlan
Harvey W. Schadler
Bernard A. Schriever
Shirley E. Schwartz
Maurice E. Shank
Charles F. Tiffany
Myron Tribus
Gregory S. Vassell
Jan A. Veltrop
Irwin Welber
Thornton A. Wilson
Bertram Wolfe
Moshe Zakai

1977
1979
1988
1994
1978
1974
1986
2001
1977
1977
1990
1988
1978
2010
2000
1987
1991
1967
2000
1983
1984
1973
1980
1998
1988
1974
1980
1989

9/21/1919
3/5/1932
9/23/1935
8/21/1922
7/24/1928
1/8/1922
11/23/1922
11/26/1940
7/5/1921
1/2/1917
12/19/1926
5/27/1923
9/3/1932
6/22/1926
5/16/1937
8/15/1914
1/4/1931
9/10/1910
8/26/1935
4/22/1921
11/23/1929
10/30/1921
12/24/1921
3/9/1922
3/3/1924
2/8/1921
6/26/1927
12/22/1926

11/22/2016
2/20/1996
6/6/2016
3/19/2016
2/12/2017
5/19/2015
7/12/2016
10/20/2016
7/15/2016
1/1/2001
12/29/2016
7/1/2016
2/8/2016
1/27/2017
12/22/2013
5/27/2001
11/30/2014
6/20/2005
5/8/2016
2/21/2012
10/12/2014
8/31/2016
11/3/2016
3/24/2007
12/17/2016
4/10/1999
9/6/2004
11/27/2015
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